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PREFACE
In his edict of December 1672, King Louis XIV
wrote: . "·· . • the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem
is the oldest in Christendom; it is hospitaller and
military: it was founded for the defence of the Faith
and the service of the sick and the poor . . . " This'
assertion by the King of France should be remembered
especially since Louis XIV was a true protector of '
the Order--which, be it remembered, was not an order
of the Crown--to the point of want~ng to assign to
it all the hospitals and hospices for the poor in
the kingdom. This protection was in turn confirmed
by his successor Louis XV, during whose reign the
Order of Saint Lazarus reached new heights, the king
entrusted it with the kingdom's military schools,
where future officers of the royal army were trained,
and gave the Order a place of importance which it
held until the Revolution. To add to its renown,
Louis of Orleans, Duke of Chartres and then Duke of
Orleans, eldest Prince of the Blood Royal, was its
Grand Master from 1720 to 1752; in 1757 this function
was assumed by the grandson of the King, the Duke of
Berry (the future Louis XVI), and in 1773 by his other
grandson the Count of Provence (the future Louis XVIII).
With the rising fortunes of the Order in the 18th
century, it was felt useful to recall its origins in
the Holy Land, when the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus
devoted themselves to the lepers both in the Frankish
principalities of the Christian Orient and in the
kingdoms of Western Europe. It was necessary to show
the part they played in the battles of the crusades
and the influence of the Order in the 1~iddle Ages
through its establishments in western Christendom.
It was also thought that some mention of the privileges
the Order received from the King of France, the Christian
sovereigns, and the Holy See in Rome would be helpful.
For these reasons, in 1772, before the assumption
of his duties by the Count of Provence, the historian
Gautier de Sibert, member of the Academie des Inscriotions et Belles Lettres and historiographer of the
Orders of Saint Lazarus and of Our Lady of Mount Carmel,
wrote the following history, drawing on information
from his own archives and from those of the Kingdom
(some of which were destroyed during the Revolution).
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This is a work rich in details on the beginnin~s of
the Order and its existence through the centur1es;
it was published by the Royal Printer in 1772. It
is a major reference source for those interested in
the Orders·of Chivalry, their history and their
purpose. In his dedication to the Count of Provence,
Gautier de Sibert writes of the Order of Saint
Lazarus: " • • • the oldest of the regular militaryhospitaller institutions, · Religion defended with
enlightened zeal, shelter and aid for afflicted
humanity, exploits of war, generous deeds, exemplary
fidelity, men always concerned to fulfill the commitments of their calling through love of duty and for
the good in itself • • • "
Since this work is ·unfortunately unavailable
today, M. Michel-E. Slatkine has taken the welcome
initiative of republishing it. For this he deserves
our thanks.
In an afterword, Guy Coutant de Saisseval, an
historian mindful of tradition, summarizes the history
of the Order of Saint Lazarus since the publication of
Gautier de Sibert's work and notes how its tradition
and its spirituality have persisted to the present day.
We hope that this book . will be read, without ban
or hindrance. The reader will note in particular the
concern in ancient France to maintain the spirit of
medieval Christianity.
The Duke of Brissac

(
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TO HIS LORDSHIP THE COUNT OF PROVENCE,
Grand r~ster of the Orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
and of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem.
MY LORD,
I have the honour of offering you the fruit of the
labour assigned to me by His Lordship the Dauphin,
who charged me to draft the history of the Orders of
Our Lady of Mount Carmel and of Saint Lazarus. In
bestowing upon you the dignity of Grand Master, this
Prince leaves to you, !wlY LORD, the gl9ry of consummating
this work illustrating these two Orders: and how could
he better honour them and consolidate their happiness!
The Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel owes its institution
to Henry IV, while Saint Lazarus is the oldest of the
regular military-hospitaller institutions. Religion
defended with enlightened zeal, shelter and aid for
afflicted humanity, exploits of war, generous deeds,
exemplary fidelity, men always concerned to fulfill the
commitments of their calling through love of duty and
for the good in itself: these, MY LORD, are the subjects
you will meet with in this History, of which Your Magistracy shall form an epoch ever memorable in the annals
of the Order. Under your auspices, it needs must resume
its activity, recover its brilliance and its property,
and enjoy possessions sheltered from all vicissitude.
These advantages, the results of the beneficence,
protection and nobility of the Head, will revive the
spirit of the Institution, and enable the Order to
carry out its useful designs for contributing to the
good ·of the State in general, and to that of the
Nobility in particular.
I am, with the deepest respect,
MY LORD,
Your most humble and obedient servant,
Gautier de Sibert,
Historiographer of the Orders of
Our Lady of !'lloun t Carmel and of
Saint Lazarus.

...
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE
{Translator's Note: Pagination of the original t ext
is given at the appropriate lines in the left-hand
margin of the translation.)
i

ii

iii

The work I now give to the Public is the fruit
of a labour made all the more arduous in that I have
had to conduct research through all of Ecclesiasticai
history to determine whether there were any basis for
adopting the opinion of different writers who date the
origin of the Order whose history I am about to write
back to the first centuries of the Christian era.
At first I had thought to encounter difficulties
only at the outset; soon I realized that they were
following fast upon each - other. I was nothing daunted
by the obstacles: animated by a desire to justify the
trust I had been honoured with, I courageously carried
on with a history that had yet to be traced. In truth,
the authors who have treated of the Chivalric Orders
or the religious, military-hospitaller Orders have not
forgotten those of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount
Carmel, but they have spoken of them too scantily. It
was fitting that an Order commendable in itself and
which, in addition to the advantage of belonging to
the Nation, has as its Grand ~~ster the heir to the
Throne, should have its own history. I have found
three manuscripts in the archives of the Order; the
first is entitled, Abridged Chronicle of the Military
Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, with the Union of
the said Order with the modern Royal ~dili tia of Our
Ladv of f'lount Carmel, by the noble and excellent 11las ter
Jean-Marie de la Mure, Counsellor and Chaplain to the
King and Canon of the royal Church of Our Lady of
Montbrisson; the title of the second is, Hi story of
he Hospi taller, Regular and iilili tary Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem, and of the Regular and 1ilili tara
Order of Our Lady of l'i lount Carmel, by ,11. de Guenegau ,
former Master of Requests and Chancellor of the said
Orders during the magistracy of M. de Dangeau; and
finally the third bears the title, Concise Historical
and Chronological Summary of the Royal Military and
Hospitaller Orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and of
Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, by M. Julien de SaintDidier. The author of th.e first manuscript regards
Saint Lazarus as the founder of the Order: he supposes
that this Saint came to Provence with his sisters Martha
and Mary Magdalen, and was Bishop of Marseilles, a story
no longer believed today. He adds that France's fortune
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in recovering the relic of the Holy Tear in the 11th
century (1) was the first sign heralding the esta blishment within the kingdom of the principal seat of the
Order of Saint Lazarus. This little work of sixtyfour pages in quarto has been written with much method
and precision: and if it contains errors, indeed,
absurditie~. it also contains excerpts from severa l
documents and some interesting facts.
As for the manuscript of M. de Guenegaud, M. de
Boze read and approved it · in his capacity of Royal
Censor on September 15, 1717; but since this was not
a judgment on the validity of the wor~, it did not
satisfy the Order. Nine years later, Abbot de Vertot
was secretly assigned to examine the manuscript; in a
letter of February 7, 1726 he advised against having
it printed for various reasons, several of which were
just. This work is not in fact a history, of which it
has neither the form nor the style; it mostly contains
futile discussions and tiresome commentaries on Papal
bulls. Sometimes the author lose~ track of his subject;
he often repeats himself, and it is especially then that
his partiality shows through. Nonetheless this manuscript
has been of some service to me: I have profited by some
of its research. As much cannot be said for 111. de SaintDidier•s work, which is only a summary of the memoirs of
Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc, and of the Order's book
of rules and ceremonies, printed in 1649, with a
dedicatory epistle to Grand Master Charles-Achille
de Nerestang.
Also in the boxes where these manuscripts were
found were several charters, originals or collated from
originals, and many old deeds, two of which have been
extracted from the book of homages of the barony of
Carbonnieres. I mention these two titles in particular
because they tell us that the Order of Saint Lazarus
had a Grand i~ster called Jean le Conte, who succeeded
(1) Those who would have it that Saint Magdalen voyaged
to Provence say that the Angels placed in her hands the
Holy Tear that Christ shed upon Lazarus; that she presented
this relic to the city of Marseilles, from which it was
transferred to Constantinople by Constantine the Great,
where it remained until about the middle of the 11th century; that then Geoffrey, surnamed Martel, Count of Anjou,
having given aid to the Emperor of the East, was rewarded
for his services with the Holy Tear, which he returned to
France and installed in the abbey church he founded near
Vendome, where the Office of the Holy Tear is still observed, as well as in several other churches of the realm.
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Grand Master de Couraze. This was not known before th~
discovery of these two deeds, whose originals are in
the archives of the House of Noailles, long owner of
the barony of Carbonnieres. And yet the Le Conte
family is not extinct: it still has several branches
in Perigord, Limousin and Auvergne. I shall have
occasion several times to speak of the Carbonnieres,
who have been benefactors of the Order since the l]th
century. It seems that their nobility was already of
quite ancient ~tanding in 1282, since in the homage
rendered that year by Grand Master de Sainville to
Hugh, Lord of carbonnieres (1) for the commanderie of
Rosson in Auvergne, this Lord is addressed as "nobilis
& patens vir, Dominus Hugo de Carboneriis, Miles."
These boxes further contain, first, a list (2) of the
titles preserved in the archives of the Abbey of Seedorf
in Switzerland, formerly a commanderie of the Order of
Saint Lazarus, and second, a full account of the memoirs
composed in 1556 by Peter Jauch (J). In support of his
statements, the writer of this account cites the book
of Rudolph of . Brienz, the red book of Lawrence of Poitiers
and the red book of Ralph of Montfort. These three works,
which dealt with the origin of the Seedorf institution
and its history as a Benedictine abbey and a commanderie
of the Order of Saint Lazarus, were destroyed in 1590
in the fire which consumed the house of Peter Gissler,
Landamman of the canton of Uri, who was then translating
these three books into German from the originals. In
fact, by examining lists, notes and quotations, I can
see that the Order once had in its archives many important documents that are no longer there today: I
shall give the reasons for this later. To compensate
for such irreparable losses, I have combed through
compilations and collections of titles and charters
made both in France and in England; I have read the

(1) The barony of Carbonnieres formerly included
over forty parishes.
(2) In 1702 the Abbey of Seedorf sent this list to
the Order, together with copies of several deeds and bulls.
(J) The memoirs of Peter Jauch, Administrator of the
Abbey of Seedorf for the Magistrate of Uri, are part of
a collection which we owe to Knight Renwartcysat,
Chancellor of the canton of Lucerne, who in 1608 took
the trouble to collect all the titles and documents
pertaining to the Abbey in a book, which was kept at
Seedorf.
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collection known as Gesta Dei per Frances , a nd gener ally
everything that might shed some light upon my subj ect .
The Treasury of Charters provided me - with a few documents,
one by the hand of Philip Augustus, which is included
among the supporting documents. The ma nuscripts in the
King's Library relating to the Order of Saint Lazarus
were made as easily accessible to me as I might wish.
Had I been in a position to draw on the invaluable
repositories of some neighbouring States, I might have
made some interesting discoveries. Yet I am partly compensated by several deeds culled earlier from the Tower
of London, which are now in my hands, as well as by those
graciously given me by 1Vl. de Brequigny. In 1764 this
learned member of the Academie was charged by the Court
to go to England and there collect all titles relating
to French history and public law. While engaged in his
principal research, he found several charters and a
cartulary concerning the Order of Saint Lazarus. Some
of these charters, of which I have copies, will be included in the supporting documents. r.t. de Brequigny
simply made a summary of the cartulary, whereby I see
that Wal terus of Lynton, illaster of the Hospital of the
Order of Saint Lazarus of Burton near Leicester, had the
cartulary drawn up in 1404, and that its two hundred and
fifty pages of fairly small writing contain all the
charters both of donations and of confirmations of
property possessed by the Order of Saint Lazarus in
England, together with names of the benefactors of the
Order. I probably could have used to advantage the
documents included in this manuscript, though generally
it treats only of goods to which the Order has ceased
to make any claim. I also owe a tribute of thanks to
the Baron of Zurlauben, military man and man of letters,
several of whose ancestors were received as Knights of
Saint Lazarus at Seedorf in the 14th and 15th centuries:
he kindly assisted me in my research on the Order,
communicating extracts from original material in the
archives of this ancient commanderie. (1)

(l) The Baron of Zurlauben, 9f the ancient and
illustrious House of La Tour-Chatillon in Vallais,
Field I~rshall, Captain of a regiment of the Swiss
Guards, and Academicien-Libre of the Academie royale
des Inscriptions & Belles-Lettres, is now working on
a history of the ancient commanderie of the Order of
Saint Lazarus in Seedorf and Gfenn, Switzerland.
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Finally, having gathered everything that might
concern my subject and then considered the shape I would
give my work, it seemed to me that this history naturally
divided itself into four periods: the first beginning
with· the beginning of the Order and finishing in 1254,
a year noteworthy for the removal of the Grand ,~ster
and the headquarters of the Order to France; the second
ending in 1489, when Pope Innocent VIII issued the bull
whereby he intended to suppress the Order of Saint Lazarus
and consign its property to the Order of Saint John; the
third stretching from 1489 to 1608; and the fourth period
opening with the institution of the Order of Our Lad y of
it!ount Carmel and its union with the ancient ••1ilitia and
Order of Saint Lazarus, and including all the events
which befell the two united orders, from Henry IV to
the present day. In outlining these periods, I wish
to give notice that I am presenting the history of the
Order of Saint Lazarus, and not that of those unfortunates
obliged by a contagious disease to live separated from
the rest of mankind, and that consequently I shall enter
into no detail on the policies that the state government
and the episcopacy saw fit to establish with regard to
these invalids,who were so often the objects of the
zeal and charity of the Knights of Saint Lazarus. I
also thought it pointless to refute the error of two
modern writers (1) who claim that, originally, only a
leper-knight from the Jerusalem hospital could be elected
Grand r~ster. They base their proposition on a fragment
of a supposed bull of Innocent IV which was inserted in
the bull Inter assiduas. I cite this latter document
several times: perhaps it will be objected that, if I
reject the fragment in question as containing an absurdity ,
neither should I sanction the other bulls contained within
the bull Inter assiduas. I would therefore have the
reader note, first, that all of my comments relating to
Inter assiduas are based either on a tradition to which
a great many writers also bear witness, or on existing
bulls--or at least bulls mentioned in other bulls-whereas the fragment of Innocent IV's bull is found only
in Inter assiduas; second, that it is contrary to all
common sense to suppose that the Head of an Order, obliged
by his position to represent it through continual relations
with persons from all stations in life, whether for
material interests, the cause of religion or reasons of
State, had to be afflicted by a disease that exc1u9ed
men from society; third, that except for Fathers Helyot
(1) Father Helyot, followed later by Father Honore de
Sainte-Marie. They wrote around 1713 and 1716. The reader
will note that in the course of this history I point out
certain errors they make regarding the Order of Saint
Lazarus.
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and Honore de Sainte - Marie, all a utho rs who have writt en
on the Order of Saint Lazarus have thought th e f ragment
of Innocent IV's bull so little trustworthy tha t they
make no mention of it, and nowhere claim that the Gra nd
!~ster had to be chosen from among the leper - knights:
and final!y., · fourth, the Seedorf abbey preserves the
rules and statutes of the house of Saint Lazarus of
Jerusalem ("1) that were in force when the headquarters
of the Order were still located in that capital of Palestine.
Article V of these statutes clearly states: "The Head of
the Order shall be selected from this side the seas (2):
he shall be a healthy Knight." Certain proof that these
statutes existed long before 125J, tne date assigned to
the bull of Innocent IV, is provided in Article XXVI of
the same statutes% "In our Jerusalem monastery there
shall be fifty-two Brothers in the service of at least
an equal number of the sick, not including those Brothers
of the Order and invalids who are incapable of earning
their livelihood." I would also cite Article XXXVI:
"The following rules have been established in the interests
of healthy and sick Brothers alike. Those Brothers who
have been dispersed to various parts in the service of the
house, and who cannot, because of their occupations, take
part in all the divine offices, whether for the dead, or
for their Brothers, religious persons or benefactors
residing in Jerusalem, shall not be subject to reproach."
It is an established fact that as of 1188 (J) the Order
of Saint Lazarus no longer held a house in Jerusalem:
its headquarters had been transferred to the city of Acre.
The statutes quoted are therefore prior to 1188, and
consequently it is not possible that in 125) the Knights
of Saint Lazarus should have asked Pope Innocent IV for
permission to elect a·healthy knight as Grand Master,
since there was an injunction to that very effect in
the statutes of the Order. I will proceed no further
with this point, which would not even have been raised
if Fathers Helyot and Honore de Sainte-~~rie had not been
led by a certain affectation to comment on the fragment
of Innocent IY's bull.
Since no history of the Order of Saint Lazarus has
as yet appeared, I felt it necessary to append documents
in proof to my work. It was important to prove that I
have made no baseless claims with regard to the origin
of the Order or the nature of its engagements, foundations,
property, possessions, and establishments in the various
(1) The Order has a copy of these rules and statutes in
its archives. It was sent in 1702 by the Abbess of Seedorf.
(2) From this side of the sea relative to Jerusalem;
from the other side of the sea relative to us (in France).
(J) Salaain took Jerusalem in 1187 and allowed the
Knights of the different Orders only one year to leave.
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Christian states. Most of the titles and charters are
in old French or bad Latin. I have left blanks where
words have been obliterated by the age of the parchment
This work has obviously demanded a great deal of work ·
and attention. Yet I shall never regret having devoted
my nights to. drafting the history of an Order which has
furnished an example of the most distinguished virtues .
Alone among all the Hospitallers, the Brothers of Saint
Lazarus not only carried out the ordinary hospitaller
functions, but also took on the obligation of ensuring
refuge and assistance for invalids who were proscribed
from society because of their type of illness. They
were also the only Military Hospitallers to defend the
cause of Religion from unselfish motives. They were
never seen soliciting honours, presuming to exercise
domination, or wishing to appropriate conquered territories. And finally, the Knights of Saint Lazarus,
unostentatious in their charity, were the principal
bulwark of distressed hwnanity in those ancient times.
Guileless warriors, ·they always fought as Christian
heroes in the service of the crusader princes. Such
unpretentious conduct, such zeal in fulfilling the
multiple duties of their calling, aroused the admiration
of one of our greatest monarchs. St. Louis was quick to
establish within his kingdom the headquarters of this
Order which still preserved the spirit of its founding,
and to confirm its privileges. His successors followed
his example; and the Popes, together with our Sovereigns,
have authorized the addition of many Church properties
to this regular-military-hospitaller militia. They also
granted the Knights, and without restricting them to
celibacy, the right to receive pensions on all sorts
oibenefices, so that this Order, which had always be en
primarily benevolent, might become a sanctuary wherein
the Nobility might find resources in the event of indig ence,
and recompense for their services. Fearing to anticipat e
the main body of this history, I will stop here. It will
be seen that ! have overlooked nothing to give my work
whatever perfection it might be capable of; yet I nonetheless feel how much need I have of the reader's
indulgence. I will count myself happy if my efforts
assure me of the good wishes of the Order and the protection of the august Prince who is its Grand Master!
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(Translator's Note: Latin quotations in the footnotes
of the or1g1nal are generally given in support of
statements made in the text. Their sources and positi ons
within the text are noted in this translation, but th ey
are not transcribed unless included within sourc e langua ge
sentences, or unless they seem to be of particular
importance.to the main text.)
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FIRST PERIOD
Origin and Establishment of the Order .of Saint Lazarus
and its Progress to the Year 1254
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The history of an Order whose members devoted themselves to hospitaller duties, to the relief of an unfortunate group of people cut off from human commerce by a
contagious disease (1), and to the defence of Christians
against the violence of the Infidel, is properly a
history of the heroes of ' humanity: it is this which I
now venture to undertake, going back even to its very
beginnings, despite the difficulties thus involved.
Though the merit and glory of the Order of Saint
Lazarus do not depend on how early it was established,
I cannot neglect whatever concerns its origin, since,
among institutions of the same type, antiquity determines
pre-eminence of status.
I could say, on the word of many writers and the
evidence of some old manuscripts, that the piety of the
Christian emperors made the Order of Saint Lazarus famous
from the end of the 4th and the beginning of the 5th
centuries. These authors would have the origin of the
Order contemporaneous with that of the Church; they add
that it was set up in Morea, forming an establishment
in the city of Acre (2), and that subsequently the zeal
of the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus was spurred on by
the protection and benefits accorded them by the emperors
Honorius~ Theodosius, Valentinian III, .~rcian, Justinian
and Tiberius. There were so many members that they were
at times able to assist the Christian princes, without
neglecting their hospitaller duties or the care of the
lepers. It is even said that a party of these Hospitallers
accompanied Heraclius on the war he waged against Khosrow
II, King of Persia; the Emperor's victories disconcerted
(1) I leave to the Bible commentators and persons professionally qualified to search out the sources of diseases
the task of examining the specific case of leprosy; suffice
that we know it to have been a very common disease in the
East, and a source of great shame to those afflicted by it.
(2) Acre, or Ancre, was a port in .~orea at the mouth
of the Eurotas River.

1~
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the infidel prince, who died shortly afterward, overwhelmed by his misfortunes. Shiruye (Siroes), his son,
succeeded hima fear of being reduced·to the last extremity by the victor quickly prompted the new king to .
sue for peace, which was granted on the condition that
he surrender 'the True Cross. This · Heraclius bore back
to Jerusalem in triumph. He had a hospital built there
under the dlrection of the Order of Saint Lazarus, which
soon afterward acquired a port on the island of Cyprus · (l).
We are assured that, in spite of the Infidels' conquest
of Syria, the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus persisted in
the Holy Land; and that, though they indeed lost some of
their celebrity and old renown, they were always fortunate
enough to maintain themselves there, whether by making
themselves necessary because of the aid they gave to the
sick, or by paying tributes to the Caliphs, who allowed
them three hospitals, one in Jerusalem, another in
Bethlehem, and a third in Nazareth, whence the Grand
Master is still titled Grand Master of the Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Nazareth. Several
bulls are also cited as being highly indicative of the
antiquity of the Order of Saint Lazarus. The first, dated
Marseilles, 1043, and -attributed to Pope Benedict IX,
confers great privileges upon the Hospitallers and requires, among other things, that designations of Commissioners of the Order be brought before the court of the
Grand Master, and subsequently before the Chapter; it
was confirmed by Urban II in 1099. A bull of Nicholas II
in 1059 is also mentioned. I am not unaware that the
authenticity of these bulls has been called in question,
and that furthermore we have only reports about them; I
also know that the facts I have just mentioned are contested: still, without according any of them more weight
than they deserve, I think they will always help substantiate the age-old opinion of the renown and the antiquity
of the Order of Saint Lazarus. Let us proceed to a
more specific examination.
Of the many authors who have treated of the religiousmilitary orders or who have happened to speak of them in
their works, some place the founding of that of Saint
Lazarus in the 4th century of the Christian era, others
in the 1st century, and a few at the time of the Crusades:
but generally most agree in regarding the Order of Saint Lazarus as the most ancient in Christendom, whether they
consider it as simply Hospitaller, or as !~ ilitary Hospitaller. Without adopting any particular system, let us
review what these authors have written.
(1) It is a fact that Cyprus today still has a port
called Saint Lazarus, and that beside this port there is
an immense church of most ancient construction; it is
dedicated to Saint Lazarus.
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De Belloy, assistant public prosecutor in the high
court of Toulouse, says in Chapter IX of his Treatise on
the Military Orders that the oldest Chivalric Order is
that of the noble Militia of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem,
which he dates back to 72 A.D. It is not my intention
to accept this opinion as authoritative, but it is fair
to observe ~hat it is neither new, nor fabricated, since
in 1343 John, Duke of Normandy, later King of France,
granted some letters patent (1) in favour of the Order
of Saint Lazarus, which set its founding during the
reigns of Emperors Vespasian and Titus.
Ciaconius, in his life of Pope Calixtus II (Chron.,
p. 331), places its establishment during the episcopacy
of St. Basila we find the same thing in Father Aultieux
and in Onufrius and his continuator (The Life of Pope
Gelasius II), who in 1119 speaks of the Order of Saint
Lazarus as having regained the vigour and lustre it had
lost under the domination of the Persians, Arabs and
Saracens. Mennenius, ·Who treats extensively of the Order
in his Treatise on the Christian Militia, does not hesitate
to grant it an antiquity as remote as that given it by the
ecclesiastical chroniclers and historians. We further
read in the learned Barbosa's work (2) that the Order of
the Knights of Saint Lazarus was instituted while Saint
Damasus was pope, a statement which tallies with the
preceding authorities, as well as with Laertius Cherubinus,
Annotator of the Bullary (Vol. 1, p. 36), who is sure that
this Order existed in the time of St. Basil. History
tells us that this prelate had a magnificent hospital
built in Caesarea in the name of Saint Lazarus (3); that
this hospital was primarily designed to serve the lepersJ
that St. Basil was conspicuous in his charity toward the
lepers: and that his zeal in their relief stirred the
beneficence of Emperor Valens who, though a persecutor
of Catholics, endowed St. Basil's establishment with
many fine estates: these facts are recorded in the life
of this holy doctor, in St. Gregory Nazianzen, in Theodoret,
and in both ecclesiastical and secular writers. It is true

(1) These letters patent, in the form of an authentic

collation made in 1442, are in the Order's archives.
See No. 1 of the Documents In Proof.
(2) Barbosa quotes nine authors, French, Italian and
Spanish, in support of his statements. (The Title of the
Knights of Saint Lazarus, Chap. III, collect. J)
(3) The lepers have always re~arded St. Lazarus as
their protector, because this sa1nt used his property
primarily to care for those stricken with leprosy:
whence the Order instituted for the service and relief
of lepers took the name of Saint Lazarus.
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that these authors, who are concerned only to praise
the fervour of St. Basil's devotion (1) and to describe
the benefits of a foundation which removed the sad
spectacle of the lepers from the sight of the citizens _
of Caesarea (2), do not inform us of the names or titles
of those who ' operated and worked for this house, but
this silence would not necessarily seem to undermine
the opinion of those who maintain that the Order of
Saint Lazarus began to take on a marked stability around
the fourth century. Though they have no ancient .documents
to produce in evidence, they do have the tradition and
formal terms of Pope Pius IV's bull Inter assiduas,
which states that the Order has rendered itself commendable
since the time of St. Basil and Pope Damasus I ()).
Some critics have thought it necessary to suggest
that the statements in the abovementioned bull should not
be taken literallys I cannot see what their reasons might
be for such scrupulousness. The informed magistrate M. de
Thou, far from rejecting the theory that the association
of Saint Lazarus has existed for fourteen centuries, does
not seem to doubt the fact, as we may judge from his
History. Lastly, the author of Theatre d'honneur et de
Chevalerie, Favin, having said that the Order of Saint
Lazarus was founded in most ancient times and that it
had been approved by Pope Damasus I, adds that it
recovered its former glory under the kings of Jerusalem .
(Books VIII & IX). After examining these ·authorities, I
do not know whether Father Maimbourg's opinion is as
poorly founded as some claim: he proposes (Book III)
that the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus are the oldest of
the orders, and that they served as models for those born
around the time of the crusades. Among the critics of
Father r~imbourg, whom I will not try to defend in toto,
are Fathers Heliot and Honor~ de Sainte-~~rie (4): both
deny the antiquity of the Order of Saint Lazarus; the
latter even declares, though without proof, that it was
not founded until 1115. He also states that when Jerusalem
was taken in 1099 it did not have two separate hospitals,
one for pilgrims and one for lepers and the sick, but
that everyone was treated in the same house--a point
that would be difficult to substantiate. It is true that
William of Tyre and James of Vitry mention neither the
Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus nor their founding, while
they seem determined to omit nothing concerning the
Knights of Saint John and of the Temple, but I doubt
(1), (2) Latin. Sources unclear.
(3) Latin. Bullary of the Order, p. 2.
(4) In 1714 Father Heliot published an eight-volume
work in quarto on the Monastic and Military Ordersr
Father Honore de Sainte-Marie published his work on the
Knighthood in 1718.
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if these omissions can lead to any positive conclusions.
Do we not know that James of Yitry, who wrote extensively
on the monastic orders in his history-of the West, fails
to make any mention there of the Dominicans? Yet these
monks could ~.ot have been unknown to the prelate, since
they preached the crusade against the Albigensians.
Note also that William of Tyre and James of Yitry wrote
during times · (the former in 1180, the latter around 1220)
when the Order of St. John and the Order of the Temple,
jealous of each other's grandeur as they had been ever
since their beginnings, were struggling for the upper
hand. Their ambitious projects required that they distinguish themselves through military exploits; as a result,
violent dissensions were continually arising between them,
or with other powers. Such circumstances inevitably led
historians to concentrate on the establishment of these
two orders, and to describe the chief actions of their
members. In fact, turning to Book XVIII of William of
Tyre, we see that it . is the debates between the Hospitallers
of Saint John and the Patriarch of Jerusalem that give the
author occasion to speak of the founding of the order,
while adding that their conduct had set a dangerous example.
But if William of Tyre, and James of Yitry in his history
of the East (1), make no mention of the Hospitallers of
Saint Lazarus, whether because their intelligence and
modesty kept them distanced from opportunities to make
themselves noticed by brilliant deeds, or whether because
the Order's origin and antiquity were so well accepted
that these historians thought it pointless to disclose
what was common knowledge, we can say that the Knights of
Saint Lazarus are compensated for the silence of these
two writers by certain facts which we can draw from other
sources.
Baronius relates (Ann. Baron., 530 A.D.) that under
the empire of Justinian there was in Jerusalem a hospitaller house for the care of the sick, whose church was
built on the land of the Lazarites, in eremo Lazorum,
which was part of the Mount of Olives: these statements
indicate that the association of Saint Lazarus existed
at that time. But to remove all doubt on the matter,
let us compare them with a text more authentic than any
historian's account, since it bears the seal of the state
authority: I refer to the Syriac laws, more commonly
known as the Assizes of Jerusalem. This collection was
drawn up, on the word of the Abbot de Vertot, during an
assembly of barons and leading citizens called by Godfrey
o! Bouillon, the first Crusader conqueror of Palestine.
(1) I say "in his history of the East" because the same
author in his history of the West speaks with praise of
the Order of St. Lazarus, though he says nothing of its
founding: he styles the Grand Master "Major" (i.e.
Chief of Staff).
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This statute book, containing the civil, feud a l a nd hierarchal laws of the kingdom of Jerusalem, bore the royal
seal as well as the seals of the Patriarch and Viscount
of Jerusalem, and was later deposited in the treasury of
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre; this is clear from the
Compendium of these laws, which we owe to John of Ibelin,
count of Jaffa and Ascalon and Lord of Beirut and Ramah,
one of the most accomplished Knights of the East (1), who
died in 1266. This collection, since recognized as the
only authentic one available, was adopted in 1368 by Peter
I, King of Cyprus; it is kept in the Vatican Library.
Chopin cited it in his work De Politia Sacra in connection
with the Order of Saint Lazarus; f1nally, it was published
by Father Labbe, and later in ~690 by La Thaumassiere.
Chapter CCCXVI of this Compendium plainly states "that the
Archbishop of the Armenians, who is dependent upon the
Patriarch of Jerusa~em, has two s.u ffragan bishops, one of
whom is ~he l~ster of Saint Ladrus of the Lepers" (2).
This unequivocally proves that what we today call the
Knights of Saint Lazarus were organized as a Hospitaller
body at the time of the conquest of the Holy Land, since
every head necessarily presupposes a society, and this
society was not a new one, for its head enjoyed such high
esteem at that time that he ranked among the prelates. I
even believe that there are good grounds for proposing
that, at the time of the conquest of Jerusalem, the Master
of Saint Lazarus was the only Superior at the head of all
the Hospitallers: for the abovementioned statute book of
laws and practices makes no mention of any other head of
the Hospitallers, whence we may conclude that those whom
the historians call Praefectus were but administrators
who were subordinate to the titled Superior, i.e. of Saint
Lazarus. As a matter of fact, shortly afterward, ambitious
motives, ideas of independence and pretexts of reform led
the brethren of some hospitals to leave their former head
and form a new association under a particular superior;
this tallies with William of Tyre's reports that several
monasteries and hospitals had split away and ceased to
recognize the Superior of such houses who, having given
them their being, also saw to their subsistence. (3)

(1) Each charter bore the sign and seal of the King,
the Patriarch and the Viscount of Jerusalem; they were
also called the Letters of the Sepulchre, since they were
in a large bin in the sepulchre .. ~Assises de Jerusalem,
chapters I-IV, publ. La Thaumass1ere.
(2) St. Ladrus and St. Lazarus are recognized as the
same saint; "mezeau" in the French title is synonymous with
"leper". See Ducange's Glossaire under the word "miselli",
and this author's observat1ons on the Histoire of Joinville
(3) Latin. William of Tyre, Book XVIII.
p. 34. •
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This a ccount was done with a historian's impartiality and
good f a ith; it is supported by the evidence of over twenty
authors of different nations, most of · them informed and
educated, by a tradition recorded in the edicts of sovereigns
and in bulls ratified by high courts, and finally by the
formal text ·of a collection of laws and practices unanimously
recognized as authentic: the reader is free to decide from it
whether the existence of the Order of Saint Lazarus did not
a~tedate the Crusades by several centuries.
Be that as it may ,
K1ng Henry I of England, who ascended to the Throne in the
year 1100, made a donation to the Hospitallers of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem (1). We shall shortly examine whether
this order was only Hospitaller in the beginning, ·and whether
we can determine the period at which it took on the additional
title of Military; but before dealing with this interesting
point, let us consider the origin of the overseas wars, and
their motivations. This detail, which is necessary if we
are to know the state of Eastern affairs during the era that
concerns us, will help pinpoint the period at which the Order
of Saint Lazarus, while losing nothing of the spirit of its
founding, was to ally the exercise of charity with that of
valour, and earn its members the honour of adding the title
of Knight to that of . Hospitaller.
After Constantine renounced the cult of the false gods
to embrace Christianity, people came from every province to
visit Jerusalem and the Holy Places, which had been restored
thanks to the piety of Saint Helen: this complete liberty
lasted until the seventh century, when the domination of th e
Saracen Arabs began to interfere with the pilgrimages of
the devout.
Troubled by internal divisions, the Empire had long
since lost the grandeur, majesty and renown that had made
it an object of fear and respect to so many nations. 1~ost
of its leaders were untalented and had no sense of virtue or
of healthy rivalry; given over to pleasure or to slack idleness, they rejoiced in the ostentatious title of "Emperor"
while forgetting the duties incumbent upon them. The West
had already slipped away from the successors of the Caesars,
who could barely maintain their authority over the East,
where men nourished by rebellions, sustained by factions,
inspired by ideas of independence and overheated by religious
disputes were ready to accept a new master: Mohammed appeared,
and there shortly followed a revolution that was fatal to
Christianity and to the general peace of the universe. This
famous impostor was born in Mecca, in Arabia, about ~he ~ear
57la of noble bearing and manner, he had a powerful 1mag1nation, and a supple mind. He was barely twenty-four when he
formed the plan of setting himself up as a prophetr he
announced that God had chosen him to reform the law of Moses
and of Jesu~, whose beliefs and ethics, he claimed, had been
corrupted by · their sectarians. He swayed men with his skill,

(1) See the Documents In Proof, No. 2.
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his a droitness, his enthusia stic tone. Soon he ha d a ttra cted
many disciples to him, whose numbers grew even grea ter when
he had persuaded them that he was in contact with the Angel
Gabriel, through whose ministry God had sent him a sword
with which to compel the nations to embrace the doctrin~ he
was proclaiming.
Mohammed, at once apostle and army general, conquered
his own country and gave his victories as signs of h1s mission.
Arid the Arabs, now his subjects, received the Koran, a mixture
of Judaism, Christianity, and the precepts and supposed revelations he saw fit to add to them. Mohammedanism, now the
dominant religion from the Strait of Gibraltar to the Indies,
made rapid progress under the successo~s of the founder of
the Caliph empire (1): these princes subjected all countries
to which they extended their dominion to their master's laws
and doctrine. I will not follow these conquerors into Egypt,
northern Asia, Africa, or the other regions they subjugated
or devastated: for our purposes, we need only know that the
Saracens or filussulmans (2.), encouraged by their prophet's
successes, boldly penetrated the provinces of the Empire
and seized Syria, Palestine and Jerusalem. Alarmed Christendom groaned to see the Holy City submitted to the Saracen
yoke: and yet the Moslems did not deny Christians freedom
to visit the Holy Places--they simply required tributes,
more or less substantial, of those devout who ventured to
Jerusalem. Thus the pilgrimages were not interrupted: in
some cases, piety, in others, business prospects, and in many
a taste for the wanderer's life were so many motives that
brought Christians to Palestine from all parts of the world.
It is even certain that the establishments set up under the
emperors for pilgrims and for the sick continued to serve
these people as refuges under the Moslem princes; and that,
if the harshness of some Caliphs later thwarted these
charitable institutions, others better instructed in the
principles of humanity and beneficence permitted, for a fee,
the construction of hospices and hospitals for those who
came to visit the Holy Sepulchre. The Caliphs even encouraged
establishments for those with contagious illnesses-- a fact
which supports the opinion of those who claim, and not
without foundation, that the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus
were operating in Syria and Palestine under the Saracen
princes.
But the time came when Jerusalem was to change masters
again: the Turcomans, peoples from Tartary, after swamping
the shores of the Black and Caspian Seas, penetrated into Asia, warring against the Saracens and winning several
victories. In 1055 they put an end to the Caliphs' domination
(1) Th~ word "Caliph", which means "Vicar of the Prophet",
was the t1tle assumed by filohammed's successors.
(2) "Mussulman" is the name Mohammed gave to his
sectarians; it means faithful or true believer.
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by taking Baghdad, the seat of their empire. These conquerors mastered regions both fine and vast, forming of
them many states or dynasties whose sovereigns were known
as sultans: these princes held Asia, Syria and Palestine
as the practic~. of pilgrimages gave way to the enthusiasm
of the Crusades.
The Turcomans, as was customary with all peoples who
came out of the North, aQopted the laws and religion of
those they subduedJ thus Jerusalem remained under ~oslem
control, while entry to the Holy Places was only made more
difficult than before.
The Christians had been striving for some years to
free themselves from a yoke that was da1ly growing more
onerous,on account of the tributes exacted of them and the
outrages inflicted upon pilgrims by the sectarians of a
false prophet.
Gregory VII, the Pope so well known for his lofty
claims to power over the crowned heads, yet a man of manly
courage who could conceive great projects, had formed the
plan of a Crusade against the infidel. But more pressing
affairs prevented him from carrying out so bold an enterprise. The honour of giving the first signal for the holy
war was reserved for a native of Picardy, known in history
as Peter the Hermit: during his frequent trips to Palestine
he had witnessed the hardships and humiliations suffered by
the Christians, who often languished in the environs of
Jerusalem, unable to reach the Holy Sepulchre for lack of
means to secure entry. Deeply touched by this sad spectacle,
Peter the Hermit resolved to seek an interview with Symeon,
Patriarch of Jerusalem. After several meetings, the prelate
felt that the Hermit was a man destined to be the instrument
of Providence, and hence gave him instructions for the Pope
and the sovereigns. The eve of his departure, Peter the
Hermit shut himself up in the Holy Sepulchre and spent the
night in prayer: historians say that Jesus Christ appeared
to him, ordering him to rise and promptly go and fulfill
his mission, and promising that he would always be with him.
Fired with zeal by this vision, true or false, the Hermit
left for Italy and obtained an audience in Rome with Pope
Urban II. He gave a vivid and piteous description to the
pontiff of the sacrileges committed by the infidels in the
Holy Places, and the sufferings endured by the Christians,
the ministers of the altars and the Patriarchs of Jerusalem,
who were treated like slaves; finally, he impressed upon him
that the sole remedy for such great evils was to engage the
princes of the West to take up arms and enter Palestine.
Urban, both moved and convinced by the Hermit's speech,
allowed him to proclaim the holy war, reserving his decision
as to its form and conduct to himself, as head of a council
which would include the secular powers. Peter the Hermit,
now empowered by the Holy See, hastened to carry out his plan.
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Beneath his plain and common exterior , this was a ma n of
great spirit, skill and insight who a lso possessed a natural
and moving eloquence: he stirred men's souls with his sermons.
In 1095 a Council was held at Clermont in Auvergne, where
general approval was accorded the resolution for a Crusade.
Everything·united to promote this enterprise: the Emperor
of Constant~nople had long been soliciting aid against the
Turks, who were threatening his States; from another perspective, the Popes saw these expeditions as a means of
extending their authority, and the sovereigns as a means of
distancing unruly lords whose valour was more a source of
worry than of assistance to them; finally, the issuing of
indulgences provided the general motive that set the multitudes in motion. Huge numbers were involved in this first
emigration: Hugh, Count of Vermandois, brother of the
French King Philip I; Robert, Duke of Normandy, son of
William the Conqueror; Raymond, Count of Toulouse; Godfrey
of Bouillon, Duke of Lower Lorraine; Peter the Hermit and
other leaders, both French and from other states of Europe,
all these were accompanied by almost a million men. It
would take too long to follow the march of the Crusaders,
and describe the disorder in their armies, the losses they
suffered, the excesses they committed in the lands they
passed through; let us move ahead to find them at the gates
of Jerusalem, to which they laid seige after having taken
Nicaea, Tarsus, Edessa and Antioch. By then the Crusaders
had been reduced to 60,000 persons of both sexes and all
ages, of whom less than 22,000 were combat:ants. With
these small numbers Godfrey of Bouillon undertook the seige
of the Holy City in 1099; though its fortifications seemed
impregnable, the zeal and valour of the Christians won them
the city in less than six weeks, despite the efforts of the
Saracens.
The Crusaders tarnished the glory of this important
conquest by filling Jerusalem with blood and carnage: all
the @oslems were put to the sword by the victors, who
probably thought that the holiness of their purpose sanctioned
such horrible cruelties. The atrocities were followed by acts
of religious observance. The princes, leaders, and in general
all the Crusaders went in procession to the Holy Sepulchre,
sobbing and weeping and showing signs of so tender a piety
that one would have thought these men who had just set rivers
of blood flowing newly returned from a long retreat and
profound meditation on the mysteries of the faith. After
paying their first respects to the precious monuments of
our religion, they set about re-establishing the ancient
Kingdom of Jerusalem by electing a sovereign. The votes
were cast in favour of Godfrey of Bouillon, who modestly
refused the title of king, finding sufficient honour in that
of Advocate of the Holy Sepulchre; but his subjects always
called him King, and the historians have imitated them.
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As head of the government, Godfrey sought to pr eserve
the conquest and stabilize it, while adding to the stat es
under h1s control: he and his successors had to begin by
securing the services of trustworth~ soldiers, and the
hospitallers, committed to the serv1ce of these princ es
through need~of their protection and also naturally conc ern ed
with the upholding of the Christian religion, presented them selves as the. most appropriate constituents of a permanent
body of troops for the defence of the Holy Land.
When Godfrey of Bouillon became ruler of Jerusalem,
there were hospitallers there; among them were those of
Saint Lazarus, who in fact enjoyed great esteem in the
hierarchy since, as previously noted, they were the only
ones with a titled superior. Would it not have been at this
time, or soon after, that the Order of Saint Lazarus became
a mixed order, Hospitaller and Military--or had it been so
before? This remains to be examinerl.
In reviewing the high points of the Eastern empire and
examining the authors who have written on the life of
Constantine the Great·, · I note the existence of a Christia n
military chivalric order, entrusted with the safekeeping of
the labarum (1), a type of standard then as famous and
respected as the oriflamme was under the Capetian kings.
I am not claiming that there is a connection between th i s
establishment under Constantine and the military brother hoods:
but I think that, if we can find a Christian military chivalric
institution existing at that time, it is not improbable that
a military-religious association was indeed known during
those distant centuries. It would not be reasonable to
maintain that, before the era when Christianity became the
religion of the Empire, there existed proper religious orders,
i.e. consecrated by vows, subject to a rule, approved by the
Holy See and authorized by the secular powers. But there is
nothing to prevent us believing that prior to this era a
society of virtuous and zealous Christians may have been
formed, Christians who, taking Saint Lazarus as their model,
were engaged in nursing the sick, comforting the lepers,
giving refuge to their persecuted brethren and accompany ing
them on their travels. It would hardly be surprising if,
after Constantine's conversion, this same association ass umed
a fixed form, augmented its works of charity and benevolence
by taking wise precautions for the safeguarding of Christians
from the violences of the infidels, and shortly thereafter
became a military-hospitaller order.

(1} The labarum was an ensign of crimson fabric, set
off by gold embroidery and surmounted by a crown of precious
stones, in the midst of which was the monogram, "Jesus Christ••;
on its lower portion were magnificent medals featuring the
emperors. A more detailed description of the labarum may
be found - in Eusebius' Life of Constantine.
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Historians generally place the beginning of these types
of institutions between the first and second crusades; yet
several authors diverge from this· common opinion where the
Order of Saint Lazarus is concerned (1)~ viewing it as hospitaller and military from the fourth and fifth centuries,
subject to the .rule of St. Basil (2), approved by Pope
Damasus, authorized and protected by the emperors for whom
th~ fought many battles (3).
It is said that the progress
of this religious militia was impeded, that it lost its
former glory and even sank into a kind of abasement when the
Empire was overwhelmed by barbarian hordes who seized or
devastated its finest regions. But if the order could no
longer distinguish itself by its valour and courage, it
continued to give aid to the sick, lepers and pilgrims in
those places where it could keep up its establishments, and
especially in Ptolema'is, the Phoenician seaport (4). According
to some historians, the Knights of Saint Lazarus had at that
time a church and a hospital outside the walls of Ptolema'is (5):
these were important in that they enabled them to provide a
re.:fuge for pilgrims from the various countries of Europe and
and to facilitate the unloading and re-embarkation of Christian
merchants. And yet, for all this, the Order was nonetheless
in a state of decline, in which it remained until the princes
of Europe won Jerusalem and the other Holy Places back from
the infidels.
(1) Hermant, Histoire des Ordres de Chevalerie: Tamburin,
de jure Abbatum, disput. 24, writes: "Sancti Lazari equestris
ordo antiquissimus, ut pote de anno 361 institutus."
(2) Ciaconius, in vol. 1 of his Life of Pope Calixtus IJ
(1123), after speaking of the Orders of St. John and of the
Temple, adds: "& ordo Sancti Lazari diu ante a Sancto
Basilio constitutus." Tamburin, ibid., says: "sub eadem
regula Sancti Basilii erant etiam olim milites Sancti Lazari."
See also Onufrius Panvinus, Chronig. eccles. ( 1118).
(3) Handwritten memoirs in the Archives, and a printed
history and memoirs.
(4) This city was also called Acre: historians of the
Order of Saint Lazarus and some old manuscripts say that when
the Hospitallers of St. Lazarus acquired an establishment in
Ptolemais, they called it Acre, in memory of the city of Acre
in ivlorea, which was the European port where the order set up
its first establishment. Others claim that Ftolemais and
Acre derive their names from those of two twin brothers who
founded that city, which consequently was given each of their
names. There are still other opinions. James of Vitry,
chap. XXV; William of Tyre, Book X, chap. XXVI.
( 5 ) J:i i s tory of the Order: Chronig ue, De la r.Jure; old
manuscr1pts.
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As we know, the capture of Jerusalem did not lead to
the conquest of the whole country: th~ crusaders were never
sole possessors either of Palestine or of SyriaJ all the
lords and leaders, except for Tancred and a few others, went
back across the sea after visiting the Holy Sepulchre, leaving
Godfrey of Bouillon with three hundred horse and two thousand
infantry. With these few troops, he captured Tiberias, as
well as most of the fortresses on the Lake of Gennesaret
(Sea of Galilee) and in Galilee; he fortified the city and
port of Joppa (Jaffa), compelled several Arab princes to sue
for peace, and finally forced the Emirs of Ptolema"is, Ascalon,
Caesarea and a few other places to pay him tribute. Yet all
these achievements did not ensure tranquillity for the victors:
most of the fortresses that they had subjugated were separated
by enemy cities. Nearby the castle of a Christian lord would
be the castle of a Moslem lord. This mixing of peoples and
religions obli~ed everyone to neglect the cultivation of crops
for the cultivation of arms, the exercise of force. In the
midst of all these peoples--Turks, Arabs, Saracens--the
Christians were the smallest in numbers, and consequently the
weakest. It was impossible for them to go from one territory
to the next without exposing themselves to certain danger.
It was under these critical circumstances that the sovereigns
decided to authorize the formation of regular, militaryhospitaller knighthoods, to pave the way of the Faith, so to
speak, and support those states conquered by the crusaders.
The diversity of the duties and practices of these institutions
led to a distribution of functions, and a division into several
classes of knights, but this is not the time to enter into
such details. We shall limit ourselves to noting, on the word
of many authors and some old memoirs, both handwritten and
printed (1), that it was at this time that the Order of Saint
Lazarus, undergoing a kind of rebirth (2), began creating the
old stir that had been eclipsed by the misfortunes of the times.
Still capable of reconcilin~ charity with fighting valour and
the pacifist virtues with m1litary talent, this humane and
benevolent order was a source of comfort, care and assistance
to the sick and the pilgrims, while at the same time its
gallant exploits helped maintain the Christian princes on
the throne of Jerusalem. The first affair in which the
Hospitallers of St. Lazarus distinguished themselves was
the siege of Acre. The King of Jerusalem had long been
interested in this city, which was important for its advantageous position and pleasant in the beauty and fertility of
its countryside. In 1104 Baldwin I arrived at the head of
his army to lay siege to it by land, while a fleet of seventy
Genoese vessels attacked the fortress by sea. After resisting

(1) Some of these memoirs are in the Order's archives;

others are in the King's Library, and elsewhere.
(2) Latin quotations in support of this term from
Mennenius, p. 50, and Tamburin.
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for twenty days, the besieged felt they could de f end themselves no lonp,er, capitulated, and opened the gates . Ba ldwin
entered the ctty, and allotted some estates.to the Genoese ~n
reward for the services they had rendered h1m. He thought 1t
best to assign the protection of the city to the Brethr~n of
the Order of Saint Lazarus (1), who during the siege had given
proof of their courage and deep attachment to the interests
of the prince and the religion. The honour bestowed upon
them by Baldwin prompted them to fortify the city of Acre:
they built a second walled enclosure, so that their church
and hospital, which were .previously outside the walls, were
now between the two lines of protecti~n; one of the city's
main gates giving onto the sea was constructed near their
establishment: it was and still is called the Gate of Saint
Lazarus (2). These facts prove that the Order of Saint
Lazarus, as a military-hospitaller organization, existed
before the founding of all other orders of the same type.
This is confirmed in Panvinus' chronological history, which
states that in 1119 there were four orders of hospitaller
militia in Jerusalem, namely the Knights of St. John, the
Templars, the Teutonics, and the Knights of St. Lazarus,
much more ancient than the others (J). It will perhaps be
objected that neither modern historians nor the charters of
that time give the title of "Knights" to the Hospitallers
of Saint Lazarus; but this objection is removed if we recall
that it was customary in those times to style the members of
the military orders as simply "hospitallers" or "brothers":
such was the subsequent designation of the Knights of Saint
John (4), though there is no question of their -being knights
as well as hospitallers. Furthermore, we have some letters
patent granted in favour of the Order by Henry II, Duke of
Normandy and later King of England, in which that prince
calls the brothers of Saint Lazarus "Knights of Saint Lazarus
of Jerusalem" (5). It would be pointless to dwell further

(1) Baldwin's successors later assigned the Hospitallers
of St. John and the Templars to assist the Knights of Saint
Lazarus in guarding the city of Acre.
(2) This is confirmed by old plans of Acre, which show
No. 21, "Sanctus Lazarus"; No. 31, ·~orta Sancti Lazari"; and
on the outside, "Custodia Hospitaliorum."
(3) Latin:
" .•. diu ante conditus." Onufrius Panvinus-.
(4) William of Tyre, Book XIV, chap. XXII; Book XVII,
chap. XVIII. James of Vitry, Histoire de Jerusalem, chap.
LXV. .11a thieu Paris, 1219-1229.
(5) These letters patent were issued in 1155. An
authentic collation of them, done in 1441, exists in the
archives. See No. 3 of the Documents In Proof.
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on a matter that is beyond dispute, according to the testimony
of so many authors who, havin~ no reason to favour one order
over another, agree in regard1ng that of Saint Lazarus as the
oldest military order, an honour never forgotten by the Order
itself, for in an act of February 1470 the Grand ~·~ster,
Commanders and other Brothers refer to themselves as the
first knights established in Jerusalem. Even our sovereiens
have always been so convinced of the Order's right to this
distinction that they have granted it the title of first
Order of the Church among military organizations (1).
Yet feeble would be the glory and grandeur of the Order
if they derived solely from the antiquity of its founding.
In addition to this advantage, it has given the world an
example of the most honourable human virtues. Too often
historians let themselves be affected by incidents that can
give free rein to their imaginations: making these their
principal subjects, they become less concerned with feeding
the heart and illuminating the spirit than with the desire to
delight the reader's fancy and entertain his leisure time.
Consequently we have few details on the Knights of Saint
Lazarus; for although the Order was equally devoted to military
and hospitaller duties, it seems that its constant benevolent
impetus predisposed it to the exercise of humble and inconspicuous functions, which yet in themselves were truly noble
and heroic, since their entire purpose lay in the comforting
of humanity, with no exception of time, age or sex. The
warrior's profession, on the other hand, even in the most
legitimate circumstances, draws men to the destruction of
their fellows. Such was the reasoning that led the Grand
Master of Saint Lazarus to leave the Grand ~~sters of the
Hospitallers of St. John and of the Templars to dispute among
themselves for the glory of holding the top rank in the armies
or playing a key role 1n the conduct of affairs. Instead of
this vain ostentation, he preferred to remain within the walls
of his institution, at the head of his Order, to maintain
the rule, submission to authority, concord, moral purity,
and to direct functions and duties both within and without,
so that the sick and the lepers might receive the necessary
care, pilgrims might be accompanied so as to avoid danger,
cities under the Order's protection might have garrisons
capable of defending them, and the kings of Jerusalem might
have under their command a certain number of knights who were
always ready for battle--knights whose bravery has been
testified in various accounts, which we shall examine later.
Such a wisely constructed administration, unpretentious
conduct and constant zeal in its various functions won the
Order of Saint Lazarus such great esteem that the sovereigns
and great lords were quick to grant it their protection and
. procure for it establishments within their states. For this
there ex~sts irrefutable proof.

(1) Louis XIV's proclamation of April 1664, and others.
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Ther e i s so close a link between the hi story of the
kings of Jerusalem, the history of th~ c r usad es , a nd.my
present subject, that if I separated them I could n e1ther
write an orderly account nor present an interesting description: but I will take care to avoid all useless deta ils, and
concentrate on those that are essential to my topic.
After the death of Baldwin I, who left no posterity,
the general.wish of the transplanted Christia~s in Palestine
was to call to the Crown Eustace of Boulogne, brother of the
two previous kings; but the fact that he had been in Europe
for some years, and the qisadvantages of an interregnum or
a regency when a leader was needed to resist powerful foes,
resulted in the votes b~ing cast in favour of a lord from
the same famil~ called Baldwin of Le Bourg, Count of Edessa,
who immediately resigned his county to Joscelin of Courtenay.
Let us not forget that the kingdom of Jerusalem, based
on the constitution of the kingdom of France, comprised many
vassalages and rear vassalages. We note princes of Antioch
(1), counts of Edessa . and Tripoli!~>marquises of Acre and
Caesarea, lords of Sidon and Tiberias, and a myriad of others
to whom the new sovereigns had allotted seigniories and lands
so as to make them settle in Asia and bind them by personal
and political interests to the defence and support of the
throne of the kings of Jerusalem, who were themselves
obliged by feudal law to protect and aid the lords who
depended on them. Baldwin never experienced any difficulty
or danger in fulfilling these obligations. He was a prince
of virtue, talent and valour, and yet the lot of great men
is not always a happy one: Baldwin met with alternating
fortune and misfortune during his reign.
The Turcomans and ~oslem Arabs had formed the plan of
expelline the Christians from Syria, and making themselves
masters of Antioch: and they foresaw success with the death
of Roger, regent of this principality, and the ensuing
defeat of his army. With the first rumour of the danger
threatening the Syrian Christians, Baldwin hastened to their
defence and met the enemy in battle. Firing his troops with
his couraeeous example, he scattered the ranks of the foe,
assisted by many knights from the military orders. The
bewildered infidels sought to escape a certain death by
headlong flight, and the victory belonged to the king of

(1) The princes of Antioch claimed independence: their
principality included Syria and the country east of the
Phoenician Sea.
(2) The county of Edessa comprised most of !Jlesopotamia,
stretching beyond the Euphrates to the Tigris. The county
of Tripoli extended along the shores of the Phoenician Sea,
from ;~raclea to the river Adonis, called Canis by modern
geographers. ·.
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Jerusalem (1). This prince took steps to ensure that Antioch
·was well administered during the minority of the young Bohemond
II. This key triumph bore with it several advantages which led
the victor, as he returned to his capital, to hope for at least
a breathing-spell to enjoy the delights of peace; but he was
disillusioned.when the proud Belek, the most powerful of the
emirs, entered the county of Edessa with massive troop support
and found such quick success that the region seemed in danger
of falling to him. The protection Baldwin owed his vassal,
the interests of the Faith and his own personal interests
allowed of no hesitation: he hurriedly assembled an army,
crossed the Jordan, and harried the enemy who had just taken
Joscelin of Courtenay prisoner. But, c.arried away by the
desire to make good this prince's losses, to avenge or deliver
him, Baldwin pressed too far ahead, fell into an ambush and
was taken prisoners in a contrast that proves the inconstancy
of Fortune, he who had been crowned with laurel in Syria
found himself shackled in chains in the plains of Mesopotamia.
At this news, there was general consternation in Jerusalem• in their fear, ·the inhabitants thought they could see
the Moslems at the gates of the Holy City. And indeed, the
emirs and sultans were sure that the moment had come when
they would strip the Christians of their possessions in the
Levants a revolution was in the air. Already the commander
of the armies of the Egyptian prince had entered Judea and
was laying siege to Jaffa by land and sea. Count Garnier,
General of the troops of Palestine and a brave, experienced
captain, wasted no time in deliberations when fast action
was required• leading seven to eight thousand men, he marched
on the enemy and surprised them, thrashing them close by Jaffa
and beneath the walls of Ascalon. Seeing the rout of their
land army, the Saracens put to shipa but as their fleet withdrew, it met with the Venetian fleet. Its commander, Doge
Henri :tlich.iel, distinguished himself in the ensuing combat
· by sinking most of the enemy ships and capturing or scattering
the others (2). Tired and old, Count Garnier died on this
expedition, only a few days after his victories. William of
Bures, lord of Tiberias, his successor as commander of the
troops of Palestine, immediately sent the customary compliments to the Doge. Shortly afterward Michiel was called to
Jerusalem by the chief personages of the realm, who proposed
to him that his fleet blockade the port of Tyre while they
undertook its siege by land. Sensing the need they had of
(l) The Kingdom of Jerusalem, strictly speaking, began
only at the river Adonis, and was bordered by Idumaea and
the desert ·separating Balestine and Egypt.
(2) Until this time, the Venetians were content to traffic
in the Levant and transport Christians there from Europe. But
now they wanted a share in the benefits of the crusades. Like
the princes, they wanted suzerainties and seigniories in
lands they had helped to conquer.
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hi s a id, he wanted to lay down his own ter ms, a nd dicta ted
an agreement, most of whose conditions seem outra geousr but
they had to be accepted because of the importa nce of the
joint effort and economic necessity. Soon Tyre was so .
heavily besi~ged by land and sea that, even though it was
staunchly defended, it had to surrender before the Sultan of
Egypt had the time to equip a fleet for its relief.
During the siege of Tyre, the Count of Edessa escaped
from the castle where he had been confined by Belek. The
shame and resentment of being imprisoned stoked his courage,
and without thought for .the peril and numbers he was up against,
he chanced a battle with a handful of men: fortune served his
vengeance: victorious, he slew Belek With his own hand. This
happy concourse of events led to the liberation of the King
of Jerusalem. Without examining the motivations of Belek's
widow, I will simply say that she set a price for the freedom
of her prisoner. Baldwin agreed to the ransom, and paid part
of itJ he then returned to Jerusalem, which resounded with
cheers and rejoicing. A· king surrounded by foes intent on
invading his territory cannot hope for tranquillity: thus
Baldwin remained in a state of war with the Saracens and
Turcomans. After winning several advantages which seemed to
consolidate his good military fortune, he failed to carry off
a siege of Damascus. This was to be his last expedition: he
died the following year, leaving no male children. Fulk of
Anjou, the husband of Melisend, eldest daughter of the late
king, succeeded his father-in-law. On a Throne which had
never been made very strong, he was continually obliged to
be at arms, not only against the enemies of Christianity,
but also aeainst vassals guilty of disloyalty, a kind of
mutiny that his predecessors had never had to deal with.
Fulk returned the rebels to obedience, by force, by prudence,
by the kindness of his methods. He also gained considerable
ground against the infidel, which might have made the situation of the Christians in Asia less precarious if he had
been assisted in his endeavours by the princes of the West;
but the reinforcements that now and then arrived were so weak
and his needs so pressing that he decided to work out an
alliance with the Sultan of Damascus, in order to resist
the projects of the Sultan of Aleppo. The bargaining was
successful: the league between the Christian king and the
Moslem prince procured Fulk sufficient resources to prevent
any encroachment upon his states durinG his lifetime.
These various events are in no way foreign to the Order
of Saint Lazarus: it is certain that in all important expeditions there was a detachment of the knights of this
Order. At the beGinning of this century there was still
being kept at Boigny an old document which proves that,
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during the period· in question, the princes of Palestine (l)
heaped gifts and benefits upon the Brothers of St. Lazarus
in recompense for their hospitaller and military services.
But to look ahead, we shall soon see · them drawin~ the
attention. of the kings of France, and receiving from these
princes special protection.
For a long time now there had been a campaign for a
new crusade: the Courtenays, Tancreds and other brave
warriors who had remained in the Orient after the first
expedition were no longer alive. Their successors, softened
by Asiatic luxury, had immersed themselves in pleasure 1 Fulk
had just died; Baldwin III was in his minority; when declared
regent, Melisend refused the title, wishing to rule as queen
a state that she claimed was her patrimony; finally, there
were disputes between the sovereigns of Antioch and the
emperors of Constantinople, who saw the princes who had come
from the West as usurpers. This conjuncture was to be as
disastrous for the Christians as it was favourable to the
destructive projects of the infidel. The Sultan of Aleppo
shortly undertook the conquest of the county of Edessa, at
which he had failed some years before: he laid sieges and
fought battles; his successes promptly made him master of
a region poorly defended by an effeminate prince, who was
unworthy of being the son of the virtuous Joscelin of
Courtenay. The loss of the county of Edessa brought on the
decline of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, despite the efforts of
the Christians to maintain it. Conrad III was then on the
imperial throne of Germany, and France had Louis VII as king,
a religious, just and benevolent prince--and one jealous of
his authority, quick to suppress any audacity from his vassals.
We know that in one of those wars that are inseparable from
the feudal system of government, Louis, irritated with the
intrigues and rebellions of the Count of Champagne, set fire
to the city and church of Vitry, and all those who had taken
refuge there perished in the flames. This inhuman act,
whose swift execution had left the king no time to think,
was soon followed by the most bitter remorse. Under these
circumstances, the deputies of Baldwin III arrived at the
Court. The account they gave of the deplorable state of
affairs in the Holy Land affected Louis VII so deeply that
he immediately resolved to go there in person to give aid
to his oppressed brothers, convinced that this was an opportunity presented by Providence to expiate his crime. Eugenius
III, who occupied the Holy See, rejoiced to hear of the French
king's plan; he approved of his enthusiasm, and even opened
the treasures of the Church to those who might follow his
example: thus indulgences were proclaimed, as was the

(1) All authors say that Kings Baldwin, Fulk and Amalric
and Queens Melisend and Theodora made generous endowments of
property to the Order of Saint Lazarus, in reward for the
services it rendered the Christian princes of Palestine:
Mennenius, Father Helyot, Hermant, Le ~ire, etc.
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Second Crusade. The famous Sa int Bernard was the pr omoter
of this new emigration. He travelled through-Fra nce , then
Germanyr he corresponded with the sovereigns, won their
respect and good wishes--as well as the~ permission to prea ch.
He thundered against the infidels, groaned over the fate of
the Christians in Asia, urged that aid be given them, promised
pardon for .sins, heaven's protection, victories. Everything
yielded to the intense, moving eloquence of the abbot of
Clairvaux. Spires and ,Vezelay were the principal scenes of
his triumph, for there the Emperor and the King, filled with
veneration for the man of God, assumed the cross from his hand.
Everyone hastened to marc~ in the wake of the two princes:
lords abandoned their castles, craftsmen their profession,
farmers their fields, to listen to the· sermons of the oracle
of Christianity. The confidence that was put in Saint Bernard
almost reached the point of frenzy: who would believe that
at a meeting held in Chartres, the _general opinion was that
he should be named commander in chief of the crusader army?
Too wise and modest, however, to accept a post so incompatible
with the religious calling, Bernard was far from tempted: he
returned to the cloister to edify his brothers and to implore
the aid of God for the warriors who were charging off to glory,
without thinking of the dangers of a venture whose success
they viewed as inevitable.
As soon as the emperor and the king had arranged for
the administration of their states during their absence, they
planned their departure. Conrad assembled his troops near
Nuremberg; he had already crossed the Danube at Ratisbon when
Louis VII was bearing the oriflamme to Saint Denis, where he
took the road for Metz, the scene of the general assembly of
his army, which was even larger and more impressive than the
imperial one. At the sight of so formidable a force, composed
of the highest nobility and the bravest warriors of Europe,
one would have thought France and Germany, thus leagued against
Asia, were about to subjugate it so as to make new provinces
for their dominions. The two sovereigns followed the same
route, but they did not meet. Both crossed peninsular Thrace,
passed over the Hellespont, and entered Asia Minor, where they
met with setbacks and losses that ruined the two armies even
before they got to Palestine. It is true that the King of
France defeated the infidels at the celebrated crossing of
the Maeander (1), but this victory produced only ephemeral
benefits which were incapable of counterbalancing all the
other misfortunes.
The Knights of Saint Lazarus were not idle spectators
of all these reverses (2); some of those established in Greece
(l) The Maeander, celebrated by poets for the song of the
swans, has its source in ~aunt Celenus in Gr eater Phrygia,
and debouches in the Aegean Sea between the towns of !•1iletus
and Priene.
(2) Anonymous history of the Order, & De la @ure's
his tori cal mss ., in the archives.
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joined the King's army, rendering him such important services
that he began to have a high opinion of this Order, with
which he was able to better familiarize himself during his
stay in Jerusalem, where Louis came to · console himself over
his misfortunes and, by visiting the Holy Places, distract
himself from the chagrin caused him by the suspicion of
Queen Eleanor's infidelities.
Among all the hospitaller houses in Jerusalem, it seems
that the king was particularly attached to that of St. Lazarus:
pleased with the manner in which it carried out its charitable
works, he felt that his realm would benefit greatly by having
introduced within it an order even more commendable in its
zeal in comforting afflicted humanity than in its bravery in
combat. Before leaving Palestine, however, Louis VII wished
to distinguish himself by conquering some key fortresses;
upon holding council with the Emperor, they went off together
to lay siege to Damascus. Its capture appeared so certain to
them that they promised it in advance to the Count of Flanders;
but the Asiatic Christians, jealous of this preferential treatment of a newly arrived lord, basely leagued themselves in
secret with the infidels, with the result that the venture was
undermined. When their perfidiousness was discovered, the
emperor and the king were so indignant that they left for
Europe straightaway, having lost, it is said, over 200, 000
men during the course of the expedition. iv1any were the grieving
families who burst out against Saint Bernard, vainly demanding
their fathers, parents and friends back again. Everyone is
aware of the principal causes of the ill success of this
crusade, which has merited our attention since it led to
the first establishment of the Order of Saint Lazarus in France.
Louis VII's purpose in bringing back with him a certain
number of knights of St. Lazarus was not to leave inactive
men whose activity, zeal and benevolence could be so useful
to the State and its citizens: therefore he soon provided
them with a residence, property, and an administrative framework. I will not examine whether they had management of the
leper hospices and houses for the sick and other places of
that nature at that time: this key point will be discussed
under the Second Period. I will, however, examine the details
of the benefits they received from Louis the Young. Some
authors, including those of the Gallia Christiana (Vol. VII),
say that when this prince arrived in France, he bestowed upon
the knights of St. Lazarus a church situated between the faubourts Saint Denis and Saint i'IIartin, with an old palace
adjo ning it. It is certain that there was already a leper
hospital on this location (l)J it is mentioned in a title
(1) The 7th- and 8th-Century Canons of the Councils of
the Gauls reveal that there were then lepers in France, for
the faithful are exhorted to give them comfort; but it was
not until the frequent intercommunication of Europeans and
Asiatics in the 11th century that leprosy became common in
France.
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dated 1110; and the monk Odo, an eyewitness, repor ts in
D. Lob, & Felib. Hist. de Paris, vol . I, tha t on Wednesday
June 11, 1147, Louis VII, known as "the Young " , as he went
to take the oriflamme to Saint Denis, visited the leper
hospital that was situate~ on his route. That same year he
granted that~house the right to collect firewood in the
forest of Vincennes (see Bacquet, Traite des Domaines, Part
IV). Queen Adelaide is regarded as the founder of this
hospital, for the benefit of which her husband, Louis the
Fat, set up the Saint Lazarus fair. Since there was already
a leper hospital in this area, it was therefore quite natural
that Louis VII, soon after his return, should give it to the
Knights· of St. Lazarus, augmenting his. gift with the old
castle and chapel close by the hospital. Hence the church
took the name of "Saint Lazarus," which is how it is referred
to by Rigord, Philip Augustus' historian, in 1191: it did
not have this name formerly.
Abbot Leboeuf discusses this house of Saint Lazarus quite
extensively in his Histo'ire du diocese de Paris; but it seems
he was not familiar with the nature of the Order of Saint
Lazarus, for he says that it is difficult to reconcile the
Knights of St. Lazarus' establishment 'in Paris with their
residence in Boigny: doubtless he was unaware that all the
knights were not obliged to reside in Boigny, that they could
be spread out in different houses, and that the Order could
have establishments through all of Christendom. Besides,
Boigny did not become the headquarters of the Order until
after St. Louis' first voyage to Palestine. Prior to that,
this house was like all others under the control of the Grand
~aster, who still resided in Asia.
We do not iri fact have
all the information we might need on this house of St. Lazarus
(1), be it because most of the ~ent titles were lost in the
civil wars with the English under Charles VI, or because the
priests of the mission (2) have seen it in their interest
not to impart material that may still be in this house's
archives, where it was deposited in 1632. But it is nonetheless true that this house for the removal and care of
lepers belonged to the Order of Saint Lazarus, and that it
was governed, like the others, by a master and brethren (D.
Lob, & Felib. histoire de Paris). By a deed of 125J, the-;~aster and Brethren of Saint Lazarus near Paris, both healthy
and leprous, released to the Sisters of God (Filles-Dieu)
some of their manorial property. Upheavals that occurred
within the Order ~ave rise to encroachments upon this hospital;
this is clear enough in a settlement decree of February 9;
(1) This house was donated to the Order of Saint Lazarus
in 1150, and not 1154 as Abbot Leboeuf claims. Leboeuf has
confused it with the donation of Boigny in 1154.
(2) Commonly called Lazarists or father3 of Saint Lazarus.
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1566, which refers to the priory of St. Lazarus as a "socalled priory" and allocates a third of this house's revenue
to the relief of the lepers. We have.said that this
establishment of the Order is now in the possession of the
priests of the mission, who acquired it on condition of
practisin7 hospitality toward the lepers, in accordance with
the Orders ancient rights. The most important of the other
benefits bestowed by Louis VII was the castle and barony of
Boigny, which apparently was the regular abode of several
Capetian kings (see LeMaire, Histoire d'Orleans): Louis
the Fat often held court there; Louls the Young, like his
father, spent part of the year there, and even married
Constance, daughter of Alfonso, King of Castile in this
palace in 1153. The following year the King of France nave
up a castle and a seigniory which he apparently enjoyed~to
the Order of Saint Lazarus. The letters patent of this
concession were dated 1154, signed by Hugh, Chancellor of
France, and sent in the presence of the Baron of ~·Iontmorency
and several other lords. The orieinal title deed has been
lost, though some authors of the last century, among them
De Beloy, claim to have seen it (1); however, it is not crucial
whether we have these letters patent, since the donation deed
of the estate of Boigny is substantially conveyed in an old
parliamentary decree, of which I shall make use later in
this history. (The decree is dated August, 131~)
Louis VII, who had seen in Asia communities of women
devoted to the service of the lepers, followed the same plan
in his realm: at La Saussaie (2) he founded a convent of
nuns to receive and care for women lepers; the first revenue
allotted this house was a tenth of the wine provision that
entered Paris for the king and queen (allotted in 1161). I
will not enter into all the tiresome detail of all the property
(J) with which Louis VII and his successors enriched the leper
hospital of La Saussaie, which since the 13th century enjoyed
various rights which today would be regarded as strange.
Upon the death of th·e king, this house became owner of the
gold and silver seals, all of the prince's linen, his mules
and parade horses, and all the horses used at his funeral,
including their harnasses (4). So well established were
(l)De la Mure~ manuscript chronicle. Baudouin, Histoire
de Mal te, vol. I.
(2) Near Villejuif, in the parish of Chevilly.
(J) This property is listed in~Breul's Antiguites de
Paris, Book IV.
(4) Du Tillet, Recueil des rois & reines de France; the
Tresor dos chartes [Treasury of Charters] ; Cartulaire des
rois Louis VII. Philippe-Auguste, Saint Louis, Philippe-leHardi. I have seen the copy collated from the original of
Philip Augustus' 1208 charter, whereby he gives the house
of La Saussaie the gold, silver and wax seals, for the
repose of his soul and those of his family; the original
is in the archives of La Saussaie.
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these rights that , after King J ohn' s dea th in a Lond on pr ison,
the house of La Saussaie received 800 livres pa r isis in lieu
of the late king ' s horses: and Charles VI , afte r the death
of Charles the Wise, purchased his father's hor ses f r om . this
same house for 2,500 livres. It might be objected that the
house of La ··saussaie is nowhere called "hospital of Saint
Lazarus", and its church has always been dedicated to the
Blessed Virgin: consequently this community ha s never been
part of the Order of Saint Lazarus. The first objection is
easily answered by observing that it is neither a necessity
nor even a custom in any . order for churches to be consecrated
under the name of the founding or patron saint of that order.
As for the second, consider that it would nut be natural for
Louis VII, bringing back some knights of St. Lazarus so that
a useful order might be expanded, to not associate a community
of women to this order, one established to serve a similar
purpose. Consider further that the nuns, like the Order of
Saint Lazarus, adhered to the rule of St. Augustine (1); that,
like the Order, they were outside episcopal jurisdiction;
that their persons and property, like those of the Order,
were under the protection of the Holy See (2); and finally,
that these nuns are addressed as "prioress and sisters of
the leper hospital of La Saussaie"(3): we shall later see
that all houses thus titled belonged to and were under the
control of the Order of Saint Lazarus. Lastly, some old
titles stipulate that there shall be in the convent of La
Saussaie only thirteen healthy sisters, a condition which
typifies the Order of Saint Lazarus, in which, consistently
with the charity it particularly professed, lepers and invalids
were deemed brothers and sisters of the house where they lived
(4), to such a degree that they participated in decisionmaking. For the discerning and unbiased reader, such information is sufficient to decide on the matter.
The town of Etampes was a witness of Louis VII's zeal
in caring for the lepers: from the reign of Louis the Fat,
there was a hospital near this town for the seclusion of thos·e
afflicted with this disease; the latter monarch had even
(1) As a result of the various upheavals within the house
of La Saussaie, it left the rule of St. Augustine around 1533
to follow that of St. Benedict.
(2) Bull of Pope Clement IV, in 1265.
(J) In 1245, "Ludovicus Rex, priorissae & sororibus
leprosariae de Salceis, &c." In 1305, Clement V: "priorissae
& conventui domus leprosariae de Salceis, &c."
(4) Everywhere we read, "fratribus & sororibus, tam sanis
quam infirmis aut leprosis": in the Tresor des chartes,
Cartulaire des rois Louis VII Phili e -Au uste ... , papal
bulls, and the statutes 1ncluded w1th1n the ru e that is
preserved at Seedorf.
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given this leper hospital revenues in land, wheat and wine.
When Louis VII came to the throne, he added considerable sums
of money to his father's grants, and set up a fair for the
hospital on St. Michael's Day; he also - ceded to it all tolls
and even a provost's authority to dispense middle and low
justice on t~e land it occupied. But this hospital did not
begin to take on the administrative form of a monastic house
until the time of Louis VII's voyage to Palestine: those
who formerly were simply called "poor lepers" were then
designated as Master and Brethren; they were forming chapters
and drawing up capitular acts (1). The church of this hospitaller house, dedicated to St. Michael and St. Lazarus,
was so highly venerated that Clement Y accorded indulgences
to those who would go there to pray and make the Station of
the Cross. Many documents seem to indicate that this institution belonged to the Order of Saint Lazarus; however,
~t was eventually taken from the Order and made part of the
Etampes Hospital . (2).
The example set ~y the king, the fear of so swiftly
contagious a disease~ and the care and attention of the
knights in seeing to the needs of those afflicted with it
greatly heightened the regard for an Order as useful in its
services as it was commendable for its reputation of sanctity.
Princes, lords and even private individuals competed for the
glory of being its benefactors. Among them, I note that
John, Count of Eu, and his son Henry bestoVIed to the church
and Brethren of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem property situated
in the district of Blanquemont, and a rental of eleven li vr es
on the vices in the town of Eu (4); Rob ert III, Count of
~eulan, donated to the Order two and a half marks of silver,
a rent charged to the seigniory of Pontaudemer (5 ) ; Thibaud V,
(1) What I say is based on charters and titles reported
in the Histoire d'Etampes, by the Barnabite Father Fleurot.
(2) By the Decree of January 15, 1695, issued in consequence of the Edict of March, 1693.
(J) Nothing can better illustrate the general fear of the
leper and the prevalent conception of him than an anecdote of
the lord of Joinville: "The king asked me (says Joinville ) ,
Which would you prefer: to be a leper, or to commit (or to
have committed) a mortal sin? I who never Vlished to lie to
him answered that I would rather have committed 30 mortal sins
than be a leper; to which the King replied: Ha! idler, you
are deluded, for you know that no leprosy, however ugly, can
compare to being in a state of mortal sin." Joinville,
Histoire de Saint Louis, p. 6.
(4) This rental was part of the revenue of the Grattemont
commanderie, as may be seen in the commanderie's titles and
the donation deed, collated from the original in 1358 & 1423.
(5) These zt marks, then worth 6 livres, 5 sous, would now
be worth over 150 livres: they went to the Commander of
Grattemont.
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Count of Blois and Seneschal of France, a s s igned to the
Brethren of Saint Lazarus of the lepers of Je r us a lem , of
the house of La Pereuse, a permit to ·collect firewood in
one of his forests (1); John, Count of Ponthieu , Alen~on
and Maine, multiplied these knights ' favours and privileges ,
even instructing his officers that an Order which so edified
the world through its zeal and reliability should be allowed
to peacefully enjoy all the property it possessed within his
demesnes (2). And why not include among these princes and
great lords William Bourguignel? For all men are equal in
the sight of society as -soon as they become its benefactors:
this citizen gave to the brothers and sisters of St. Lazarus
of the house of Etampes a tithe on all the ploughable lands
he owned within the limits of Villers, near Bauville (3).
But one of the ~reat benefactors of the Order of St. Lazarus
was Henry II, K1ng of England and Duke of Normandy: not
content with exempting them from the usual charges levied
upon vassals and granting them privileges and donations,
he reconfirmed those that had been granted them by the lords
of his estates (4), thus renouncing his rights over the conceded property, to which he was entitled as suzerain. Henry
also built a hospitaller house in Rouen for the lepers, and
for the brothers who managed it. Equally concerned for both
sexes, he founded near this city, in the forest of Rouvray,
a religious house called Saint Julian, which admitted and
cared for women lepers. He endowed this new establishment
with the estate of Pavilly. It had special prerogatives,
(1) Latin quotation in support, from anll85 -charter in
the Order's archives and reproduced in No. 4 of the Documents
In Proof. This forest has apparently been cleared of trees,
unless, as some authors think, it is part of the communal
woods of the parishes of Sandray and Jouy in Sologne. The
La Pereuse house has not been compensated for this right to
collect wood. After the Edict of 1693, its revenue was
transferred by Council · decree to the 1tleung Hospital, but was
restored to the Order of St. Lazarus and the Boigny commanderie
by a counterdecree on September 7, 1700.
(2) Latin quotation in support, from an 1188 charter
in the Order's archives.
(3) Latin quotation in support. The Archbishop of Sens
endorsed this donation in letters patent address ed to the
"Magistro & Fratribus domys Leprosorum Sancti Lazari
Stampensis." Histoire d'£tampes.
(4) By charters dated 1154, 1155 and 1159: authentic
collations of the first two, made in 1441 and 1448, are in
the archives; the third is in the second volume of the
~onast. Anglicanum.
These charters are inscribed: "Deo &
Sanctae f,lariae & eccles iae Sancti Lazari extra muros Jerusalem, & Fratribus eiusdem loci." ~onast. Anglicanum, vol.
II, p. 399.
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and apparently was to be composed only of nuns of noble
lineage. A Norman historian tells us that Theomassa of
Saint.Leonard was refused admission for lack of this qualification (1): this would imply that there were, in former
times, Dames of Saint Lazarus. I do not know how it is that
Father Honore de Sainte Marie, who has found dames in the
order of St. John of Jerusalem and some other orders, has
discovered none in the Order of Saint Lazarus: but this
otherwise well-read priest often preferred to see only that
which was agreeable to his own opinions. In 1262 Urban IV
issued a bull confirming the privileges of the Order of
Saint Lazarus,as applicable to both sexes (2): in fact,
mention is made several times of an Abbess of Saint Lazarus
in the collection known as Gesta Dei per Frances. There
must have been a convent of women hospitallers of Saint
Lazarus in Jerusalem, because Sibyl, wife of Thierry, Count
of Flanders, retired there in 1159 to devote herself to the
service of the lepers. We can also see that there was a
community of nuns of Saint Lazarus in Jericho (J), and
another in the city of Acre (4). I have spoken of the houses
established near Rauen and in La Saussaie: let us add that
there still exists in Cambrai a monastery that bears the name,
"Convent of the Ladies of Saint Lazarus .. : they were formerly
nuns of the Order, required to give hospitality to the lepers
(5). Now, since it is certain that the Order of St. Lazarus

(1) Herault's history of Rauen tells of a 1321 judgment
ordering the restoration of goods seized from the house of
Saint Julian as the result of the nuns' refusal to admit
Theomassa of Saint Leonard, who was declared not to be a noble.
(2) This bull, dated from Viterbo, was issued in r~rch
1262. It is not in the Bullary of the Order, but is related
in a 1453 bull of Pope Nicholas V, which appears on p. 18 of
the nullary of the Order. There is a German translation of
this bull of Urban IV in the Seedorf cartulary; this translation, on parchment, was made about the middle of the 14th
century by a notary from Strasbourg.
(3) James of Vitry, in chapter XLVIII, speaks of an
abbess and nuns of Saint Lazarus established in Bethany,
beyond the Mount of Olives; but since he assures us that
they followed the rule of St. Benedict, I do not believe
that we can include them within the Order of Saint Lazarus.
The same author says there was another town of Bethany beyond
the Jordan, near Jericho; according to Rebuse, it was here
that there was a convent of sisters of Saint Lazarus.
Provine iale omn. ec·cles iarum.
(4) In all the old maps of the city of Acre, the house
of the nuns of St. Lazarus is located near that of the knights
of the same Order: it is marked "No. 4" and designated
"~oniales Sancti Lazari."
See Rebuse, Trait~ de la ChancelleriP.
(5) Carpentier, Histoire des Pays-bas, Part IV, chap. XV.
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comprised in former times religious communities of both
sexes (1), which had the same duties and similar privile~es
(2), I do not think it would be baseless conjecture to suppose
that there were knight-sisters [or dames] in the Order, as
there were knight-brothers: sisters that simply had hospitaller
functions,· like the serving brothers; I would support my theory
by pointine to the noble extraction of the nuns in the houses
of St. Lazarus in Seedorf and Gfenn. The history written by
Lawrence of Poitiers, Knight of Saint Lazarus (J), and old
memoirs and obi tuaries'•'have preserved for posterity the names
of the women admitted at .different times to these two houses;
whoever is familiar with the coats of arms of the Empire and
Helvetic and German history will realize that these names
evince an illustrious nobility, as we shall shortly see.
The light which the houses of Seedorf and Gfenn can
shed upon this history, the status they held in the Order of
Saint Lazarus, and their care in complying with statutes and
laws regarding subordination to the Grand .·11as ter are all so
many reasons for us to examine the origin and nature of these
two celebrated establishements.
All centuries may be characterized by .certain customs and
tastes: one custom of the 11th through 13th centuries was that
of founding pious institutions. Any student of the human
heart and mind will know that men have always been motivated
to do so, as in any other endeavour, either throu~h the
desire for glory, for reasons directly or indirectly utilitarian, or finally because they seek the happiness that
Religion promises to those who do good works. The Order of
Saint Lazarus rendered services which seemed to satisfy these
three types of motivations: people could support it by means
of acts of generosity or by opening new establishments. 1•lost
European states had houses of the Order of Saint Lazarus
almost as soon as France did. One of the most famous was
that of S~edorf, located in what we now call Switzerland.
(1) I am not claiming that all the sisters in the leper
hospitals were dames [the female equivalent of knights], but
simply that there was a time when the Order had sisters who
were also dames.
(2) The brothers' duties were to nurse the sick and to
fight in defence of the Faith; the sisters' were likewise
to devote themselves to serving the sick and to pray for the
good f ortune of the Christian princes in the battlefield
against the infidel.
(J) Lawrence of Poitiers was of the family of the counts
of Poitou; wemall have occasion to speak of him later.
(4) The obituaries and other documents mentioned here
have been passed on to the Order, and are in the Seedorf
archives.
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The Helvetic state did not yet exist at the time of
which we are speaking (1); its thirteen cantons were then
part of and under the protection of the German ernpire. The:
were previously subject to a French monarch, having been ~a rt
of the apportionment of Louis the Germanic, king of eastern
France. Louis founded a Benedictine abbey in Zurich whose
first abbesses were his daughters Hildeearde and Bertha.
The abbess of this convent was Soverefgn Dame of Zurich,
and she subsequently acquired the title of Princess of the
Holy Empire. The nuns were all of such noble extraction that
the old abbey catalogue lists most of them as countess es ,
baronesses, and even a few princesses. This convent ~as ,
so to speak, the cradle of the Seedor.f institution (2 ) .
When the first expedition of Christian princes set out
for Asia, Rudolph, Count of Brienz, of the canton of Berne,
assumed the cross and joined one of the armies marching a~inst
the infidel. Some time after the conquest of Jerusal etn , he
returned to his homeland with the design of founding an institution in gratitude for the recovery of the Holy Places (J,.
Pondering means of carrying out his pious resolution, the
Count of Brienz lay himself down to rest at the foot of the
great mountain of Hartemberg, in the canton of Uri, and the re
fell asleep. According to the memoirs of administrator Jauch,
this lord had a vision in his sleep, the details of which need
not concern us: suffice to know that he saw it as a manifestation of the will of God. The Count of Brienz then bou~ht the
land where he had had his vision and built on it, with the
(1) The harshness of the emperors' governors and their
infringements on the privileges and liberties of the people
led in 1308 to the-confederation of the cantons of Uri, Schwyz
and Unterwalden, which were later joined by the other ten
cantons; it is these thirteen cantons, with their allies,
that make up what we call "the Helvetic state."
(2) Seedorf is situated in the canton of Uri, at the foot
of Hartemberg f/Iountain, a half-league from Altdorf and the
Lake of the Four Cantons. Altdorf, the principal town of Uri,
is located on the Lake of the Four Cantons, thus called because
Uri, Unterwalden, Schwyz and Lucerne border its shores.
(J) The Count of Brienz had written a history of the
monastery he founded at Seedorf, as did Lawrence of Poitie rs
and Ralph of i.1ontfort, who were knights of Saint Lazarus around
the end of the 11th and beginning of the 12th centuries, when
the monastery had become a commanderie of the Order of Saint
Lazarus. These works no longer exist; but Peter Jauch, who
in 1556 was the Administrator, for the 1V1a gistrate of Uri, of
the Seedorf abbey, 'assures us that he had them in his hands
when drawing up his memoirs on the Antiquities of Seedorf .
We have the manuscript of the latter work; Jauch inserted
in it an extract from the writings of Lawrence of Poitiers,
Ralph of ~ontfort and the Count of Brienz.
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emperor's consent, a house for nuns. While this was being
constructed, the founder went to relay his ideas to the Fope,
who commended his zeal and even granted many privile~es to
the new convent (1). Upon the Count of Brienz's departure,
the Pontif~ gave him a golden cross, on which was depicted
a lamb, in memory of the lamb this lord claimed to have seen
in his miraculous dream. The Pope also permitted him to draw
some nuns from the abbey in Zurich with which to begin the
order and rule in the Seedorf house. The Count of Drienz,
provided with the Holy See's approval and privileges, promptly
left Italy to come and arrange affairs in the new convent.
From Zurich he brought ~ady ..1echtilde Hochen-Klingen, Lady
Julienne of V/illedenburg and Lady Ca th'erine of 1.1ontfort, nuns
both of great virtue and high birth ( 2): . it was unanimously
agreed that Mechtilde be abbess. The Swiss chronicler adds
that the Count of Brienz devised all his property to this
abbey, and that Hedwig of Rezins, his stepdaughter, was its
second abbess (J).
Small credence will probably be given to the Count of
Brienz's vision; but whether it is accepted or rejected matters
little, for the fact remains that this lord founded, at the
beginning of the 12th century (4), a Benedictine convent at
Seedorf, that the first nuns were taken from the Zurich convent, and that these nuns all belonged to the highest nobility,
whether in the immediate area or from more distant lands. In
any case, we are most interested in knowing how the Seedorf
abbey became a commanderie of the Order of Saint Lazarus.
(1) Jauch says that the Emperor's notice of consent and
the immunities and privileges granted by the Emperor and the
Pope were kept in 1556 at Seedorf in an iron chest, along
with the Count of Brienz's book and the foundation deed; the
latter bore Rudolph of Brienz's seal: sinople [green) with
a lion,argent.
(2) Mechtilde of Hochen-Klingen was of the Klingen family,
one of the most illustrious of the duchy of Swabia. The
house of the barons of Klingen was divided into two branches:
one called Alten-Klingen, the other Hochen-Klingen. Julienne
of Willedenburg was of the family of the Willedenburg barons,
in the canton of Zug, near the city of the same name. Catherine of Montfort was of the house of the counts of ~ontfort,
known throughout the history of Swabia.
(J) Of the illustrious family of the barons of Rezins,
which died out in the 14th century. See the Chronicles of
Stumpff and Guler.
(4) Two Latin quotations in support, mentioning the Count
of Brienz as founder, from the original Obituary of th2
Seedorf monastery, 8th calends of April & 2nd calends of
Fe~ruary.
The Obituary begins in 1115 and ends in 1526.
~hls abbey'3 treasury contain a shield and a ring, both bearlng the flgure of a lion rampant (the Count's coat of arms).
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However little one may have looked into the annals of
different nations, it is well known that people have always
been fond of the marvellous. Offer supposed prodigies to
them and they are pleased; often they think they see them
where none exist. Once the pure and sublime religion of
Christianity became accepted by the sovereigns of many states,
it was incorporated into the mores of those countries; but
most of the inhabitants, strangers to the spirit of the
religion, remained what they were, and almost all retained
their old preconceptions and adapted them to the new creed.
The ruin of paganism thus did not produce all the effects
that one might expect. Ignorance and superstition persisted
for a long time; people still put their· faith in visions and
dreams. This is why, until the 15th century, most abbeys
and monasteries seemed to owe their origin to celestial inspiration, as manifested by a vision or some miraculous
apparition, whether real or imagined.
I have said, on the authority of Jauch, that it was a
vision that made the Count of Brienz decide to found the
Benedictines of Seedorf; we shall now see that two authors
who claim to be eyewitnesses (1) report that it was a conjunction of several supernatural incidents that led to the
transformation of the Seedorf abbey into a house of the Order
of Saint Lazarus, as well as to the establishment of the
Gfenn community, whose founder they posit to be Baldwin IV,
nicknamed "the Leper," King of Jerusalem.
This prince, the son of Amalric I and Agnes of Courtenay,
ascended the throne at about thirteen years of age in 1174,
following his father's death. He was of a weak constitution,
and immediately showed all the symptoms of leprosy, with
which he was afflicted soon after. It is said that on the
day of his coronation an eagle, hovering in the air, dropped
on the new king's head a gold ring with a sinople cross, and
at the same time a voice was heard to pronounce these words:
"Through a miracle, God shall make healthy and untarnished
the prince who has just been consecrated; and his name, which
now seems humble in your eyes, will become renowned in foreign
lands." Be that as it may, Baldwin had a noble soul and a
forceful spirit. He did not want his realm to suffer because
(1) Knights Lawrence of Poitiers and Ralph of t~ontfort.
The first wrote a work entitled, Livre rouge de la fondation
de Seedorf; and the second, one called, Livre rouge des
origines de Seedorf. I have said elsewhere that these two
originals were burned in 1590; but they still existed in
1556, since administrator Jauch was using them as he wrote
his memoirs on Seedorf. Be it noted that Jauch is my
authority in the examination I am about to make of the
circumstances surrounding the establishment of the houses
of Saint Lazarus in Seedorf and in Gfenn.
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of the infirmities of his body ; his conduct ga ve c ontinual
evidence of a prudence and a courage that se emed to ama ze
William of Tyre (l) . who, along with James of Vitry, mentions
the famous victory at Ascalon and other of this prince's·
military exploits. But I suppress the details in order to
continue with the extract from the Administrator of Seedorf's
writings.
In the midst of all the inevitable difficulties of
government, Baldwin did not fail to make use of any remedy
that might help him to become cured. After having exhausted
the art of Medicine, he turned his attention to Heaven and
the mercy of its Sovereign. In this ~onfidence, he ascended
Calvary and fell into tearful prayer. Absorbed in God and
overwhelmed by misery, he fell asleep; and in his sleep he
heard a voice telling him to rise and prepare to embark with
all those on whose foreheads crosses should appear: telling
him that the Angel of the Lord would accompany and protect
him and his suite, and that, after arriving safely in Venice,
he would mount a horse, and receive his cure at that place
where the horse should fall to its knees, whereupon he would
learn his further course of action. Upon waking, Baldwin
found in his hands a green cross. This new sign confirmed
his vision, and immediately resolved him upon assembling
the people in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre to tell them
what he had seen and heard. All gave thanks to God and
fell into prayer; the King then noticed crosses on the foreheads of many of those present, and made written note of
their names so as to take them with him. Upon returning
from the Holy Sepulchre, he ordered vessels equipped and
preparations made for his voyage. Finally the King of Jerusalem, after setting in order the affairs of his realm and
giving the regency to Guy of Lusignan, the husband of his
sister Princess Sybil, sailed for Venice, arriving there on
April 25. He rested five days and then left on horseback
for the place to which Providence should direct him. As he
came out of Venice an angel in the form of a handsome, wellbuilt young man began to precede the King's progress (2).
Baldwin arrived at the foot of Hartemberg Mountain in Seedorf
on May 12; here the angel turned, looked at the king's horse
and took it by the bridle, whereupon the animal fell to its
knees and dropped its head; the other horses did likewise.
(1) Latin quotation in support, from Book XXII, chap.
XXV of William of Tyre.
(2) Jauch says that Lawrence of Poitiers and Ralph of
Montfort affirm in their books that they, like all the others
in Baldwin's suite, distinctly saw the guiding angel preceding the King's march from Venice to Seedorf.
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At the sight of so extraordinary a spectacle, the King,
unfrightened, descended from his horse and prostrated himself
in worship, fervently invoking heaven. Meanwhile the angel
acclaimed: "Rise up, Baldwin, you are healed." All the
king ' s attendants, witnesses to the miracle, glorified the
Lord and accompanied the monarch into the Benedictine church
in Seedorf. Then the celestial guide came to present Baldwin
with a small book containing the order of the house of Saint
Lazarus which that prince was to found: the King turned over
this book to Lawrence of Poitiers and Ralph of Montfort (1),
his two most faithful confidants, both of them knights of
Saint Lazarus. He then had a meeting with the nuns of Seedorf,
presenting them with treasures in goln and silver as well as
many relics. They agreed to adopt the rule of St. Augustine,
to enter the Order of Saint Lazarus, and to unite their income
and administration to that of the . house that the King would
build near theirs as a residence for a certain number of
knights of Saint Lazarus. So as to perpetuate the memory
of his miraculous cure, Baldwin ordered that all of its circumstances be painted on the gates of the old convent. He
put Lawrence of Poitiers in charge of the construction of the
new establish:ment, which he endowed with several demesnes;
he himself took care of the formalities involving the Emperor
and the Pope which were necessary to finalize his recent
arrangements. Having seen to all that was most fitting,
the King counselled unity and precise observance of the rule,
and then set out on his way back home. At the hamlet of Gfenn,
in the canton of Zurich near Lake Griffensee, his horse
stopped short, refusing to go either forward or back. Baldwin
believed that this new marvel was a sign that God still demanded
of him some authentic token of his gratitude, and therefore
made a vow to found a convent of nuns in the hamlet of Gfenn.
Witnout waiting any longer, he purchased the land required
by the map he sketched of the new convent, and left the task
of construction to Hugh, Count of Normandy. Baldwin continued
on his way: Jauch says that he first passed through France
before returning to his realm, where he died in 1185.
When the convent of Gfenn was built, the house of Saint
Lazarus in Seedorf sent to it, according to the wishes of the
King of Jerusalem, three nuns as directors: Martha of Hertinstein, Richensa of Wyngastein, and Ite of Greuk, ladies of
.rare merit and . illustrious nobility (2). Here I am omitting
( 1) Much information on the family of the counts of ll1ontfort is to be found in the German Chronicle of Graubunden
by the knight Guler, and in the various chronicles printed
in Switzerland and Swabia.
(2) Leu, Dictionnaire historigue de Suisse, & Bucelin.
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many details from Jauch's memoirs, for fear of giving too
much emphasis to trivial or unimportant events: in.any case,
I have sufficiently reported on them to show (putt1ng to
one side the marvels, which each person may evaluate as ·he
pleases) that the houses of the Order of Saint Lazarus in
Seedorf and Gfenn considered that they owed their existence
to the piety of King Baldwin the Leper, for everything I
have related has been drawn from the Seedorf archives.
However, the historians of the holy wars and of the
kings of Jerusalem make no mention of either Baldwin's
voyage or his cure: in fact, they pass quickly over this
prince. 1 William of Tyre, who had been. his tutor, is somewhat more expansive, but his history ends at the beginning
of the year 1184 (1). William speaks of the appointment of
Guy of Lusignan to the regency in 1182, and of his disgrace
in the month of November 118J. Jauch places Baldwin's voyage
to the West between these two events. Lusignan, having profited by this absence by abusing his power, was justly
stripped of his trust when the king returned, and it was
given to the Count of Tripoli. William of Tyre reports that
"after this administrative change, Baldwin went in person to
the relief of Keralc (2): Saladin was laying siege to that
town, but he abandoned it upon learning that the king was
approaching at the head of a substantial army (J). The
Sultan of Egypt's departure did not stop Baldwin from continuing to Kerak, so as to see to the fortress' defence in
case of a fresh attack (4)." It is worth noting that this
same William of Tyre says, on the occasion of Baldwin's
assigning the regency to Guy of Lusignan, that the king's
state of health at that time was such that it rendered him
incapable (5) of carrying out his duties, and even that he
despaired of his life. His disease must have-considerably
abated, therefore, and he must have regained his strength
if he was able to march in person to the relief of a beseiged
fortress and to give all the necessary orders in such critical
circumstances. This is no doubt the great recovery which
Lawrence of Poitiers, Ralph of Montfort and Jauch (taking
the first Dvo as his sources) ascribed to the miraculous
cure. Be that as it may, the armorial bearings of the abbey
of Seedorf still appear (6) in quarters 1 and 4 of the coat
of arms of Jerusalem. Furthermore, according to an extract

(1) The rest has been lost; we have onl y the Preface to
the 2Jrd book. John Herold wrote a continuation of William
of Tyre's history in six books, based on all the authors who
have written since the Archbishop's time.
(2)L (J), (4), (5) Four Latin quotations from William of
Tyre: ~-~ from Book XXII, chap. XXX; 5 from Book XXII, chap.
XXV.
(6) S ee the engraving at the end of this section on
the First Period.
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from the Seedorf obituary (1), Lawrence of Poitiers was the
first commander of this house in 1184: prior to this time,
there is no record of a community of the Order of St. Lazarus
either in Seedorf or in Gfenn: whereas ·after this time there
is authentic ·proof of their existence, and of the fact that
both recognized the Grand r~ster as Superior General of the
Order, who resided first in Asia and afterward in Boigny:
the deeds remain, and I shall present them such as they
appear under their years of issue. According to the memoirs
cited above, there were in Seedorf in 1185 twenty-one knights,
including the Commander Lawrence of Poitiers; among these
knights, all of whose names are report~d, were Emmanuel of
Normandy (2), Henry of fllontferrat, Sebastian of Rohan,
Trutpert of Flanders, Charles of Franconia, Promond of Franconia, Basil of Normandy in England, John of Rootembach of
Zug (J), Gaspard O! Rootembach of Zug, &c.: all illustrious
names which permit of no doubt that the greatest houses of
the 13th century counted -it an honour to be received into
the Order of Saint Lazarus. The old annals of Seedorf included acts of valour and charity on the part of all the
knights. We read in the fragments of the chronicle of John
(1) This manuscript extract, preserved in the Seedorf
archives, contains all the names of the commanders of this
house, from Lawrence of Poitiers in 1184 to John Koller of
Winterlhour, the last commander in 1516. Then follow the
names of the knights in alphabetical order. This manuscript
informs us that Ulric of Weissenaur was the last knight of
Saint Lazarus at Seedorf, in 1492.
(2) Emmanuel of Normand~, of the family of the dukes of
Normandy, was the nephew, through his mother, of Lawrence
of Poitiers. The house of the marquises of ~ontferrat is
a familiar one: Conrad, Prince of Tyre and f1larquis of r~lont
ferrat, had taken as his second wife Isabelle, youngest
sister of Baldwin IV, King of Jerusalem. The house of Rohan
is no less famous for its nobility and for the alliances it
made with the greatest houses of Europe. I will not dwell
on the houses of the counts of Flanders and the dukes of
Franconia.
(3) At Seedorf there is a manuscript book of hours in
gothic characters which is bound in red and closed with
hooks. At the end of this book are painted coats of arms,
showing a German escutcheon, argent, a running stream in
bends gules, helmet argent with vizor or. The significance
of these bearings is clear: "Back" means "stream", and
"Rootten" means "red". Above the coat of arms is written
in German: "Gaspard of . Rootemback, of the region of Zug."
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Zum- Br ennen of Leuvestein (1) that th e rar e qua l i t i es and
superior talents of the two knights John and Gas pard of
Rooternbach placed them in such high esteem tha t they were
loved and revered throughout the world ; and that, on mili tary expeditions, they were always at the hea d of the knights
of Saint Lazarus, whom they encouraged by their example.
According to the same chronicle, they died in extreme old
age, to the regret of the entire Order: they were buried
before the main altar of the church of Seedorf.
The nobility of the nuns of St. Lazarus of Seedorf and
Gfenn was in no way inferior to that of the knights of the
Order. Included among the ladies of tryese two houses in
1185 were i~deleine of Hertinstein, Sibyl of Greuk, Hemme
of Rootembach, Ite of Hochemburg, Marina Im-Hoff Bluomfelden,
Helen Zum-Brennen of Leuvestein, Veronica of Baldeck,
;.1adeleine of Ellgow, Marina of Kiburg and Hemme Arnoldine
o~ Spiringen (2).
I withhold most of the names, and will
s1mply note that neither Lawrence of Poitiers' abridgment
nor the Obituary contains the name of any nun who was not
from an illustrious and ancient family: I will be sure to
(1) There were Knights of Saint Lazarus in this family:
the Seedorf Obituary indicates at the 15th calends of June,
i.e. i·laY 18, the birthday of brother Henry Zum-Brennen of
Leuvestein, and at the Jrd calends of ,~rch, i.e. April 29,
the birthday of brother Conrad Zum-Brennen of Leuvestein.
Bucelin and others have given the genealogy of the house
of Zum-Brennen, a younger branch of the barons of Attinghausen.
(2) It will be seen that several of these nuns are from
the sam~ family as some of the knights already mentioned;
I will therefore not speak of their houses. The family of
the barons of Greuk is well knovm for its antiquity and the
important posts these lords occupied in France and the empire.
Tschudi, in his Helvetic Chronicle, cites the Im-Hoff Bluomfelden family in his enumeration of the nobility of the canton
of Uri in 1291. We can see the armorial bearings of the
Empire, which then comprised those of Bavaria and Alsace,
within the arms of the house of the counts of Hochemburg.
The illustrious house of Baldeck often appears in the diplomatic genealogy of the house of Hapsburg and in Helvetic
history. The house of Kiburg drew its name from Kiburg
Castle, situated on a hill in the canton of Zurich; all
the property of the house of the counts of Kiburg fell by
succession to the counts of Hapsburg about the middle of
the 13th century. The house of E1lgow died out in 1274 with
the death of the noted Walter of Ellgow, whose sole daughter
married a baron of Baldeck. Since the 13th century the
Spiringens held the post of Landamman of the canton of Uri:
the Seedorf Obituary notes the birthdays of several persons
in this family.
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give examples of this from time to time. The uniformity
of this feature proves that noble extraction was a prerequisite
for admission as a nun into the houses of St. Lazarus of Seedorf and Gfenn, and· that consequently these nuns were Dames
[female knights] since (a) they were high-born (a condition
of this title), (b) they were an integral part of a chivalric
order, and (c) they exercised complete authority in the
absence of the commander and the knights: I see too that 1n
deeds they are given the title of most honoured Dames of
the Equestrian Order of Saint Lazarus (1).
The book of the Antiquities of Seedorf informs us that
these two new establishments increasingly flourished, and
that the knights and dames led a life.in keeping with the
holiness of the calling they had embraced. The two collections
of the Statutes of the Order, drawn up in 1]14 and 1418 by
Commanders Sigfrid of Flaatte and John Schewander, indeed
prove that these houses were the very soul of regularity,
while also showing that their time was distributed between
prayer; care of the infirm, lepers and those disabled in war;
and military service, as required. The house of Seedorf often
drew the attention of the popes, who gave several bulls in
its favour • . • but I am anticipating my narrative. Let us
cross the ocean to see what the destiny of the Order of Saint
Lazarus was to be in the Levant.
Asia was in constant agitation. Discord prevailed
among the Moslems, and the Christians, divided among themselves, were destroying their own accomplishments. In the
midst of these troubles rose the famous Saladin, a skillful
politician and great captain. He seized authority, to the
detriment of Nureddin's son, the Sultan of Egypt; he stole
Aleppo from that prince, and made himself master of Syria,
Arabia, Persia and i'tles opotamia: his good fortune in arms
tempted him to go further and add Palestine to his new states.
Circumstances. favoured the proud conqueror's plans. Guy of
Lusignan, crowned King of Jerusalem, had as his rival for
power Raymond, Count of Tripoli, an enemy the more dangerous
in that he sacrificed everything to his animosity and hate:
·renouncing the rules of honour and insensible to Nature,
this lord dared to maintain a secret correspondence with
Saladin, even promising to betray his brothers, his country
and his religion. The Sultan, in collusion with the Count
of Tripoli, therefore entered Palestine at the head of a

(1) I will cite one of these:

this deed, in the Seedorf
archives, is in German and dated St. Leo's Day, that is,
April 19, 1]]4; it is to the effect that Rudolph Indermenton
of Bawen cedes a certain demesne to the honoured Dames of
the convent of the Equestrian Order of St. Lazarus of the
region of Uri (Seedorf is in the region of Uri).
(Translator's Note: In many instances, as here, "dame"
can probably be translated as "dame" in English, though its
primary meaning is "lady of noble birth"; the unambiguous
French term for "dame" is "chevaliere". One's choice will
depend on the context.)
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_p owerful army. Lusignan, deceived by the counsels of the
traitor, who had feigned reconciliation with him, drew up
his battle troops on unfavourable ground and was twice defeated
before being taken captive at the battle of Hattin (at T~berias).
So thorough a loss, followed by the capture of the sovereign,
caused general dismay: Ptolemals, Jaffa, Sebaste, Nazareth,
Caesarea and Sidon could not resist the conqueror, who took
advantage of the terror inspired by his arms to march straight
to Jerusalem. Jerusalem had neither a garrison nor ammunition,
and to make matters worse, could not hope for prompt assistance:
the knights of the military orders were either dead or scattered;
the troops routed in the two encounters had been cut to pieces.
Having no other defenders but its inhabitants, Jerusalem was
soon forced to accept Saladin as its master. Despite the
prejudices of a barbarous upbringing, however, he had a
certain nobility of soul which inclined him toward humane
and majestic deeds. He was touched by the misfortunes of the
Queen of Jerusalem: greeting this princess most graciously,
to console her he promised that she would soon see her husband
the King again; and, for a moderate ransom, he kept his promise.
The sobbing women in the Queen's train implored the Sultan to
appease their grief by restoring to them what they held most
dear: some asked for their husbands, others for their
children or fathers who had been made prisoners of war.
Saladin, moved by tender sentiments of these tearful ladies,
granted their wishes and distributed gifts to them. In an
even more dazzling gesture of humanity, this prince allowed
the brethren of the hospitaller orders to remain in Jerusalem
for one · year, fearing that, if he forced them to leave too
quickly, the sick and disabled might be put in danger of
death through lack of attention.
·
With the news of Saladin's victories, all of Europe
was thrown into turmoil. The clergy of Rome offered up prayers
and led processions; cardinals, gripped by attacks of scruples
and remorse (1), promised to renounce the luxuries and pleasures
of the century and even to set out on foot to defend their
oppressed brothers. Soon enough this fervour limited itself
to outward show: the cardinals remained in Rome and changed
nothing in their conduct. The zeal of Clement III had more
concrete results: alarmed primarily by the capture of the
Holy City, he solicited aid in France, Germany and England
through the intermediary of the Archbishop of Tyre (2). The
pathetic speeches of the legate took hold of men's minds, and
touched their hearts. All made haste to take the cross.
(1) Howeden, p. 638.
(2) Otherwise known as William of Tyre, the historian.
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. Ar mies were equipped for battle. Frederick Barbarossa,
famous for his disputes with the popes and for the troubles
they mutually caused each other, led the way, setting off
on the march with 150,000 fighters. The kings of France and
England followed him soon after, both leading great armies:
Philip Augustus sailed from Genoa, Richard from .l!arseilles
in the year 1191.
Asia Minor seemed a chasm destined to swallow up a
good part of the nations of ~urope. The Emperor and the
two kings, as unlucky as the heroes of the first crusades,
were fated to witness the loss of practically their entire
combined army. However, Philip Augustus and Richard regained
the city of Acre: not much of a conquest for so many thousands
of men come from the West. In vain did the King of England,
left on his own after the departure of the King of France, try
to distinguish himself with new exploits; the Kingdom of
Jerusalem could not be won back. The Knights of St. Lazarus
had left the capital and now made only brief stops there;
they took refuge in the house they had in Acre, the seaport
which became the garrison of the Christians in the Levant.
Though the Order of Saint Lazarus, exhausted by war,
was weakening in the East where the infidels had stripped it
of its possessions, in Europe it was finding compensation for
its ·losses overseas. As of the beginning of the reign of
Henry II, King of England, the Order had a substantial house
in that country then known as the "hospital of Saint Lazarus
of Burton." Lords and even private individuals (1), in
emulation of the king, had done much good for this house and
for the entire order generally. When Richard came to the
throne, he followed _in his father's footsteps (2). He had
barely returned from the Holy Land, where for three years he
had been a witness to the valour of the Kni~hts of Saint Lazarus
and their charitable zeal in succouring afflicted humanity ,
when he granted a charter in the Order's favour (J) in which
he states that, having seen for himself the usefulness of
the Order of St. Lazarus and the benevolent works it carried
on, he wished to contribute to it through gifts and donations.
Richard confirmed without exception the favours accorded by
his predecessors, adding that he ceded all rights that might
belong to himself and his successors over property owned by
the Order within his territory on both sides of the sea,
asking no thanks but the offering of prayers in his name.
(1) ~ost of these donations were made out as follows:
"To God, the Blessed Virgin, St. Lazarus, the Leper Brothers
of Jerusalem, and their healthy Brothers of Burton in England"
etc.
·
(2) The 1st year of his reign, about 1189. See No. 5 of
the Documents In Proof.
(3) The 5th year of his reign, about 1195. See No. 7 of
the Documents In Proof.
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In this charter, Richard also prohibited ma gistra tes from
making enquiries into the ~nights' affairs, ~nd or der e ~ tha t
such information be communlcated through offlcers a ppo1nted
by the Order (~onasti. AnBlican., vol. II). Four years later,
Richard was killed in the siege of the castle of Chalus near
Limoges. John, heir to the throne, also inherited his brother
Richard's affection for the Order of Saint Lazarus. When he
became king, he was not content simply to renew confirmation
of the Order's property and privileges: he made a donation
of forty marks of silver, payable each year, for the acquisition of property (1). According to public feudal law, it
was forbidden to diminish one's fief. All donations, favours
and prerogatives granted ·by a vassal had to be approved by
the chief lord, for the security of the recipients. In
default of this formality, the enjoyment of rights and
privileges held from the kings of England as feudatories of
the Crown might be liable to litigation. Philip Augustus,
the natural protector of an Order which had been introduced
in France by his father, wished to leave the knights of St.
Lazarus in no uncertainty as to the validity of the privileges
they had won from the kings of England in provinces of which
he, Philip Augustus, was chief feudal lord: and especially
at a time when he was planning to take over these same provinces. To prevent any possible dispute, Philip issued
letters patent (2) confirming the rights and privileges
accorded by the kings of England and their vassals to the
Order of Saint Lazarus in those lands of the realm of which
they were immediate lords. In another mark of protection,
the king allowed these same knights to remove the ships they
had in France to the port of Aigues-~ortes and to there
unload, duty-free, their ships arrivin9 from the Levant (J).
Finally, he ratified in 1208 Louis VII s donation of the
land and seigniory of Boigny (4).
From time to time the nobility wished to join the
sovereigns in augmenting the Knights of St. Lazarus' revenue
and possessions . . I note some gentlemen from Forez creating

(1)

Ex rotulo cartarum Joannis regis, Tower of London.

See No. 6 of the Documents In Proof.
(2) These are dated 1200. The original is not available,
but there is a collated copy, done in 1442 and 1448, in the
archives. See No. 7 of the Documents In Proof.
(3) These letters patent are dated 1200. Histoire de
l'Ordre, printed in Lyon in 1649; Gallia Christiana, vol.
VII: De Belloy, ~1em. mss. sur l'Ordre. Accordlng to these
authors, these letters had seals of green wax on lakes
of red silk.
(4) Histoire de l'Ordre, 1649 edition, p. 27. De la
,\1ure, in the archives. De Belloy says these letters patent
were dated fr.om Paris in 1208: he speaks as if he had seen
them.
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an establishment near Moings-near-~ontbrison (1): William
la Lande of Airon, a Frentleman of Le Cotentin, ceding them
the chapel of St. Bla1se in the town of Airon, with the
promise to add, as he did, other property to this first gift
(2); and Robert of Conflans awarding the knights his hospital
of Conflans (3), along with the property appertaining to it.
The commanderie set up thanks to this important donation
was stripped-from the Order in the 16th century by a series
of divisions and appropriations, for which the Order has
still not been compensated.
Passing from France to Germany and Hungary, I find that
the Order of Saint Lazarus there enjoyed the consideration
merited by the services it rendered to. Christianity. About
the vear 1217, Andrew II, King of Hungary, nicknamed "the
Jerusalemite," led an army of crusaders into Syria. On this
journey he saw for himself the fervour with which this
military-hospitaller society, which he had formerly known
only through its reputation, devoted itself to the defence
of the Religion and the laborious care of the sic~. The
stories the king told of the Order when he returned etched
themselves deeply upon the mind of his daughter Elizabeth.

(1) The House of the Leper Brothers of Moings was combined
with the .l"lontbrison hospital for the poor by a Council decree
of July 13, 1696 and letters patent registered in Parliament
on ~arch 20, 1698; and yet title deeds of donations made to
this hospital are inscribed: "Fratribus domus leprosorum,
infirmariae de Modonio." It is true that the name of Saint
Lazarus cannot be found, but remember that charters and even
bulls often read: "Fratribus leprosorwn domus Jerusalem."
Although the name of Saint Lazarus was not used, there is no
question but that these phrases designate the Hospitaller
Knights of Saint Lazarus. I leave the reader to draw his
own conclusionsfrom this observation.
(2) Gallia Christiana, vol. VII. This 1234 donation, as
well as the others, is included in a vidimus of i'wlay 27, 1449
and in another of June JO, 1451, in the archives.
(J) In the area of Messines, at the confluence of the
small rivers Lorn and Lir.on. According to deeds of 1482,
1484 and 1567 (in the Order's archives), the Knights of
Saint Lazarus definitely held the title to this commanderie
at these times. The original deed of this commanderie's
property was deposited in the Abbey of Saint Nicholas des
Pres in Verdun: a copy of this deed, recorded in the catalogue of the house's deeds, has yet to be found. As for
the original·, it was removed toward the end of the last
century, according to Father de Rosieres when he was Prior
of Verdun, circa 1715.
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This princess, though of tender years, had already turned
completely toward God. She would have preferred the retired
life of the cloister to the glare and· splendour of the Court;
but persons of so high a rank are rarely consulted on their
choice of lifestyle. Elizabeth was married to Louis VI,Landgrave of Thuringia and Count Palatine of Saxony: happily
she found in her husband a prince who imitated her virtues.
Both edified their subjects by leading lives filled with
good works. Then death came to sever the ties that should
have been indissoluble. In 1227 Louis left Elizabeth a widow,
still in the flower of her youth. It is not certain whether
they founded together the Hospital of Saint I~ry I~gdalen of
Gotha, but everything indicates that.Elizabeth was particularly interested in this hospital (1); after granting it a handsome endowment in 1229, she bestowed the ownership and administration of it to the Brothers of Saint Lazarus of the House
of Jerusalem (2): this was confirmed in 1262 by Albert,
Landgrave of Thuringia (3). I shall have occasion to speak
of this commanderie again, as well as of other property
that the Order possessed in Germany.
At the head of the Empire then was Frederick II (4),
who was also King of Sicily: it is in this last capacity
that he figures among the benefactors of the Order of Saint
Lazarus. There were sharp contentions between this prince
and the popes, who showed more prejudice and animosity than
prudence and fairness in their relations with him. Gregory
IX excommunicated him twice on the pretext that he put off
going to Palestine for too long. The Hospitallers of Saint
John of Jerusalem, like the Templars, committed themselves
to the interests of the sovereign Pontiff with a zeal which
reached excessive levels where the Emperor was concerned (5).
It seems that the Knights of Saint Lazarus, on the other
hand, who always restrained themselves within a proper
moderation, were able to reconcile the respect they owed
the Pope with their indispensable duties toward the crowned
heads. Despite the rash ventures he undertook, Frederick II
had great intelligence, insight, discernment and knowledge
of men. His enemies accused him of impiety; but his attachment to religion enabled to discern those whose conduct
furthered its advancement. This prince permitted the
Order of Saint Lazarus to build many hospitaller houses in
his states, and donated goods, land and demesnes in Sicily,
(l) Elizabeth was canonized by Gergory rA in 1235, and
the Church honours her memory on November 19.
(2),(3) Latin. Sagittarius, Hist. Goth., p. 234.
(4) He became Emperor in 1210; he was the son of Emperor
Henry VI and Empress Constance, who was the daughter of
Roger, King of Naples and Sicily.
(5) See ;.Jathieu Paris, under the years 1229 and 1244.
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Calabria, Apulia, Abruzzi, etc. with a general exemption
from all government tariffs (1). The deeds conferring
Emperor Frederick's favours and donations upon the Knights
of Saint Lazarus have been lost; but both are sufficiently
substantiated by the bull which the Grand Master of Saint
Lazarus received from Alexander IV in February 1254 (2).
This bull confirms all propert~ and privileges granted the
Order by Empe~or Freder1ck II 1n Sic1ly, Calabr1a, etc.
before his sentence of deposition (J). But of all the
Knights of St. Lazarus' . establishments created in Sicily,
the most famous was that founded in 1226 near Capua bv
Lazare Raimo, a Sicilian lord. We shall later see that the
Commander of this house assumed the title of !~ster General
on both sides of (de~a &. dela] Pharos .. All the evidence
indicates that in the 13th century the Order of St. Lazarus
had branches in all parts of the known world. Gregory IX
makes this point in a bull of 1234 (4). Before this pope,
James of Vitry, a contemporary author (5), had said that
(1) An abridgment of the history of the Order of Saint
Lazarus states that ·Frederick granted the property and favours
I mention by means of letters patent in 1225 and 1244.
(2) The Pope was then recognized as suzerain of the kingdom of Naples; consequently the status of the Grand master
of the Order of Saint Lazarus as recipient of this bull was
not in contravention of the rights of the benefactor since,
as I have already noted, transfers of demesnes and prero gatives granted by vassals had to be confirmed by the suzerain.
(3) Frederick II was indeed deposed: it was Pope Innocent
IV who dared to present this scandalous scene to Christendom
at the Council of Lyons in 1245, despite the opposition of
the French and English ambassadors: it is well known how
firmly Saint Louis resisted the Pope's actions. Frederick,
however, did not cease to be Emperor; he continued on the
throne until his death, despite a crusade that was published
against him with more extensive privileges than those that
had been accorded the crusaders to the Holy Land.
( 4) This bull is inscribed: "In omnibus regnis,
provinciis & insulis totius orbis."

(5) James of Vitry lived in the 12th and 13th centuries;

before becoming a cardinal and Bishop of Acre, he had been
a parish priest in Argenteuil, near Paris, and later in
Oignies, in the diocese of Liege, where he was made a
regular canon.
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this Order had then sprea d thr oughout the Wes t (l) ; thi s
prelate also gives high praise to the services pr ov ided by
the Knights of Saint Lazarus. The protection of the sovereign
pontiffs followed the knights wherever they held esta blish ments: Innocent III and Honor ius III held this noble :ilil i tia
in such great esteem that they wished to distinguish their
pontificates by making special gestures to show the affection
they bore the Order. These two popes proclaimed that they
were placing under their protection and that of the Holy See
all members of the Order of SaiRt Lazarus, its property,
leper hospitals and other houses where the brethren did their
charitable work (2). Indeed, one could not give too many
favours and prerogatives to knights who never ceased to give
brilliant examples of benevolence, unselfishness and valour:
they imperilled their health in caring for the sick, shed
their blood in battle, mortgaged their property, sold their
possessions, even contracted debts for the relief of the
unfortunate and the defence of the Holy Land: there is
nothing I say which has not been substantiated (3). And yet
the Order was weakening daily in the East: the ill fortune
of Christian affairs placed the _knights in constant exposure
to death in battle. We shall see Saint Louis step in to
save those who had escaped the battles and sieges and return
them to his realm, where the Grand Master was to take up
residence. From that time the headquarters of the Order
was no longer in Asia: it was established at Boigny. So
marked a turning-point naturally announces the Second Period
of this history.
(1) In his history of the West; it is in this work
that James of Vitry calls the head of the Hospitallers of
Saint Lazaru!'i ~~~~lajor" (Chief of staff).
(2) Latin quotation in support: extract frorn the bulls
of Pope Innocent III (1213) and Honorius III (1220). Vol.
II of Laertius Cherubinus' Roman Bullary, p. 102.
(3) Latin quotation in support: bull of Gregory IX
(1234) in the Bullary of the Order. Another of this pope's
bulls contains: "pro substentatione pauperum leprosorum."
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Books originally written in French or Latin and of which
no translations have been published should be cited under
their original titles. Therefore the underscored titles
on p. 4 should have been cited in French, with the proposed
translations following them in square brackets(], as a
convenience to the English reader.
The original titles of the source works cited on p. 4,
in their ~roper order, are as follows:
Chronique abregee de l'Ordre militaire de Saint-Lazare
de Jerusalem, avec l'union audit Ordre de la moderne
~lilice royale de Notre-Dame du Mont-Carmel
Histoire de l'Ordre hospitalier, regulier & militaire
de Saint-Lazare de Jerusalem, & de l'Ordre militaire
& r~gulier de Notre-Dame du Mont-Carmel
Abrege sommaire, historique & chronologique des
Ordres royaux, militaires & hospitaliers de NotreDame de Mont-Carmel, & de Saint-Lazare de Jerusalem
For the same reason, The Treasury of Charters, at the
beginning of line J on p. 7, should be put in square
brackets and preceded by "The Tr~sor des Chartes".
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tiplicite des graces & des privileges que fes PJpes
accordoient aux pelerins de Ia Terre-Sainte, donnoient
lieu a de fi·cquentes emigrations qui depeupioient
I'Europe, h1ns procurer des fecuurs efficJces aux Chre·
tiens Afiatiques, dont les afrtires aiioient toujours en
dep~rifi:1nt. Leurs po1TeHions, tant en Palefline qu'en
Syrie, etoient reduites aux principautes d'Antioche,
de Tyr , de Tripoli & d'Acre : pour comble de
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SEX;OND PERIOD

1254 to 1489
The Grand Masters in Residence in France:
Boigny, Headquarters of the Order
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The spitit of the Crusades still prevailed. The
manifold favours and privileges that the popes accorded
pilgrims to the Holy Land ~ave rise to frequent emigrations
that depopulated Europe, though they did not provide effective aid to the Asiatic Christians, whose lot was ever
worsening. Their possessions in Palestine and Syria had
been reduced to the principalities of Antioch, Tyre, Tripoli and Acre. Worse still, they were behaving in such a
way as to hasten the loss of what little remained of their
old conquests. Above all, the nobles rarely bothered about
the general interest: their only motivation was the ambitious
desire to ha~e sole . domination in a state which held no leader
powerful enough to keep them in check. Divided among themselves, they withstood force with force. The prelates, at
variance with the various lords, defended themselves with
the weapons of excommunication and interdict, unjust procedures which confound the innocent and the guilty. But of
all these dissensions, there were none more pernicious then
those constantly brewing between the Hospitallers of Saint
John and the Templars. These Knights, forgetting that their
orders, though different, had been established for the same
purpose (1) and that they should have been united by the bond
of charity so as to cooperate for the common good of the two
institutions and Christendom, were striving to extend their
rights and possessions by force, and thus drew upon themselves reproaches from the sovereign pontiffs. Should the
Knights of St. John express an opinion, the Templars would
not hesitate to oppose it; if one group took one side, the
other would take the other. Civil war was imperceptibly
kindling within the state: so broken were the bonds which
make for the security and strength of society that, while
one faction was making a truce with the infidels, another
was readying to begin hostilities again. In the midst of
this unrest, Jerusalem was continually passing from one
master to another: to use a papal figure of speech, it was
no longer the son of Hagar who held the mother of all the
faithful in chains; now she was at the mercy of the Khorezmians. The revolution that had occurred twenty years earlier
in northern Asia with the conquests of Genghis Khan, first
(1) Mar. Sanutius, chap.

III.

Epistle of Pope Innocent

III, Book I: and De Vertot, vol. I, duodecimo, 175J edition.
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emperor (1), had set several barbarian hordes in
flight before other barbarians even more terrible than they.
The Khorezmians, inhabitants of Persian Hyrcania, could not
tolerate the yoke of their new masters the Tartars, and so
were among those who aban~oned th~ir homeland. After p1ul!dering their way through var1ous reg1ons, they fell upon Syr1a
and Palestine on the advice of the Sultan of Egypt, who was
seekin~ vengeance upon the Templars because they had leagued
against him with the Einirs of Damascus, Krak of i·loab, and
Emesa (Horns). Nothing was less expected than the invasion
of these barbarians, who announced their arrival with the
most horrible cruelties~ Jerusalem, open on all sides,
could offer no resistance: the idolatrous Khorezmians broke
in, sword in hand, to murder and burn, making no exception of
age, sex or religion. Christians, Moslems, ministers of the
altars, virgins, old people, children, all were sacrificed
wherever they had managed to hide ·, whether in churches or in
mosques. So abrupt and overwhelming an onslaught suspended
the quarrels dividing the Christians; they resolved to gather
troops and solicit .aid from their allies the emirs so as to
be able to enter into battle with enemies the more dangerous
in that they had nothing to lose. All the Christian forces
assembled, including the militia of vassals and the reinforcements that could be obtained elsewhere, formed but a small
army, very inferior to that of the Khorezmians. However,
the campaign was conducted through skirmishes, in which the
foe lost substantial numbers. Then the Patriarch of Jerusalem
and some principal officers decided that it would be advantageous to enter into general battle with the barbarians,
whose fighting style followed no principles, tactics or order.
Some old captains took a contrary position, claiming that it
would be foolhardy to risk a battle which, if lost, would
deal a death blow. to the Christians, who had depleted resources
and no hope of any immediate assistance from anyone. Though
this seemed the wiser judgment, the first prevailed. The
two armies came together on the plains of Gaza and fought
with a fearlessness rarely seen. The Knights of the military
orders performed wonders of valour: the greater the peril,
the higher their courage flamed. It was a case of victory
or death. For almost two days the outcome remained indecisive.
Finally the Khorezmians, ten times superior in numbers, won
the upper hand: the battlefield was drenched in the blood
of the Christians, of whom barely a few managed to escape
death by headlong flight.
News of the unfortunate battle of Gaza quickly reached
Europe. Louis IX, who honoured the throne equally by his
virtues and his talents, the model of both kings and men,
was then occupied with the happiness of his subjects and
the glory of France. The story of the calamities in the
(1) About the year 1204, Genghis Khan with his Tartars
had crossed the Himalayas, the Taurus Mountains, and the
Caucasus; he died in 1226.
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Holv Land deeply grieved this prince, whose courage and noble
soul inclined him to take part in all heroic expeditions. He
promised to go in aid of the Holy Places, and took the cross
from the hands of the papal legate. I will bypass examination
of the political motives of St. Louis' voyage overseas, since
this would take me too far from rny subject. After four years
of preparation, he left the administration of his realm to
his mother Blanche and departed, taking with him the queen
his wife, his brothers Robert of Artois and Charles of Anjou,
the Duke of Burgundy, the Counts of Flanders and Brittany,
and almost all the knights in the kingdom, along with a
multitude of other subjects who had ~bandoned their far 1ning
or their business. Following a general embarkation at Aiguesr~ortes, St. Louis dropped anchor at the island of Cyprus.
He
was received there by Henry of Lusignan, king of the island
and titular king of the Kingdom of Jerusalem. The knights of
the military orders hastened to pay homage to the French
monarch, who did his best to smooth over the quarrels which
jealousy and the spirit of domination were constantly renewing
between the Hospitallers of Saint John and the Templars, both
of whom were suspected of inciting war with the infidel, so
as to make themselves necessary and extract money from the
West.
Saint Louis saw the conquest of Egypt as indispensable
to the conquest of the Holy Land, and so wanted to begin
action there. After a stay of eight months on Cyprus, he
set sail on Trinity Sunday, 1249, and on the sixth day entered
the roads of Damietta, where the elite of all the chivalric
orders came to join him. The beach was lined with the troops
of Sultan as-Salih Aiyub, which tried in vain to stop the
disembarking of the French army: the king zealously leapt
into the water, sword in hand, and made land despite their
resistance; when he attacked, they were put to flight, and
he became master of Damietta, which was supposedly the strongest
fortress in Egypt. Saint Louis and his court set up residence
in this city, whose mosques were converted to churches.
The Saracens seemed in the grip of fear and consternation.
Meanwhile Alphonse, Count of Poitiers, the king's brother,
arrived at the head of the French arriere-ban (1). Hopes

(1) This is the expression used by the Lord of Joinville.
"The arriere-ban was composed of lower vassals and all those
subjects of the realm whose civil status ·or possessions
compelled them to military service. In old French, the word
ban means 'call,' 'publication,' 'order to appear.
I make
this observation because I do not see the word ban being used
with this meaning before the century in which JOTnville lived.
During the first centuries of Capetian rule, the obligation
to military service was designated by the word ost; one would
be said to be subject to ost, to ost or host service, from
the Latin hostis, enemy, or-according to others, from the
Latin ostens1o, show.
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of a conquest of Egypt consequ en tly we re r unning h igh ; bu t
losses at the battles of Mansurah and the Nil e soon destr oy ed
them: Saint Louis' brother, Robert of Artois , wa s killed ,
and the kin~ himself taken prisoner, along with his other
brothers the Counts of Anjou and Poitiers, and most of · the
lords. To · get out of the hands of the barbarians, the king
had to give up Damietta, as well as a huge ransom for the
other captives. Once freed, he sailed for Palestine, where
he visited the Holy Places and stayed some time in the city
of Acre; here he busied himself seeing to the refortification
of those towns that still belonged to the Christians.
This monarch was not long in Asia before he realized
which of the religious military orders best deserved his
beneficence. The Knights of St. Lazarus, enemies of intrigue,
friends of peace, meticulous observers of Christian law, were
wholly occupied in the duties of their calling. If the circumstances required it, they could be dauntless soldiers as well
as charitable hospitallers. Witnessing their marvels of zeal
and valour, St. Louis felt it would be a worthy project to
extend his protection to an Order so concerned for humanity.
1\ s he departed for France, he took with him the Grand !•laster
and most of the Knights, leaving only a small number of them
in the city of Acre to preserve the sovereign, legal and
jurisdictional rights they had there~l)and to fight to the
end in defence of the coastal towns that the Christians
still held.
Upon arrival in France, St. Louis heaped benefits upon
the Knights of Saint Lazarus. He gave them ownership of
the town and port of Aigues-Mortes (2), to which hitherto
they had only had permission to withdraw their ships. He
confirmed their immunities, as well as their possession of
the barony of Boigny and all rights of justice therein (3).
He also endowed them with various other properties, and a
house in Paris near the church of Saint-Jacques de la
Boucherie, within that plot of land that includes the fief
of La Pierre-au-lait (4). Furthermore, from that time forward, the king and his successors adopted the title of
preserver and natron of the entire Order of Saint Lazarus.

(1) Favin, Theatre d'honneur et de Chevalerie, vol. II,
Book IX, p. 160 •
(2) Gallia Christiana, vol. VII. Old history of the
Order, p. 36. Aigues -iilortes is no longer the famous port it
then was: it is landlocked; the sea has withdrawn three to
four leagues away.
(3) De Belloy, & the old history of the Order, p. 36.
(4) In 1262. Gallia Christiana, vol. VII. Old history
of the Order, p. 37, and De la fllure.
I shall have occasion
to speak of this donation and of the fief of La Pierre-aulait, which belonged to the Order.
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The transferrin~ of the headquarters to Boigny chan~ed
neither the Order's rule nor the way it was administered.
Its various houses, scattered through.France, England, Ger many,
Hungary, Italy and elsewhere, were st1ll part of one and the
same hospital, governed by commanders, knights or brothers and
sisters under the authority of the Grand l\1aster, residing in
Boieny. Let us now examine the general constitution of the
Order at the time of the establishment of its headquarters
in France.
Every religious society must have a rule that is approved
by the Holy See and sanctioned by the secular authority. It
is generally accepted that the Order of Saint Lazarus existed
for a number of centuries under the rule of Saint Basil: but
around the 12th century, when the Order began to regain some
of its old fame under the protection of the Western princes,
prudence led the Knights, with the agreement of the popes,
to adopt the rule of Saint Augustine. Copies of the bulls
of Innocent III (1213) and Honorius III (1220) and the preamble
to that of Gregory IX (1227) prove that this Order had already
lon~ adhered to the rule of this Father of the Latin Church (1).
There is therefore no basis to the assertion of Fathers Heliot
and Honore de Sainte Marie that it \ms Alexander IV who
allowed the Knights of Saint Lazarus to follow St. Augustine's
rule. In fact, in a bull of 1254 or 1255, this pope confirmed
the right they already had to follow this rule (2). This
matter is too familiar to deserve long discussion; let us
proceed to the duties of the members of the Order, which
consisted equally of the practice of charitable works and
the bearing of arms.
Those who have not investigated the Order of Saint
Lazarus believe that it was founded for the sole purpose of
providine relief and care to lepers. This error is supported
by some semblance of truth, for the Knights of Saint Lazarus
are often called the "Brothers of the lepers" since, of all
the hospitallers, they have always been the only ones to
devote themselves · to procuring the necessary aid for unfortunates who have been proscribed from society and become like
strangers to their own families. But this commitment, which
might be called a masterwork of charity, was not the only one.
The Knights of Saint Lazarus admitted into their hospitals
all manner of the sick and the infirm, as well as pilgrims,
and in so doing were alone in embracing the obligations of
all the other hospitallers: a distinction the more honourable
in that these diverse arduous concerns contributed to the
general comforting of humanity. I speak upon respectable and
(1) These bulls, in the Bullary of the Order, p. 4, and
in vol. II of Laertius Cherubinus' Rornan Bullary, p. 102,
are inscribed: "~·lagistro & Fratribus ... Sancti Lazari Hierosolimitani sub regula Sancti Augustini."
(2) Latin. Bullary of the Order, p. 6; Laertius Cherubinus' Roman Bullary, vol. I, p. 108.
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highly a pproved authority . Severa l pope s proc l ai med that
they were placing under their protection the Or d er of Sa int
Lazarus, its leper hospitals, and generally a ll other places
in which the knights of this Order practised hospitality (1);
Clement VI gave high praise to the care these knights .took
to take in·the poor and pilgrims visiting the Holy Places (2).
The statutes of the Order, drawn up at the beginnin~ of the
14th century by a Knight of Saint Lazarus, are cons~stent
with this testimony (J). "Articles II, XI, XXVI of these
Statutes prescribe that members serve the sick with ardent
zeal: protect, feed and dress those whose diseases become
incurable~ to receive qharitably into the hospital pilerims,
the poor and other of the wretched abandoned who are incapable
of earning their living." It should be no surprise then to
find that some sovereigns have entrusted Knights of Saint
Lazarus with the administration of ~ospitals" which contained
neither lepers nor sick people. The virtuous Elizabeth of
Hungary gave them management and ownership of the hospital
of Saint r~ry ~agdalen of Gotha, and the kings of Sicily
that of the hospital of the infirm and disabled in the town
of Lentini (4), because of their reputation for taking very
special care of the sick (5). It is for this same reason
that our sovereigns have so often conferred property and
hospitaller houses upon this Order.
(1) Popes Innocent III and Honorius III: "personas,
leprosarias, & alia loca sub sua & sedis Apostolicae protectione susceperant": Laertius Cherubinus' Roman Bullary,
vol. II. The expression "alia loca" definitely proves that
the Knights of St. Lazarus had other hospitals than those
designated as "leprosarias".
(2) Latin quotation in support, from a bull of Clement
VI, related in a 1414 bull of John XXIII. In the Bullary
of the Military Orders, 1567 edition.
(3) Brother Siegfried of Platte, a Knight of St. Lazarus
in Seedorf who had undoubtedly been in contact with the
Knights of St. Lazarus who remained in Acre, drew up in
1314 the statutes of the Order as t~ey were observed in the
Jerusalem house. He begins on p. 11 by sayine: "It is
right that all those who would dwell in a co~nunity be of
one mind, and that, loving God, they dwell under one rule;
so, dear Brothers, we must keep and follow the rule of St.
Augustine as our forefathers did. Besides the said rule,
there are other statutes which are most needful to us every
day; and for this reason we write them down, and beg all ·
the brothers who shall follow us to observe them faithfully."
There is a collated co~J of this rule in the archives,
sent from Seedorf in 1702.
(4) "Lentini," formerly "Leontium."
(5) Sagittarius, Hist. Gothana, chap. X, p. 234.
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As for its military functions, we saw in the First
Period that the Order of Saint Lazarus, strict in the observance of its rule, was able to reconcile them with the tiring
exercise of hospitality and care of the sick. Articles r· ~
and XI of the aforementioned statutes require kniGhts of the
sick and their varlets (pa~es) and the other healthy kni~hts
and their varlets to bear the banner of Christianity against
the Infidel, adding that one group would go into combat
while the other stayed back on the defensive. This tallies
with Pope Alexander IV's statement that the Order of Saint
Lazarus always maintained a large troop of noble knights,
ready to take up arms in support of the Faith (1). To meet
the expenses incurred by the Order's great responsibilities,
in 1266 Charles of Anjou, King of Sicily, endowed it with
substantial property and revenues in Apulia and Calabria;
and in 1284 Edward, King of England, sent letters patent to
provide the Order with the assistance it needed to uphold its
standard against the enemies of the Faith. Long before, in
1254-, Alexander IV had granted the Order the administration
of Galbis church, in the diocese of Lincoln in England,
including all rights and demesnes appertaining, on condition
that it appoint a permanent priest to celebrate mass and
perform other parish functions. This pope's conduct proves
that he believed, as others have after him, that the Order
of Saint Lazarus could lend itself to all types of associations
and own all types of property.
Like all the other regular societies, this Order had
among its members ministers of the Church to celebrate the
Holy !~steries and to provide spiritual succour for the
knights and the poor afflicted,with a gentle and humble spirit:
these are the phrases used in the rule. The Order was thus
composed of three classes: priests, for ecclesiastical duties;
knights, to go to war (2); and brothers to assist the knights
in the service of the sick and of strangers admitted to the
house in hospitality. The rule drafted by Knight
Flatte
is not the only document attesting to this division of the
Order into several classes; it is further proven by the
formula used in papal bulls when the Grand Master and the
Kni~hts are addressed:
"Dilectis Filiis, Ma~istro & Fratribus,
Mil~tibus, Clericis ac Donatis Militiae hosp~talis Sancti
Lazari Hierosolimitani, &c" (3). The word "militibus" raises
the question of whether the society of Saint Lazarus was then
an Order set apart for the nobility. What I have said in the
First Period of the antiquity and illustriousness of the
families from which the knights of the commanderies of Seedorf
and Gfenn derived has perhaps already decided the reader on
(1) Latin: bull of 1254. Roman Bullary, vol. II, p. lOJ.
(2) Latin, from the charter of Edward, King of England.
(J) Gregory IX's bull of 1227: Bullary of the Order, pp .
4 & ). The rule drafted by Knight -. Flatte is dated lJ14;
thus, since the Order was divided into three classes in 1227
and 1314, the same must have been true in 1254.
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this interestin~ point; but to remove all lingering <1oubts,
note that the Order is SOCJ;etimes designat~d, "r;:obilis <:or:- .
ventus strenuorum Militum (1), and somet1mes noble M1l1t1a
of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem" (2)~ and also that the act of
profession .of. John of Rorthais, gentleman of Poitou, in 1294,
does not fail to mention that the candidate was the brother
of William of Rorthais and the son of William of Rorthais,
Knight, and Lord of Rorthais and Turbeliere. Little instructed
though I be in the language, customs and manners of these times,
it is clear that the word "miles" meant "knight" (J), a title
reserved for the nobility (4), and that the highest lords,
kings and emperors were so honoured. Saint Louis had himself
made Knight the eve of the coronation 'of Queen ~~rgaret of
Provence, his wife: this is but one example among a myriad
of others. Finally, in those times everything connected with
chivalry or knighthood was held in the highest esteem. It is
therefore not difficult to underst~nd that the members of the
Order would not have been granted the title of Milites if most
of them had not been of noble rank. I do not claim that the
Fratres donati and Fratres clerici were gentlemen, or were
required to be~ but what I have presented proves that in

(1)

..

125~

bull of Pope Alexander IV; Bullary of the Order,
p. 7. This pontiff, of the family of the Counts of Segni,
knew the worth of the terms nobilis and milites; he would
not have applied them to the Order and its members if he
were not convinced that they were deserved.
(2) Pastoral letter of the Official Principa~ of Bourges,
1320, which enjoins all the clergy of the diocese to give
special consideration to two knights of St. Lazarus, who
were ordered by the lY1aster of the hospital of the noble lilili tia
of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem to take up a collection within
the archbishopric. See the Documents In Proof, No. 8.
(3) In the 13th century, a gentleman who was not admitted
into the knighthood was termed a squire, armit;er. "Armigeri,
licet non sint milites, ius tamen habent accipiendi militiam."
So uniform was this practice, even with regard to persons of
the highest rank, that when the Kin6 of Bohemia presented the
Count of Holland, chosen king of the Romans, to the cardinal
who was to receive him as a Knight, he said: "Fater, praesentamus hunc electum Armigerum." Chronigue de Flandre, 1247.
(4) In all the old constitutions, whether under the Empire
or under the French monarchy, we read: "mill tes non fieri -,
qui de genere militum non nati erant", or, "nullum fieri ab
aliquo militem, nisi filium militis." So strictly was this
custom observed that Guy, Count of Flanders, was sentenced
to a fine for having accepted a commoner as a knight: "quod
non obstante usu contrario, ex parte comitis Flandrensis
proposito, non poterat, nee debebat, facere de villano
militem." Decrees of 1280 & 1281: the Olim registers.
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1227 , 1256 and 1320, and consequently at the time the Order's
headquarters were transferred to France, the terms nobilis
and milites were used to characterize -the Order of Saint
Lazarus and its members, so as to leave no doubt that this
was a noble order. It is true that in rnany charters of
donation, or- of confirmation of donation, ·the following formula was often used: "Deo & beatae Mariae, & Fratribus leprosis
Sancti Lazari Hierosolimitani, &c.", or sim~ly: "lllagistro
hospitalis Sancti Lazari & Fratribus lepros1s de Jerusalem."
Since this designation was sufficient to ensure the donation,
the honorific titles were not added. In any case, do we not
see the hospitaller Knights of Saint John of Jerusalem, under
similar circumstances, designated in ~erms no more distin~uishe d
than these? These are the terms: "Dec & beatae filariae & Setncto
Joanni Baptistae, & beatis pauperibus domus hospitalis Jerosolimi~ani", or! "Dec & bea~ae !Vlariae & Sancto Joanni Baptistae,
& beat1s pauper1bus & Fratr1bus Sanctae domus hospitalis Jerusalem," or simply, "Magistro & Fratribus hospital is Sancti
Joannis Jerusalem" (1). But let us proceed to an examination
of whether the Knights of Saint Lazarus, who, being subject
to a rule and bound by solemn vows, were therefore men of
religion, were held by a law of celibacy.
In these times, many people from all conditions of life
were admitted into the hospitals: some, to devote themselves
to serving the sick; others, because of their infirmities;
many in the prospect of making good past faults through a life
of penitence; and a good number because of their slender fortunes. But all were equally brothers of the hospitaller house
to which they came, and they promised the Superior to keep
perpetual continence in accordance with the law set down by
the bishops, who saw themselves as born overseers of the
hospitals. The Hospitallers of Saint John of Jerusalem have
always been obliged to take this same vow of chastity, It
would therefore seem that the Order of Saint Lazarus, whether
considered as hospitaller or as a regular chivalric institution,
must like the others have been at that time subject to this
general law, especially since the formula for the taking of
vows, recorded by Knight Flatte, specifies the vow of chastity
(2); however I believe that grounds exist, and examples, for
doubting that the Knights of Saint Lazarus were obliged to
be celibate.

(1) See the Monasticum Anglicanum, val. II, London edition,
1661, pp. 4J8, 3o6, 307 etc.
(2) Here is the formula: "I, X., do today make my oath of
obedience, & promise to all-powerful God, to the Blessed Virgin
;~ry, to our Saint Lazarus, to the Knights of the sick of
Jerusalem, and to you, my brothers X. who are here in ~lace
of the Grand Master of this Order, that I will be obed1ent
and chaste, and renounce the goods of this world; that I
will faithfully keep the rule of Saint Augustine and the
statutes, to the best of my ability, until death."
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I read in :'ather Maimboure's history of the Crusades
that these kni~hts stayed within the confines of their found ing principles: marriage was permitted, and there were three
basic vows--of charity, in welcoming and serving lepers and
the poor; of open or conjugal chastity; and of obedience . to
the Grand Mas.ter, especially with regard to bein~ always
prepared to . combat the Infidel and enemies of the Church.
Father I~imbourg's opinion is supported by the fr9quent
mention in an old obituary at Seedorf (1) of married knights
and wives of kni~hts, who were themselves dames (i.e. female
knights). Should we suppose that these knights did not enter
the Orcter until they had become widowers, or that husband and
wife ar:reed to take a vow· of continence? Such examples are
rare, and there are too many examples Of the former situation
in the obituary to convince us that the latter was in fact
the case (2). What is more, it would be nothing extraordinarv
if at that time the Kniehts of Saint La2arus were free to ~eep
th9mselves celibate, or not: we know that the Kni~ht~ of
Saint James of the Sword, an order very similar to-that of
Saint Lazarus in its foundin~ purpose and its privileges,
enjoyed freedom to marry as of the year 1175 (J). And if
we note the principles referred to above, it will be seen
that the primary vow of the Knights of Sairit Lazarus was
that of obedience to the call to serve in the holy wars,
and also to that of service to the poor; the other vows were
promises that bound only those desirous of attainin~ a hieher
de~ree of perfection.
As proof that this was probably the
case, I bid you note that John of Rorthais, of whom I have

(1) This obituary, an orie;inal parchment manuscript in

quarto, is the oldest document preserved in t~e Seedorf
archives; it contains the names of all the kn1ghts from
1184 to 1492.
( 2) I will cite a few of these under various dates.
Cn
the third day before the calends of Febrllary: "Frater Valtherus de Bor~elon, & uxor eius soror Hema", "Frater Arnoldus
de Lucesia, & uxor eius soror Hema", "Frater noudolfus, &
uxor eiuf: soror Chunza", "Frater i'lolricus dictus Buochaet,
soror Hema filia eius". On the eighth day before the nones
of ,'.1av: "Frater Chwonradus nostrae domus de Souenbwoch,
!tichenza uxor sua", "Frater Wolricus de •.Iowtathal, & uxor
eius sorer 2ichenza".
~ e also find on the eleventh day before the calends of
July, half in Latin, half in German, Lazarus of Andelau,
Knight of our Order, 1·1artha his sister and =:ve his v; ife;
and on the sixth day before the calends of April, Identa,
wife of brother Conrad of Zurich, !(night of this house. /\ 11
these citations, dravm from the original that was made available to the Baron of Zurlauben, are written in that orirrinal
in lJth- and 14th-century characters.
u
(J)_ll75 b~ll of Pope Alex~nder III, whereby he approves
al~ that Cardu:al Hyac1nth, h1s legate in Spain, had acco:npl ~shed regard 1n~ the Order of Saint James of the Sword,

wh1ch was first founded in 1148.
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a l ready spoken, donated to the Order on the day of his profession a ll his goods present and future, both chattel personal
and landed property (1); while another deed, not as old,
proves that BrothP-r John Duchepot, Knight of Saint Lazarus,
son of John Buchepot, lord of Villechevr9te in Bourbonnais,
in an arrangement with his mother-in-law (2) claimed all of
his own goorls, both present and future. We ate thus led to
the conclusion that the promise to renounce earthly goods
that is included in the formula related by Kni~ht Platte was
an open promise, one free to be accepted or rejected: why
should the promise of chastity, which is set down in general
terms in the same formula, be any more obligatory? This vow
was probably intended to refer simply to open or conjugal
chastity. And I do not see that Pius' V's famous bull,
Sicuti Bonus Agricola, which is supposedly the one that
permits the Knights of Saint Lazarus to t~rry, conveys any
such permission: it only says that these Knights, even those
married, et iam con.juga ti, may enjoy one or several pens ions,
char~ed to the revenues from all sorts of ecclesiastical
benefices, up to the sum of five hundred gold ducats, to be
drawn from the ecclesiastical court. Rather than permission
granted to the Knights of Saint Lazarus to marry, these
statements prove that they were already free to do so. The
favour did not consist in givin~ them this liberty, but in
giving all of them, with no distinction between the married
and the unmarried, the right to receive a pension of five
hundred gold ducats from benefices (3). Besides, would it
be more honourable for the Knights of Saint Lazarus to have
been constrained for a time by the law of celibacy and then
to have abandoned it than never to have been bound by it at all?

_(1) The deed of this donation, dated the Tuesday after
the feast of St. Nicholas in the winter of 1294, is extant:
~. Calixtus of Rorthais, Lord of La Rochette and Beaulieu,
near Les Sables d'Olonne, gave a sealed copy to the Order
about seventy years ago. In this deed John of Rorthais is
addressed as Valet, a most honourable title at the time, for
Philip and Charles, Philip the Fair's sons, as well as some
other princes are styled valets in an account dated Pentecost
Sunday, 1313. It was the title ordinarily given to young
lords who had not yet received the honour of knighthood.
See No. 9 of the Documents In Proof.
(2) Lady de Pontaselle of Satinat: this transaction is
dated July 12, 1561, several years before the bulls of Pius
IV and Pius V.
(3) Latin quotation from the bull Sicuti Bonus AP,Ticola,

1567.
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If thA Knigh ts of S t . Lazarus' fre~ ci om to marry, a freedom I
believe to be as old a s th e Ord e r 1tself, was not s hare d by
certain celebrated chivalr ic ins titu ti ons, it~ s har ed by
Saint James of the Sword , and what ord er has b een s o honour ed
or has received such extensive privileges as this one? · It
alone is richer than all the orders in Spain together, for in
addition to a great many monasteries, dignities , parishes,
priories, ordinary benefices, colleges and hospitals , it owns
nearly a hundred commanderies, producing an income of 240,000
ducats (2). I could also cite the Orders of Calatrava and
Alcantara, with the difference that the Kniehts of these two
orders were constrained · to celibacy until 1540, when the~ were
exempted from it by Pope Paul III, whereas the Order of ..;aint
James, as I have said, was approved by Alexander III from its
early years, with no restriction against marriage. But let
us leave these foreign orders to return to that of St. Lazarus,
to consider whether the general administration of the leper
hospitals and other hospitaller houses of the same type was
not one of their principal privile~es.
In the First Period, we saw that sovereirrns, lords and
even individuals making donations to the leper hospitals
ordinarily expressed themselves in these terms: "we do give
and leave to the Master and brothers of the !w'lili tia of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem, and to their Brothers residing in such
a place ... " This formula no doubt means that all of these
benefactors regarded the Knights of Saint Lazarus as the
natural administrators of all leper hospitals, and that consequently they made their donation to the Order in general,
and, subject to the approval of the Grand Hlaster or his
officials, granted funds for the use of the hospital designated
in the deed. It is true that the bishops often sought to
interfere with the Order of St. Lazarus in its exercise of an
administration that was jointly recognized and authorized by
the secular and ecclesiastical powers. The prelates' manoeuvres,
of which the sole purpose was to strip the Order of its rights,

(1) To be perfectly clear on this subject, let me note that,

before the arrival of the first Knights of St. Lazarus in
France in the time of Louis VII, the realm already contained
many leper hospitals, whose Brothers and Sisters, like those
of other hospitals, took a vow of perpetual chastity. When
the Knights of St. Lazarus became the ad1ninistrators and owners
of all property and hospitals devoted to the removal and care
of lepers, this custom was not altered, being in accord with
the ideals of perfection counselled by the statutes of the
Order. Thus we should not be surprised to find many authors
sayine that the brothers of the lepers committed themselves
to celibacy; but these writers can be reproached for not having
~one into the matter in more depth, for confounding the leper
hospitals in particular with the Order in general, and the
associates and affiliates of the Order with its actual members.
(2) Favin, val. II, pp. 1168, 1181 and 1216.
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oft en obli~ed the Grand ~~laster and the Knights to have recourse
t o the authority of the sovereign pontiff, who always zealouslv
upheld their privileges in the face of ~heir adversaries' claims.
Fo r example , Alexander IV commissioned Abbot d'Orbais, of the
diocese of Scissons, to prohibit the bishops of Navarre, Brie
and Champagne -from placing or appointing, contrary to hitherto
observed practice, superiors and administrators in the Order's
religious houses and leper hospitals: he directed the dele~ted
abbot that , if these bishops continued attempting to usurp this ri~ht from the Order of Saint Lazarus, he would use his
apostolic authority to force them to desist (1). At that tirne
there was cooperation between the courts of France and of Rome: (2 '
Alexander IV and Saint Louis were on good terms and in constant
correspondence with each other. It is therefore likely that
the pope sent the bull addressed to Abbot d'Orbais in concert
with the Jcinr.;, and there can be no doubt that the discipline
it prescribed for the administration of the leper hospitals
was identical with that sanctioned and authorized by our
soverei{;ns, for otherwise- Saint Louis would not have all owed
it to be sent. We know that he tolerated no encroachments upon
his rights, and no papally-instigated innovations within his
realm. vie shall see that, in general, the sovereign pontiffs
always furthered the privileges of the Order; for now, the
bull of Alexander IV and the formula for deeds of donation,
cited earlier, suffice to show that at the time of the transfer
of the Order of St. Lazarus' headquarters to France, that
Order enjoyed the management and ownership of hospitals and
properties devoted to the relief of th e lepers.
It would be a premature exercise in tiresome repetition
to set forth the evidence that, after being forced to leave
Asia, the Order of Saint Lazarus was still outside the jl!ris diction of the diocesan bishops. This will be proven later
in this history, along with the fact that the authority of
the Grand ;.laster residing in Boigny extended to all the Order 's
houses and hospitals, scattered throughout the various Christian
states. We will pause here, however, to 8xamine whether there
was a fixed method for selecting a Grand Master.
It must not be forgotten that we are speaking of a mixed
institution--hospitaller and military, secular and re~ular;
however, since the dignity of Grand Master of Saint Lazarus
was always treated as a prelacy in the 83-st {J), it was fitting
that the manner of filling this position be conform with the
customs observed in selecting the great ecclesiastical dignitaries
(1) 1256 bull of Pope Alexander IV, Cum a nobis petitur,
in the Bullary of the Order. [Latin quotation] See also Section
II of the bull Inter assiduas, which is similar to this one.
(2) Baronius' Annals; Ciaconius' Lives of the Popes; &
the Spicilerre, vol. IX.
(3) It is marked as such in the Syriac laws statute book,
as I noted in the First Period.
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of the realm in whi c h the Or der ha d es t abl is hed its he~ d q u~rters
and its Grand ;~ste r' s residence . ~nde r F ren ~h ~cc le s 1 ~st ~ ca1
law upon the death of a prelate , f1rst the k1ng s pe r m1 ss 1on
had'to be sought to hold an ~lection , ar;d la~er the elec~ion
act had to be submitted to h1m for conf1rmat1on. The Kn1ghts
of Saint Lazarus undoubtedly observed the same forma lities ,
both before and after the chapter meeting to elect their Gra nd
baster until a concordat sanctioned changes to the old custom.
In any'case, as of the end of the 12th century all the militaryhospi.taller orders were duty bound to recognize the sovereignty
of the King of France, since their deputies ha d given to
Philip Augustus the keys ~o the Holy City and the Holy
Sepulchre ( 1).
·
There are no names of the Grand 1\'la.sters of the Order of
Saint Lazarus, from its beginnings to the lJth century, recorded
in any archives or collections, except for those of John Horcan
and John of Cyprus, who were both superiors of the Order before
the arrival of the Christian princes in Asia: some writers
say that they left rnemoirs which have long since been lost (2).
Instead of regretting what we cannot have, we will seek compensation in a thorough collection and examination of what
is available.
An old cartulary (J) informs us that a Kni~ht designated
the ~aster of Saint Lazarus of Boieny, along with the Dean of
the chapter of Orleans, witnessed the drafting of a deed signed
in 1198 at Chateauneuf-sur-Loire on behalf of King Philip
A u.r;us tus.
This title does not prove that the Grand i'las ter
then resided in France: if the Knight mentioned in the deed
had been Head of the Order, he would not have been addressed
simply as f~ster of Saint Lazarus of Boigny, but rather as
r.laster of the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem. The title
proves that there was a r~ster at Boigny prior to the transfer
of the Grand trlagistry from Asia to Europe, and that this
;,1as t~r or Commander. was. highly regarded. I have already
ment1oned the donat1on 1n 1234 to the Knights of St. Lazarus
of the chapel of Saint Blaise, situated in the parish of
La Lande in Airon, Normandy, in the diocese of Coutances:
in the deed of this donation there appears the name of Brother
Rerp1aud, !\laster of the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem,
whose headquarters had become the city of Acre after Jerusalem
(1) In ll8J Heraclius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, the Prior of
the Hospitallers and the J\laster of the Templars brought to
Philip Augustus, who was then in Paris, the keys to the Holy
City and the Holy Sepulchre. Rigord, in Duchene's collection,
vol. V, p. 14.
(2) The author of an abridgment of the history of the Order,
printed in Lyon in 1649, states that these memoirs were then
extant; but I found them in no depository or library.
(J) Cartulary of Philip Augustus; the original, formerly
in f,J. Rouille 's library, is now in the King's Library in
the manuscript section, 98.52, No. J.
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fell to the infidels. It was probably this Grand !~ster
whom Saint Louis brou~ht back to France, along with most of
the Knights in the Order. Regnaud's successor was Thomas of
Sainville--although we are not sure whether there were another
Gr~nd r~ster between these two.
Sainville assumed his post
before the year 1276.
Although there is no extensive information on Thomas of
Sainville's family, we know enough to be certain that he was
of noble lineage. John of Sainville, styled Kn~cht, in 1238
sold to the monks of Fleury, today Saint-Benoit-sur-Loire (1),
the estate of Sainville, located in Beauce near Auneau.
Later, Louis of Sainville, Lord of Mesni~res, married his
daughter Alice of Sainville to John, Lord of Pregrimault ££
Brienimault, near the Loin~ River; the latter's son, James
of Pregrimault, became a Knight of Saint John
of Jerusalem
in 1521 after satisfying the Order's entrance re~uirements (2).
Apart from being of noble family, Grand Master Sainville won
deserved public esteem and regard for being a wise administrator.
He had barely assumed the title of Grand f,laster before he saw
the foundinr: of the Commanderie of Fontenay-le-Comte in
Poitou, under the name of his patron, Saint Thomas. The
establishment of this new house was the product of the benevolence of Louis of France, taken off by an untimely death in
1276 just as he was distinguishing his early adolescence v1i th
some exemplary deeds (3). The following year the Grand ~~ster ,
mindful of protecting the Order's rights, held a chapter
meeting to discuss the arrangements to be made/with the
inhabitants of the villages of Tertre and Les Epoisses
regarding the rent owed by them to the barony and court of
Boigny, as represented by the Order. The capitular reso lution
led to a transaction balancing the interests of both parties
and to the satisfaction of each. This ap;reement was signed
in the ~~ster's house at Boigny and affixed with the seals
of the Grand Master and the Chapter (4). Thomas of Sainville

(1) This sale occurred in July, 1238; it is recorded in
the cartulary of the Abbey of Saint-Benoit-sur-Loire, where
John of Sainville is styled Knight.
( 2) 1\n inquiry was held on l'llay 29, 1521 to verify the
nobility of James of Pregrimault.
(3) Louis of France was the eldest son of Philip the Bold 's
first wife. It was certainly this youne prince who founded
the commanderie of Fontenay, according to the census submitted
to Francis I on December 24, 1547 by Charles de la Bastie of
Mareul, Commander of this house; this census is in the
Chambre des Comptes in Paris.
(4) This transaction was signed in 1277, the it1oncta~/ after
the feast of St. Peter. · The original is not available;
there is only a collated copy of October 8, 1407, which
is in the archives of the Order .
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was ~uided in his actions by a spirit of fairn7ss: s~rict
in claiming his due rights, he was no less ass1duou~ 1n recognizing the ri~hts that the Order's benefactors reta1ned upon
their donations. In 1282 he rendered homa~e to Hugh, Lord of
carbonn i eres, for the command eri. e of St. Anthony of Rosson in
Auver;;ne which was founded by the ancestors of Lady Rosson,
his wffe; this homa~e is recorded in a lawyer's instrument
dated from the Boigny house. In it, Thomas of Sainville is
called ~~ster General of the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem,
on both sides of the sea tr~gister generalis totius Ordinis
militiae Sancti Lazari Jerusalem citra mare & ultra') (1),
which is proof that the Grand Magistry had been transferred
to France, and the Order~s headquarterq to Boigny. Soon the
Kin~'s officers thought themselves in a position to challenge
the Grand ;~~aster for high justice in this barony. There was
lengthy deliberation on the affair; but Sainville defended
his rieht so clearly t~at two decisions handed down by tha
bailiff of Orleans (2) confirmed the Order's power of high
and low justice in Boigny. Nothing escaped the Grand Master's
watchful eye: in 1304 he compelled Richard Boivert, owner of
a fief in the parish of Pontelay, in the Caux re~ion, to acknowledge his obligation to pay a rent in grain to the commanderie
of Saint Anthony of Grattemont (3). Despite the attention and
wise precautions of Thomas of Sainville, it was impossible for
him to anticipate all the problems that might do the Order
damage. Though feudal government was no longer as turbulent
as it was in its beginnings, it still supplied vassals with
pretexts for taking up arms against each other; these minor
wars would lead to plundering of the countryside, and often
theft of land. The spirit of peace and tranquillity which
had always been natural to the Order of Saint Lazarus did not
safeguard it from these sorts of injustices.
Its possessions
were often disputed, whereupon royal authority came to its aid.
The Grand Master's remonstrations induced Philip the Fair to
proclaim in letters patent of July, 1308 (4) that he was taking
under his protection the Order of Saint Lazarus, including all

.

(1) Latin quotation from this document, which contains a
full and detailed recognition of the fees due from the Co~nander
of Rosson to the Lord of Carbonni~res. It is followed by
another act, wherein the Lord of Carbonnieres recognizes his
commitments to the commanderie of Rosson. These two acts
appear in the Documents In Proof: No. 10.
(2) These decisions were issued in 1288 and 1298. See
the Docwnents In Proof, No. 11.
(3) The deed was signed in 1304; the rent of sixteen minas
of barley is still paid to the Commander of Grattemont.
(4) These letters of protection are in the Tresor des
Chartes; they are included among::> the Documents In Proof:
if
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of its houses and property within the royal domain. This
property must have been very substantial, for the soverei~ns,
lords, and even individuals seemed to contend with one another
for the honour of making donations to the Order. We know that
in the time of Louis ·viii, Saint Louis' father, there were
two thousand leper hospitals in the kingdom (1).
The popes were no less supportive of the Order than were
our kinp:s: both were equally attentive in opposin~ undertakinGs
that might be prejudicial to its members or its property.
Alexander IV issue<i a bull to maintain the Knights of Saint
Lazarus in possession of the leper hospitals of Italy when
attempts were being made to take them f·rom the Order ( 2 ) . In
1255 this pontiff also addressed a special bull to the Masters
and Brothers of the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem in
Bur~undy, in which he declared himself their protector a~inst
whosoever should venture to appropriate any portion of their
rights or property under the pretext of diocesan jurisdiction.
Urban IV, walkine in the footsteps of his predecessor,
commanded prelates of . the first and second order to use their
authority to ensure exemption from tithe for the Knights of
Saint Lazarus (J), as well as peaceful enjoyment of their
property, and to restore to them all property usurped by the
clergy and the laity. This same pope specifically delegated
the Provost of the church of St. Leonard of Basel (4) to
prosecute those holding property belonging to the hospitaller
house of Saint Lazarus in Germany, in Allamania . Finally, to
~ive the Knights of St. Lazarus even more striking proof of his
zeal in sustaining them under all circ umstances,. Urban rr

(1) "Item donamus & legamus duobus millibus domorum lepro -

sorum, decem millia librarum, videlicet, cuilibet ear um centum
solidos." Duch~ne, Testament de Louis VIII, vol. V, p . 325 .
It might be objected that Saint Louis' last will and testament
mentions only 800 leper hospitals: "item octine;entis lepro sariis duo millia librarum, distribuendas eisd2m , secundum
discretionem & ordinationem executorum nosttorum." Duchene,
vol. V, p. 4]8. It should be clear that this does not mean
that there were then only 800 hospitals, but that only 800
could share in the distribution of the 2,000 livres bequeathed ,
and that the choice of which should be selected and how much
they should receive was left to the executors.
(2) This bull, which is included in Inter assiduas, is
dated 12 days before the calends of ~~rch 1254, i.e. February

18.
(J) This exemption is in accordance with a d ecree of the

Third Lateran Council in 1176 under Pope Alexander III: chap.
XXIII, de leprosis: it was later confirmed in a bull of
Nicholas III, who became Pope in 1278.
(4) In a bull i~sued in Viterbo· two days from the calends
of May, in the third year of his pontificate. This bull in
Latin and on parchment, is in the Seedorf archives.
'
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exempted the Order and its members of both sexes, on both
sides of the sea, from the jurisdiction of the archbishops
and other prelates (1). In this bull, intended for the
encouragement of the knights who had remained in Acre, the
pope deplores the loss of the Holy Land and the setback~ of
the military orders in Palestine and Syria. Let us turn
once more to this part of the world to examine the latest
attempts of-the Christians, and in particular of the Knights
of Saint Lazarus, to preserve the feeble remains of a conquest
that had already costed the lives of nearly two million
Suropeans.
Saint Louis' effor-ts in 1251 to ,.fortify the few remaining
Christian towns in the Holy Land, and the troops and sums of
money he had left there, committed the knights of the military
orders to new dangers. Stirred to emulate the French monarch's
generosity by putting up a strong defence, they calmly dealt
with a procession of perils, and fearlessly sacrificed their
lives in sieges and battles. Despite the constant losses
suffered by the Christian troops, they were still a source
of terror to the infidels and other barbarians. But then
internal dissensions broke out again, and emboldened the foe
to pursue their plan of expelling the Christians from Asia.
The historians do not tell us the specific causes of
these new disturbances. Matthew Paris, a contemporary writer,
simply says that there was discord between the Templars,
the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus and Saint Thomas, the
Pisans, the Genoese, and a few of the other orders and states
established in Acre (2), but that on this particular occasion,
they all unanimously banded together against the Templars.
According to Rainaldi, Baronius' continuator, the Christians
of Syria were so divided that they were themselves their ov:n
worst enemies (J); yet the rest of his narrative goes on to
say that civil war arose only between the Hospitallers and
the Templars, who were envious of each other. ;.1a tthew Paris
puts the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus amon~ those who
declared against the Templars, while Rainaldi is content to
refer to the hospitallers in general, without designatinf
any specific order. But M. de Vertot, always eager to ~ive
the chief roles to the Hospitallers of Saint John, attributes
to them alone what they shared in common with the other
hospitallers in this situation. This historian knew Rainaldi
and Matthew Faris, since he often cites them as authorities
(1) Latin quotation from the Bullary of the Order.
(2) Latin: Matthew Paris, London edition, 1684, p. 846.
(J) Rainaldi's Continuation of Baronius, vol. XIV,
Cologne edition, 1692: Latin quotation.
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f or his statements; but this time he seems unaware that
Ma tthew Paris has treated of the fact in question, and cites
only Rainaldi (1). There is a simple .reason for this: when
the two passap:es are set side by side, they contradict M. de
Vertot ' s practice of taking Hospitalarii to mean only the
Hospitallers. of Saint John. It is clear that rtainaldi could
not have intended this word to refer only to the Hospitallers
of Saint John here, because the contemporary historian Matthew
Faris makes no specific mention of these Hospitallers under
this date; and in fact he expressly includes the Knights of
Saint Lazarus among those who united against the Templars.
It is therefore certain that, as a general rule, the term
Hosnitalarii (2) should not be restri~ted to referring only
to the Hospitallers of Saint John, as Abbot de Vertot has
wrongly done several times so as to eclipse all the other
hospitallers and highlight only those whose history he was
composine.
Furthermore, we have not until now seen the Knights of
Saint Lazarus fail to be true to the spirit of peace that
always distinguished them from the other military orders.
\'l e might add that, given their state of affairs at the time,
there was some excuse for this falling-off: reduced to a
small group in the city of Acre and more or less left to their
own devices after their Grand Master's departure (J), they had
to uphold their ri~hts against the stroneest parties and consequently were obliged, as if despite themselves, to ali~
with one of the factions. In any case, factiousness, animosity
and hate provoked all to cruel excesses, and there were daily
skirmishes. In the end, the Templars were the losers in this
stru~~le of arms:
they were cut to pieces by the confederates.
So complete was their defeat that there were hardly any members
left to report the catastrophe to the order's various houses.
Upon hearing of these bloody quarrels, Baybars, Sultan
of Egypt, who might be called a second Attila, the scourt_;e of
God, declared war on the Christians in 1260, advanced with
a formidable army and set up camp between Mount Tabor and
the town of Hain. His troops spread terror and desolation
through the towns and countryside, putting everything to fire
and sword; the churches of Nazareth and Tabor were engulfed
in flames. But let us bypass details, and cast a veil over

(1) De Vertot, Histoire de Malte, Book III, under the
year 1259 .
(2) I say "as a general rule" because Hosnitalarii alone
may mean the Hospitallers of St. John in the histor1ans of
the Crusades, but only when this interpretation is unequivocally determined by the context.
(J) Remember that in 1254 Saint Louis had taken back to
France with him the Grand Itlaster and most of the knights.
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these sad events . Bayba rs continued his bloody f or ays ,
storming the fortress of Assur a nd su~jugating the port of
Jaffa, the famous city of Antioch and some othe r less
important towns.
.
Crusade. enthusiasm was beginning to slacken; but Baybars '
savagery and the extremity to which he reduced the Christians
impeiled the _powers of Europe t? ~r~ therns~lves once.more .
The Crusader princes proposed d1v1d1ng the1r forces 1n order
to attack the infidels sirnultaneously from two fronts, Syria
and Egypt. Saint Louis was of course the leader of this
crusade. He sailed for Africa, landing near the ruins of
ancient Carthage. After seizin~ the ~ortress there, he began
the sie~e of Tunis. While he was engaged in this action,
contagious disease took hold of his camp, and a ~reat disaster
occurred: the king himself was stricken with dysentery, of
which he died, leaving to posterity the example of a Saint
on the throne.
After the king's death in 1270, his successor Philip
the Bold and the other princes concluded a truce with the
AOOrs and promptly brought what was left of their armies
back to Europe, more concerned about their own affairs than
those of the Holy Land. Only Edward, eldest son of the King
of England, remained true to his commitment and carried on
with the project of moving his troops into Syria. It was
there that he saw that the Knights of St. Lazarus, by rigorously
carrying out their proper duties, were worthy of the protection
that Saint Louis had granted the Grand Master and the Order;
shortly he himself gave them some signal tokens of his own
beneficence. His stay in Asia was very brief, for the death
of his father Henry III obliged him to return quickly to
England to take possession of his estates. The new king was
one of those ereat and far-sighted geniuses who are nothing
bothered by the multiplicity of the affairs they have to
attend to: his relations with France, the expeditions into
Scotland, the new shape he gave the English Parliament by
establishing a kind of balance between the House of Lords
and the Commons, none of these important concerns made Edward
lose sight of the deplorable state of Syria. Convinced that
the Knights of Saint Lazarus, despite their small numbers,
were still rendering essential services to the Christians in
Asia throu~h their beneficence and valour, he sent out letters
patent ordering his subjects to lend the Knights all the aid
they might need to continue the defence of the Holv Land
against the Infidel (1). But the situation was worsening.
In 1284 the Sultans of Egypt were amassing victories daily:
already Margat, Laodicea and Tripoli had fall9n, as had
Tyre and Sidon. Finally the Christians v1ere left with nothing
but the city of Acre. This fortress, formerly entrusted to (l) Tower of London, Ex Rotulo patentiurn d 9 anna 12
S"luarrl i primi, 1284. See Documents In ?roof, No. lJ.
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the sole protection of the Kni ghts of St . Lazarus , was now
divided into nineteen , sovereignties, of wh i ch the Order
po~sessed one.
One can easily i mar,ine the difficulties ,
disorder~ and violations that result ed fr om so many independent leaders being within the same wall s . Suc h wa s the
situation when Sultan al-Ashraf Khalil, i rr itate ct b e cau~e
the few crusaders who had arrived fr om t h e We st ha d br oken
the truce he had concluded with the Chr i s ti a ns in Sy r ia ,
came to lay siege to Acre with 60 , 000 horse and 16o , noo
infantry. The assault was consta nt a nd vi ~o ro us . The KniPhts
of St. Lazarus and the other mili t ary or ders , fo r gettin~ all
personal intere~t, dis pu te d onl y f o r~ t he glory of -fiP-hting as
heroes and d y in~ as Christians. Th ey de fended themselves to
the end, but the infidels finall y took t he c ity by sto r m after
a forty-day siege and put everyone in it to th e sword . The
Knin;hts of St. Lazarus joyfully sacri f ic ed t h e i r lives , knowinp.:
they would not live to see the loss of t he Holy Land . They
were all killed: at least, in the histori ca l de scr iptions
of the few kni~hts of other orders wh o esca ped th e general
carnar;e, no mention is made of any from t he Or de r of St . Lazarus .
0hile the kni~hts who rema in ed in Acr e we r e shedding their
blood in defence of the Faith, th e ir bro the rs i n Eu r ope \vere
zealously succouring afflicted humanity wi thin th e ir esta blish ments. They became models of conduct for s ev eral persons of
distinction who came to devote t h ems e lves to the service of
the sick and the lepers. Of particu l ar note was 2l.z ear of
Sabran, Count of Arian in Provence, who was tuto r to Charles ,
Duke of Calabria, Charles himself being the son of Charles I ,
King of Sicily anci brother of Saint Lou is. This lo r d and
the COllntess his wife, united more bv their simila r characters
and holy lives than by even their tna rital ties , spent their
days in the leper hospi t als nursin g the in f i r m, ann their
money and property in pious donati ons . ~~ n y gentlemen and
noble knights were impressed by the i r -e xample : some took
the Order's vows, and others foun d ed new hospital s both in
France and in Sicily.
The Order was faring equa l l y well in Thu r inP,ia . Besides
the hospital of Saint Mary 1vlagdal en of Gotha, whi c h was con stantly the object of donations, th e cas tellany of B r etembac~.
which was united to that hospital le r house , and the patronaRe
of the parish of Teutleben, in 1284 the Knights had a cquired
the estate of Bruntrode, where t hey established a co~~anderie ,
to which were annexed in 1 304 t he r i ehts tha t the Order held
in the villages of Bressa and Be e rns do rf.
In 1290 the ~niGhts
were given the ownership and a dminis t rat i on of the hospital
of Saint Nicholas of Tambac (1), on the sole condition of

(1) This hospital had been founded by Albe r t , La nd~ rav e of
Thuringia and Henry of ~eldin g en. Th e deed of do na tion , dated
the eve of the calends of October, 1290 , names t he beneficiaries
as Brother Godfrey Waltdorf and all his success ors in the
Order of Saint Lazarus. Sagittarius, Histo ry of Gotha , pp .
235 and 238.
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takin~ in travellers and poor passers-by.
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The principal
Superior of the houses established in this part.of G~r1nany
was known as the Provincial Commander (1); he l1ved 1n Gotha.
Elsewhere, the house of Seedorf, governed in 1295 by
Brother Bertold (2), Knight Commander, remained true to the
purpose of its founding.
Its revenues were steadily growing,
and its regularity served to maintain it in that esteem it
had enjoyed since its inception. I do not know whether it
was this commanderie that Emperor Henry VII endowed with the
church of Meiringen, on the border of the former kingdom of
Burgundy near Lake Brienz-, but in any case Henry donated
thi~ church to the Knights of the Orde~ of St. Lazarus in

1313 (3).
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Grand Master Sainville did not live to witness this
gift. He died the previous year, and was buried in tha Boieny
chapel, where one may still see his tomb, his likeness (4)
and his epitaph, whose simplicity is indicative of the modesty
of the head and members of the Order of Saint Lazarus. It
reacts as follows: "Here lies Thomas of Sainville, Knight,
Master of the Order of Saint Ladrus of Jerusalem, deceased
in the year of grace 1312, the Thursday before Pentecost;
pray to God for his soul, Amen." In an aforementioned deed,
the Baron of Carbonnieres refers to this same Grand Master as
"nobilis & patens & religiosus vir, Magister p.;eneralis
Ordinis, &c". Sainville's successor was Adam-of Veau, whose
advent to the Magistry General was distinguished by an
important and successful legal prosecution.
At the beginning of the 14th century, the provosts vtere
still officers of justice and finance.
In the latter capacity
they were charged, each in his own district, with collecting
taxes on Crown lands with variable leases; they were responsible
to the king, either as his agents if they were only administrators, or as lessees if they themselves had an agreement
with the sovereign, as was common at that time. The Provost
of Caen, ear.er to fatten his takings, demanded the same taxes
on the Order of St. Lazarus' property within his provostship
(l) Brother Henry is thus styled in a deed of 1275, and
in several others in following years. His successors bore
the same title. Sagittarius, ibid.
(2) The Seedorf obituary sets the death of Brother Bertold
at the 16th day before the calends of February: "Frater
Bertoldus Co~nendator obiit."
(3) Histoire de la Confederation Helvetique, by M. de
Vatteville, vol. I • . pp. JJ & J4.
(4) He is represented with short hair, and wearing a
robe that descends to his heels and is bound by a girdle;
on top of the robe is a cope or cloak, on the left side of
which is an unadorned cross. See the engraving facing
page 153 of the original text.
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as he levied on individuals' property, ignorin~ the fact
that the propertv of leper hospitals had been exempted fro !n
tax in 1159 and llG5 by Henry and Richard, Kin~s of 2n~land
and Dukes of Normandy, a policy confirmed in 1200 and lJ O
by letters patent of Kines Philip Augustus and Philip the
Fair. The issue was taken before the high judicial court,
which oismissed the Provost of Caen's claims and upheld all
the Order's privile€T,es.(l) This judf;ment and the difficulties
that ~ave rise to it prove that the Order then possessed
property throu~hout the bailliaee of Caen. In fact, there
was once a chapel of Saint Lazarus in Caen, near the Por t e
rln Derl"er [Shepherd's Gate] in the fauhourp; of Vau£;ueux,
next to that of Bourp;-l'Abbesse; this Chapel and the revenu es
appertaining belonged to the cornmanderie of Saint Anthony of
GrattP.mont in the Caux region. We know this to be so because
in 1J90 Brother De ~·11oyen, Knight and Commander of Grattemont,
gave away as a fief, for six livres per annum and various
other considerations, a house in the parish of Saint-Pierre
in Caen, opposite the porte du Berger (2); and in l4J7 John
Blanchard acquired from the Order of Saint Lazarus (J), in
return for homage and forty-five sous rent, a lot that was
also in the parish of Saint-Pierre, near the porte du B e r~ e r.
Consequently there is every reason to believe that M. Huet(4 ) ,
Bishop of Avranches, was mistaken in asserting that it was
the Order of Saint-Etienne de Grandmont that ovmed the chapel
or hospital of Saint Lazarus in the faubourg of Vaugueux,
and that the learned prelate had copied this error from a
work entitled Description de Caen, written by La Roque de
la Coutiere; the latter probably encountered ~orne diffic ult'.
in ctecipherin~ the old deeds, and read Saint-Etienne de
~
Grandmont instead of Saint-Antoine de Grattemont (Saint
Anthony of Grattemont] (5).
(1) By a decree of March, 1313, in the 4th Olim regis t er,
folio 127. These registers begin in 1254 and end in 1319.
(2) The title clearly states that the Commander gave as
a fief for life,to John Larine and his wife Colette, under
stated conditions, a house in the parish of Saint-Pierre of
Caen, at the end of Huchan Street, opposite Shepherd's Gate,
near the King's Road, and adjoining the house occupied b ~
Peter Crozile. Both houses were alms of Saint Lazarus, the
first having been forfeited to the Grattemont commanderie
by John Haye, son of Henry Haye.
, (3) By a deed signed in the presence of Caen notary \'!illiarn
Verue on June 7, 1437; this deed and the 1390 one prove that
the Order had holdings in the Caen area that it no lonr,er
possesses. These two deeds are in the Grattemont archives;
they were discovered about sixty years ago.
(4) In Origines de Caen, chap. XVI.
(5) La Roque de la Coutiere's work was found in the librar'
b~queathed to the Jesuits' monastic house in Paris by Nl. Huet,
B1shop of Avranches.
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Despite the importance of the Order's temporal affairs
and their demands on the Grand f~ster , Adam of Veau did not
neglect the other essential du~ies of his s~at~on.
In the
second vear of his administrat10n (1314), WlShlng to rnal{e
available to all those under his authority the co~nitments
to which they were bound as Knights and hospitallers, he
authorized Knight Siegfried of Platte, Corrunander of the
houses in the region of Uri, to draw up the rule and statutes
of the Order, of which I have previously given some account.
The officers of the royal domain persisted in harrassing
the Grand itlaster with regard to the barony of Bo igny. They
ordered the seizure of all this commanderie's property, and
appealed against the two decisions handed down by the bailiff
of Orleans. An issue of this importance could not remain
forever undecided, and Adam of Veau was to see it settled:
in 1317 the Court pronounced its verdict, and it was a triumph
for the Order, which obtained restoration of the goods and
revenues sequestered by the officers of the Crown and confirmation of the ri~ht of high and low justice in Boigny, even
thou~h it had been argued that the estate's concession deed
did riot expressly specify this right. This decree was rendered
the Saturday before the feast of the Assumption, 1317 (1),
the first year of the reign of Philip the Tall (2).
Troubles and worries of all kinds were the constant lot
of the Grand Master: nov.· they did not derive from wars to
be fought against the infidel, but rather property to be
preserved against the evil designs of would-be usurpers, or
privile~es, merited by service, to be protected against the
claims of those who would destroy them. The eiadication of
the Templars during the reign of Philip the Fair had satisfied
the greed of the beneficiaries of that order's property, but
the masses, resentful at not having profited from it, strove
to set the government against the Order of Saint Lazarus,
which nonetheless had received no share of the Templars' spoils.
The Order's administrators were accused of inadequate custody
of the lepers, many of whom, said the complaints, were escaping
from the hospitals and conspiring with the Jews and the Turks
to poison the wells and fountains. The government was disturbed by these rumours, which were loudly voiced in all
quarters, and when Philip the Tall had part of the Order's
(1) ~ee the Documents In Froof, I'lo . 14.
(2) The decree appears in the 4th Olim register. Among
other things, it contains the following:
"Quod cum Borrniaci
locus eis donatus fuisset per Ludovicum quondam regem Franciae,
una cum alta & bassa justitia, & quod plura alia loca prone
Bogniacum occupaverant & occupata detinebant, usque ad valorem
trecentarum librarum annui reditus." At that time JOO livrcs
was worth more than J,OOO livres in present-day currency;
whence it is easy to see that the BoiGTIY commanderie had a
good deal of its property expropriated.
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property seized, considerable effort was required to prove
the falsity of the accusation and procure restoration.
The Order had another and no less important right to
defend. As long as its headquarters were in Asia, its
members and all dependent houses without distinction were
subject only to the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Jerusalem, to the formal exclusion of the diocesan bishops; we
have already seen that the French bishops had tried to
infringe upon this privilege. The transferring of the headquarters within the kingdom and consequent removal from the
Patriarch of Jerusalem, whose position amounted to no more
than an honorific title, prompted the prelates to try and
renew their endeavours, and some actuilly did so. When Fope
John XXII learned of their plan and the steps they were taicinP.:,
he officially proclaimed that the Grand hlaster and Brothers of th~ hospital and militia of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem,
formerly dependent upon the Patriarch of Jerusalem, would
henceforth be directly subject to the Pontiff of Rome, addin~
that he forbade all bishops and archbishops to lay any sentence
of excommunication or interdict upon the Knights and other
members of the Order, or upon their churches (1).
The other events that occurred during the magistry of
Adam of Veau are not known. Neither do we know anything about
the rest of his life: only that in 1320 he sent two Kni~hts
(2) on a commission to make collections, authorized bv the
Pope, for the relief of the lepers, and that in 1327 he
renewed, with the approval of the chapter, the recognition
that Thomas of Sainville had made with the Lord of tarhonni~res
for the property of the commanderie of Rosson. In this act
Adam of Veau, like his predecessors, bears the title of
Master General of the entire Order and &Jilitia of Saint
Lazarus (3). The exact year of his death is unknown;
there is no monument at Boigny marking it, which leads 1JS
to believe that he did not die in that house, and his body
was not conveyed there. We have found no memoirs on the
family of Adam of Veau.
Shortly after his death in 13JO, the vacant position
was conferred upon John of Paris, a Knight of noble merit
and birth. We do not have the complete genealogy of this
(1) Bull of John XXII, issued five days before the calends
of ~~y, i.e. April 27, 1318; accordinG to others, 1319.
Latin quotation from the Bullary of the ~ilitarv Orders,
printed in Rome in 1567.
(2) These knights, named 'Nilliam Hardouin and John
H~merande, are styled Brothers of the Noble Militia of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem of the Holy Land (Archives).
(J) The act is dated May 12, 1327, and bears the seals
of the Chapter of the Order and the Grand Master. It is
presented 1n toto in the Documents In Proof, No. 15, from
a cory in the Kine's Library that has been taken from the
arch1.ves of the House of noai1les.
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new Grand Master, but his family name appears fr~quently
in histories of the 14th century. It was of anc1ent and
illustrious nobility. All those bearing it seem to have
proceeded from the same House, divided into several bra.n ch;s.
Toward the en<i. of the 14th century there was a John of Par1s,
Knight, Lord of Guigny in Orleanais, in the election of
Chateauneuf; in 1376, a William of Faris, Lord of the barony
of Chastenay in the Nantes region; in 1365, a Raymond of Paris,
styled Knight of the King of Navarre, and his plenipotentiary
in the various treaties that prince made with the powers of
Europe; and finally in 1328, which is the date closest to
the magis try of John of · Paris, a il'lichael of Paris, Grand
Bailiff of Vermandois, a position then considered one of
the most important state posts, because since the termination
of the office of Grand Seneschal under Philip Au~ustus, the
Grand Bailiffs, each in his own province, were commanders in
chief of the nobility, first mar;istra tes, and superintendents
of finances--consequently this position should and could not
be conferred upon persons who were not of the highest rank.
Grand Mc;tster Paris thus belonged to a noble family of
distinguished responsibilities. From the be~inning of his
administration, he showed that he was familiar with the entire
spectrum of his rights. In 1332 he delegated Brother John
Corbet, Knight of the Order, to restore discipline in those
houses that may have slipped into laxity, and to deal severely
with knights infringing the statutes; the same commission
authorized Knieht Corbet to take up ordinary collections in
the name of the Grand r~ster in diff erent districts of France
and Germany . This warrant, the orig i nal of which is in the
Seedorf archives, is further proof t hat the Gr.a nd i~ster
residinG in France was acknowledged as Master General of
the entire Order on both sides of th e sea: such was John
of Paris' title. (1)
During his magistry, princes and prelates gave signal
tokens of their eagerness to uphold the Order's interests.
Certain of its privileges were sporadicall y challenged. Lest
the houses of St. Lazarus in his diocese encounter any difficulties in this regard, Nicholas, Bis hop of Constance confirmed in 13J5 the bull a warded by Urban IV in 1262; ~e have
(1) These lett ers of commission are i nscribed: "Frater
J ohannes d e Pa ris ius, miles, humilis ,,Ja g ister g eneralis totius
Or <i. inis i·Iilicia Sancti Lazari Jherosoli mi tani, citra mare &
11ltra ... Datum apud Bogniacum Domum nostram conventualem,
Aurelian. diaeces." July 13, 1332. Affixed to the bottom
of these letters, which are entirely in Latin, is the
Grand r,taster's seal. The Abbess of Seedorf {rave the Order
a copy of them, collated from the original and sealed with
the seal of the Chancellor of the Abbot of Insilden, Prince
of the Empire. See the Documents In Proof, No. 16.
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seen how favourable this bull was to the Order (1). In
France, John, Duke of normandy, son of Philip of Valois and
later kin~, to ensure the Kni~hts' peaceful enjoym9nt of all
the privileges they had in the estates of his appanage,
dispatched on June 25, 1343 letters patent granting the Order
the right to collect wood in Braie forest, as well as in all
others in the duchy of Normandy; and the following July the
same prince confirmed the old charters exempting the Order's
property from all tax, and subsequently ordered "that the
religious persons, Master and Brothers of the noble Knighthood
of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem be left free to collect without
hindrance the revenues and rents from the lands and seigniories
belon~ine to them within his domain, quit of all fees and
taxes " ( 2 ) .
The kings of England treated the Knights of Saint Lazarus
on their estates as did the heir to the French throne. The
Henrys, Richards and Edwards heaped benefits upon them, but
the celebrated ~dward III wished to consummate the work of
his predecessors. Convinced that enough could never be done
for an institution dedicated to the defence of Helir;ion,
the relief of the infirm, and the arrestation of the proGress
of a conta~ious disease, this prince declared in plain terms
that he was releasing the Order's property from all tributes,
tallaees, aids, taxes and levies, both past and future,
including those imposed by his other subjects, even the cler g~
(3). Shortly afterward, this sovereign issued neVI letters in
which, after enumerating all the privileees and exemptions
he was !"'ranting the Order, he states t hat in the event of
any difficulties, titles and supportinr; documents v:ould be
remitted to him himself for personal examination. (4 )
0
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(1) The Bishop of Constance's deed of confirmation relates
the conterits of Urban IV's bull. This deed, dated 14 days
from the calends of April, i.e. i·1arch 19, bears the bishop's
seal: it is still in the Seedorf archives.
(2) Collations of these tv1o letters patent of John, Duke
of Normandy, done in 1442 and 1L~48, are in the general archives
and the Grattemont archives. The letters are cited in Ga llia
Christiana, vel. VII; one of them is given in the Documents
in Proof: No. 1.
(3) Latin quotation from a charter of l'i larch 16, 1]4].
[After quotation:] These letters are in the ~onast .
Anglicnnum, vol. II, p. 399.
(4) These letters patent are dated April 26, 1]43; I
have not found them printed in any collection. I1L. de Brequigny
of the Academie des Inscriptions & Belles-Lettres sent me a
copy he had made from the original while he was in London,
where he had been sent by the government to do research
relative to French history. This document is included
among the Documents In Proof: Ho. 17.
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Thore is no doubt that the Order largely owed the
protection it received from the sovereigns.to t~e wise adm~ni
stration of its Grano Master. John of Par1s st1ll held th1s
pas i tion; in 131}2 and 134 3 he p;a ve recognition and hot~age to
the Lord of Carbonnieres for the Rosson commanderie (1). He
died in 1349, and was interred in the Boigny commanderie's
church. His tomb reads: "Here lies Brother John of Paris,
Knight, former !!'laster of the Order of Saint Ladrus of Jerusalem, deceased the 20th of January in the year of ~race 1349."
John of Paris is pictured dressed like Grand !!'laster Thomas of
Sainville, and has his feet on a dog. Instead of 1349, Father
Toussaint de Saint-Luc read "1304", a date which cannot be
reconciled with the commission given Knight Corbet in 1332,
nor with the homaF,e rendered in 1343. If Father Toussaint
de Saint-Luc had known of these two acts of John of Paris,
he would have been more careful examining the figure carved
on the Grand Master's tomb, and not led readers of his memoirs
into an anachronism of forty-five years; this error of his
subsequently led to .others (2). He says that in 1342 Philip
of Valois appointed as Grand ~~ster John of Couras, or of
Couraze: there is no proof either of this appointment by
the King or of the date of 1342. All authors agree that
John ~ Couraze was Grand ~~ster, but this could not have been
until 1349, after the death of John of Paris. De Belloy and
those who have written after him give praise to John of Couraze,
mentioning the great dignity with which he exercised his
jurisdiction over the Knights, Commanders and houses of the
Order in foreign lands. They also say that on July 14, 1354
(J) he named Knight Brother Robert Hallidey his Vicar-General,
in affairs both temporal and spiritual, in England and Scotland,
charging him to send or bring every y9ar to the head house at
Boieny thirty marks sterling in silver, and to come himself
or delegate some knights from those two realms to come to
the chapters general to be held at Boigny. This evidence is
sufficient to certify the magistry of John of Couraze, who
was a lord of Gascony whose ancestors had ably served the
government. M. de r,1arca has an honourable mention of this
family in his history of Beam, under the year 1205, and the
historians of Charles VII speak of several lords of this name
who distin~uished themselves in that prince's service in the
wars against the English, and especially in the famous siege
(l) See the Gallia Christiana, vel. · VII.
(2) Historical memoirs of Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc,
1666 edition, p. 10; 1681 edition, p. 149.
(3) This commission, dra\m up on July 14, 1J54 by John
Boutet, apostolical notary in Paris, is no longer in the
archives. It was certainly there when De Belloy was writing
his treatise on the military orders, for he had access to it;
he even says it was kept as a precious item in the Order's
depository, and that his mm terms were the ones used in the
deed. Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc also mentions this old
title, and cites the archives.
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of OrlP.ans. The Couraze coat of arms was : qua r ters 1 ann
4, r:ules with an annulet arGent in th e middle of the escutcheon;
2 and 3, or with two cows passant s inopl e , horned sable (1 ) .
John of Couraze had been Grand Mast e r fo r barely n. ,'!c::ar
when Philip of Valois died. He was su cceeded by his eldest
son, John. As we have seen, when t h is prin ce was still heir
to the throne he had demonstrated his f ondn es s fo r the Order
of Saint Lazarus by assuring the Kni~hts of the full possession
of all their privileees. When crowned, h e continued as the
protector of the Order, which benefitt ed fr om his patronage
from the first year of his reign. In Articl e XII of a charte r
confirming the privileges and exemptions grant ed by the nc::w
king to the town of Saint-Omer, he all~w ed th e i n habitants
right of pasture in all forests, meadows an d mars he s, exceot
for dependencies of the Order of Saint Lazarus, excepta
·
terra Lazarorum (2).
It seems that King John's benefits to t he Or d er stirred
Edward III to emulation: it will be recalle d t ha t in 131}4
this monarch had favoured the Knights of ~ aint Laz ar us v:i th
two letters patent conveyinr, wide icrununit ie s. Ten yea r s later ,
in 1J54, 27th year of Sctward's reign, he ~v e t o t he Cou~ander
of Burton and the Knights residing in England (3) the adminis tration of the hospital of Saint Giles ou ts i de t he wa lls of
London, and the enjoyment of all properti es the re t o app~rtai~ing,
on the conditions of giving the usual al rns a nd ma intaining the
poor for whom this hospital was responsi ble.
Grand Master Couraz e died toward the end of 13 5'} or the
beF,innin~ of 1355.
The identity of his i ~nedi a te successor
was unknovm for a lon~ time: it was not yet knovin in 16LJ. 9,
1666, or 1681 (4); finall y , at th e be,rsinnin,c:; of the present

(1) In foli o manuscript of th e a r ms of the ~entlemen of
each prov1nce of the realm, done by Gi lles le Bo nnie r, th e
Herald of Kine Charles VII. The cover indicates that this
MS. was once the propert:r of the High Constable of ~~1ontmorency ;
it is now in the Colbertine Library. It is the oldest and
most authentic collection we have of this type of heraldr~. .
I would ~ive notice, however, that a c c or dinG to the mareinalia
in Castelnau's Memoirs the arms of the House of Coura~~ were:
or, two sheep passant sinople, horn ed and belled a r g:?nt ,
quartered azure, and a millstone with i t s millrind , both sable .
(2) Tr~sor dPs Chart es [ Tre as ur v of Charters ], Re~is~ e r 8r ,
Document 4o; & ~ e cueil d es Cr dcnnan c es [ Comrendi11m of Or d in2.n c ·::: :::- ],
Vol. IV, p. 249.
(3) Charter of April 4, 1354. Monast . Anel ic anu~ , vol . II ,
p. 400.
(4) Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc and tho s e who wro te on
the Order at these different times om i t t he na1ne of John le
Cont~ from th8ir list of Grand ~~sters, a nd make James of
Besnes the immediate successor of John of Co uraze .
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c entury two acts from the barony of Carbonnieres ' book of
homa~es' (1) revealed that, afte r John of Cour az e' s death ,
the d.ignit.v of Grand Master was conferred upon Johr: le Conte .
The first of these documents, dated Nlay 21, 1355, lS a h9mage
rendered to the Lord of Garbonnieres for the commanderie of
Rosson by Kni~ht John of Rosson, on behalf of his monastery
and "the reli~ious lord John le Conte," Knight and Grand
~aster of the Military Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem
on both sides of the sea: this homage was given in accordance
with the letters patent, which were affixed with the seals of
the Grand Master, in t;reen wax, and of the monastery, in
white wax. The second act also concerns the Rosson commanderie:
it proves that on November 24, 1357 \'lilliarn le Bernier, a priest
of the diocese of Orleans who was vested with power of attorney
by "the venerable and religious brother John le Conte," Kni~ht,
Grand twlaster of the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem,
rendered homage and took an oath of allee;iance to the same
Lord of Carbonnieres, as had done the late brother John of
Rosson, Commander of Rosson, two years before.
It was then a very difficult time for France. The loss
of the battle of Poitiers and the imprisonment of Kine John
had ~iven birth to factions that were tearing the monarchy
apart. The King of Navarre was stirring up trouble in Paris:
the provinces were given over to looting: the craftsmen and
countrymen, angered with the nobles whom they viewed as
responsible for their misfortunes, came to~ether in mobs from
all parts and attacked them, thinking to relieve their oYm
ills by inflictin6 pain on the gentlemen. In such critical
circumstances, if the Order were to be safe from persecution
it needed the sovereign's complete protection. Charles,
Dauphin of France, had just been declared Regent of tho realm:
this prince, a faithful interpreter of his father's sentiments
with re~ard to the Knights of St. Lazarus, dispatched in their
favour letters of safe-keeping, which contained two main
sections. In the first, Charles ordered his judicial officers
and all persons of hi~h rank to protect the ~~laster and Brothers
of the Order from all violence and oppression, to allow them
p eaceful enjoyment of their possessions, exemptions and
li berties, to prevent them or their servants from being abused,
and lastly , to stop the ~reed y from trying to usurp an y portion
of their property. In the second, he accorded the Order a
p l ed~ e of assurance, as s ec ur am en tum , i. e . in the event of
quarrels between vassals, th e Order woul d not be oblirred to
become involved if it did not wish to, and this neutralit'.
would not expose the Kni ghts to any hostilit y at the hands of
vassals' troops. These letters of protection were issued in
1358 (2), during the ma~istry of John le Conte, who, after
(l ) These two acts are in the archives of the castle of
F8 iEmiere, of the House of Noailles. See Gallia Chris t i ona ,
vol: VII.
(2) Latin quotation from th e letters, which are recorded
1n the O r ~ o nna nc e s d u Louvr e , vol. III, p. 263.
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~ovPrninrr the Or~er for ~ix years, died in 1]61 (1 ) .
Nothin~
certain is known about the family of this Grand .~laster; we
onlv know its arms: three ea~le heads, two and one, with an
erm~ne tail in fess-point, surmounted by a chief stamped with
an antique helmet with a goat's-head crest; this blazon certainly lndi-cates an ancient and illustrious nobility (2).
After John le Conte, the Grand ;J1agistry passed to James
of Besnes · who, accordine to one source, descended from a
younRer branch of the · house of the counts of ~ontfort; in any
case, it is a fact that Robert, first of this name in the
family and f;randfa ther five times removed of James, was enctov1ed
·with the estate of Besnes, in the county of Montfort near Villepreux, and took the appellation "de Desnes-a-l'Et enda r d .. [ Jesnes
of the Standard]. His descendents bore both these names together
for a long time, but then confined themselves to the second;
nonetheless, durine the 13th and lL~th centuries, some younr,e r
ones were content to use only "de Besnes." In 1266 Robert I
followed Charles of Anjou, brother of Saint Louis, to Sicily
and distinguished himself in the wars that prince had to w~re
to conquer and maintain the lcinedom of Naples. Willia1n L'Etendard of Besnes, ~reat-Grandson of Robert I, made a donation in
1296 to the monks of the abbey of Our Lady of Abbecourt nea r
Poissy (Scrip. F~an. Duch., vol. V), the deed of which is
still kept there; it bears the benefactor's seal, which fe2tures
a lion rampant, char~ed with ~ cost• over all.
We shall see
that these arms were likewise those of the Grand filn ster we are
discussin~.
William had a sister marri9d to Guy, Lord of La
Rocheguyon, and four brothers, one of whom , James, had a son
called Alan who ·nas the father of Gran d .Master James of Desnes .
The ~~rquises of Bu~ly ~re in direct line of descent from
Robert I of Besnes-a-l'Etendard.

(1) A few years ago, the Grand Master's tomb was still to
be seen in the Boi{p'ly chapel near the staircase of the tower
that was demolished fifteen years ago. The name on the tomb
v.as obliterated; one could read only "of the Order of Saint
Ladrus of Jerusalem, deceased in the yea r of p.;race 1J6l," a
date that can only apply to John le Conte, whb was still Grand
Master in 1358 as we have seen from the letters of protection.
However, the first Grand Master with deeds extant after 1J61
is James of Besnes. The monument stone of the abovementioned
tomb is now broken and commingled with the remains of the
tower and staircase.
(2) These arms are on the seals attached to two receipts
~iven bv Robert le Conte, Knight of St. Lazarus on July 21 ,
1409 and July 12, 1411 to the Vis count of Pontauctemer for a
rent char{?:ed to this tov:n by the command erie of Gra ttemont,
as we said in the First Period. The facts that ~obert le
Conte, Kniaht of St. Lazarus and Commander of Grattemont,
and John 1~ Conte harl the same name and lived within a short
span of each other leave little doubt that they were of the
sar.1e family. The~e two seals, with the two documents the'
are affixed to, were S'9nt to :.1. de Guenegaud about fiftv
yearn a~o by M. de Clerembaut, a ~en'9alo~ist of the Ord~r
of the Holy Spirit, who had them in his ~ffice.
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Shortlv after James of I3esnes' promotion to the Grand
£1lagistr:v, K'l.nr, John died, and thus put an end to the troubles
of - France: Charles the Wise came to the throne, and the nation
began to breathe aeain. He was a prince whose counsels, movements, orders and actions were the fruit of prudent reflection,
a prince who knew how to use his ministry to manage his allies,
defeat his enemies and obtain peace for his people. Under
this just and provident monarch, who distributed his attention
to all parts of government with whatever circumspection circumstances warranted, the Knights of Saint Lazarus were to enjoy
that peace that they had been so often in danger of losing-mainly under Philip the Tall and Philip of Valois. As I have
said, Kinr; John and Charles durinr; his' reGenc~r had dispatched
several l~tters patent to guarantee the Order's privileges
and properties ar,ainst the claims of those incessantly seeking
to deprive the Knights of these throuBh fraud. Apparently
these princes' wise ordinances produced the desired effects
for a certain period, and the new sovereign's provisions, once
knovm, halted the unjust schemes of the enemies of the Order.
Grand Master Besnes took advantage of this situation to
live in retreat, away from the Court and the tumult of affairs,
and to occupy himself only with the duties of his station.
The first deed that we have of this Grand i~ster is a lease
dated October 20, 1368, which he signed as Commander of Bo ip.;n~r
and as stipulator for the brother Knights of that house. This
deed refutes the error of Father Heliot, who states without
benefit of proof, as is his usual practice where the Order of
Saint Lazarus is concerned, that James of Besnes was named to
the Magistry General in 1377. He was probably unaware of the
1368 deed, and if he did know of it, he was at all events
unaware that the commanderie of Boigny was then, as it had
always been since the transfer of the Order's headquarters
to France, connate with the Grand Magistry. It is highly
probable that James of Besnes neglected to style himself
Grand Master in this deed because the lease involved concerned
only and specifically the commanderie of Boieny, and he therefore thought it sufficient to employ the title of Commander.
We have few details on his private life, which he spent almost
completely at BoiGnY· He had the misfortune to lose a loving
mother there, who had left her home to come and live with him;
she died in January 1372 and was buried in the narish church
of Boigny, where her tomb reinains today ( l) with her counten2.nce
enGraved upon it. Her name was Joan of Besnes; thus she v:as of
t~e same family as Alan of I3esn~s, her husband.
The inscrirtlon on her tomb gave her the t1tle of bourc;eoise ("burgher" )

(1) This tomb, formerly raised on a base, is now thu same
as the others; it has even chanGed place since the floor of
the Boigny church v:as raised. One can barely make out a fe\'1
letters on it.
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of raris, a titl~ which implied no loss of ran~ (l), sin c e
a baron of Wildenbur~ was admitted as a burgher of Zug ( 2 ) ;
one Hut:':h and one William, barons and rages of Arpajon ( J) ,
were styled burr;hers of Aurillac; a Knight, John of Gra ill.; ,
obtainerl pa-pers q11alifying him a burr.;her of Bordeaux ( 4) : anrl one Simon Bureau, who was of noble and illustrious lin ear e ,
( 5) 8ssumed the title of burr,her of Paris.
It would be e8. s·.r
to cit~ a multitude of examples of the same sort, but I Vl i ll
limit myself to these for the benefit of those p~rsons who,
unfamiliar with our old customs, might perhaps draw some
erroneous conclusions from the ti+7e of bourpeoise or burgher,
which was given to Joan of Besnes.
Her son the Grand I~ster continued to concern himself
with all the houses of the Order, but since he was unable to
attend personally to those established in foreign lands, he
appointed Knights as his deputies there. In 1377 he named
Kni~ht Dominic of Sainroy his vicar-general in Hun~ry, and
invested him with the commanderie of Strigonia (Esztereom )
in that kin~dom. The new co~nander agreed to pay four marks
of fine silver to the Boigny house every year, to attend the
chapter general held yearly at Boigny during Pentecost, and
to keep and maintain at the Strigonia commanderie a priest,
to be appointed by Grand ;~laster Besnes and his successors.
Though this deed is no longer in the archives, it was t here
at one time, for De Belloy reports its contents (6) as if he
had read the deed itself; this magistrate is generall y known
for his integrity, and he had no reason to advance false
information.
In 1J82, John Sliot of Blesmes, !~ nir:ht and Command e r of
Montlioust in the diocese of Sees, informed the Grand ~~ster
that he wished to resip;n his commanderie. The Grand Master

(1) The title of bur~her conveyed no lapse from nobilit ~
of name or of arms: when knights and gentl ernen 1 i ved in b ie;
cities, they took the titles of burr:her, sguire and 'cnic:ht.
La Thaumassiere, Cout. cte Berri, vol. II, section I'!; la
Roque, Trait§ de la Uobl~sse, pp. 74 & 79.
(2) The act of admission is in the archives of the cit ~ ·
of Zug; it is dated the Friday after the Nativity of the VirGi~.
(3) Register of the seneschalsv of Toulouse; and r err is t er
of fiefs and services due the king in .huvergne : Chambre d es
ComptP.s.
(4) Register entitled Vasconia, in the Tower of London,
covering from 1326, in the reign of 8dward III, to 1377.
(5) The phrase used by Charles VII's historian. This Simon
Bureau was the father of John Bureau, Lord of ~Ion{Slas, Chamberlain to Kings Charles VII & Louis XI, and Master of the Crossbowmen of France. God. [Denis Godefroy?] Vie de Charle:, VL ...
(6) De Belloy and Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc report the
deed as~be~~~ in the ~rchives, and as signed in the pre:-ence 0 :
T~omas vD-Cll, apostol1cal notary of Faris.
I did not finri it:
l1ke several other titles, it has doubtless been removerl.
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called a chanter meeting on this subject , at which , after
balancing the ~ood of the Order and the particular interests
of the ;.1ontlioust house, he as Master- General bestowed this
cornmanderie upon Knight Brother Philip Gri g nard (1).
Two years later, this same Grand l\1B:S ter broup;ht a -very
important affair to a successful conclusion. In 1J84 the
Order had a house at Aigrefeuille in Bresse, a province
which for a hundred vears had been part of the domain of the
Count of savoy (2). WThe founders of this house, or those
who had ri~hts there, were contending with the Knights of
Saint Lazarus under various pretexts for the administration
of this house. Such difficulties usually create some unrest
even in the most moderate of souls. The Grand Master, while
a lover of peace, was anxious to protect the property of the
Order; he did not wish to use harsh methods to end a dispute
that mi~ht set a d~nr,erous precedent. He had to work out a
conciliation with Etienne Marechal, styled Damoiseau (page),
father of John b~rechal, Knight and Lord of Leese; this
gentleman, after meetine with James of Besnes, hearing his
explanations and seeing his deeds, was so convinced of the
Order's rights that he came to an agreement with the Grand
lt1aster, to whom he contracted to pay one hundred francs gold
in several fixed installments and to allow the Knights to
peacefully administer the house of Aigrefeuille, which is
still a commanderie of Saint Lazarus. Guichenon speaks of
this agreement in his history of Bresse when discussing
the !llarechal family ( J).
At this time, the title of Co~nander was given to certain
Kni~hts charged with the administration of particular houses
of the Order. Formerly, in the 12th and lJth centuries these
men were simply called Preceptors, as may easily be see~ from
the charters and other acts kept in the archives and elsewhere.
(1) Latin quotation from the pertinent deed, which is in
the Chambre des Comptes in Paris.
(2) This had occurred as the result of Sybil of Bauf!:e's
marriaGe to Arne, Prince of Savoy and Count of ~Burienne on
the Tuesday after the feast of Saint-Jean-Baptists, 1272.
Guichenon notes that Arne was not at that time Count of Savoy;
he did not acquire that title until 1285, under the name hrne
IV, following the death of his uncle Philip, Count of Savoy
and Burgundy.
(J) Guichenon, an author who is otherwise well-informed
and meticulous, gives the Grand 1\laster the name of Bezins .
instead of Besnes. This rninor error arose from his having
inadvertently read "Jacobus de Besins" for "Jacobus de Besnis"
in the old deed, taking the first downstroke of the "n" as an
"i". He had failed to examine the deed closely enough.
Histoir~ do ~resset Part III, p. 24J.
iti. Leese or' :i~sse, a gen~leman of Bresse and heir to
the property of the house of Etienne ~~r~chal, sent to the
Order about s~xty year~ a~o the authentic Latin copy of this
aGreement, wh~c~ was s1gned June 16, 1384; this copy, which
was the one del~vered at the time of the transaction, baars
the name "Jacobus de D0.snis".
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"9ut ~rac1uall~r the term "Commander" became the sole distinctive
title of Kni~hts entrusted with the rna nag ement of the Crder ' s
houses, becaw::e in the commissions f-ranted t.o these !Cnit;hts
the terms co1n:nitti ums or co ,nmenria Lnw::; were used, frorn v.hich
"cornmanderie" and "command er" are derived. The chant;e fror1
the name "preceptor" to that of "commander" ·was shortly follov:ed
by another chan~e, the purpose of which was to ensure the
financial stability of the Order. The Kni~ht Preceptor or
Comtnander had been requirerl to account for his house's receipts
and expenses, anri to deposit in the treasury whatever sums he
had left over. There being apparently some drawbacks to this
methori, it was felt that it would be more advanta~ eou s to
remove the accountability requirement; and have eac h couunander
pay a fixed sum yearly, proportionate to his cotrunanderie ' s
revenue and the Order's needs. These dues, to be rep:ula ted.
by the chapter or the Grand Master, were subsequently knov:n
as resoonsion, as they still are today.
The Order continued to conduct itself in such a way as ~o
merit the protection of princes and great lords. Three letters
patent p:ranted at various times gave the houses of St . Laz2.rus
in Normand~ user's rights in the forests of Bray anrl Lyons .
The presentation of these le~l titles led Charles, Lord of
Ch~tillon, Kni~ht, anri Chamberlain to the Most Christian Kin~
to issue an order to the verderers of these two for ests ,
enjoinin~ them to allow "the men of the hostels of Saint larlrus
of Jerusalem" peaceful enjoyment of a privile~e that hac1 been
theirs since the most remote times (1 ) . I do not know whether
Grand Master B~snes vtas alive at this t im2 ( 138 7): on his tomb
in the BoiP.TIY chapel on2 can easily read his title of Knicht
and the words "fortner t:raster of the Order of Saint Ladrus of
Jerusalem", but the figures after "thirt ee n hundred" are so
effaced that one can onlv
. make out "the Tuesdav. after the:
Epiphany". Althou~h this tomb is very worn , one can still
distinr.:uish two escutcheons on each side of James of I3esnes '
heno, and on each of these escutch~ons there is a cross in
place of the crest, des igna tin~ t he dignity of Grand .~laster;
there is also a coat similar to that on the seal affix ed ~o
the deed of Januafy 1296, cited above (2 ) .
If history, documents or monuments told us of the exact
date of James of I3esnes' death, there would be no uncertaint·
as to the year that his successor, Pe ter of Les nuaux, ·.-:c.s ~
rromoted to Grand Master. f.. ll we know is that he was chosen
on Charles VI's recommendution, in view of the services he
had rendered to the state. Yet Les Ruaux must have been quite
younp; then, since his v1as a magistry of at least forty years .
Nonetheless, it has co~nonly been accepted as beginning only in
1413, which is thA date of the first of this Grand ~~ast er 's
deeds extant: letters patent addressed to the Ladies of
Saint Lazarus of Seedorf. This commanderie, still composed

(1) The parchment ori~inal of this order, dated JunP 15 ,
1387, is still in the archives of Saint Anthony of Gratte.nont.
(2) At the bottom of p. 175 of the original text.
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of Knights and Da mes of di s t i neui s hed n obili t:r , was rna i n t a in inr: its pre - eminent position . The Seedorf Obituary ma rks
Ap~il 2 as the birthday.of Conrad of Gestel~nbu r r: or L~ Tour chatillon, Knight of Sa1nt Laza r us (1) . Th1s noted Kn1ght
descended from a younger b~anch of the House of La ~o~r - du 
Pin which, according to Gu1chenon , moved from Dauph1ne to
Valla is prior to 1156. illoreover, the lords of La Tour - d uPin and the barons of La Tour- Chatillon both had in their
coats of arms a crenellated tower of three pieces with an
outward wall on the sinister side . In 1359 Knight Conrad
was a witness, along with the Count of Geneva and some other
lords, to the submission made by the Prince of Achaea to his
captor, the Count of Savoy, in order to obtain his freedom .
Conrad distin~uished himself in all the wars of his time;
he was killed in lJ86 with Leopold, Duke of-Austria, at the
battle of Sempach. It was in the following century that
Balthazar of La Tour-Chatillon toqk the surname of Zurlauben
upon retiring to Seedorf (2), where he spent the rest of his
life. His ~randson Anthony established himself in Switzerland
and qualified as a bureher of Zug in 1488; shortly aftervmrd
he married Dorothea Herman, of an illustrious, patrician
Zurich familv: the barons of La Tour - Chatillon-Zurlauben
were the issue of this marriage.
I return to the nuns of Seedorf and Gfenn, who because
of their nobility are styled in most 14th-century deeds as
"~ost honoured and most reverend ladies" (J).
These two
communities had al'Nays acknowledged the Grand Master as their
Superior General, resident first in Asia and then in France.
The co~nander of these two houses had died; consequently the
nuns addressed themselves to Grand Master Les .Ruaux, asking
him to fill the vacant position. The kingdom of France no
longer enjoyed that tranquillity which had resulted from
the prudent eovernment of Charles V: disputes arisin~ from
the schism that had been troublinG the Church for sev~ral
years, disorder within the regal instruments of power and
the assassination of the Duke of Burrrundy had opened the door
to a thousand calamities. The different factions kent standing
armies at the ready; people were killing each other ln Paris
and in the provinces; the roads were full of brigands and
vagrants. In such circumstances it would have been unwise
(1) III!. "rTonas April. Cuonratus nobilis de Gestelenburr;e Ordinis nostri." It is worth noting that in the 12th,
lJth & 14th centuries, barons were distinGuished in charters
by the title of "nobilis vir".
(2) German quotation from IIII.KL. of Seedorf Obituary.
Translation: "I3al thazar of GestelenburG of the Valla is, -.·! ho
named himself Laubast or Zurlauben after the flight of the
nobles, and because of the hatred borne to'r'lard him."
(J) Among others, they are so styled in deeds of A~ril 10,
lJJ4 and of the Thursday of 1nid-Lent, 1J46. From an original
on parchment in the Seedorf archives.
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for the Grand fllas ter to undertake a journey to Sv;i tz erland,
or to send some Knight there; therefore he resolved, in
letters patent dated from Boicny, December 10, l41J, to ~iv 8
the superiors and nuns of each of these two convents ro.,·, er to
invest a Knight throur.;h the usual ceremonies, and th ~ n t o
admit him as· Commander of each house ( 1), on condition t hat
he render account yearly to the Grand Master, his delefate,
or the superiors of these two communities, of temporalities
and spiritualities. Hottinger, in reportinF, this act in his
history of Zurich (2), dates it at 144J, sayin~ that the
ori~inal of this commission was kept in the archives of the
city of Zurich. It seems that this famed writer was supplied
with faulty information on this subject, for the oriBinal
could not be found in the depository he specifies, and
accordin~ to the copy collated in 1414, still in the Seedorf
archives, these letters patent were dispatched in l41J (J ) ,
and affixed with a green wax seal on one side and a white
v:ax seal on the other, both round in shape and featuring in
the middle an armed man, bearing a shield on his left arm
and a sash on his right, · encircline it three times; in his
ri~ht hand he holds a sword tilted backward, its tip reachinG
almost above his helmet. The kni~ht is set on his horse in
the attitude of a bust; he carries roses in bloom; his helmet
is decorated-with a plume; and the horse is moving to its
right. This seal is attached to and hanging·from green silk
cords, and it is intact. Such a description would incline
us to believe this to be the Order's seal, rather than the
Grand Master's, for the Grand ~11asters did not usually attach
their seals to silk; besides, we can see the armed k~i~ht
plus the Grand ~aster's arms in the seal restored by Philbert
of N~restang, which was preserved for the benefit of the Order.
The difficulties preventing Grand Master Les Ruaux from
visitinP- the Order's houses in Switzerland were even greater
in the case of the kingdom of riaples, a state as unsettled
as France. Joanna I, Queen of Sicily, cranddaughter and
heir of Robert, King of Sicily, widow of three husbands,
childless and beyond child-bearin~ age, had resolved to ~ ive
her niece in rnarriage to her relative, Charles of Durazzo,
and to designate him as her successor. Charles, impatient
to rule, tool< up arms against his benefactress. Joanna,
justly anG~red, withdrew her original plan and embrace d
Louis of France, Duke of Anjou. Supported by Clement VII,
this prince invaded Italy, where he died, leavin£3 to h is
(1) See the engraving at the end of this Second Perio d .
(2) Hottinger, Histoire de Zurich, 1665 edition.
(3) In 1702 the Abbess of Seedorf sent the Order th e co p:r
of these letters patont, siened by her, affixed vti th the s eal
of the abbey, and certified by Edv.-ard Tanner, Secretary of
the Canton of Uri. This deed had been found in 1606, alan~
with many others, in a vault dis covered when an openinrr \':a s
mad~ in . the abbey ~;arden at Seedorf.
See the Documents In
Proof, Ho. 18.
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d:?scendants the title of kine , and rights to a kint=;dorn tha t
he had no opportunity to exerc~s~. Since the~ , Sicily was
for a long time the scene of v1c1ous wars , st1rred u~ by
the popes ~nd other pow~rs who, sa?rific;n0 the happtness
and repose of the Sicilians to the1r pol1~1cs , wavered .between
support of the princes of the House of AnJOU ..and ~he ~esc~n :
dants of Charles of Durazzo. Such was the s1tuat1?n 1n S1c1ly
in lL~lS, at the outset of Peter of Les Huaux ' s mag1stry.
These troubles, which . actually au~mented over the next twenty
vears could not help but affect the Order's commanderies
~nd h;spitals in ;l!essina, Palermo, Capua, Lentini, Snna and
the environs of many other Sicilian cities. Anxious to lessen
the possible problems, the Grand r~ster saw no better means
than to install a superior in that area, authorized to exercise
all the Grand i·1aster's rights, so as to rnaintain discipline
and sound administration. Peter of Les Ruaux therefore conferred upon the Prior of the leper house of Capua not the
title of Vicar, as Grand Masters Couraze and Besnes had done
for the realms of England, Scotland and Hungary, but that of
.Mister, alan{': with complete jurisdiction and authority over
the Order's houses in Sicily on both sides of Pharos, pov;ers
comparable to those later ~ranted to Grand Priors. We will
not ~o into any greater detail on the Order's affairs in
Sicily because the memoirs and titles that might have supplied
us with thern have long been lost.
Despite his preoccupation with the business of the Order,
Grand f,1aster Les Ruaux 's tender regard for his family made
him find time to attend to the duties of kinship: in one
such instance, he was with his parents when there was some
discussion as to whether to sell the estate of Prunay, v:hich
had fallen to the lot of his great-nephew Hector II, Lord of
Patay. Convinced that the alienation of this property was
in the best interests of younr, Hector's affairs, the Grand
~aster did not wish to see his minority (he was only ei~hteen
years old) stand in the way of a settlement; he was the~efore
quick to f,ive his authorization, together with the assembled
family (1), to sell the estate in question.
The troubles in France and the interests of the Order
did not allow the Grand i~ster to absent himself for lanEY
fro~ the obliGations of his position.
Charles VI had di~d;
a k1nd of vertigo seemed to have taken hold of the French·
that odious act, the Treaty of Troyes (1420), which disin:
herited the Dauphin and rrave the crown to a foreigner and
an ene~y of the nation, had just broueht about a iar~e-scale
revolution; Paris and practically the entire kingdom were
under the En~lish yoke; only a few provinces in the Loire
reGion remained faithful to the legitimate heir. 'rhe city
of Orleans was particularly conspicuous in its fidelity:
the famous siege that it withstood in 1428 recalls the story

(1) The family's decision was siened in Orleans in the
presence of the notary Bureau on l•~rch lJ, 1424.
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of The I~id and the decline of the fortunes of the En~lish,
who were oblir;ed to abandon th8ir undertaking the morninr; of
;Jtay 8 , 11~29 .
This happy outcome lerl to others; the ~o."a l i.s ts
soon took from the foe Gergeau, Deau~ency and several other
towns .
The Grand 1~aster ' s residence was too near the sites
where the war was beine waeed for him not to be compelled
to t a ke part in it. Les Huaux no doubt provided distineuished
service in this reRard, for he won the esteem and protection
of Charles VII. Perhaps this Grand Master was in Orleans
during the siege; perhaps he was even present at the capture
of Beau~ency: what is certain is that shortly after the
latter tovm recognized the authority 'of the King, Les Ruaux
took advantap;e of the situation to lease Little Jerusalem
and other property the house of Saint Lazarus owned near
Beaugency ( 1).
The followinr; year, Les Ruaux had the satisfaction of
seeing a legal action concluded in the Order's favour.
It
had been brought ar;ainst him by the Dean and Chapter of Orleans,
who claimed that the Grand ~laster and Knights of the Boign~
house were within their jurisdiction. The Dailiff of Chartres,
who was the judge deler;ated by the King to hear this case,
pronounced ( 2): "that with the exception of the jurisdiction
of the Pope and the King," the Grand Master and members of
the Order of Saint Lazarus were exempt from all jurisdiction
whatsoever, and in particular from that of the Dean, Chapter
and ~~Iar.:istra te of the church of Orleans, who were fined hv
the court and sentenced to pay the costs inCTlrred by "bro.t her
Peter of Les Ruaux, Knig-ht, iVIa.ster General of the entire
Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem on both sides of the sea,
and the Brothers of the house of Boigny, member and principal
seat of the said Order."
After the commanderie of Boirrny, that of Saint Anthony
of Grattemont, of which we have alread y spoken several times,
enjoved the highest esteem in the kingdom. Its co~nan de r
in 1419 was Robert le Conte; on April 18 of that year he
rendered hornar;e for his commanderie, a formality never
observed by his predecessors, but one to which he bowed out
of r'3spect for the Kin~ (J). The vassals, inmates and servants
of this commanderie were required to wear a ~reen cross sewn
to their robe.

&

( 1) This 1 ease was s i01ed in 1 '+ JO.

Archives of the Order,

Christiana, val. VII.
( 2) Sentence was passed in April, 14 Jl:
there is a colla ted
copy in the Order's archives. Given in Orleans, it reads at
the end: "this ·.vas rendered within the ba ill i aD:e of Chartres,
held by us in Orleans for reasons of war in the kin~ctom, the
city 0f Chartres being held by the 8nglish and the en~mie~ o:
the kinr;dom."
(J) This reco~nition, the first rencter~d by this co.ru::anderi~,
was for "the e:xamina tion of the Kinr: our Lord." f,rchi ves of the
Chambrt:) des Comrtes, cited by D. Toussaint, lJenedictine. L·-=-~,._ .... :,..,_
tion d~ la h2-ut~ f'orm8ncli.o, val. I, p. o.'+R . Th t~ cor:11nand2r of
Gra ttemont presents to the parish of Rlnr.eville, i. bid.
~allia
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The church of Saint Anthon;r of Gratternont in r~or'?&ndy
was rrreatl" venerate<i, and the object of much eeneros1t:r.
At the beg.inninr.; of the present century \:!ere reco':'ered al:nost
sixtv cieerls of rent donations made to thlS house ln li~J5 alone;
t-hourrh their usefulness is 1 imi ted because we do no~ ~{now the
owners of the properties from which these rents der1ved, they
nonetheless illustrate that this commanderie, v.,rhich is now
very mode~t, formerly brouGht in ~ub~tantiC:l revenue. At
the time of the wars avainst the 1nf1del, 1n order to help
provide for the Order's needs in Asia the Grattemont house
'Nas obliged to transfer ~orne of its tithes, rents, revenues,
lanrl.s, meadows, vineyards, jurisd ictio.n and other rit:,hts.
Upon expiration of the · agreed periods of tirne, the comm~nderie
was entitled to re~ain po~session of its transferred ~oods or
rights, but apparently those holdinf; them were puttinP:: obstacles
in -its wav. As a result of these .problems, Martin Joannis,
the commander of Grattemont, appealed to the Holy See and
Sugenius IV; this pope, acting on the report jointly presented
by -the Grand .Master and the Commander, dele~ted the Abbot of
Sainte-Genevieve of Paris, the Dean of Lisieux and the Archdeacon of Rauen (1) to restore to the co~~anderie its transferred
~oods and rights, notwithstanding all sorts of deeds, even those
whereby the Holy See itself authorized the transfers and
severances in question. This bull proves Pope ~1genius'
affection for the Order, which in any case deserved His
Holiness' protection because of its members' steadfastness.
Indeed, nothin~ escaped the Grand l~ster's attention;
he was constantly maintainin~ discipline and solid. administration
in the various houses. Nicholas of La Motte, Kni~ht and
Comman<ier of Montlioust in the diocese of Sees, \'l~s accused of
irre~ular conduct and of dissipating the goods of his commanderie:
Grand l\1aster .Le~ !iuat.lX called him before the chapter general
assembled at Bo1gny 1n June 14J8, where it was decided that the
accused would be suspended from his co~~anderie while his case
was beinG heard. The Grand Master therefore assigned Brother
~~1o.tthew le Bourrelier (2) to govern the Montlioust house.
It
seems that Commander La ~otte saw the error of his ways and
merited res to~ tion of his pas i tion through more prud.e nt
conduct, for 1n February 1451 he as Commander of 1dontl ioust
dealt away, at a fixed rent, a house that this commanderie
owned in the parish of Saint Gervais of Sees (J).

(1) In a bull issued in Florence six days before the
calends of April, 14J6.
(2) Latin QUOtation from the Grand Master's statement.
From the archives of the Order. See the Docurnents In Proof,
no. 19.
( J) The coJnrnanderie of 111ontlioust is one of the oldest in
the Order: it was established at the beginning of the 13th
century. See the Documents In Proof, No. 20.
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From that time onward, the Grand "~sters would ~ive a
Kni~ht several commanderies: perhaps this was first
done out of consideration for knights born of illustrious
houses but with fortunes that did not match their rank.
Brother Peter of Foix, stvled
Kni~ht of the Military
...
. Order
of Saint Lazarus, is our first such exarnple in the kine;do:n.
He was Commander of St. Lazarus of Gourna:r and St. Lazarus
of Lyons in the archbishopric of Rauen; of St. 1·1-"lgdalen in
l,a Marche; of St. J;eonard of Pacy and St. !Ylar;dalen of Lire
in the diocese of Evreux; and of St. Samson in the diocese
of LisieuY. After Feter of Foix's death in 14L~l. Grand Master
Les Ruaux bestowed these same cornmanderies upon Philip Rou;;el
(1), declaring this to be his right, and his Order's and one
in conformity with the wishes of the kings of France:
It seems that the Order held chapters rer,ularly at this
time: all commanders \'/ere rertuired to attend, llnless prevented
bv some hindrance or given the Grand Master's disnensation.
Brother An thonv Jornard, Commander of Aigrefeuille · in Bress e,
came to the one held at B-oie:ny in ~·.1ay, 11~41. It mir;ht perha.ps
have been an easy matter for this cornmander, who v1as from
Dau~~. to mix the Order's property with the property bclonFin~
to his own patrimony; therefore, to forestall any reproaches
a~ainst his administration and avoid any char~es of ne~li~ence
or misappropriation of property (such as had been laid ar;ainst
the Commancter of ;.1ontlioust sorne years before), Y.:night Jornard
made use of the chapter meetin~ to request permission to lease
the fields belon,:;inr:= to his corrunanderi<? within the lirni. ts of
the town of Ea11r;e. No opposition was made to this request,
which proved that the commander \vished to act solely for the
benefit of the Order, and with the Order's approval. He took
back with him the capitular deed, affixed with the seals of
the Order and the Grand .~ster in green and red wax, and
sir;ned "Stephanus Gastellari", Secretary of the Order (2 ) .
- Since the raisine of the siege of Orleans and the
anointin~ of Charles VII at Hheims, the &"lglish had had
practically nothine but misfortune; but they were still the
master~ of Guyenne and Normandy.
The kin~, who was particularly fond of the Kni~hts of Saint Lazarus, did not wish to
see them or their property run any risk or suffer any damal!e,
even in enemy provinces: this is evident from his treatment
of Brother John Hectmen, priest and Commander of Saint Anthony
of Grattemont. This corrunanderie, located in the:? Caux re~ion
of r:orrnandy, mi~ht very likely have been exposed to continual
hostilities frorn the Kin~'s troops. Charles VII prevented
this situation from arisl.ng by 13'rantin~ letters of safe conduct
and protection to the commander and the inmates of the commanderie: the letters specified that they could farm their la.nd
and live as in peacetime, and that the commander was free to
sin~le
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(l) These provisions, which are in the archives, are
dated 15 days before the calends of l\1ay, 1441.
(2) Latin.quotation from the capitular deed, which was
found in the archives of the cornmanderie of Aigrefeuille.
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go and visit the Grand .~aster (l) whe~ he wan~ed, and even
to travel throu~hout France, accompan1ed by SlX m~n, both
clerics and pa~·es, and f?ur married ?r unmarried l~d ies, with
permission to hunt ann f1sh, both go1n~ and.returnl~~· ~s
well as to take with him as much gold and s1lver co1n as he
might see fit (2). There is reason to believe that the lting
extended the same privileges to other commanders who found
themselves in situations similar to that of the Commander of
Grattemont: we do not have the titles, but this one will
suffice to illustrate our sovereigns' distinguished treatment of the commanders of ~aint Lazarus.
Not content to rrrant specific favours to the Order,
Charles VII confirmed all of its privileges, as we are told
in a judr;ment rendered J..ur;ust JO, 1L~4 5 by the b<liliff of the
castellany of Essay in favour of the Commander of Montlio11St
(this decision is mentioned in De Belloy).
The Ladies of Saint Lazarus in the cornmunities of Seedorf
and Gfenn continued to conduct themselves in an exemplary
fashion. They had acted · on the Grand Master's permission to
elect a commander, and made a worthy choice. The winner of
the votinP was John Schewander: he was to serve for a long
time for the good of the houses in Gwitzerland. As of 141P.,
he tor:ether with the reverend sisters Ladv tl fP1eS of Eichl inp-en
and Lady Catherine Beykl ing, .VIis tresses of Seedorf and of -·
Gfenn, had drawn up a new collection of the Order's statutes,
rules and customs (J), in which the Com:nander and nuns
recognize Knight Peter of Les Ruaux as !•laster General.
John ::chewander attended no less assiduously to the
te111poral affairs of his administration. In 1421 and 142J
he acquired from the Zurich chapter, for the benefit of the
houses of Seedorf and Gfenn, several quite substantial
seiV1iorial rie:hts (4); and he himself in l44J made an endowment of five gold florins to the Seedorf church, on condition
that three masses be said for him every four years. I a:!l
not sure whether this commander was still alive when Pope
rricholas issued a bull in 14L~9 authorizin~ the houses of
Saint Lazarus in the canton of Uri to recover their o.li.enated
OJ? usurped property (5). The Abbot of St. Rupert, of tht:.:
b1shopr1c of Constance, was charged with implementing t}lis bull.
( 1) In these letters, Charles VII refers to hb1 as "[\laster
General of the Order and Noble Knighthood of Saint Lactrus of
Jerusalem. "
(2) The letters, dated December 12, 1 L~41, were P:iven for
thre~ years; they must be in the archives of St. Anthony of

Grattemont.

(J) This collection, in the for1n of a capitular act, is
dated t.pril lJ, ll~l8; it is in the Seedorf archive~, as is
the oriPinal rule of St. Lazarus on parchment, drafted bv
the ~ame KniF;ht and Commander John Schev-.·ander.
~
(4) These acts are dated April JO, 1421 & January 22, l42J.
The~' st~rle.Sche\':ander.as "Praeceptor,...sive Comm:?ndator do 1norurn
nostrarum 1n Gfenn & 1n Sdorff ... " .:)eedorf archives.

(5) The bull is dated 2 <i<J.ys frorn the nones of January,
Seedorf archives.
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Three vears before, in 1446, enemies of the Order harl
attempted to deprive it of its rights and privileGes in thP
kin~:;dom of Sicily.
I have pointed out that the Grand ..Iar,ter
had named the Prior of Capua head and superior of the Order
in this kin,crdom; the Prior, James of Azia, was peacefnlly
carryin~ out · this duty when he and his knights were challenRed
for the admin is tra tion of the leper hospitals. Vi hen this
opposition was raised, they appealed to Eu~enius IV, who chose
v~rtin de Angelis, Dean of the church of Capua, to rule on
this dispute. After the papal commissioner had eathared the
necessary information and carefully examined the parties'
rights and claims, he declared that the Order of Saint Lazarus
had from time immemorial the right to admit lepers into their
hospitals, and to take care of their property (1).
That same year saw the death of the incumbent Commancer
of Saint Anthony of Grattemont; soon afterward, Grand r.1aster
Le~ Ruaux ~ave the provision for this office to Kni~ht Peter
Pottier, who is called "Fieuli" in several titles, and sometimes "Conflans". It is to be noted that the Grand Master
states in this provision that he is fully entitled to confer
and dispose of commanderies; this tallies with De Belloy's
assertion that the Grand n~ster has always had the sole rieht-excludinG even the pope--to confer commanderies, upgrade them
and transfer their commanders.
I have spoken earlier of Saint Louis' donation in 1254
of the fief of La Pierre-au-lait, near the church of SaintJacques de la Boucherie [Saint James of the Butchers] ; bec2use
of this concession, houses built on the fief owed dues to the
Order, which nonetheless had been experiencing difficult~
collecting them for some time. The Grand - Master took the
question to the high court, which maintained the Knights in
possession of their disputed riehts (2).
While seeking this judgment, the Grand Master was also
soliciting another, of a more personal nature. As we have
seen, lords and gentlemen did not then feel that they were
diminishine their status by adding to their other titles that
of burcher: I will not eo into the reasons for this now.
Les Ruaux had been born in Paris, or else had associated
himself with the burghers of that capital; which ever the case,
"bureher of Paris" was among his titles. His right to this
title was contested; I do not know whether this was because
he resided at Boigny, or on some other pretext. But his
adversaries' arguments did not seem to be well founded; the
court confirmed Les Ruaux's title of burgher of Paris in a
decree issued the same day as the previous one.

r••

(1) Latin quotation from the preamble to this judgment,
issued January 15, 1446, in consequence of the bull of ~~enius
IV. Sources: Bullary of the Order, p. 28; & Bullary of the
~ilitary Orders, printed in Rome in 1567.
(2) This decree was issued September 24, 1453.
Re~istre
du Parlc~~nt.
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Despite the Grand ;/laster's constant care to preserve
the Order's rights and privile~es and to maintain the old
discipline in all houses, he had the misfortune of seeing
a manifest blow dealt to the laws and traditional customs
of the Order during his magistry.
England, still in arms aeainst France where it held
several forts and castles, was itself troubled by the factions
that had arisen following the assassination of the Duke of
Gloucester. ·while these wars and divisions were going on,
the Master of the house of Saint Lazarus of Burton, in the
diocese of Lincoln, died. The brothers of this hospital,
moved either by a spirit . of independence or by sympathy with
their nation's conflict with France, elected William Sutton
as their Master without seeking the per:niss ion of the ;~Ias ter
General, resident in France, a course of action very different
from that taken by the communities of Seedorf and Gfenn.
Following the election, the new superior and the brothers
found themselves frequently harrassed with regard to the
possession of their rights and property as a result of the
~eneral civil disorder.
They therefore complained to the Pope,
informin~ him at the same time of their choice of William
Sutton as ~~ster of their hospital. The sovereirrn pontiff,
r:icholas V, then issued a bull on the ides of June, 1454 (1)
which on the one hand was very favourable, in that it renewed
the privile~es accorded hy Urban IV to the Order's houses
and members, wherever they lived in the world; but on the
other hand, this bull weakened the Order's disciplinary laws,
for in it the Pope states that he ratifies the Brothers of
the Burton hospital's election of a ~bster, and grants them
the right in perpetuity to elect future tnasters when the
post falls vacant ... masters who would not be sub.ject to an~:
confirmation. They would be administrators of the spiritualities and temporalities of the hospital of Burton and its
depend~ncies.
In so ordaining, Nicholas departed from the
customary process of apostolic constitution, as well as from
the laws and practices of the Order of Saint Lazarus of
Jerusalem, even thou3h those laws and practices had been
confirmed by the popes and the secular powers. I will not
examine whether tl1is innovation, which was prescribed without
explanation and without the consent of the parties concerned,
can be considered as canonical; I will simply note that it
set a dangerous example, for it in fact served to separate
the Burton hospital from the rest of the Order of St. Lazarus,
and to render the members of that house independent of the
chapter general and the Grand i~ster.
This violation of constitutional law was the prelude to
troubles that mi~ht have brought about the ruin of the Order,
had Providence not seen to its preservation. Aeneas Sylvius,
former secretary of the Council of Basel, was made a cardinal
in 1456, and two years later was raised to the pontificate
under the name of Pius II: he conceived the plan of suppre~sing
(l) I.e., June lJ. Bullary of the Order, p. 20; & Bullary
of the ~ilitary Orders, printed in Ro~e in 1567.
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the Order of Saint Lazarus, an institution equally respectable
for the services it rendered to citizens, the ~tate and ~eliei o n
as for the antiquity of its origin. Let us go back and take up
this story from its be~inning.
Althour;h there had been no enthusias!'!l for c!:"usades since
the total loss of the Holy Land, overseas voyaGes remained
frequent for over fifty years. Ships were always to be found
in ~erliterranean ports, ready to sail and stocked with the
necef;sary provisions, whether for navit:;ation or combat. But
the decisive blows had been struck, and the luck of arms was
with the Turkish princes: after fortifyinG Asia .~inor, they
flooded into Thrace and cut a path to Constantinople, which
had returned to the Greeks in 1261 with the flight of Baldwin
II, the last Latin emperor. Constantinople had been weakened
and divided up by the Crusaders: it was now but the shadow
of the famous Byzantine Empire. Its ruler did not have sufficient numbers to attack the Turks 6r hinder their pro~ress.
Osman (or Othman) I, first of the Ottoman Bnperors (who took
th9ir name from his), won major provinces and fortresses fran
the Greek emperors, setting up his headquarters at Brusa in
Bithvnia. Orkhan, his successor, a great captain and a skillful politician, pushed on to the shores of the Sea of ~armara.
Suleiman I took Adrianople, making it the capital of his states.
Under Murad I and Bayazid "the Thunderbolt" the Turks crossed
the strait and entered Europe. Bayazid, a fiery, hot-blooded
youth, enterprising and full of ambition, lived and breathed
war; showing up now in Europe, now in Asia, he spread terror
everywhere. Planning the sieee of the Imperial City, he set
up the blockade and then left his generals there to ro off
to the middle of Hun~ry, where he won the famous battle of
r;icopolis against Kine Sieismund, General of the allied troops
of the Christian princes. He shortly reappeared at Constantinople. The loss of the city appeared inevitable when Tamerlane
(Timur), returning from his conquest of India, descended upon
Asia Minor to halt the swift progress of Bayazid, who had
already invaded Anatolia. Tamerlane forced his for~idable
opponent to raise the sieee of Constantinople; he then met
him in battle between Caesarea and Ankara, and took him
prisoner. Though Constantinople escaped danrrer with Tamerlane's victory, it was doomed to fall sooner or later under
Ottoman domination. Twenty years afterward Murad I, a man
of a philosophical disposition, though born a barbarian,
ascended the throne of his grandfather Dayazid and erased
the memory of Tamerlane's triumphs with his own exploits.
His intimidated neiehbours sought alliance with him; Constantine Palaeologus went even further and asked the Sultan ta
ratify his status as Emperor. A sovereign who thus degrades
himself is close to ruin. When Mehmed II succeeded his father
!wrad in 1451, the Smperor of Trebizond, the Emperor of Constantinople, the princes of Asia and the Grand Master of the
Eospitallers of Saint John in Rhodes were quick to send
their compliments to the new sultan on his happy advent to
the crown. · ~ehrned, whose father had not neglected to educate

his son, responded to the ambasi~dors w!th a noble and affable
and even endorsed the treat1es the1r masters had made
wl th the Ottoman princes. Some vtri ters have described th~s
~ehmed as a monster, while others almost ma~e a hero of h1m:
I think that .the truth lies in neither view. Violent and
ambitious , he was ~uilty of cruelties, as have been most . of
the despoilers of the earth v:hom we call conquerors; I Wlll
not ~o into anv details. Not satisfied with being on the
thro~e of his ~orefathers, ~ehmed wanted tho throne of Constantinople: in the second year of his reign (145J), he
besiered the fortress at the head of JOO,OOO men, not including
a ~reat fleet of over 200 vessels. Pr~ssed on both the Suropean
and Asian fronts, poorly fortified, and defended by inhabitants
who had neither the courage nor the patriotism of the ancient
Greeks, the city was tal~en by storm in under six weeks. ;lather
than live in defeat, Palaeologus let himself be killed in the
fray. The sultans moved into the palace of the successors of
Constantine the Great, and tho church of Saint Sophia becane
a mosque.
With the news of the fall of Constantinople, the rore
and cardinals sounded the alarm through all of Christendom.
Nicholas V, gripped by fear, fell into a state of decline and
died early in 1454. His suc~essor Calixtus III declared hins elf head of a lea~ue a[_:ainst the Turks v:hich included several
s<?cular powers; though the league was responsible for preventin~
:.tehmed from taking Bel~rade in Hungary, that Turkish prince
remained a formidable opponent. When Pius ascended the throne
of St. Peter upon Calixtus' death, his imperious conduct belie~
all he had v;ri tten a~inst the pretensions of the court of Rene
when he was secretary of the Council of Basel. This pontiff,
ar.xious to distinguish himself with some brilliant exploit,
pondered means of holding back the incursions of the Turks,
who seemed to be about to threaten Italy. It was prudent of
Pius II to take precautions, but unjust of him to want to
sacrifice to his personal designs and interests the property
and institution of Saint Lazarus: for this is exactly what
he required. He created a religious knighthood called Our
Lady of Bethlehem, to be a standin~ body of troops under his
orders, constantly armed against the Turks. He gave these
knights as their residence and principal seat the island of
Lemnos in the archipelago, v:hich belon~ed to the Veni tians.
This ·uas not enoueh: most important of all, he had to ensure
funds for this-new militia. Not wishinG to draw this revenue
from his own estates, Pius II issued a bull (1), dated fifteen
days before the calends of February, 1459, which amalgamated
the property of the Order of Saint Lazarus, the Order of the
Holy Sepulchre and several others with his newly-instituted
chivalric order. These arrangements of Pius II, made without
a~r
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(1) Earonius' Annals, vol. XIX, under the year 1459.
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consulting thP secular authorities or the orders concerned,
met with opposition when they were discussed in the eener~l
meet in~; called by the pope shortly afterv:ard in Mantua, the
purpose of which was to deliberate 9n th~ necessit~ of bandinP
together arrainst the Turks. The ChlvalrlC orders ln danger of
despoilment, supported by the ambassadors of most of the
sovereigns of Europe, joined against the decree of Pius I~.
who was consequently obli~ed to abandon his new institution.
The Order of Saint Lazarus therefore retained its former status
as well as possession of its property.
Historv does not inform us who was Grand Master of the
Order of Salnt Lazarus when Pope Pius II's bull was issued.
Tt is my opinion that Peter of Les R~aux had been deceased
for some years; we have no deeds or titles of any sort relatin~
to this Grand Master after the two high court decrees of 14 5J. -·
We have seen the distinction with which Les Ruaux carried out
the duties of a position that had become exceedinely arduous
because of the machinations of those who wanted to destroy
the institution of Saint Lazarus or strip it of its privileees.
The Grand :!!aster was probably away from Boigny on some business
of the Order when he died; there is no burial monument to him
at the headquarters, and nothing indicating the date of his
death.
His family is well knovm for its nobility and antiquity.
In the 15th century there were gentlemen called Les Ruaux in
Nivernais, Berry and Gatinais, these being perhaps various
branches of the same house, established in these different
provinces. Yet their coats of arms were not at all unifonn,
though com~osed of the same ordinaries and metals. The Les
Ruaux of N1vernais, according to the inv2ntory of titles of
the Chambre des Comptes of Nevers, had arms of argent, three
chevrons each charged with three bezants or, and two pales
azure over all. Those of Berry, whose regular residence was
the Les Ruaux estate, which has since changed its name to Sery
and · now belongs to the House of Beauvill iers, had ar:r1s of
~les with five annulets argent placed saltirewise, and sometimes ~ules with six annulets argent.
The Les Ruaux of Gitinais had arms of argent, a face
~ules char~ed with three annulets, as may be seen on the
kevstone of the church of Boesse in Gatinais. The seif'Tliorv
or·· Cranne, a dependency of the parish of Boess e, belon~ed t 'o
the Les Ruaux. Father 1~1orin in his Histoir~ du Gatinais
reports that our sovereigns formerly made frequent stops at
Cranne castle: situated on a pleasant site, it had spacious,
comfortable buildings which were still intact at the end of
the 16th century. Finally, we know that John of Les Ruaux,
the Grand l'·laster's brother, was Lord of Cranne, and married
Isabelle of Saint Drisson; their tnarriage produced three
children: Oliver of Les Ruaux, whose descendants perpetuated
the house; Bertrand of Les Ruaux, Knight of Saint Lazarus,
appointed in 1478 Commander of Saint Thomas of Fontenay-leComte; and Joan of Les Ruaux, who married Hector of Patay
a eentleman of old Vendomais nobility. · I have already
'
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spoken of Hector II, the son of Joan and Hector, who in 1452
rendered homage to the Count of Dunais for the estate of
Patay, in Beauce.
There iG a vellum book in the archives of the barony of
Claireau, which formerly belonged to the House of Patay; this
book contains the various alliances of that house during the
15th, 16th and 17th centuries. It shows the arms of the Les
Ruaux as beine areent, three faces rrules with ten torteau!=;
sable, placed three, three, three and one. This comprises
all the information available on the family and heraldry of
Feter of Les Ruaux. His. successor was G. Desmares--at any
event it is certain that Des mares was Grand 1\las ter, there
being two survivin~ monuments to prove the fact. An exact
investi~tion into dates and circumstances leads to the conclusion that his maeistry can fall only between that of Peter
of Les ~uaux, who died in 1454, and John le Cornu, or Cornu,
who was elected Grand i·1a.S ter prior to 1469.
The first monum3nt consists of an epitaph carved on a
large stone to the rie;ht of the altar in the chancel of the
church of the commanderie of Saint Anthony of Grattemont,
where several other relics of the past may be found. The
epitaph reads as follows:
Here before this ereat altar lies the noble man
and religious person Brother Peter Pottier, kno\m
as Conflans, priest of the Order and Chivalry of
Saint Ladrus of Jerusalem, Comrrtander of this house
and of La Lande Daron in his lifetime, Vicar-General
of the noble and puissant Lord F. G. Desmares, Kni~ht
and Grand ;.1aster General of all the abov.e ci ted Order
and Chivalry on both sides of the sea, Commander of
the monastic house of Boi~y near Orleans, deceased
in the year . . •
One can easily make out the roman numerals "1450", but the
unit numerals (after that for "fifty") and everythine follov:inrr
is obliterated to the point of illegibility. (1)
u
The second monument is a ·statue of Saint Anthony, set
on a padestal in the chancel of the same church, against the
wall on that side from which the Gospel is read; at the base
of this statue is an inscription:
The one cited above ~ade me, to the glory of God
and Saint Anthony; before this altar lies the
late noble and reliGious person Brother ?. Pottier,
knov:n as Conflans, priest of the Order and Chivalry
of Saint Ladrus of Jerusalem, Co:nmander of this
house and of La Lande Daron in his lifeti~e, and
Vicar-Ganeral of the noble and puissant Lord F. G.
Desmares, !-:niGht and Grand :.!aster General of all
the abovecited Order.
(1) See the plate facine p. 216 of the original text.
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These two memorials leave no doubt that G. Desmare~
was in fact Grand ;w1aster; and since Peter Pottier v:c>.s r.amed
Commander of Gra ttemont by Peter of Les R11aux in 14l~o and
died about 1485, durinf'.' John Cornu's ma.G;istry, G. ue:.r..,are~
v!hO appointed Peter rattier as hif: Vicar-General, must
'
necessarily have served as Grand Master between the maeistries
of Peter of Les nuaux and John Cornu.
We have no specific documents relatin~ to Grand rr1aster
Desmares; we only know that, since he was put in charre of
important povernment (i.e. state) bnsines~ v:hich took-up
most of his time, he appointed a vicar to look after 8.dministration of the Order within the kingdom of France, somethin~
none of his predecessors had done. It.is also a historical fact that in the 14th and 15th centuries there were several
centlemen of the name of Desrnares who ov:ned offices and seiGn iories in the province of Normandy and who served with distinction in the Norman troops from 1339 to 1420. ~he arms
of this house was a cross with a bend throuBh it. John
Desrnares or Desmarets, who in 1380 v;as a.ssistant public pro secutor, may have been of this family, since at that time
there were still sometime~ to be found nobles who were both
court prosecutors and professional soldiers. This John
Desmares had a key role to play in the meeting held to choose
a regent when Charles VI cam2 to the throne: he supported
the interests of the Duke of Anjou aeainst the Chancellor,
Orgemont, who was backing the claims of the Du~e of Eur~ur.d.
and the other princes. Desmares' eloque!1t arcurnents prt:vc..ile
acainst his opponent's, and the Duke of Anjou won the title
of ner,ent. The history of Picardy also mentions a Giles
Desmares, of an Artois family that had been illustrious since
1100: the author ( l) gives this Gentleman's arr:1s a~ three
·cinquefoils, adding that his descendants ~dded a cross and
roses. I believe it needless to make further investigations
on the Des mares famil": if the Grand !\laster of this na.n~
had not been of very high rank, he would not have been styled
"noble and puissant Lord" in the inscriptions recorded above-especially in those times, when the "COGlmon" nobili tv had not
yet appropriated such titles.
The family of Peter Pottier, Grand f,laster Des;nares'
Vicar-General, is unknown to us, but a monument exists indicatinG
his noble extraction. Besides his ep ita ph , which refers to hi~
as a "noble and relieious person," there is a representati on of
this commander on that same tomb, showin ~ him with a miss~l
and a chalice at his head and a lion at his feet. The miss2l
and chalice of course desir:nate his priestly vocation, v:hile
the lion is certain evidence of the antiquity of his house.
Corneille Aldemade, in his treatise on L2s Cere~onies fun9raires
des Eataves [The Funeral Rites of the 3atavi] observes that
the lion on burial monuments has always been a distinctive
sign of illustrious nobility among the Gauls, and that the
(1) John le Carpentier, vol. II, p. 497.
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chanGes that have come to pass in relieion and customs
have nowise altered this fact. Let us return to the
historical backdrop.
r.1ehmed II still reigned in Constantinople. Too bloodthirsty and ambitious to admit any limits to his conquests,
this sultan was eaeer to use any means to extend his dominion.
After making some successful assaults in Asia, he led two
formidable armies in the siege, by land and sea, of Trebizond,
formerly a dependency of the Kinedom of Colchis. This city,
lon~ th~ capital of a small state adorned with the name of
"Enpire", v:as under a Christian prince of the Comneni famil:1.
This weak sovereign, fearinG lest Trebizond be taken by storm,
offered to give up the fortress, along with Empire, to the
Ottonan lord, on condition of receiving from him another
province in exchang~. Mehmed aereed to everything, but
instead of imrlementin~ the treaty, no sooner did he have
the Greek prince and his children in his power than he killed
th er:1, except for the younees t one who was three years old:
this inhuman act fired the zeal of Pope Pius II still further.
Althouc:h this pope's plan to suppress the Order of St. LD..zarus
and establish a new chivalric order aeainst the Infidel had
failed, he continued his spirited search for means of allying
all of Europe against the Turks: he himself v~s preparine
to declare war on them when he died at Ancona in Aueust, 1464.
Pope Paul II succeeded him: shortly after his investiture,
he seemed eager to assure the Order of Saint Lazarus that he
was far from harbouring any such plans as those his predecessor
held, for he issued a bull declarin~ that he was takin~ under
his guardianship and protection the ~~ster, Brothers and
property of the leper hospital of Saint Lazarus of Capua,
and also that he was renewin~ all favours, exenptions, and
immunities from tithes and taxes that his papal predecessors
had ~ranted the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusale~ (1 ) .
espite such frequent reconfirmations of privile~es on
the part of popes and sovereigns, the Order still periodically
met with difficulties in this regard, but only rarely were
they not concluded to its advantaGe. The citizens of the
parish of Bursal in the diocese of Sees, feeline; they our;ht
to contest the e~~emptions held b~! the far:-:1ers of the ~~Iontlioust
co m:.1 anderie, undertook lep;al action; but, fearinG no doubt a
crushin~; defeat, they reached a compromise with the fan ners,
whom the a~reement declared exempt and dischareed from the
parish's talla ~ es and all other tax es. The transaction ~us
ret:ist9red in June, l l~ 66 in the jurisdiction of /~lenc;on, in
compliance with the order addressed by John II, Prince of
the Blood :1oyal and Dulce of Alenc;on, to the principal magistrate of that city . There is reason to believe that Grand
~ast9r Desmares used his influence to help brin~ about a
succ;ssful conclusion to this case. We do not ~now the date
of h1s death, nor the exact year that John Cornu, or le Cornu
wus ch~sen as.his successor, but the latter ~as definitely
'
. Grand ..Jaster 1n the month of August, 1469.
(1) Laertius Cherubinus, lo:-:1an :::ullar·,, , p. 102.
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John Cornu's family was of anc i ent nobil ity : the
principal castle of his ancestors, formerl y ca ll ed Villeneuve la-Cornue and now called Salins, is located in Br ie , n~ar
Montereau-faut-Yonne, and is toda y part of t he .,rontifP1y esta1:e ,
which belongs .to M. Trudaine. The House of Co rnu produced
many prelates: in the 13th century, it y i elde d four Ar chbisho ns
of Sens, one Bishop of Chartres and one 3 ishop of Nev er s .
Gautier Cornu, the first of this name who was .t.. rchb is hop of
Sens (1), had previously been Chaplain to Phil ip Au"ust us and
Bishop of Paris: it was ha who officiated at th e m~ rr i a ge of
Kin~ Saint Louis in the church of Sens and who conf err ed kni~ht 
hood upon that prince the eve of the coronation of h i s wife ~
Q u e en Mar P.a ret of Provance .
·
'
John Cornu, no doubt following the exam pl e of se veral
of his relations who had entered the Church, ma de his pr of ession
in th2 Order of the Holy Spirit i n Sa x ia, of Rome . Some "ears
later he was installed as Co mmander of Saint Se ver, i n th~
diocese of Eourees, which was a dependenc y of the ho us e of
the Holy Spirit of Montpellier; he subsequentl y d eci ded , fo r
reasons unknown, to leave that order and join that of Sai nt
Lazarus. Many formalities had to be observed before he c ould
obtain the consent of Brother Guarino-Tailleri, itlaster General
of the Order of the Holy Spirit on this side of the mountains
[i.e. on the western side of the Alps] to thi s trans f er .
Finall~r, when all obGtacles were removed, Grand :11ast er Les
Ruaux received John Cornu into the Order of Saint Lazarus on
JunP. 12, 1449. He conducted hims2lf t he re in such a manner
that, upon tha death of Grand fllaster Desmares, t h e cha pte r
that assembl~d to elect a superior jud ~ed him worthy of
elevation to the highest dienity of the Order.
The new Grand Master n2glected not h ine; to s atisfy t he
expectations that were held for his ad mi nistra tion: he was
equally conc~rned with discipline and econo mi c matters. But
he co,.1ld not do all the good he mi ght have wished , for the
spirit of independence had proeressed; some hous es in f oreign
states even seemed anxious to escap e the ~~ s t e r Ge n era l ' s
authority, and the sovereiens, instead of usin~ t he ir po~er
to put a halt to such abuses, seemed on the c o ntra r~.r to be
encoura~ing this violation of the Or de r's an cien t sta tute8 .
(1) Since I have occasion her e to s pea k of thi s

ar chbisho~ ,

! will record a rather sin~ular fact r ela tin.r; to him .

In
1765, excavations were bein~ made in t he cha nce l of Sens
cathedral in search of the burial vault of HiG :i.oval HiF"hness
the late Dauphin, when two archbisho ps of Sens we~ e f ou~d ,
each in his stone coffin: Gautier III Cornu and his n ephew
Giles I Cornu. The former, the one who ha d marr ie d Sai nt Louis
in l2J4, had died in 1242, and the latter in 1253 . They still
wore their pontifical vestments, the fabric of wh ic h was not
entirely consu~ed. But when the bodies we re mov ed to be
transported to the archbishop~' vault, th ey co l l apsed al~ost
com!'letel.:/ to dust. A chalice and a cro s s v:ere a l so found
in each of the two tombs.

~
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It will be remembered that William Sutton and the broth~rs
of the hospital of Saint Lazarus of :Burton , in En~land , had
obtained a bull from Fope Nicholas V which authorized them
in perpetuity to elect a superior for purposes spiritual an~
temporal, without havinG recourse to the G~and n~ster. In
a move favouring this same Williaw Sutton v:ho had refused to
accept the laws of the Order, Henry VI, King of England, united
in January 1470 the hospital of the Holy Inn?cents of Lincoln,
intended for the care of lepers, to the hosp1tal of St. Lazarus
of Burton, in return for the [layment of a very modest su:n and
the maintenance of three - leprous officers or servants fro1n the
Ro;ral Household, or an Gqual number of. such other le;::ers a;,
the ~ing miGht specify ·(1). As a rule several years would GO
bv before the Grand Masters could find out about happenin;:s
within the Order in the different Christian states, with which
a reP:ular and punctual corresponde-nce could not be maintained,
both -because of v:ars and because there was no reGulated postal
~ervice at the time; consequently abuses had time to becom~
inrrrained and •::ere difficult to re;nedy effectively. In an~r
case, we are far from havinG recovered all the titles that
conld prove t~G Master Gene~al's attention to upholdinq: the
Order's time-honoured discipline and retaining its property:
the first that we have for John Cornu is a procuration of
Au~u~t 7, 1469, which empowers James of Ta Chasti& to enfeoff
the property of the cornmanderie of Pastoral, a branch of t!l~
comoanderie of ~osson; the following year La Chasti6 enfeoffed
this prorerty in ~ccord2..nce with his procuration. So~~ ~'ears
aft~rvtard, the Grand :.laster himself an d !Uberii, Comr1andcr
of Rosson, rendered homaee to Guy, Baron of Carbonnieres, for
the co~anderie of ~os~on ancl fastoral (2). Father Toussaint
de Saint-Luc was probably una~are of these t~o titles; he
makes no mention of thern in the documents he made public in
1661 and 1686 to serve as the history of the Order. There is
even cause to believe that, of all the titles establishine
John Cornu's mn~istry, this priest was only familiar with
the capitular act of the chapter general, helo at :Boirm:·' durir1c
Fentecost, 1481: at least this is the only title he cites
as certain proof that John Cornu succeeded Peter of Les ~uaux.
Yet in this he was mistaken, since, as I have rroven, John
Desm8.res had been Grand Master betv:een Pe ter of Les .--{u2.ux
and John Cornu (J).
J
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(1) f,1onC1.st. 1-.nrlicn.nu!""l, vol.

II, p. J89.

(2) In this recognition and homac-e, John Cornu is styled,
"venerable and religious rerson, ;1Jaster of all the Order and
noble Militia of St. Lazarus of J~rusalem, Commander of the
monastic house of Boign~r." Archives of i1osson; Gallia
Chri:,tiana, vol. VII.
(J) Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc

in

~ivinrr

co~mits another error

the Grand Master the name of Peter instead of John:

e

p p • 51 & 6 7 ' 0 f h is .i.1 :n 0 i r C' s , 16 81 e d it i 0 n .
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As was the customary practice, th e r eeulations and ordi nances deemed most suitable for the pro pe r admi n istratior. of
the Order were passed in the cha pter m setin~ of 1481 , reeula tions concerning both spiritualities a nd t emp oral i ties . These
are not extant: all we kno~ i s that it was durinp this chaPt 1r -specifically, on Tuesday June 13--that Gra nd 11bs t ~ r J ohn Co~nu
endorsed the acquisition of several es t ates i n t he pa r ishes of
Croismare and raneville, nade by Kni ght Feter ra tt ie r,
Commander of Saint Anthony of Grattemont, on behal f of the
co:nmanderie. It was also during this chapte r, on t he rrevious
day, that a house plus five arn en t s of land in t he pa rish of
r.ta.ril":ny, i..n the diocese of Orleans, were leased f or q11i t r~nt
for the lifetime of t wo . individuals p l~s f i f ty-ni ne years .
Also in the archives is a deed of J une 8 , 1484 which leases
fields and certain other property of the Comm~nd0 r of 3eau~enc··
within the rarish of Laill y . I bel ieve t ha t this leasa v:a;
finalized durin~ a delib eration of ·t he chapte r of t he Ord~r .
since it is siened by Grand Master Agnan of i·la r eul , \':ho ·.·.as
then Commander of ~1ontrev~ul t, as we ll a s by several other
commanders and knif3;hts (1). Amon ~ the se si rmatu r es , v:e find
Conflans, which was, as v-te have seen, t he su r name of Fet ar
Pottier, Conunander of Saint Anthony of Grz.. t t emont : it v:c.J.s h~
who on December Jl, 1484 obta i n ed on b ehalf of his corrunandaric
letters patent confinning user's r ir,ht s i n t he f or ests o:
normandy (2). Pet er ?ottier d ied s oine t ime aften· ·a r d , 2-nd
was succeeded by William ;.1artin, Kni c;ht of Sa int La :.arus .
Grand ~~ster Cornu, a ~a r e of the merit of his n e~
commander William Iilartin, charG ed him v:i th seekinG out the
Order's title deeds and recovering i ts property (J ) , and at
the same time made him his provincia l deleGB-te to take up
collections authorized by the Holy S ee and the ~i n ~ . with
permission to use the receipts for r epairs to thos~ of the
Order's church es that had been da 1na e ed or negle ct ed durinG
the civil and foreign wars.
w

(1) Gallia Christiana, vol. VII .
(2) Letters patent of Charles VI II , KinG of Fr ance ,
•t:hereby Peter Fattier, knmvn as Co nf l a ns , Knight 0.nd r e lic:i o'JS
of the Order of Saint Ladrus of J er usalem , and Comnandor of
the hostel and command erie of Saint r\ n thony of Gr~ tterwnt,
alon~ with the reli ~ ious of t h e sa id Or der and their ~en ,
are ~atntained in tfiei..r ri ~ht to ta k e, from any fo r est in
Ilormandy, wood for their houses, a s well as thei r right to
pasture their cattle, without payins a ny f ee ; these same letters
ratent also confirm the privileGeS f or lt1P- r ly ,rrranted to the
Knights of St. Lazarus by the k ings pr ecedinG His ~.Iajast~· ,
with an order to the grand mast er co : ~i ssion~ r a nd ~eneral
refor:ner of forestry in the r ~g ion and ci uc hy of r{o rrnz. nd~r to
let them enjo y these privilec;es. I ss u ed in Faris , Jece:1be!'
1'~8h, second y ear of the reisn of t he sZl.id :~inr: .
1-.rchivP.s of
Gr2. tt.;mont. ·
()) In a co:nmission d2.t ed Jul y 11, 1485 . ~ee the Jocu::12nts
In Proof, r:o. 21.
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The popes continued to bestow inarks of prot-2ction
more or less frequentl;.', as circumstances warrant'::n, upon
t he Or der in .o::eneral or certain hous~s in rarticular. Fore
Sixtus IV, in a bull dat9d March, 1484 addres~erl to th~ .
Master and brothers of the hospital of Jerusale.n in 21aland,
renewed an d confirmed in perpetuity, for the ben~fit of the
K ni~ht~ of ~aint Lazarus established in that kinP.dom, t h e
favour~. inrlul.o::ences ann privileges that his predecessor
popes han ~ranted to the entire Order in ~eneral (1). Yet
it was not easy for the Order to :naintain a steady cour~e
throuP:h the storms it ha_d to endure. It 'Nould s ee:n that an
institntion that han always proven itself both useful ann
pacific ou~ht to have been sheltered ·fro1n vicissitudes and
upheavals. But the !-~night~ Hospi taller of Saint John of
Jerusalem had been tryin~ for a lon~ time under different
pr')t~xt~ to have this "noble f,1il i tia" abol isherl.
Their
~ ctivities, or, if you wish, their intrieues finall y prorluced Innocent VIII's bull of 1489, ~hich suppressed the
Or d er of Saint Lazarus and annexed it to the Ord9r of Saint
John. In the next section of this history, we shall caref ull y examine the motives, effects and consequences of
t h is famous decree of the Court of Rome.

(1) r at en four da ys before t he .c~lends of April, i.e.
March 28 , 1484 . :S .ll l o.r'.' of th e ~ I1l1tc. r v Cr de rs.
1
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- in th~ mic'ldle of p. ii of the ori~inal text, the no.me of
the author of the Chroni ue allre ,ee (the lst of the three
major reference sources should be transcribed as Jean-~~rie
o+"
Mnre , and not as "de la Mure". Since it is the name
ototh a town in Isere and a noble family of Forez, La f·111r'=
should stand alone in Enelish when this author is referred
to bv his surnane. This correction should be made also at
the following places in the original text:
- the footnote to p. JO;
the 2nd footn~te to p. 49; ·
- the lst footnote to p. 55;
- the 2nd footnote to p. 94.

ta

- in the 1st footnote to p. 35 of the original text, and
the footnote to p. 98 of same: ".11athieu Faris" should be
M::..tthew raris (an 2np.:lish chronicler).
- in the Jrd footnote to p. 71 of the orieinal text:
z, t th9 ~ir:hth flo.v before th~ c2.lends of hpril: . . . ; 2 t
the ~econrl. da,, before tht; calenrls of February: .
these to be substituted for what appears in the transl ation .
- in the 2nd footnote to p. 8J of the original text: Brother
Henry Zum-Brennen 's birthday should be given as 15 da ··~
he fore the calenrls of June, i.e. f1lay 18; and :arother Conrad
Zuzn-Brennen's birthday as J dafs before the calends of
.1\Tarch, i.e. April 29. It shou d also be noted that "1-.pril
29" is probably an authorial error for Februar•r 27, or 28 .
- about the middle of p. 86 of the ·original text, the na:i1e
of the editor of the 1314 collection of the statutes of
the Order should be f;iven n.s Commander ~i::!EYfrieri of Fl2.t~~
--i.e. the first name should be an~licized, or germanized;
"the oriainal P:i ves "Flaa t te" here as the fa:nil y na:ne, but
this is proba~ly a typo~raphical error, sine~ ~lsewhere
in the text the name is given with onl y one "a".

---
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Hijloire des Ordres J & c.

u. depuis fong temps fes Chevaliers hofpitaliers de Saint·
Jean de J erufalem tentoient , fous differc:ns pretextes,
.Ann/~ 1 _,.a9 • de fa ire abo fir cette noble Milice. En fin leurs mauvemens, oferois- je le dire~ leurs intrigues produilirent
en 1 +8 9 fa Bulle d'lnnocent V I I I , qui fupprima
I'Ordre de Saint-Lazare, pour I'unir a celui de Saint·
Jean. L'epoque fuivante mettra dJns tout leur jour Ies
motifs, les effets & Ies fuites de ce fameux decret de
Ia Cour de Rome.
EJ'OQ.UE

'

,

T R 0 I S 1 E l\1 E E P 0 Q U E.
De 1489 a t6o7 & t6o8.
Bulle

4u

Pape Innocent V Ill.

A fern1ete de Philippe- Ic- Bel , Ics Coricifes de
Conftmce & de Bale, ~voicnt oppole clc forte.s
bZtrrieres ~llX rrojets du dclpotifillC de b Cour de
Rome; n1ais les P~pe:; n'en eroicnt pas mains ~rrcnti ~s a
(outcnir leurs pretcntions, fi.1r· tout !orlque I'intcrt t de
ia religion' rcuni avec ce!ui de ~~ politiquc, leur four·
niffoit Ies rnoyens de Ics f~irc valoir: Ies circonfbnces
p~rurent relies a Innocent VI I I. Cc Ponrifc, G t nois
de naiCT:1ncc, de l'illuflrc mai ton de Cibo, origin~irc
d~ l'ile de Rhodes , ~voir fuccede a Sixre IV (a) ~(

L
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{u) Lc 29 :lO~ic ttS·t·
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From 1489 to 1607 & 1608
The Bull of Pope Innocent VIII
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The resolute opposition of Philip the Fair and the
councils of Constance and Basel to the despotic schemes
of the Court of Rome could do nothing to mitir;ate the
ambition~ of the popes, especially when the interests of
both religion and politics were providing the latter with
the means of realizing those ambitions--for thus did it
sP.em to Innocent VIII. This pontiff, a G9noese of the
illustrious house of Cibo, which originated on the island
of Rhodes, had succeeded Sixtus IV on August 29, 1484,
and like him was very enthusiastic about uniting the
princes of Christendom against the Infidel.
Since the complete halt in overseas ventures, the
Knights of Saint Lazarus found few occasions to be of anv
particular use to the popes. The Kniehts of Saint John,~
on the other hand, had been lucky enough to r,et control
of the island of Rhodes, of which they proudly maintained
possession: they had lately withstood, and turned to
their advanta~c, a famous siege by the sultan. Innocent
VIII saw theGe knights as the bastion of Italy and the
terror of the Turks; as soon as he was elevated to the
pontificate, he sent a nuncio to Rhodes to inform them of
the fact, and to assure them of his esteem and affection (1).
This nuncio was required to advise the Grand Master that
His Holiness believed it to be in the best interests of
Christendom for Prince Jem to be transferred to Rome or
some Italian fortress.
To understand this request, which led to an agree~ent
one of the terms of which was the suppression of the Crder
of Saint Lazarus, we must recall certain events of Ottoman
history. We have discussed Mehmed II, and his ~ood fortune
in arms; he was fla tterinp; hiulS elf that he would come and
take Rome and Venice, as he had taken Constantinople, when
death ridded the worlJ of hi1n. He left his sons Bavazid
and Jem, heirs to two empires and a dozen kingdo1ns he had
conquered. Historians do not agree as to which of the t•::o
was the eldest; but they were of equal ambition, and
challenged each other for the succession to their fa+~~r's
vast dominions. They refused to share them: each wanted
to reign alone.
Mehmed had always kept these two princes far from the
court; at the time of his death, Bayazid had been relegated
to Cappadocia, and Jem to Caria. Their absence caused
divisions among the leading officers on the choice of a
(l) . Source:

Bozic.
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soverei~.
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The partisans of Bayazid, more skillful or
simply luckier, succeeded in having him proclai~ed Emperor;
he arrived in Constantinople and took up the re1ns of
~overnment.
Jem had been late in receivin~ news.of his .
father's death; he was hastening towards the cap1tal when
he learned that Bayazid was already in Constantinople, and
had been accepted as its ruler. Surprised but not disconcerted by this, Jem turned back and seized Brusa, determined
to take the crown from the one who had arrived back first.
His ambition was never to be realized: he was doomed to a
constant stru~~le with misforttme. Ahmed Pasha, the general
of Bayazid's troops, followed him into Bithynia where he was
entrenchine himself, and joined battle with him. Jem, at
the head of a smaller army, was anxious for a coura~eous
victory, to win him the 2mpire: he fou~ht with prodi~ious
valour. The battle was dogged, ~loody and lone uncertain,
but finally Jem's troops, vastly outnumbered, were cut to
pieces. He vainly tried to rally them, but omnipresent
danger and the risk of falling into the enemy's hands
obliged him to abandon the province.
The defeated prince then looked to the Sultan of ~ypt;
dis~ising his movements, he arrived in cairo, after crossing
Syria, Palestine and the Arabian deserts. The Sultan
received Jem with all the honours due to his rank, but did
not offer to take up arms for him; instead he proposed to
act as m~diator, and irrunediately send an ernir to Constantinople
to nef\otiate an arran,;ernent between the two brothers.
Jem
had little to hope for frorn such a tactic: Bayazid, beinP:
in possession of the Empire, would naturally lay down the
law--which in fact he did, dcclarin~ that he would agree to
allowinr; his brother complete sovereip:nty within one province.
Jem's ambition and self-esteem would not let him accept such
an offer; when the Sultan bade him bow to circumstances, he
proudly replied: "I would bring shame down upon myself if
I signed this treaty. I call justice to witness; arms will
decide this dispute." Jem then fled at once from Egypt,
seeing there not the aid he had first hoped for, but only
ti:nid and weak spirits who were prepared to sacrifice him.
He found the Emir of Karaman, a prince of Cilicia, to have
a warmer heart: they swore inviolable fidelity to each other.
From the Knights of Saint John of Rhodes the Emir acquired
five ~lleys mounted v,rith artillery to defend his coastline,
and his other allies sent hi:n troo ps. Soon Jern appeared
with a substantial army on the border of Cappadocia. But
ill luck was still with him: beaten a second time by
Bayazid's t;eneral, he withdrew to the Taurus mountain passes;
when his brother offered to add 200,000 gold crowns as a
pension in addition to the provincial sovereicnty, he
answered that he wanted an empire, not money. 'rhe Emir of
Karaman had not abandoned Jem after his defeat: he roamed
with him from mountain to mountain, ponderin~ means of
keepin~ his ally safe, bolstering his peoples' spirits,
and intimidatine Bayazid. After lonG reflection, he advised
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Jem to ask thP. Grand Master of Rhodes for as~rlum. Findin~
this counsel both wise and helpful, Jem directly disratchect
certain lords of his retinue to propose to the Gr2.no :.1aster
that he be given refu~e within the estates of the Ord~r of
Saint John, along with a safe-conduct permitting him Lo
enter and leave them at liberty. The Grand ~gster and his
chief councillors, thinkin~ it in the Order's interests to
take actvanta~e of this opportunity to pose a threat to Dayazid, prepared a safe-conduct to the specifications of Je~·.
deleP,ates, and entrusted it to Don Alvaro de Stuniga, Grand
Prior of Castile, who was appointed to go and meet the
Turki~h prince. (1)
Jem and the Emir of Karaman, fearing lest they be penned
in the passes of the Taurus Mountains, separated, with r:reat
tokens of mutual affection; the latter deci~ed to take refuge
in one of his own strongholds, while the other, unsure of
what was happening in Rhodes, embarked upon the seaways,
driftin~ along constantly exposed to the greatest dangers,
until he finally spotted the flae of Rhodes. His delepates
soon arrived in a rowboat, accompanied by a Knight of St. John,
who assured Jem that the Grand Master would assl.st hi:n in his
misfortune insofar as he could, and that he would receive a
fitting welcome on the island. Don Alvaro shortly arrived;
after giving the prince the letter and safe-conduct with
which he had been entrusted, he took him aboard his vessel
and they set sail for Rhodes. There the Grand r~ster received
Jem with the highest honours: he was present to meet hi:n,
and in procession let him march on his rieht hand. When the
Turkish prince noticed this, he remar~ed that it was not the
captive but the guard who should take the place of honour.
"My lord," answered the Grand Master, "captives of such
illustrious birth take the first place ever~~here: may it
please God to give you the same power in Constantinople that
vou · have in Rhodes!" Such behaviour is evidence that there
~as then less aversion between Christian and Moslem than
there is today, and that their wars, treaties and truces
were based upon politics rather than religion.
Peter of Aubusson--for this was the name of the Grand
r,tas ter--charged the officers and kniehts of the Order to
:nake their new ~est's stay as pleasurable as possible, so
as to distract his mind from his troubles. I will not
describe the festivities held for him, nor the negotiations
that soon opened between Bayazid's ministers and Aubusson's
deputies. Let us press on to Jem's arrival in France, where
the Grand Master had him transferred, af~er convincing him
that he would be Rafer there and that, while he was away,
Aubusson would take care of his interests in any dealings
with the Sultan (2).
Malta, Relation r.e
Jalie;ny, Arntl[ -•s
(2) Sce'Abbot de Vertot's history of ~~ltn, Dock VII,
and his discussion of this event in Jem's life.
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Before leaving, the Turki"sh prince gave the Grand
Master complete power to treat wit~ Bayazid~ and solemnly
pled~ed in writing to grant extens1ve benef1ts to the Order
of S~int John should he regain the Empire in whole or in
part.
Louis XI was reiening in France; Aubusson sent to ask
his permission for Jem to enter his domain. The French
monarch was then an invalid, completely occupied with
makin~ pilgrimages and ordering processions and public prayer
for the re~toration of his health; little interested in
Eastern affairs, he ~ranted whatever was asked.
While Jem was sailing for France, the Grand Master of
Rhodes concluded a peace treaty with the Sultan, who agreed
to pay 35,000 ducats a year to the Order, and 10,000 to the
Grand Master in particular. The Grand Master for his part
a~reed to put Jem under the guard of several Knights of St.
John, and to not hand him over to any prince, Christian or
Moslem, who mi~ht rnake . use of his name and his claims to
disturb the pe~ce of the Enpire. I will not involve myself
in reflections upon Peter of Aubusson's conduct, but he
cannot be considered as beyond suspicion of havine violated
hiD safe-conduct and the duties of hospitality.
It did not take lonG for Jem to realize that his freedom
had been sold. This perfidy threw him into despair; confined
at Bourgneuf, a commanderie in Auvergne, he surrendered to
his misery and lonr;ed to die. Mean\'/hile new shackles were
beinp: prepared for hi:n, thanks to anoth~r agreement as
unjust as the first.
Since his accession, Innocent VIII had been very ea~er
to lay hands on Prince Jem, convinced that, if he were in
his power, the Pope could unsettle Eayazid, to the advantage
of Italy and all Christendom; we have seen that this pope
be~an his pontificate by sendinG a nuncio to Rhodes to
br~ach this affair.
It was the Order of St. John's policy
not to be quick in satisfying Innocent VIII's wishes; Grand
Master Aubusson made a show of scruples, while also pointin~
out to the nuncio that the implementation of the Holy Fathe~'s
request would not be without its problems. In fact, handing
over Prince Jem to Innocent VIII would be an infrinr;ement of
one of the primary stipulations of the aereement made with
Bayazid, which in turn would place the Order under the
threat of war, or at least of losing the 45,000 ducats
that the Moslem soverei~ was to pay the Order and the Grand
Master; it also meant breakin~ faith, violating human rip:hts
and sacrificinG Jem, which, thoueh important considerations,
did not matter much in a century in which machiavellianism,
that is to say treachery and treason, was the type of wisdom
in fashion. However, the Kni~hts of Saint John did not fail
to turn these considerations to account, as means whereby
they rni~ht obtain from the Pore compensation that was pioportionate to the circ~~stances, in the event of an agreement.
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The Order of Saint John hact for a lone time been plannin£Y
to get possession of the property of the Orders of St. Lazarus
and the Holv Sepulchre. To disguise this usurpation, the'
needed a bull from the Holy Sec: this was the propitious
moment. Innocent VIII, whose pri:nary goal was to ,c;ain control
of Jem, promised the bull if Grand Master Aubusson had the
prince transferred to Ro~e. When Bayazid found out about the
intri~ue between the Grand ~~ster and the Popo, he promptly
dispatched ambassadors to France to entreat Charles VIII,
Louis XI's successor, to not let Jem out of his realm. Ferhars
the Kin~ miF,ht have yielded to the Sultan's flattering rromises
but the a~ents of the Order of Saint John were so adroit in
their negotiations in France and Rome that all their demands
were met. Charles VIII agreed to Jem's departure, on the
conditions that hB woulct be constantly under the guard of
French kniehts, and that if the Pope shouli relinquish him
to another prince, he would pay the · King of France 10,000
ducats. Innocent VIII for his part bound himself to P,rant
favours so substantial that they dissolved all the scruples
of the Grand Master and his Council with regard to Jem and
the commitments they had r~de with the Ottoman emperor. The
main clauses of the agreement included a promise to raise
Peter of Aubusson to the cardinalship and an engagement to
allocate the property of the Orders of Saint Lazarus and
the Holy Sepulchre to the Order of Saint John, as advance
compensation for the 45,000 ducats that Bayazid would certainly refuse to pay the Order and the Grand ~Bster. Innocent
VIII immediatelv sent Aubusson the cardinal's hat, and issued
the famous bull" of amal,c;ama tion, which in particular reduced
the Order of Saint Lazarus to a dependency of the priory of
A~uitaine, which was one of the erand priories of the Orde r
of Saint John. Thus did an unjust decree seal once a~in
the slavery of the unfortunate Jem, and usher in a ne~ time
of troubles for the Order of Saint Lazarus.
Innocent VIII issued his bull on the sole basis of the
Kni~hts of St. John's report--without full knowled~e of the
facts, without consultin~ the King of France, without even
summoning the parties concerned or sending out commissioners
to hear their views. The bull was thus irre~lar in every
aspect, and furthermore did not achieve its intended result.
It was, however, disastrous for the Kni~hts of Saint Laza rus,
for it provided pretexts for expropriations and brour,ht about
many abuses, as well as other bulls which cast the Order into
a kind of limbo. But neither the Kniehts anct Grand Master
nor the powers of Europe regarded the Order as suppressed or
amalgamated. Let us take up our history again, and examine
the developments that occurred between Innocent VIII's bull
and the founding of the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
Apart from the papal decree, which was ienored by the
Kin~ of France and the Grand ~bster for ~any years, the
Ord~r's enjoyment of its privileges was sometimes int~rf e re d
with. Charles VIII, anxious like his predecessors to bestow
marks of his affection upon the Knights of Saint Lazarus,
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confirmed all their rights and privile~es in lette:s patent
drawn up at Moulins in October, 1490 (1); he even 1nstructed
his officers that they should be allowed to enjoy them
without restriction.
.
)
John Cornu was still Grand ~bster: 1n June 1492 (2
he held a chapter ET.eneral at Eoigny, durin~ which he accepted
the sum of three h~ndred livre~ from Francis Texier, the
Kin~'s secretary, who thus bought out of a ten-livre rent
he owed on a farm called La :.Io·ts e (The Moses], and 1 t was
immediately decided to use part of this money to acquire a
house in Orleans to lodg~ the Grand Master and the Kniphts
on their visits there, and also to store grain ow0d to the
Order from the surrounding area; also, one hundred livres
of this sum would go toward pa'.rinP: a fee charg-ed to the
houses owned by the Co~nander of Boi~y near the cemetery
of Saint-Jacques de la Boucherie: the capitulars authorized
the Grand Master and Bertrand of Les Ruaux, Commander of
Saint Thomas of Fontenay, to use whatever was left over in
the fashion they thouP:ht most useful to the Order. Finally
John Cornu, after having served as Grand Master with zeal
and d iP,ni ty for twenty-five ~rears, died at Boieny on May 9,
1493 ( J) •
After observinf!' the obsequies proper to the Grand Master's
status the first few days after his death, the Council of the
Order set a preliminary chapter for !\lay 27. On that occasion
Bertrand of Les Ruaux was appointed Vicar-General of the Order,
and conferred by the chapter with the power to call commanders,
knights in full standing and priests to vote in the election
of a new Grand Master. At the next da y 's sitting, May 28,
the election was fixed for ~onday, July 1, and the letters
of convocation were ordered nested to the church door. On
the first day of July, therefore, the chapter duly convened
at the soundinrr of the bell of Boi~ny chapel to elect a
Grand ~~ster according to the usual ~rocedure. The votes
were cast in favour of Franc is of Anbo is e. Among the ca ritulars were Bertrand of Les Ruaux, Commander of Saint Thomas
of Fontenay-le-Comte, Vicar-General of all the Order and
Noble i'·lili tia of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem on both sides
of the sea, and of the commanderie of Boir.ny; A[:nan of ~·~reul,
Commander of Villaray ar.d Deaur;:ency; William Martin, priest,
Commander of Saint Anthony of Grattemont; Louis of Voisins,
Commander of r.1ontlioust; John of Les Ruaux, Corrunander of
Little Montrevault; .and several other commanders and priests
of the Order. To lend nore authenticity to their election,
they invited several notables and officers of the law, who
listened to the reading of the act of election, and then sirrned it. On the same day, the chapter appointed either or
both of Commanders J..~an of :.1areul and Louis of Voisins to
~o and present the act of election to either the Pope or
the Patriarch of Jerusalem.

(1) These are cited in the Parlement decree of Feb. 16, 1547.
(2) ~ee the Documents In Froof, No. 22.
(J) This is the date to be found in Grand ~~ster Amboise's
election act, and in a Parlement decr e e of ~by 4, 1495.
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These various documents are in~tructive as to the
nrocedure and rites observed hy the com~anders, kniGhts and
priests in chapters called to elect a Grand ~Bster. The
ori~inal of Francis of Amboise's act of election is kept
in the archives of the abbey of Cluny (1): the Order's
seal is affixed to it. A co~y of this act will be presented
in the Documents In Proof (2).
Grand ;11aster Amboise was of the ancient and illustrious
familv of Amboise, a name that had become dear to France with
the ministry of the celebrated cardinal, whose death elicited
the regrets of Louis XII and the tears of the Nation. This
how:::e, named after the town of Amboise, the seirr,niory of
which it O\'med, had contracted some highly eminent marria~e
alliances. Peter II, Duke of Brittany, had ~na rried in l4Jl
Frances of Amboise, second cousin of Peter~Amboise, who was
head of the house of Amboise after Louis' death, Lord of
Amboise, Viscount of Thouars, and Prince of Talmond. Peter
of Amboise, the ~randfather of the Grand Master of St. Lazarus,
was Councillor and Chamberlain to KinGS Louis XI and Charles
VIII: nine sons and eie:ht daughters were produced from his
marriage to Anne of Le Beuil, daughter of John IV, Lord of
Beuil, r.ttster of the Crossbowmen of France and Lieutenant
General of the provinces of Guyenne, Languedoc, Rouer~ue,
etc., killed at the battle of Agincourt in 1L~l5.
Peter of Amboise was fortunate in all his children:
his sons attained to the highest knifhtly and ecclesiastical
diV1i ties, and his daughters made matches st:i table to their
lofty birth or embraced the religious life: in the end thev
all, convinced that the nobility was mo re a matter of oblic~
tions than of prestige, seemed to rival each other for the
p;lory of upholdin~ the glory of their house throuGh the
practice of those virtues and capacities ~roper to the various
walks of life to which Providence had callerl them. Dut their
life history is not my subject: I will simply record th~t
Francis, Grand r~ster of Caint Lazarus, had Cardinal Geor~e
of Amboise as his uncle, and Charles, first of that na~e.
eld~r - brother or George, as his father.
Charles was ~ovarnor
of Ile-de-France and Champa~e; Louis XI also gave hi~
command of his armies in Burgundy: hmboise remedied Georfe
of La Tremouille's failures in th~t province (Geor~e beinG
Lord of Craon), expelled the imperial troops fror.1 the county
and duchy, and even successfully concluded the ne~otiations
to lea~ue the French kings and the Swiss cantons. It was
this same Charles of Amboise who:n Commines called "an active ,
wise and most valiant man." Charles had four sons: Francis,
J

(1) Grand Master Francis of Anboise was the first cousin
of Geoffrey of Amboise, th9 abbot of Cluny; it is therefore
not surprisin~ that the ori~inal of this act should be at
Cluny, where the Grand Master probably took it when he \\·ent
to see his relative, lea vins it there by tnis take, or for
some other reason un~{nown to us.
( 2) See No. 2J.
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Grand r~ster of the Order of S~int Lazarus; Louis, cardinal
and Bishop of Alby; Guy, capta1n of ~wo hundred Gentlemen;
and Charles, second of that name, kn1ght of the Orde~ of the
KinP,, successively field marshall, gr~nd mas~er, adm1ral,
and -finally lieutenant general of L?Ul~ XII 1n the duchy of
Milan, the state of Genoa and the kln6 s other conquered
territories east of the Alps.
Francis of Amboise, Grand ~~ster of Saint Lazarus,
eldest son of Charles, might therefore have hoped for elevation to the hiP:hest government dignities, but the weakness
of his consti tittion,- and perhaps also the temperateness of
his character, made hi~ resolve upon a peaceful way of life;
he even renounced his birthri~ht, retainine only a pension of
6 , 000 livres and the castle of Vandeuvre
as his
residence.
.
.
He then entered the Order of Sa1nt Lazarus, 1n preference to
that of Saint John, in which his uncle Enery of Amboise had
made his profession. The nobility, renown, influence and
virtues of the family of Francis of Amboise, plus his standing
as Kni~ht of St. Lazarus, naturally called him to the Grand
Ma~istry, which he accepted in 149J.
His was not a long
:nastership, and we have few details on his administration.
In the conducting of business he relied upon Bertrand of
Les Ruaux, Co~nander of Saint Thomas of Fontenay-le-Co~te,
whom he had made his attorney General. ·,·,·hen Bertrand died,
Amboise gave his post to Kni~ht Agnan of Mareul, who received
the commanderie of Fontenay instead of those of Villaray and
Beaur,ency, which he had previously held.
In these pro vis ions
(1), Francis of Amboise is styled ~~ster General of all the
Order and ~ilitia of Saint Lazarus of .Terusalem on both
sides of the sea, as were his predecessors before the bull
of Innocent VIII.
The unfortunate Je~, who had been sold to the Pope so
that this decree would be pro:nulga ted, v:as no longer alive.
Charles VIII, anxious . to assert his rights in the kin~dom of
naples, had entered Italy and created general a12..rm \'d. th
the successes his prowess broueht him. Alexander VI, that
pope who is so disparaged, was himself intimidated; ta'<in.r;
shelter in the castle of Sant'Aneelo, he offered to surrender.
The King agreed, on condition that the Pope ceased tryin~ to
th·..:art his Naples expedition. Promises cost~ l.lexander VI
little: he r;ave his word, and released his hostaP"e Jem to
the Kine as proof of his sincerity; but contemporary records
say that he had administered a poison to that wretched princ~
which shortly ended both his life and his captivity.
Charles VIII, back from Italy where, in the midst of
his victories, he had been surrounded by nothinG but traitors
and enemies, whether hidden or avowed, was re~dying to bestow
new marks of his protection upon the Knights of Saint Lazaru2
when he died of a stroke: he was not yet twenty-eight vears
old.
~
(l) They are ciated June 8, 1498, and bear Amboise's seal
of six pales or and eules. See the Doctlr.le11ts In Proof, No. 24.
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Grand Master Amboise did not v:ish to lose the fruit
of the progress he had made under Charles VIII. As soon as
Louis XII ~arne to the throne, he reque~ted that prince to
confirm the donations, exemptions and immunities accorcied
the Order by his predecessor kings , the Dul~ es of Uo r m~nct ·r
and Aquitaine, and the Counts of 1\njou. It seems Louis :.:r:
was entirely v-.·illinG to satisfy this request, for in ~'lay 1409
at rrtontils, ncar Dlois, he drew up letters patent to th~J
effects specified by Francis of Arnboise (1). Dut Francis
did not live lonG enough to witness the results of the ne~
king's favours: in any case, it is a fact that we have an
act :>dated July, 1500 which is si[Ined by Ac;nan of Mareul as
Grand Master, and that on July 1 of the same year William
Martin, Commander of Saint Anthony of Grattemont, submitted
a review of the administration of the master commanderie of
Boieny, which he no doubt had been instructed to carry out
in the interval between Francis of Amboise's death and the
election of his successor. Thus, though we do not know the
exact date of Grand !·laster Amboise's death, it cannot be
set any later than the beeinning of 1500.
Agnan of Mareul, who had had the complete confidence
of his predecessor durin~ the last two years of his life,
was already familiar with the duties and difficulties of
his new station: abuses to be reformed, rights to uphold,
property to be claimed or preserved through ~cod manage men t .
His punctuality in holding councils and convenin~ chapters
leaves no doubt as to his zeal in honourably serving the
Order; but the circumstances were not en couraging. In 1501,
the second year of his administration, besides . the re cula r
Pentecost chapter, he convoked an ass emb ly at Boigny in
October, during which several important matters were discussed.
Though we do not have the pertinent deeds, we know that, on
the request of William r.lartin, Corrunander of Gratte:nont and
orRanizer of the assembly, it was ruled that all the commanderies' leases would be delivered to the archives so that
the quality and value of properties could be assessed, and
that uninhabited houses in danGer of decay and other endowments on which were neglected, unprofitabl 8 farms be rente d
out on long leases. The cha pter chareed several knirhts to
oversee the implementation of the new re~ulation: William
Martin in particular was enjoined to see to the property
of his own commanderie.
Despite the bull of Innocent VIII, the Grand ~~ster
and knights continued to hold their cha pters, therefore, nnd
to carry out the Order's business there, without any aprarent
opposition from the Pope and the Grand ~lster of Saint John.
Indeed, I note that Alexander VI had delivered a first blow
to his predecessor's bull by issuing another in 1~96 (2),

(1) These letters patent are cited in the 1547 decrGe

of the high court.
(2) Th&~tr~ d'honneur et de Chevnlerie, vel. II, p . 1596.
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which transferred to himself and the Holy See the power to
confer the Order of the Holy S~pulchre, the pope ~eclaring
himself and his successors as 1ts head and sovere1~ Gr&nd
Master, and investine its Vicar-?Gne:al, .the Superior .of the
Holy Sepulchre,wi~h power, t9 adm1t p1l~r1ms to the H9ly Land,
married or unmarr1ed, as 1~1ghts of th1s order, prov1ded
they were of noble extraction.
Since Innocent VIII's bull, which han transferred the
property of the Order of St. Lazarus to that of St. John,
had also amal~amated the Order and the property of the Holy
Sepulchre (as we have seen), the Council of the Order of St.
John considered that i~ had better exercise prudence with
regard to the Order of Saint Lazarus, for fear of a new decree
of~Alexander VI completine; the destruction of Innocent VIII's
work. What is more, Grand Master Aubuss on was not unaware of
the irre~ularities of the bull of amal~amation~ he knew that
it was the price of a dishonourable agreement, and probably
thought it wise to give these unflatterin~ associations time
to f~de away before turning that bull to his profit. Aubusson
died in 1503, and was succeeded by Emery of Amboise, Grand
Prior of France and uncle of the late Grand ~~ster of Saint
Lazarus Francis of Amboise: perhaps this Grand Prior, out
of consideration for his nephew, had helped to prevent the
execution of Innocent VIII's bull. Be that as it may, it
seems that Emery of Ambrose was not disposed to see this
decree remain permanently unprofitable. He had barely acceded
to the Grand Maeistry of St. John before he was planning to
obtain a new bull. Julius II was e;overnin~ the Church,
known before his elevation to the pa~acy as cardinal della
Rovere. This pope, restless, warlike and ambitious, both
promoter and violator of the famous LeaGue of Cambrai, was
generally little concerned with the r9ligious orders; but
upon being solicited by EJnery of Amboise, he felt he owed
something to this brother of a cardinal whom he had just
deposed for deceitful conduct. Twelve days from the calends
of July, 1505, Julius II issued a bull confirmine the amalgamation decreed by Innocent VIII's bull. The Grand Master
of Saint Lazarus was not notified of this new bull (1),
which was as irre~1lar as the one it was confirmine: he
continued to exercise his office without hindrance.
According to a deed siGned on June 11, 1506 in the
presence of John of La Croix, notary of Orleans, Grand Master
Mareul leased to John Berthelot, merchant of Faris, for one
hundred and two yGars, a house on the fief belongin~ to the
Order, on the street of La P ierre-~u-lait, near the church
of Saint-Jacques de la Boucherie; this house was bordered
on the front by the church council building, on one side by
the heirs of Peter Quatrelivres, and at the back by the
house of Lord La Couppe. The following year, a project was
carried out which had been resolved uron ~t the chanter of
1492: the city of Orleans, neiGhbouring Doic;ny, v:as a
( 1 ) f'r i
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c ~ nt r e where all who had business with the Order would r;ather.
The project involved buying or building in this city a house
for the use of the Grand Master, hi~ knights and officers,
and all persons who might have dealings with them, whether
farmers or others. The Order therefore acquired in 1507 a
site within the fief of the Saint Agnan chaptP.r, on La 70l.lrneuve and Les Quatre-degres Streets, where suitable buildings
were erected. These were in use until 1678, when the Orrler
hired out thi3 house ano it~ outbuildinr:s to ~ord \'lillie::~,
tax collector of AnFTouler:w, for a ~rou!ld rent of sixty livre~ .
In this era, the custo~ of l~ttinG property on lon~
leases was common. This type of lease, thour:h it may be
advantageous to the owner who initiates it, is always detri;nental to his descendants, due to the difficulty of recoverin~
upon the expiry of the lease, land which the ten~nt has eithe~'
knowingly or unknowingly converted to his per~onal propert\
and sometimes sold as if it were his ov:n. Grand r.~ster r.'lar~ul
keepin~ to the usual practice, agreed to lease Little Boi~'
'
for a hundred and one years, for an annual rent of thirt een
and a half lar~e barrels of grain. Some time later, in 1511,
he required several individuals to make their recor,nitions
and acknowledgements of property held from him or hi3
predecessors.
Thou~h the bulls of Innocent VIII and Julius II had not
yet substantially affected the ri~hts of the Order and the
Grand Master in France, it was not so in other states. ':'he
hospitals and propert~r of Saint Lazarus of Capua and several
other places had already passed into other hands. When
Charles V became King of Spain, he requ ested Leo X to restore
the Order of Saint Lazarus' property in Sicily to its former
condition. This request led the pope to issue a bull on the
twelfth day from the calends of May, 1517 in which he proclaimed that, waiving the suppressions and amalr.;amations
decreed in Innocent VIII's bull, he was re-establishing the
hospit~l of Saint Lazarus of Gapua, and joining to it as
dependencies those of Saint John of Palermo and Saint AGatha
of Messina.Cl) On the same day, this. pontiff dis:;xJ.tched another
bull in favour of the brothers of Saint Lazarus of Rome and
and the lepers in their hospital: it ~rants indulgences to
those who visit their church and give al~s there.
These bulls definitely prove that Leo X, without rcG<J.rd
for those of Innocent VIII and Julius II, recoGnized the
Order of Saint Lazarus as distinct and independent from that
of the Kni~hts of Saint John of Jerusalem. Nonetheless,
since their i~sue, several houses of the Order of St. Lazarus
in Italy and Sicily saw themselves as exempt from the jurisdiction of the Grand Master residinG in France, and we shall
see the kin~s of Spain and the popes encouracing such pretensions. Agnan of Mareul no doubt took the proper steps to
defend his ri~hts, though we do not have the details. His
maDtership lasted eir,hteen years. The archives contain

(1) Bullary of the Order, p. 20.
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sixteen receipts made out and sir,ned by him as Gr a nd ~~ster
and seven others as Vicar- General; around 1519 he r es1gned
his post in favour of Claud8 of f,Ulre,Jl~ his z:ephevy .
.
Before examining the nature of th1s res1r;nat1on, wh1ch
was unprecedented within the Order , it is fitting to say a
few words on the nobility and antiquity of tre house of Mareul
(1). It especially deserves our attention because it produced
two Grand Masters of Saint Lazarus; because Anthony and Charles
of Mareu1 of La Das tie were successive corn:nanders of ~a int
Thomas of Fontenay; and finally because in 1549 Stephen of
Mareul made his profession in the Order, which he however
left som9 years later _upon beinp.; released from his vo\'/s by
a bull of October 12, 1565, in which Pius IV states his
reasons for eranting this favour to Kni~ht .Mareul, whom this
pope declares to be of an ancient and noble line. This house
had occupied a distinGuished rank in Berry since the 14th
century, as evidenced by the apportionment of the property
of John of 1.1areu1 and his wif~ Joan Go.rpin arnonr; their children
in 1420. The house had several branches: the first was known
as Mareul of Montifault; the second, as ~~reul of Minerai;
the third was headed by the lords of Le
and Guindre; and
the fourth is reported by the Abbot of Marolles in his memoirs
as descending from William of Mareul and his wife Marie Guerine,
who lived at the bep:inninr: of the 15th century, to Caristie of
Mareul, sole dau~hter of John of Mareul, who married Ed;nond
of ~enou in 1640. The house of Marcul is now extinct.
Research carried out in 1667 and 1669 h~s proven the antiquity
of the noble standing of the first t wo branches; reports draw~
up at that time show their arms as gules , five faces or, with
two angels as supporters. The same arms (2) were to be seen
in several places v1ithin the Boigny house, before the chcnp:es
that were made in 1700; those be~rin Gs were also above the J
main door (J) and on the winclov,rs of the house that A[p'1an of
Mareul had built in Or1e~s in 1507; ~nd they are still on
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(1) The author of the little work entitled ~~~oire~, r~rles,
:tatu s c6r.6monies
rivilo rr~s de:. Orc! r cs r.e ~c: int-tazo..re r. t
~u Mont -Carm0 l, printed in 1
9, and the author of the memoirs
u~ed for the historv of the se orders, printed in 1666 & 1681,
were in error in wr·i ting "f,preuil": the orir;inal deeds in
the archives are signed "l\br cu l", and thus all that these
authors say about the 1\1areuils in Poi tou ho..s nothing to do
with the Mareuls in Berry, nor with the Mareuls who were
Grand Masters and Commanders of Saint Lazarus.
( 2) With the fol1ov:inr: difference: the escutcheon of the
arms at Orleans and Do ir,ny vtas s ur:nount ed by a sino pl e eros s
in place of the crest--an indication of the dignity of Grund
Master.
(J) Desp_
i te the frequent alterations rnade to this house by
its ovmers, the fa<;ade facinr; La Tourneuve Street still con-·
tains a. stone upon which these arr.1s may be distinctly seen,
alone w1th a cross above the escutcheon.
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the chirnneypiece and beside the hall v:indows of the commanderie
of Saint Thomas of Fontenay, ov:ned by Y.nir:hts Anthony c.nd
Charles of ;.I;J.reul. Since these <:.rr1s ar::! identical with those
described and enblazone~ in the reports we have just cite~,
we may safely 2-ffirn that those r,Iareuls v.·ho v:~re Gr&nd ~last:?rs
and Con:nand0rs of Saint Lazarus wer~ fro:71 th0 house of Mz..reul
which flouri.s hed in Berry in the ll~th century.
Lot us return to 1\r:n~n of IVID.reul 's re~ir,nation. It \·:as
probably the result of his nffection for Claude of r.lareul:
since he wished to have him as his successor, and realistically
surmised th2.t, if he were to suddenly die v:i thout havinc; mo.d 0
this prcarro.n~e~ent, his nephew miGht not be able to obtain
the majority vote or the King's nomination necess~ry for becominr: Grand Master, he wanted to guarantee him this dim1itv
by resirrnin~ in his favour, thouGh continuine to carry ~ut ~
the Grand Master's duties as his nephevt's Vico.r-General (his
n~nhew bein~ then only sixteen years old).
As proof that
this was the case, there are seven post-1519 receipts in the
archives sirned by Agnan of Mareul as Vicar-General during
chapter meetinG~· I s~id "majority vote or the Kins's nomination" because a famous revolution had just occurred in the
manner of selectin~ men to fill the great benefices of France.
It will be remembered what scandalous scenes were displaved
before Christendom with the quarrels that arose between the
monarchy and the priesthood over the Pragmatic Sanction, a
law desi~ed to counter the pretensions of the popes; the
Court of Rome was strugglin~ to have it abolished when a
concordat put 8.n end to a dispute that had been passionately
contended for over eiGhty years. Thi~ acreement was initiated
by Leo X, in an interview at I3oulogne v:i th Francis I, \'/ho had
just returned from his triumph on the plains of Marir:nano;
these important neGotiations were then subsequently carried
out by Chancellor Duprat, for the Kin~. and the Cardinals of
Ancona and Santi Quattro Coronati, for the Pope. The plenipotenti8.ries soon reached nn accord: in order that the
interests of the two parties be equally represented, they
a~reed that the pope and the king would jointly hold the
e~clusive ri~ht to make appointnents to the bishoprics ~nd
abbeys of the kin~dom, the kine by na~inG for the pope a
canr!idate to fill the vacant dieni t:r, a'!"rl the po~e by issuing
bulls of provision to those candidates namert by the kine.
Once the concordat had become law of the realm, the
Order of Saint Lazarus, which had always :nade a ~rinciple of
obedience to its sovereien protector, complied v1i th the lc:t·.·;
generally accepted in France; as a result the Gr~nd ~bgistry
of Saint Lazarus, which was considered as a prelacy, even
though the Order itself had always been mixed, i.e. both
secular and regular, ceased to be elective and becan~ an
appointment of the king. There is reason to believe that
it was b0cau!Je of this newly established law that AfJ1an of
Mareul, believinc; his actions to be in no v:ise contrary to
the rit;hts of the Order, asked the Pope, after his resignation
had b~en accepted b:r the King, to confer the provisions for
the dip;ni ty of Grand rr~ster upon his nephew. Leo X, then on
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good terms with Francis IJ who was assisti~g him in the crusade
he was proclaimin~ a~ainst the TurksJ read1ly assented to the
intentions of the - King and the ~rand ~~ster. Three ?ays before
the calends of June, 1Sl9, Leo 1s~ued a.bull,~ to~ be l~plemented
bv the bishops of Orleans and Par1s, wh1ch st~te~ t~at, as a
r .e sult of A~an of Mareul 's resitma~io~, and follow1ne u~on
the Pope's waiving of the age restr1ct1on for Claude of ~~reul,
Knight of the Order of Saint Laz~rus of Bethlehem, Naz~reth
~nd Jerusalem, who was not yet s1xteen years old, the rope was
anpointing the latter Grand Master and Commander of Doi~ny,
nrincinal - house and seat of the Militia of Saint Lazarus. The
terms of these provisions clearly prove that Leo X reeardect the
Order of Saint Lazarus as being neither suppressed, nor amalpP..mated, nor subjected to any other order; we rnight add that
his bull was a ~enuine though indirect revocation of those of
Innocent VIII and Julius II. We shall soon see, however, that
the authority of these surrepticious and irre{!Ular bulls was
subsequently used to create difficulties for the Order, and
to strip it of some of its property and co~nanderies.
As soon as the bulls of provision to the Grand Mar;istry
had arrived from RoQe, Claude of Mareul asswned that dignity
in place of his uncle. It is therefore not possible to admit
the mastership of Francis of Bourbon, whom Father Toussaint
de Saint-Luc assu:nes to have be en Grand r.~ster between Agnan
and Claude of ~~reul. His basis for this is a reco~ition
oade June 18, 1521 by Anthony Potey, owner of a fief that
was a dependency of the comrnanderie of Montlioust, to Francis
of BourbonJ who is addressed in this title as "Brother Francis
of Bourbon, Kni ~ht, ;.laster General of all the Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem, Commander of th e religious houses of
!3oigny and :ilontlioust." This recoGnit i on may in fact have
been ma<ie, but it contains an error in its terms of address.
The.title was once in the archives, but is there no lon~er.
It 1s true that several leases sir.ned in 1 520 and 1521 prove
that there was then a Francis of Bourbon, Commander of the
Order of Saint Lazarus, and state that he was of the auGust
house of Bourbon; he bore the arms of Bourbon-La ~~rche as
may be seen from the ceilin~ of the hall of the Carmelites (1 )
where he is included amonr; t he Grand Masters, even thou r,h
it is certain that Francis of Dour bon had never been in~ested
with this.diQ1ity. It is nonetheless to t h e greater honour
and prest1e;e of the Order to have had hirn among its Knie;hts
and Commanders.
Grand Master Claude of Mareul held his first chapter
quring Pentecost, 1521; in attendance were the co~nanders of
Ec<7-rla te, Saint Catherine of i.1ontrevau1 t, ;,Iount ~ oiss ons,
Sa1nt Thomas of Fontenay, Mount Meulan, Saint Laz&rus of
G<;>urnay,co S a~nt l;nthon:r of Grattemont, La Lande-Daron, 1\lontlloust, ~tr1G0n1a. Conflans, Ville-Dieu, Meslin _and Chinon,
(1) [Translator's Hote]: Th e French is "la salle des CarmesBillett es": the B illett~ s were a reliRious order that took
their name from the r u~ d ns B ill ~ tt e s where they had their
Paris house. \','hen the Carmelites took over this house in
l6JO th ey retained the name.
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along with many Knights. It was at this chapt2r (l) that
Peter of Conches, Commander of St. Lazarus of Gourn~y and
of the leper hospital of Donet, after explaining that he had
to take a long leave of absence, asked that someone be appointed
to celebrate the divine office and fulfill his commanderie's
other commitments toward the lepers and pilp;rims. Upon his
report, the Grand Master together with the co~manders and
other capitulars r,ave the ~overnment of the Gournay cot~~n
derie and the Donet leper hospital to Knirrht Peter Aubert.
Such was the wise discipline with which offices were allocat~d
at the Order's chapters.
While it~ administrative heads worked to 111aintain the
institution's re~ularity and protect those properties over
which they had some personal control, there was nothing but
abuses and confusion everywhere else: th3 Knights of ~aint
John, su~~estin~ that the Order of .Saint Lazarus had b0en
suppressed, used this pretext to annex to their commanderies
all the property that they could manage to split away from
an order that was supposedly extinct--an error so widely
credited that, accordinG to 3arbosa (2), during part of the
16th century a huge number of people actually believed it:
all the more so because mere conunanders of Saint John were
stylinp; themselves in titles as "Bailiff of BoiQ1y" (J), as
if this were a dir,nity that had been appropriated by their
ord~r.
Even a Knight of Saint Lazarus dared to use the bull
of 1489 to steal from his ovm Order one of its most famous
hospitals. Peter Clopstienius was the name of this traitorous
brother: he came to Thurin~ia, passinc himself off there as
a commander of the Order of Saint John; this all~ged title
and Innocent VIII's decree got him possession of the hospital
of Saint Mary Maedalen of Gotha, as well as its dependent
houses and seip.:niories (4). \'!e spoke of the foundinc: of
this hospital in the First Period, and gave an account of
the reasons why Saint ::'~izabeth and the Landgrave of Thurinr,ia
decided to give the Order of Saint Lazarus the managem~nt and
ovn1ership of this charitable house, which served the sick and
infirm in r;eneral. Clopstienius, more concerned with his own
interests than with carryinG out the duti es of his usurped
position, violated the laws of both honour and ReliGion by
(1) There is a copy of this chapter's titles in the archives.
(2) Apostol. Dcc!s., pp. JlO & Jl5.
(3) One J:)nery of Ruaux, Knight, Commz...ncler of the Order of
St. John, took the title of Bailiff of Boif91~/ in a transaction
sis?1ed on April 5, 1540 betv1een John Duble, .!?rior, Lord of
Ruilly in Berry, and Gilbert of Vierson, Lord of Lafert~, who
enployed the ~fore~entioncd coMmander ~s an arbitrator.
(Abbey of St-Denis, Bool~ of !.rns of the Priory of Ruill y )
(4) Saeittnrius, Hi_stor" r-f Gothc:.., pp. 10, 230, 242 ff.
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selling the estate of Bruntrod~, part of the land belong~ng
to the hosnital of Gotha, to Ernest, Count of Mansfeld, 1n
1521. The-fraudulent usurper was ~hortly challen~ed for
possession of the hospital by the ~e~ate of the ?lty of
Gotha, which han just a~opted Luther s new ~octr1n~.
It
was then that Clopstien1us dared to cover h1mself 1n fresh
infamv: to the shame of havin~ been disloyal to his Order
he added that of renouncinR the reli~ion of his fathers to
embrace Lutheranism. He took this step to win the ma~istrates
of Gotha over to his side, but the results were not those he
had honed for: he was required to relinquish the hospital
and ali properties thereto appertaining to the Senate of
that city, in return for a modest pension which he received
until he died in 15J8. ·
While the Order was losing the hospital o~ Gotha and
its other possessions in Thurineia, the reliGious disputes
were bringing about lamentable upheavals in Switzerland, of
which the convents of Seedorf and Gfenn felt the effects.
These two famous houses, whose reGularity and submission to
the Grand r~ster had been constant sources of edification
for the Order, had begun to lapse from their initial splendour
around the end of the 15th century, after the bull of Innocent
VIII • .
Accordin~ to an official manuscript from the Seedorf
obituary, Ulric of Veissenaur was the last Knight of Saint
Lazarus at Seedorf in 1492, and John Koller of Wintherlour
its last commander in 1516. This abbey's cartulary contains
a latin title dated fourteen days bef ore the calends of
September, 1516, whereby John K~ller of Wintherlour, styling
himsalf "Commander, by the grace of God, of the convents of
Gfenn and Seedorf," permits the :vlistress of the convent ann
the Sisters of the house of Seedorf to take a secular relirious
or priest as their confes3or. The formula "by the ~ace of
God," as used by this co~ander, is no ~ffectation of indenendence, but a sign of piety, a testimony of ~ratitude to God:
it was formerly used in this sense by parish priests, priors,
vidames, ~Jtc.
After the d e;J. th of Co;;u:1and er John l\o ll er, the ladies of
Saint Lazarus of Seedorf anu Gfenn re:nai ned without a sunerior
until the extinction of their hou~es: this must be attributed
to an excessive :ealotry which led thcD to dare to take care
of everythinG themselves. It should be re raernbe red that Julius
II had begun construction of the :Sasilice.. of Saint Pe ter's in
Rome; Leo X, an:{ious to co1nple te his ;;rede cessor's undertakinrr,
had plenary indulGences proclaitaecl throuchout Chris tend om for u
those who financially assisted the cxJcution of this project.
Up until then the J..u,c;ustini;J.ns had held the ri~ht to publish
these extraordinary indul~~Jnces in the ole ctorate of ~nxony,
whensoever the popes uZ:.nted th er.1 ; the Dominicans v:ere cl~ver
en ouGh to steal this corawissicn from thc:n: h~Jnce the quarrels
that arose betw~Jen the two orders. Th2 new promoters ~ere
more occupi eq vti th their O\'in int0res t!J than v.-i th the salvation
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of souls: they dared to traffic in indulgences, exa~geratinR
their efficacity. Such claims, and the indecency of their ~
conduct generally, left them open to attack, and the Augustinians were soon protesting against the chaos and corruption
thev saw. The controversy led to abuse, bitterness, and
thr~ats from the Dominicans, who found their greatest antagonist in the learned and eloquent Au~ustinian, Martin Luther.
At first, Luther advanced nothing that was not in keeping with
orthodox doctrine, but he was too fiery to be restrained within
its confines, and not unaware of that renown that can be won
by extrava~ant opinions. He published some new ideas on
certain important religious rnatters, and urged sovereiPns
to confiscate church property and use it for the benefit of
the poor anct the State. 1\lan:v German princes were readv and
willin~ to hear such preaching; so were the people, wh~ were
ea~er for novelties.
As Lutheranism progressed, it divided
into different sects: Zwingli was the apostle of reform in
Switzerland. Despite the zealous efforts of the Dominicans
and the bishops of Constance and Basel, four cantons of the
Helvetia State were seduced by the sermons of the innovators
and abandoned their former religion. In fact, in a rseneral
assembly held in 1523, the Senate of Zurich itself ordered
that Zwin~li's doctrine would be accepted as official throughout the canton: this was the signal for the sectarians of
that region to smash images, overturn altars, desecrate the
churches and seize their estates. The convent of St. Lazarus
of Gfenn was located in the canton of Zurich, and it suffered
the general fate: it was destroyed, stripped of its property
and converted into a farm, which still exists (1); the re1nains
of a ~reat old convent may still be seen there, including
what is left of the church and portal, and some other rnonuments.
The Order of Saint Lazarus also lost the corrununity of
Seedorf, but its destiny was different from that of the Gfenn
house (2). Thou~h the canton of Uri was among those that
continued to adhere to the catholic faith, the warfare that
developed between the two sides exposed the monasteries of
the region to sectarian violence whenever the reformists
held the upper hand. So1netirnes even Catholics took advantage
of the situation to appropriate parts of the relir,ious houses'
property, under various pretexts--and this is what hnrpened
to the convent of Saint Lazarus in Seedorf. Lackinr. a titled
superior since Commander Koller's death, th9 sisters had
ceased correspondence with the Gran:.: !\laster, and hence no
lon~er received the reGulations issued by the Order's chapter,
be this because of the failings or inability of the mcnbcrs
of that house or because the loss of the battle of Rlvia,
followed by F~ancis I's imprisonnent and the Cardinal of Zion's
pro-Austrian intrigues, had deprived the Grand master of the
means of exercising his auth6rity over.the Order's Sw~ss
convents. Whichever the case may be, ln 1526, followlnt;
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(1) Stumpf, Schwytzer ChroniJ.:a, chap.

(2) Hospininn, De r.lonnchis, chap. LXX.
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the death of Lady Apollonia Scheittern, Abbess of Seedorf,
the nuns had been reduced to an insignificant number and
were no longer capable of upholding their rights; they han
to abandon their community, the properties of which remained
in the hands of the administrators of the canton of Uri
until 1559. At that time Disnhoof, Landamman or chief
magistrate of the canton, deci~e~ that neith~r Justice nor
Reli~ion would be served by se~z1ng revenu? 1nt~nded for
the worship of God and the rel1ef of the s1ck; 1n an assembly,
he proposed that nuns of the Order of Saint Benedict be reestablished at Seedorf, along the same lines as the first
institution there. His · proposition received unanimous
approval. Beslers, a resident of the canton then in Rome,
was commissioned to seek an audience with Pope Paul IV on
this matter, and that pontiff subsequently issued a bull on
June 20, 1559, in which he states that, since there were no
lon~er any nuns of the Order of Saint Augustine in the commanderie of Saint Lazarus in the canton of Uri, he was authorizing,
with the consent of the Abbess and community of Saint Mary of
Claro, of the diocese of Milan, certain nuns to be removed
from that house to that of Saint Lazarus in Seedorf, where
they would admit novices under the rule of Saint Benedict,
on condition that the new nuns be subject to the Bishop of
Constance's inspection; this convent was to enjoy, in affairs
spiritual and temporal, all the favours and privileges granted
to other Benedictine houses, without prejudice to those it
had acquired in particular, provided such favours and nriviler;es did not stray from the rule of Saint Benedict. Paul
IV's bull also exempted the new abbe~s and her nuns from
offering hospitality, though they retained the properties
concomitant with that obligation. T~is bull was fully
implemented, and the house of Seedorf was permanently removed
from the jurisdiction of the Order of Saint Lazarus. In his
ecclesiastical history of Germany, Eucelin notes that, to
make up for former land holdings of the convent of Seedorf
which had been lost, the citizens of the canton of Uri added
certain remnants from the property of a house of the Teutonic
Order to the newly re-established institution (1). Thus was
the commanderie of Seedorf terrilinated: to the arsenal of
Uri ( 2) were trans ported hel1i1ets, iron hats, cuirasses,
coats of mail, lances, halberds, batt~eaxes, in short weapons
of every sort that had been used by the !:nichts of Saint
Lazarus in defence of ReliGion and the State. I have moved
somewhat ahead in my chronoloGY, so as to avoid having :to
separate my comments on the celebrated co:.1iJ2.!1der ie of S e~dorf:
I now return to events in France.

(1) All of this information on the ~eedorf commanderie
rnay be found in Hospinian, D9 Monachis; Ducelin, Gernnnia
Sacra; Stumpf, Schwytzer Chron 1t~a; and particularl~.' the
memo1rs in the Seedorf archives, to v.·hich the Order was
given access in 1702.
(2) According to the record drawn up followine the inventory of items found in the convent of Seedorf. The inventory
was done in 1556; the record is in the Seedorf archives.
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It seems that chapters of the Order were still beinG held
reeularly. Thour;h Claude of Iilareul was oblif,ed to be ab~ent
for reasons of personal business, the commanders, kni~hts
and religious nonetheless assembled at Pentecost as was customary, on May 22, 1526. We do not have the details of the
affairs dealt with in this chapter; we know only that the
lease of the farm of Little Boigny, in the parish of 'fillermin in Beauce, was ratified, with all profits from this
lease GOing to Grand Master Mareul and the successive
commanders of Boigny.
ThouGh the youth and personal affairs of this Grand
raaster kept him removed for a ti~ne from the duties of his
station (1)~ his ~cal and ind~striousness subsequently did
not allow hlm to lgnore anythlng that might contribute to
the dignity of the Order and the protection of its revenues
On May 17, 1513 his predecessor had leased for one hundred ·
and one years the property and dependent~estates of the leper
hospital of La Pereuse in the parish of Epiees. Claude of
Mareul let this lease continue, but in 1537 he demanded a
certified declaration of all the capital attached to this
old house of ~aint Lazarus. Finally, despite the fire at
Boigny and the loss of titles that have been removed on
different occasions, those recovered in the last fifty years
show that in 1550, 1552, 1553 and 159~ Grand Master ftlarcul
was most attentive in Inaintaininr; the rir;hts and priviler;es
of his Order; but he primarily distin~ished hi:nself by the
firrmess of his opposition to the pretensions of the Order
of Saint John of Jerusalem, which to this point had not
ventured to cite Innocent VIII's bull in the courts. Around
154L~, upon the death of Brother Anthony of Mareul, Commander
of Saint Thomas of Fontenay-le-Comte, the Grand Master of
Saint Lazarus, accordinG to normal procedure, conferred the
vacant commanderie upon Brother Charles of La Bastie of
Mareul, Knight of the Order. But when he went to assume
his post, Charles found opposition: the Grand ~bster of
the Knights Hospi taller of Saint John, v-1ho for some years
had been prornis ing to reserve this co1mnanderie for Brother
Henry Suriot, Kni~ht of ~aint John, had sent hi1n the provisions for it as soon as the incumbent died. In those
provisions the Grand Master of Saint John stated that,
since Innocent VIII had suppressed the Order of St. Lazarus
and annexed its property in France to the Grand Priory of
Aquitaine, he was confe~ and bestowing the preceptory of
Saint Thomas of Fontenny upon Brother Henry Suriot, to hold,
~overn and administer it in matters both spiritual and
temporal for ten years, and longer if he thought it advisable.
This scandalous development was to the advantage of the Order
of Saint Lazarus, for Grand nbster ~breul apnealecl apninst
it as a misuse of Innocent VIII's bull, and a misuse of
provisions by the Grand ;~ster of Saint John. This important case was pleaded before the high court by the most
famous lawyers of the time. Peter Seguier, soon to be

(1) Archives, and Gallia Christiana, vol. VII.

sistant prosecutor in the Court of Aids a nd la t er nr esident
~ mortier then held a distinguished place a t the bar ; Scevole
· :Marthe called him "one of the brightest lip;hts of
the temple of justice". He was quite willing ~o ~efend the
Order of Saint Lazarus' cause, and he pleaded 1t 1n due form
with that dignified eloquence that seetns to. have been heredi tary in his family. De La Porte, the oppos1ng la~yer, presented his arguments in favour of th~ Order of Sa1nt J~h~ as
forcefully as possible. After the r1ghts of the two m1l1tary
hospitall~r orders had been debated, it was the judge's turn
to speak: following a summary of the two addresses to the
court and of the titles produced by each party, he exposed
the invalidity of the bull suppressing the Order of Saint
LazaruR and amalgamating its property with that of Saint John,
observing that, since this supposed merger, Popes Clement VII
and Paul III (1) and Kings Charles VIII and Louis XII had confirmed the exemptions and privileges of the Order of Saint
Lazarus, the Grand ~bster of which had always held the appointment to the co~nanderie of Saint Thomas of Fontenay. Given
these conclusions, the court issued a judgment on February
16, 1547 (2) declaring Pope Innocent VIII's bull abusive and
not implemented according to the procedure prescribed by the
Council of Constance; it sentences the Order of Saint John
to pay the appeal costs ''and orders that it shall be bound,
both bv the written trial verdict and the decision on the
complalnt, when dealing with persons making requests of the
Household [i.e. petitions to the Crown], to have no regard for
the alleged deed of amalgamation and to maintain and infer its
rights otherwise than by the said bull, with the exception of
Brother James Pelloquin, Knight of Saint John and Grand Prior
of Aquitaine." But since the Grand Prior of Aquitaine had no
titles to produce apart from Innocent VIII's decree, he did
not pursue the matter, and so the cor~anderie of St. Thomas of
Fontenay remained in the possession of the Knights of St. Lazarus.
This decree struck a decisive blow afainst the pretensions
of the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, which henceforth had
to accept that all it had done on the basis of Innocent VIII's
bull had ~iven the knights of that order no real rights over
the property of the Order of Saint Lazarus; indeed, the Grand
M~ster of Saint John, after a series of failed legal actions,
f1nally (after a few more atte1npts) stopped adding "Grand
Master of the Order of Saint Lazarus" to his titles, and
was content to use Innocent VIII's bull as his authorization
to the title of Grand Master of the Order of the Holy
Sepulchre, which he still retains (J). i~o sooner had Grand ·
9
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The bulls of Clement VII and Paul III 111entioned by
the judge can no longer be found; but since he reports havin~
seen them, there can be no doubt they existed, as well as the
other titles he refers to in his address to the court.
(2) In the Parlement registers.
(J) Descluseaux, Privilcr;es cte l'Gr dr<:? de fil.Cllte.
(1)
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Master Ma.reul obtained the decree of 1547 than he was thinlci.nt;
of retiring on August 4 of the same year. Like his prectecessor,
he intended resi~ning his dir,nity to a relative, young Charles
of Mareul. Joachim of Mareul, Lord of Trulhault and Bellestre,
Charles' father, entered into a contract with M~ri. Guichard,
a banker of BourRes, who was to forward to the Court of Rome
the provisions for the Grand Ma~istr:v of Saint Lazarus, made
out to Charles of Mareul (1). But, for reasons not discovered,
the Grand Master's arranf,ements and the dispatcher's efforts
did not achieve the intended result, and Claude of Mareul
continued in his position. The last title we have from his
administration is dated September 29, 155L~ (2); he died shortlv
afterward, and was succeeded by Brother John Conti.
·
The year of his promotion, the new Grand Master held a
chapter general at Boigny. Among the business dealt with there,
he assigned for twenty-nine years to a Calabrian knight who
was present at the chapter the administration of all the Order's
property in the territory of Sues~ano in Apulia, in return for
two hundred gold florins, payable to the Boigny house each year
on Christmas Day (J). The Grand ~~ster residing in France was
(1) This ti~le is in the Documents In Proof, No. 25.
(2) This title is a recognition signed on behalf of Claude
of Mareul as Grand Master: it is in the Boigny terrier, with
the dates recorded above.
·
(J) This deed is no longer in the archives. We must credit
Belloy who, writing in the same 16th century, says: "In our
time, it is clear from a deed of the chapter general held at
the house of Boi~ny in 1554 that Brother John 'Conti, Grand
Master of the sa1d Order of St. Lazarus, is leasing out for
twenty-nine years all the land, vineyards, fields and other
property belonging to the said Order in the region of Suessano
in Apulia, in return for 220 florins• rent, payable each year
in the said house of Boigny on the feast day of the Nativity
of Our Lord" (chap. IX, p. 136). Father Toussaint de SaintLuc, who sometimes makes copying errors, says (p. 84) that
this chapter was held during the feast of Pentecost, and, to
bring his dates together, adds that the rent was payable on
the feast day of the nativity of St. John the Baptist--which
contradicts Peter of Belloy. This chapter had to have been
held between All Saints' Day and Easter, which at that time
marked the beginning of the calendar year. A date of Pentecost,
1554 cannot be reconciled with the title of September 29, 1554
which proves that Claude of Mareul was still Grand Ma.ster.
Also, two writers earlier than Father Toussaint do not mention
Pentecost at all, but simply say that John of Conti, as soon as
he became Grand Master in 1554, convoked a chapter general at
Boigny: Ptlomoires & Statuts de l'Ordre, printed in Lyons in
1649, and the Chroni~ue by La Mure. The latter, Chaplain to
the King and Canon o Our Lady of Montbrisson in Forez, Co~nan
der of the Order of St. Lazarus, wrote in the mid-16th century.
In the archives there is a manuscript copy of his chronicle,
made.in 16?7 from the original, which was in the library of
ni. P1anell1 of La Valette, Treasurer of France, in Lyons.
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ther efore still regarded as Supe r ior Genera l of al l t he Or der
of Saint Lazarus in this part of Sicily , despite the bad exa mple
of several of the Order's houses in that kingdom which no
lon~er submitted to the Grand Master's jurisdi?tion.
Opinions are divided on the house from wh1ch John of
Conti descended. According to M. La Mure, the author of a
chronicle of the Order of Saint Lazarus, this Grand ~~~ter
belonged to the ancient and illustrious Roman family of Conti,
which has given the Church several highly reputed prelates and
cardinals. The arms of this house were gules, an eagle cheeky
or and sable, crowned and membered or. In the opinion of
Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc, John Conti was of the house of
Conti in Picardy, which produced the Bellouze and Le Tilley
branches: from the 12th century this house bore arms of or,
a lion gules charged with three bends vair.
There was probably yet another Conti family, for we find
a Francis of Conti, Lord of Gaucourt, Argicourt, Montgivel and
Cuvilliers, whose arms were gules, three bends or; he is styled
~entleman of the King's Chamber in evidence submitted in 1577
1n support of the admission of his son, John of Conti, born
in the diocese of Paris, into the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem. After a great deal of investigation, we have been
unable to uncover anything that might definitely settle to
which of these three houses John of Conti belonRed. His was
not a long master~hip: he died in 1557, and John of Levis
acquired the vacant dignity.
The ability of Grand l'v1aster Levis was equal to the
~randeur of his house, which derived its name from the estate
of Levis near Montfort. Guy of Levis, first of that name,
was Field fflarshal of the Crusader artny aeainst ' the Albigensians
early in the 13th century; his glorious exploits in this war
earned for the eldest of his descendants the perpetual title
of "r.t3.rshal of the Faith". There were a great many branches
of the Levis family: Levis-Montbrun, Levis-Mirepoix, LevisLautrec, Levis-Ventadour, Levis-Charlus, etc.; the latter,
youn~est of the Ventadour branches, was that of John of Levis.
His father was Baron of Charlus, the estate of Charlus having
been given to him by Cath~rine of Beaufort, Countess of Ventadour, his maternal grandmother. John of Levis entered the
Order of Saint John of Jerusalem; after fulfillin~ his initial
duties in this institution, he returned to his native countrv.
C~arles V's .dishonesty an? his infringements upon the people.'s
r1ghts had Just led Franc1s I to take up arms a~ain: war was
war;ed to·nards the Pyrenees, Italy and the Low Countries.
Kniv,ht Levis souGht employment, and obtained it on the J(inr;'s
g~lleys, which were beginnine to enjoy a ereat reputation;
g1ven command of three of these galleys, under the orders of
the Baron of the Guards, he distinguished himself with his
courage and skill. The disfavour into which fell the Baron
of the Guards, who v1as dismissed as general of the gallevs
in 1545, did not deter Knight Levis' advancement; highly
thou~ht of by Henry II, as he had been by Francis I, in
1552 he had command of ten {;8-lleys in the Ligurian Sea (Gulf
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of Genoa), where he served with distinction until 1557, when
Henry II , having abandoned his plans in Italy, called him back
a nd , a fter he had made his profession in the Order of Saint
Lazarus, appointed him to the Grand ~~gistry of that order,
which had fallen vacant with the death of John of Contiz this
information is to be found in a title in the chest "D" collection of the castle of Chateau-Morand (1).
The new Grand I~ster did not remain in untroubled possession of his · post for long: John of Bievre of La Salle, a
Knight of Saint Lazarus, vexed at not receiving a position that
he had had some designs on, attacked John of Levis' nomination
as being incorrect and faulty in form. At this juncture, John
of Bievre died, but the issue he raised did not. Like John of
Bievre, Knight Odet, Commander of Villaray, obtained the provisions for the commanderie of Boigny from Cardinal Trivulzio
the papal legate in France, and Odet pursued the contest~~:
Yet this did not hinder John of Levis' zealous attention to
the good and glory of the Order. In 1558 he convoked a chapter
general at Boigny, which was attended by commanders from France,
England, Hungary and Savoy (2). Two years later the Grand
Master took advantage of the credit he had with the newlyelevated Pope Pius IV by requesting a bull in his Order's
favour {J)s the Pope read all his predecessors' bulls containing favours granted to the militia and institution of St.
Lazarus for the protection of its functions and privile~es,
and then ratified and confirmed them in a bull dated se~en days
from the calends of July, 1560 (4).
While John of Levis was successfully working to destroy
the effects of the bull of Innocent VIII and to eradicate the
Order of Saint John's every hope of making use . of it, Francis
Odet persisted in soliciting the execution of the provisions
he had obtained from Cardinal Trivulzio. John of Levis, tired
of this Knight's intrilP-les and chicanery, swnmoned him before
a chapter general to force him to desist in his claim; when
Odet did not comply with this order to appear, a warrant was
taken out on August 9, 1560 to begin legal action against him.
Two years later he proposed a compromise, to which the Grand
Master agreed, and the two parties reached an arrangement;
however, on r~y 13, 1563 a decree came down from the Grand
Council which, not having reached a definite decision, launced
a series of proceedings which John of Levis was unable to see
to its conclusion, since he died the following year. As we
shall see, his successor, Michael of Seure, was to be more
successful in this suit.
(1) The estate and seigniory of Chateau-1\lorand was fiven
in 1625 to John Claude of Levis-Charlus by Diana of ChateauMorand, Marquise of Urse, his cousi~, on condition that it
should bear the name and arms of Chateau-I.lorand.
(2)
Belloy, chap. IX, p. 136.
(3) Mennenius, Origins of the Military Orders.
(4) Bullary of the Order, p. 21.
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Michael of Seure was of noble birth: born at Lumigny
in Brie his father v~s Anthony of Seure, the son of James
of seur~ and Anne Godefroi, and his mother Denise of Verdelet
the daughter of George of Verdelet and Catherine of Sailly (1).
Philip of Seure, Michael's great-grandfather, is buried in
the church of Saint Martin of Montmorency together with his
wife, Mary of Brunieres: so reads the inscription on their
tomb.
On January 12, 1539 .Michael of S eure was presented to
the Grand Priory of France for admission to the Order of St.
John of Jerusalem. Some .years after his profession, anxious
to distinguish himself through military exploits, he went to
Scotland with several knights and French gentlemen.
Scotland was a troubled realm. King James V, dead in
1.542, had left as his sole heir his daughter Mary Stuart,
who was still an infant. James Hamilton, Earl of Arran, a
supporter of the English and the new opinions, and David
Beaton, Cardinal of St. Andrews, who was devoted to the French
and the Catholic faith, were contending for the regency and
the guardianship of the child-queen. This princess came first
under Hamilton's power: he had her engaged to young Edward,
son of Henry VIII, King of England: but the Scots refused to
agree to her being taken to England. Their stiff opposition
disconcerted the Earl of Arran, who lost control of Mary
Stuart: his opponents led her to the city of Saint Andrews,
capital of the earldom of Fife, a province of Scotland, and
the Protestants soon went to lay siege to that city. Michael
of Seure and the French noblemen who had come to Scotland in
support of the Catholic side quickly came to its relief, and
scored several victories against the enemy. The Princess,
delivered from that particular danger, nonetheless still
remained within her domain. Finally, about 1548, the Scots
instructed Knight Villegagnon to take her to France, where
she was raised in the court of Henry II.
Prior to this time Michael of Seure, though still quite
young, had already acquired command of a galley, and then
successively that of one and several Atlantic and Mediterranean fleets: Kings Francis I and Henry II also entrusted
him with carrying out several important negotiations. He
was employed in the courts of Ferrara and Piedmont, and in
1558 was Henry II's ambassador to Don Sebastian, King of
Portugal ( 2 ) .
France, recovered from the alarm of having lost the
battle of Saint Quentin, was beginning to catch her breath
again (J)a the taking of Calais, together with that of
(1) Chancellery register of the Grand Priory of France.
(2) VIe have two of Knight Seure's original letters to
the King, written the Jrd and the 18th of June, 1558.
(3) Bozic, Book XXXIII.
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other fortresses still held by the English in France (1),
was reviving the nation's courage when the High Constable
of Montmorency, concerned more with the success of his own
projects than his master's honour, persuaded the King, with
the assistance of the Duchess of Valence, to agree to hold
conferences. Deputies of the belligerant powers assembled.
After six months of ne~otiations, Henry II, against the advice
of the wisest members of his Council, put his name to the
harsh terms of the Treaty of cateau-Cambresis, whereby the
King surrendered to Philip II, King of Spain, Thionville
and the region of Luxembourg; to the Duke of Savoy, everything that France had taken from him, ex~ept for five towns;
to the Duke of Mantua, Montferrat: to the Genoese, the island
of Corsica, etc. The Corsicans, who had been happy under
French government, expressed sharp regret when they learned
of this clause in the Treaty of cateau-Cambresis: Jordan
Orsini, the King's lieutenant general on the island, sent
word to his master that the mere rumour of this news had set
the inhabitants into such turmoil that they were ready to
give themselves over to the Turks, such was their hatred of
Genoese rule (2). To give the Corsicans specific si~s of
the affection he bore them, Henry II then charged Kn1~ht
Seure, whose abilities he knew, to go to Corsica to assure
the citizens of his protection, and to reveal to them the
precautions he had taken in the Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis
to deprive the Genoese of all means of inflicting upon them
any injustice or violence.
When Michael of Seure had returned from Corsica, where
he had stayed only long enough to c~rry out the. King's
commission, he was sent to England as an Ambassador (J) in
place of Abbot Noailles, who had fulfilled the duties of
this post with great distinction during the reign of Queen
Mary, who died in November 1558. This embassy was both
difficult and important: the famous Elizabeth, daughter of
Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn, had just ascended the throne:
she v~s still disturbed by the surrender of the city of Calais
which she had been forced to make by the Treaty of CateauCambresis; and she was no less troubled by Henry II's refusal
.to recognize her as Queen because of the claims of his daught~
in-law
Mary Stuart, wife of the Dauphin and Queen of Scotland. Such circumstances, together with the change of
religion in England, required a great deal of skill and
diplomacy to carry out the designs of the French government,
a government often unsure of the proper conduct to take with
the Court of London because of a myriad of different interests.

(1) Decree of the French Parlement,
(2)

M~moires

1570.

de Ribier, vol. II.
(J) William Camden's History of Queen Elizabeth.
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The situation in France at that time was as follows:
Henry II, who had been wo~ded . in.a tournament by the.Count
of Montgommery, had died 1n the m1dst of the celebrat1ons
held on the occasion of his sister Catherine of.Franc~·~
marriage to Emmanuel, the Duke of Savoy. Franc1s I~, h1s
son, died after reigning for seventeen ~onths, leav1ng France
prey to factions· he was succeeded by h1s brother, Charles IX,
who was only ten' or eleven years old. During this critical,
stormy period, Knight Seure continued to carry off his
assigned negotiations successfully. Finally, when Charles IX
came of age he appointed him, in reward for his services, to
the Grand -Magistry of the Order of Saint ~~arus, which had
fallen vacant with the death of John of Lev1s. A bull from
Pope Pius IV dated ten days before the calends of June, 1564
confirmed the King's appointment to the commanderie of Boigny.
It is essential that we relate the contents of this bull,
which is in the registers of apostolic bulls in the private
archives of the Vatican. In it the Pope states, 1) that he
takes no account of the· amalgamation ordered by Innocent VIII
between the preceptory of Boigny and the hospitaller Order
of Saint John of Jerusalem, especially since it had never
been implemented; 2) that on the basis of the regular profession made by Michael of Seure, the practice and statutes
of the chapter of the Brothers of the Order of Saint Lazarus
of Jerusalem, and the request and entreaty of Y.ing Charles
IX, he invests Michael of Seure with the priory and preceptory
of Boigny, and all the ecclesiastical benefices attached
thereto: 3) that he confers the said commanderie of Boigny
upon Knight Seure, whether it be vacant through the resignation or the death of its last holder, John of Levis, whether
it be monastic or general, whether it be, now or _previously,
principal seat of the Chivalry of Saint Lazarus on both sides
of the sea, as had been claimed; 4) that Michael of Seure's
grants of benefices will - be carried out, even if the priories,
commanderies and all sorts of benefices of this hospital,
militia or order should be conferred in perpetuity as ecclesiastical benefices or as revocable commands, and that these
commands or benefices should be given to Knights according
to their seniority within the Order: 5) that in future no
bull may depart from the statutes, regulations and licences
of the Order unless that bull literally include the content
of the bulls that had accorded those statutes, regulations
and licences: and finally, that these new bulls would be
null and void if they had not been endorsed in consistory,
communicated to the abovementioned Brothers and Suueriors
in three separate papal briefs, and approved by those
Brothers and Superiors: consequently any violation perpetrated by any other means would have no validity.
Bozio was therefore unaware of the terms of this bull,
or pretending to be, when he wrote in his history of Malta
(vol. II) that Knight Seure acquired the commanderie of Boigny
as a bailliage within the jurisdiction of the Order of St.
John.
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As the result of the King's nomination and Pius IV's
ensuing bull, the Knights assembled in chapter and invested
Michael of Seure with the Grand Magistry and the corrunanderie
of Boigny.
,
The action brought by John of Bievre and Francis Odet
a~ainst John of Levis was still pending before the Grand
Council. Knight Odet, on the basis of the provisions granted
him by the legate in 1557, persisted in seeking possession
rights over the monastic and elective commanderie and priory
of Boigny, ~eneral headquarters and Grand Magistry of the
Order; Grand Master Seure countered him with his own bulls,
obtained from the Court of Rome on the King's nomination .
After several proceedings during 1565, Francis Odet, fearin~
an unfavourable ultimate verdict, forestalled the final decision by proposin~ a settlement to Michael of Soure, which was
signed in November 1565 in the presence of Salvert, apostolical notary of Tours. The Grand Master was not unaware that
Odet had not carried out the compromise he had reached in
1562 with his predecessor; so as not to run the same risk,
Michael of Seure wanted an official judgment in confirmation
of his transaction with Knight Odet. Since the latter did
not dare oppose the idea, by common accord a judgment of the
Grand Council was issued on December 12, 1565, preceded by
a report stating that Francis Odet, Knight of Saint Lazarus,
Commander of Villaray, having recognized the invalidity of
the provisions obtained by John of Bi~vre and himself without
the King's consent and nomination and contrary to the terms
of the concordat, had desisted from all proceedings initiated
in his and John of Bievre's names against Grand ~~sters Levis
and Seure, and that he had agreed and was agreeing to the
execution of the settlements concluded between himself and
the said Grand Masters in April 1562 and November 1565.
Following this report, and on the basis of the Attorney
General's conclusions, the judgment maintained Grand Master
Seure in possession of the Grand Magistry of the Order of
Saint Lazarus and the commanderie of Boigny and forbade
Commander Odet and all others to disturb him in that
possession (1).
Nothing could seem more inconsonant than what then
happened to the Order of Saint Lazarus: while the Grand
Council, as if in accord with the Holy See, was rendering a
judgment that was to make Michael of Seure sole and unquestioned
owner of the Grand ~~gistry, a new bull of Pius IV conferred
the· same dir-;ni ty upon Jack of Gas till on. This pope's ambition
of extending his family, his plan of defending against the
Turks, Spain's ascendancy over France, and several other
motives spurred him to act in contravention of the rights of
the French kings, who had welcomed the Grand Master of the
Order of Saint Lazarus within their domain as his legal protectors for over three centuries.
(1) Extract from the registers of the Grand Council
for the year 1565.
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Jack of Castillon, a close rela tive of Pope Pius IV (1),
was of a noble family established in Milan for several centuries (2). He was raised in Spain; when he returned to
Italy, he entered the Order of Saint La~arus. Some authors
claim that Michael of Seure, upon becom1ng Grand Master·,
a~pointed him vicar-~eneral of the Gapua hospital, in the
klngdom of Naples; this seem~ to me doubtful, for that h?use
had long regarded itself as 1ndependent of the Grand Mag1stry.
At any event, Jack of castillon was its prior, and he aspired
to a more eminent title.
Religious quarrels continued to trouble the tranquillity
of the French monarchy. · The equivocal behaviour of Catherine
de' Medici added to the disorder; her tolerance toward the
Protestants heightened their audacity and angered the catholics. War was everywhere; in town and country the blood flowed.
This sad situation prevented young Charles IX from assisting
the Pope against the Turks; furthermore, the French monarch's
firm denial of the Council of Trent, his ambassadors' enthusiasm
for reforming the Church from the top down, the frequent threats
of a national council and the various pro-Protestant edicts of
pacification had alienated the Court of Rome from France. On
the other hand Philip II, King of Spain, whether for religious
or political reasons, was proving to be the most ardent of
catholics: this protector of the League of catholic nations
was working with the Pope to exterminate heresy. Furthermore,
his astute political sense and the treasure flowing to him
from the New World, where he possessed extensive holdings,
gave him great influence upon European affairs. It was this
sovereign who soueht the re-establishment or confirmation of
the rights and privileges of the Order of Saint Lazarus, with
Jack of Castillon as its Grand Master. The King of Spain had
no doubt taken this position only because of the solicitations
of Castillon, who knew that his relative Pius IV, being eager
for the advancement of his family, would be quick to bestow
a favour so in keeping with his outlook. Finally, knowing
that the Pope was greatly worried by Suleiman II's successes
in arms, Castillon promised him that, as soon as he was Grand
Master, he would build a fortress on the island of Pruza,
across from the ecclesiastical state and kingdom of Naples,
to serve as a refuge for the vessels the Knights would equip
against the Infidel (J). Such were the considerations which
shortly led Pius IV, ceaselessly occupied with the security
of Italy, to bestow the Grand Magistry upon Castillon in a
bull, Inter assiduas, dated four days from the nones of ~~y.

1565·

Some historians of the Order have spoken with great
irritation of this action of Pius IV, as being in violation
of the rights of the French sovereigns: it must nonetheless
be acknowledged that the popes had never recognized in a

(1) Certain authors even claim he was his nephew.
(2) Amphi. Rom. di Cresconzio.
(J) This was indeed Jack of Castillon's project, but he
did not carry it out.
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positive fashion that the concordat had given the King of
France the right to appoint candidates to the Grand Magistry
of the Order of Saint Lazarus on both sides of the sea; that
most of the bulls said to include papal recognition of this
right cannot be found in the datary; and that Pius IV's bull
in favour of Michael of Seure contain~ a certain ambip,uity
and indecisiveness which indicate that this pope intended to
confer the provisions for the commanderie of Boieny, rather
than those for the Grand Magistry of the Order. In any case,
whether Pius IV and his successors acted in contravention of
the French sovereigns' rights and overstepped the limits of
their power is an irrelevant issue, given the current condition
of the Order: the French kings, working together with Rome,
have since then prudently ironed out all difficulties that
might arise in this regard.
Ultimately, Pius IV's bull was in itself highly advantageous to the Knights of Saint Lazarus (1): this pope, after
giving lengthy praise to the Order, whose origin he dates
from the pontificate of ''Saint Damas us, proclaims to all
Christendom that he is restoring to it all the property,
houses, hospitals and other places it formerly possessed and
which were dependent upon it as members depend upon their head,
and is quashing and annulling the bulls of Innocent VIII and
Julius II, and all others which had in any way undermined its
rights and privileges"(2). To avoid repetition, we will not
detail these privileges: they will be discussed shortly, in
the relation of Pius V's bull.
Jack of castillon was not recoenized as Grand Master in
France, and did not attempt to exercise any type of jurisdiction there: Michael of Seure continued in his duties as before,
apparently without troubling himself about the provisions
granted to his rival. This was evidence of his wisdom: alvmys
honoured by the confidence of his master the King, he had no
wish to compromise him during critical circumstances, when
there were more important things to be attended to. Grand
Master Seure nonetheless had a timely opportunity to discuss
this affair, for he made a voyage ·to Rome at the end of 1566
and spent part of the year 1567 there.
Pius v' ~uccessor to Pius rv·, W'd~ then in the Huly See;
the imperial troops, the Spanish and the Venitians had convinced him that Charles IX, to create a diversion and prevent
the House of Austria and its allies from 1naking liaisons with
the various factions within his kingdom, had just dispatched
a deputy to the Holy Father, with the mission of persuading
him to let a fleet enter Italian waters. The King and the
Queen Mother, who already had most of the powers of Europe as
covert or declared enemies, had no wish to make any more, and
so they sent the Grand ;~ster of the Order of Saint Lazarus
on an extraordinary embassy to His Holiness. This skilful
I
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(1) Amph. Rom. di Crescenzio.
(2) La.tin quotation from Ciaconius, vol. III, p. 881.
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ne~otiator had several meetin9s with Po~e Pius V, who, thoug~
naturallv mistrustful, accord1ng to D~v1la (v~l. I), was satlsf' d ith Michael of Seure's explanat1ons, wh1ch destroyed the
i~~re:sions he had been left with by the poisonous remarks of
the enemies of the French government; concord ~n~ corresrondence
were restored between the two courts. Seure Slmllarly d1sabused
the republic of Venice, which Catherine de' Medici.then decided
she ought to treat with a good deal of circumspect1on.
The importance of the affairs entrusted to the Grand Master
did not allow him to be back in France for the chapter to be
held during the feast of Pentecost, 1567. To satisfy his desire
to take part in it, through attachment to hts Order, he sent
out a pastoral letter in which, after revealing the reasons for
his absence, he declared that he was postponing the chapter
until Michaelmas of the same year, and ordered the ecclesiastics
and officers under his jurisdiction, and requested all others,
to communicate his letter to all thos·e who should be in attendance. We do not have the titles produced by this chapter:
we know only that it was held at the time fixed by the Grand
Master.
If Michael of Seure proposed to maintain the ancient
discipline and recover that celebrity that the Order had enjoyed
for so many centuries, Jack of castillon w~s hatching very
different designs: soon realizing that the title accorded him
by his relative Pius IV was of little or no worth, he still
wanted to turn it to some kind of profit. In 1566, one year
after receivin~ the Grand Master's provisions, castillon initiated a barga1ning process the purpose of which was to suppress
the Order of Saint Lazarus and direct its revenues .to the Order
of Saint John of Jerusalem (1): he offered to resign his
position and surrender the rights he held to the commanderies
and all the houses of Saint Lazarus, in the hope that this
sacrifice of his post would lead to a grand priory, and perhaps
also the Grand Magistry of the Order of Saint John, should it
become available. Bozic mentions a memorandum that Gambiana
the Maltese ambassador in Rome, sent to his order's council,'
requesting instructions on this matter. The Grand ~aster and
knights were at first delighted to receive a proposition that
thus indulged their pretensions, which they had renewed so
often since the pontificate of Innocent VIIIJ then they noted
that the problems they had already encountered in this regard
demanded careful deliberation on their part u efore anything
was decided. As we have seen, Michael of Seure was in Italy
at that time: when he learned of Jack of Castillon's move,
he quietly thwarted his plans, exercising that discretion that
won him the reputation of one of the most skilled politicians
of his age. Finally the cardinals who were the protectors of
the order of Malta and the order's ambassador to His Holiness
after lengt~y discussion, decided that before they listened t;
any ~f.Castlllon's proposals, he would have to have all the
requ1s1te terms and conditions ratified in a chapter general

(1) Bozic, Book XXXVIII.
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of t he Or der of Saint Lazarus. Thinking that this would never
come to pass, Castillon broke off negotiations; but he still
retained his idea of turning his title of Grand Master to
advantage, should the opportunity present itself.
Pius v, who merited subsequent canonization as a saint,
was an enthusiastic promoter of the glory and renown of the
Order of Saint Lazarus: in the second year of his pontificate,
he issued the celebrated bull, Sicuti bonus aericola. After
discussing the disadvantages of unlimited or too extensive
privileges in the preamble, he declares that he intends to
conform to the rulings set down by the Council of Trent, and
that he therefore feels it his duty, both for the dignity of
the Order and the security of the privileges and immunities
~ranted to it by his predecessors, to moderate, reduce, limit
and change those privileges and immunities, so as to avoid any
future difficulties or variations. The bull Sicuti bonus agricola can thus be seen as a prudent and carefully considered
summary of all previous bulls issued in favour of the Order of
Saint Lazarus--an exhaustive general code of its laws and privileges. It specifies the Grand Master's rights, along with
those of the Order's priests and houses, the Knights' duties
and privileges and their independence from the diocesan bishops,
exemption from taxes and all levies, administration of the
leper hospitals, regular justice procedures, and many other
subjects related directly or indirectly to the spiritual and
temporal interests of the Order; I will dwell only upon the
most important clauses of this document.
Paragraphs XI and XII prohibit all clergy, laity, communities and universities from laying claim to the government
of the leper hospitals and from making appointments to them,
upon penalty of being declared void, and confers the administration of these upon the Grand Master and Knights, who alone
have legitimate ownership of the hospitals, leper houses and
other places founded or instituted under the name of St. Lazarus
of the Lepers. In this connection, the bull adds that all
churches and hospitaller houses bearing the title of Saint
Lazarus of the Lepers or of the Infirm will be subject to and
joined and incorporated in the Order of Saint Lazarus, together
with their properties and rights, with the sole exception of
that of patronage, and that these houses will belong to the
Order, along with the other hospitals, chapels, oratories and
benefices it already possesses. Paraeraph X gi ves the Grand
Master pov1er to convert, with the consent of the founders, all
sorts of ecclesiastical benefices, both ordinary and lay-staffed
and -sponsored, into chapels and commanderies of the Order, on
condition that the new establishment be confirmed by the Holy
See, four months after it is set up if located east of the Al ps
and six months after if located on the west side. Accordin~ to
Paragraph XIV all lillights, whether married, single or priests,
have the privilege of ovming one or several pensions up to
five hundred ducats, from the revenue deriving from all types
of ecclesiastical benefices, even consistorial, without pre judice to th~ priories or co~nanderies they may hold within
the Order.
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This privilege is not peculiar to the Knigh ts of the
noble militia whose history I am writing: Pope Leo X granted
the same favour to the Knights of St. Peter, known as the
Knights of the Golden Spur, whom he founded to defend t~e
Church's seacoasts against the Turks; the Knights of St. Paul
received a similar privilege from their founder, Paul III.
About 1560, Pius IV set up the Order of Pious Y~ights, giving
its members, even married ones, the option of holding pensions
on all benefices (1). The Order of St. Stephen in Tuscany,
created by Cosimo I de' Medici, Duke of Florence and Sienna,
enjoyed the same advantage (2), as well as the Y~ights of
Our Lady of Loreto, established by Pope Sixtus V in 1585. The
Orders of Saint r~urice and Saint Lazarus in Savoy, the Order
of Christ in Portugal (3), the Ordereof Saint James of the
Sword,
Alcantara,and Calatrava in Spain--all mixed orders
both monastic and military, lay and ecclesiastical, enjoyed'
the same privilege (l~). and with even stronger appurtenances:
(1) This chivalric order has its residence in Rome. Pius
IV's bull granted these new knights precedence over all other
military orders, and specifically that of Malta. They must
convey the Pope in certain public ceremonies. The lay knights
among them take the title of "Count of Lateran", and have the
privileges of investing Doctors in all faculties, of granting
letters of official recognition, and of creating notaries.
Belloy.
(2) This order's headquarters is in Pisa. The kniehts bear
the name of the pope St. Stephen, protector and patron of the
city of Florence, who was raised to the pontificate in 1058.
The duties of these knights, who are subject to the Order of
St. Benedict, are to do charitable works and to serve on land
and sea when their Grand Master, the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
so orders them.
Belloy.
(3) The Order of Christ is the most noble in Portugal,
founded to combat the Moors in the 14th century. Pope John
XXII ratified it, and in 1320 the King gave it the property
of the Templars. Pope Alexander VI permitted these knights
to marry upon being so requested by Emmanuel, King of Portugal;
the Grand f,lagis try was later united to the crown of Portugal.
(4) The primary vow of the Orders of Saint James of the
Sword, Alcantara, and Calatrava was to fi~ht against the Moors.
The first took the name of Saint James because its knights
guarded the route leading to that saint's tomb, co1nmonly known
in Spain as "the French road". The Order of Alcantara takes
its name from the city of Alcantara, a former fortress on
the borders of the kingdoms of Portugal and Leon. The Order
of Calatrava is thus called from the city of Calatrava,
formerly on the boundary of the kingdoms of Castile and
~oledo.
These t~ree orders were founded in the 12th century;
~n 1~93 Pope· Adr1an VI united their Grand Magistry to the
vpan1sh crovm, as a favour to Charles v.
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the knights of these orders, both married and unmarried, were
allowed to give up the pensions they obtained as knights.
The favour accorded the Order of Saint Lazarus should
therefore not be regarded as contrary to general Church practice and discipline. It is true that some theologians have
raised doubts about these kinds of pensions, viewing them as
unlawful on the principle that the laity, and married men
still less, are not permitted to own Church property; but if
these Doctors had considered that benefices are set up by men,
and do not derive from divine right, and that their associated
revenues are the product of temporal goods, they would have
recognized that there is nothing illegitimate about the Knights
of Saint Lazarus' pensions, especially since they are bestowed
through the cooperative arrangements of Church and state.
Furthermore, this privilege is a kind of compensation or indemnity due to the knights, who after shedding their blood
and even selling their possessions in the East in defence of
the Holy Land, were stripped of most of their other property
when it was incorporated into benefices by the clergy, under
various pretexts, with the result that a precise investigation
would in fact reveal that there are few chapters, abbeys and
priories that do · not own some portion of the revenues of the
Order of Saint Lazarus. So convinced was Pius V of the legitimacy of these pensions that article XLVII of his bull extends
the same privilege to novices, postulants, and all persons
affiliated to the Order of Saint Lazarus (1).
Finally, the Pope sets forth the particular obligations
of all the members of the Order; but, to allay the possible
fears of those with delicate consciences, he is careful to
eive notice that transgression of the rule is not grounds for
mortal sin (2).
I should not conceal that Pius V addressed his bull not
to the incumbent Grand Master in France, Michael of Seure,
but to Jack of Gastillon, who had been previously appointed
to that dignity by Pius IV. nevertheless, since the general
good of the Order and the immutability of its privileges was
Pius V's sole concern, and since, with a foresight worthy of
the Father of all the faithful, he had taken care to avert
the bull's possible consequences by expressly declaring in
Paragraph LIV that the bull could not harm or prejudice anyone's
rights, the French courts recognized Sicuti bonus a~icola:
it was even confirmed durin~ the legation of the Cardinal of
Vendome.
I do not know whether Grand r~1aster S eure was imrnedia tely
informed of this bull; in any case, when he had returned to
France from Italy he convoked, as promised, a chapter ~eneral
at Boieny at Michaelmas. His pastoral letter had been addressed
to all commanders and preceptors of the Order, and in particular
to those of Saint Thomas of Fontenay, Villaray, ~.lontlioust,
Grattemont, Courson, Montrevault, Aigrefeuille, Rosson and
Pastoral, Deaugency, Conflans, Bandar in Hungary, and London
(1),(2) Latin quotations from the bull.
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in England ( 1 ) •
Following the chapter, the Grand Master went to Paris,
where his various tasks obliged him to make stays that were
more or less lengthy, according to the importance of the
affairs with which he was entrusted by the Court, which . was
still occupied with methods of conciliating the catholics and
the Protestants. The old Constable of Montmorency, who had
been a zealous partisan of the Guises for some years, had died
of the wounds he received at the battle of Saint Denis. The
Prince of Conde was no more. Admiral Coligny, a seasoned
struggler against misfortune, was striving to lift the disheartened spirits of the .Calvinist faction with his fearlessness and his prudent arrangements for assistance from neighbouring powers. The two sides were constantly negotiating,
making treaties which were violated as soon as they were
concluded. Already, the third civil war was being expected;
every day was marked by murders, fires and petty skirmishes.
Yet in the midst of these troubles the Order was still an
object of the government's attention: the Council of State
issued a decree in favour of the KniBhts of Saint Lazarus and
nr;ainnt tho Order of Maltn, which from tirne to timo renowou
protonnionn tlln.~ woro projutlicinl to tho inntltutton of ~ ; t.
Lazarus. Michael of Seure'n plun to disburden hiinself of
the exercise of the Grand Mar;istry dates from this time.
Thin lord, who wnn tho Klng'n Chnmborlnin, onptnln of n military company of fifty men-at-arms, and privy councillor,
reluctantly acknowledged that so many posts prevented him
from seeing to his Grand Master's duties with all the concentration that the critical state of tho Order required. He
therefore resolved to choose a skilled and able person to
lend him distin~ished assistance in the functions of his
position. He settled on Knight Snlviati, whom he first r~de
his vicar-general, shortly thereafter, with tho King's consent,
he resigned the Grand ;,lag is try to him. In his deed of res ignation, dated August 9, 1571 (2), he reserved for himself the
commanderie of Boigny, the appointments to the first two
co~nanderies to fall vacant, the right to bear the title of
Grand ~~ster and to take part in the general government of
the Order--with the result that Knight Salviati became more
Michael of Seure's partner and collea~ue than his successor.
However, the former Grand Master committed the entire administration of the Order to Salviati, a man of whose zeal and
abilities he was fully aware.
Michael of Seure, still under the protection of the King
and the Queen Mother, obtained on their reco~nendation the
abbey of La Trappe from Pope Gregory XIII, who made great
difficulties with regard to the issuing of~ulls because as
he said to Paul of Foix, Archbishop of Toulouse and the French

(1) The oriGinal of this pastoral letter, affixed with the
Grand Master's seal, was in the archives when M. de Guenegaud

was writing his memoirs on the Order of Saint Lazarus.
(2) Recordod in a roe;i~tor of the Order which bo~ins at
tho yonr 1570.
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ambassador to Rome, it was against established rul es to in stall a military man in an abbey; accordin~ to the Archbis ho p
of Toulouse's dispatches (1), the rope felt that such favours
ought at the very most to be ~ranted to native Italians.
Seure, in his service to the Co urt, continued beine entrust ~d
with negotiations and participatin~ in all the councils until
he was dismissed from favour in 1584 for a somewhat too vehement attack upon Milan, Lord of Vitt eville and intendant of
finances. Excluded from the p;overnment, Michael of Seure
first went to his estates, and then fixed his abode at Velaincs ,
seat of the Grand Priory of Champagne, of the Or de r of Malta,
to which he had been appointed in 1571. Apparently he did not
bear his disgrace with equanimity, and was long embittered
affainst the man who had caused it. His feelings of resentment
are only too well expressed in the inscriptions, "veritas odilli~
parit" and "manet alta mente repostwn", the first of which is
engraved on the facade of the magnificent castle he had built
at Velaines, while the second appears at various places within
the same castle.
While Michael of Seure was busy with political affairs
at the Court and later sought to dispel his vexation in retirement in his grand priory, Francis (in Italian, Francesco)
Salviati devoted himself whole:heartedly to the government
of the Order of Saint Lazarus. He was born at three o'clock
the morning of January 18, 1528 according to his horoscope,
which could still be seen in gold letters on the fireplace
in the hall of Boigny castle before the latter was demolished
in 1699. To show his resignation to the designs of Prov idence,
Salviati had had painted on the two si des of this fire place ,
"one faith", represented by two hands clasped, from which
emerged another hand holding up a sword, with, on one side,
the legend, "this shall do God's will'', and, on the other,
"thus has God willed it".
Lotto Salviati is regarded as the stock of the Salviati
house, established in Florence since the beginning of the 13th
century, from which time its influence, power and renown
gradually augmented until it attained its f.eatest glory duri ng
the period of which we are now speaking (2 . It was even
connected to the royal household of France through ma rr iage
nlliances with the Medici: Cosiino de' Medici was the maternal
nephew of Peter Salviati. But without setting forth the
genealogy of this house's different branc hes , we may simpl~
observe that James Salviati, husband of Lucretia de ' r~Iedici
who was Pope Leo X's sister, hnd several sons , amon~ them
John and Bernard. John was a cardinal; his relative Clement
VII named him French legate in 1527 after the i1nperial troops
took Rome. John won the esteem and goodwill of Francis I ,
who, fully satisfied with Salviati's attachment ~v the Cro~n ,
(1) Paul of Foix's letters of January 8 & 12 and April

5 & 16, 1582.

v.

(2) Aubery, Histoire p;enerale des cardina.ux, vols. III &
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awarded him with the bishoprics of Oler on and Sa int Papoul .
As for his brother, Dernard Salvi~ti,.I am ~ot sure whethe ~
he immediately entered the eccles1ast1cal l1fe; Paulus Jov1us
speaks of him as a great captain and o~e of.the most zealous
defenders of Florence. At any e~ent, ~n th1s e~a ~he pro fession of arms was not incompatlble w1th the d1gn1ty of
cardinal, which Bernard had long held when Hen~y II named
him to the bishopric of Saint Papoul upon Gard1nal John
salviati's resignation; twelv~ years later, he was trans~erred
to the bishopric of Clermont 1n Auvergne. Some years pr1or to
this he had obtained his · citizenship papers and been appointed
to t~e office of Grand Chaplain to Queen Catherine de' Medici,
his close relation: he always remained inviolably attached to
the interests of this princess, as well as to those of her
grandsons the kings. Another Salviati was His Holiness'
nuncio to'France in 1571: some authors claim he was Grand
Master Francis Sal via ti 's brother, ·but I do not find this in
Davila, whom they cite a~ their authority. Be that as it may,
Francis Salviati followed in the family footsteps; after spending his early adolescence in Rome with cardinal Bernard Salviati,
he accompanied him to France. The young Salviati had barely
settled there before Catherine de' :~tedici, then Dauphiness,
honoured him with her protection: she had him admitted as a
Knight of r~lta to the Grand Priory of France, and shortly
afterward appointed him · Coz~nder of Fieffe. Knight Salviati's
reputation, the regard in which he was held, and his kinship
to Catherine de'!tledici led the Grand Master of Malta to choose
him to be Ambassador of the Order in 1566. When his ambassadorship expired, he led an unambitious life in the midst of
splendour: then King Charles IX named him Grand ~~ster of the
Order of Saint Lazarus in letters patent issued at the Bois
de Malesherbes on August 9, 1571.
In entering the Order of Saint Lazarus, Seure and Salviati
had not ceased to be knights of Saint John of Jerusalem; as
such they were subordinate to the Grand Master and other
dignitaries of that order, who
in all likelihood, upon
beine informed of Knights Seure and Salviati's mutual arrangements, with the King's consent, maintained that they could
not have made them without being authorize~ by the chapter
or council of St. John. Since Seure and Salviati had no wish
to show any resistance to the superiors of an order in which
they held commanderies, they conferred their powers of attorney
on two knights, providing them also with a copy of their
agreement. With the Grand Master's permission, the Langue
of France assembled on October 6, 1571 (1) and approved the
pact made between Seure and Salviati, but several of the
stipulated conditions of their approval were not met becau~e
they were prejudicial to the rights of the Order of Saint
Lazarus.

(1) From the registers of the venerable Lan~ue of France.
[Translator's Hote: The Lan~ue of France is one of the
eiGht national organizations of the Order of Saint John of
JerusalemJ
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Jack of Castillon was still alive, and had not abandoned
his plan of drawinG some advantage from his title of Grand
Master (1): in this connection he was openinG ner-otiations
with the Duke of Savoy when he suddenly died at Verceil in
1572. Soon afterward, Gregory XIII, P1us V's successor,
anxious to halt the swift progress of heresy and to uphold
the Catholic faith, used these pretexts to withdrew the Order
of Saint Lazarus from French dominion. Let us look back to
the early staees of this story.
Amadeus VIII, the first Duke of Savoy, who was famous
for the contrasts in his life, wanted like many kings to found
a monastic-military order. This prince, who had sought and
obtained the conversion of the county of Savoy into a duchy (2),
had become disenchanted, whether for virtuous or capricious
reasons, with both the honours and the burdens of lordship,
and gave up his dignity to become a hermit at Hipailles, near
Lake Geneva and across from Lausanne. But his ambition reawakened and he lay claim to the sovereign pontificate: in
1440 he was elected Pope by the bishops remaining on the Council
of Basel, takinG the name of Felix V. !line years later, whether
because he had a bad conscience or because he was afraid of
being forced to yield to Nicholas V, he surrendered the pa.J:Bl
tiara and was content with the title of perpetual legate in
all the lands of Savoy, Montferrat, Lyonnais, Alsace and the
Swiss territories. During his lonely stay at Ripailles, where
he had a house and a church built, Amadeus founded an order
under the name of Saint Maurice, who has always been hiGhly
venerated in that region, where he was martyred. Amadeus set
the number of knights at ten, not including the head, and
required that they take vows of chastity and obedience; they
were to be chosen from amon~ the leading nobility and consulted
on all important affairs. He assigned the superior an income
of six hundred florins, and the knights only two hundred. To
encourage this order, and perhaps also to add to the defenders
of the faith in Savoy at a time when Calvin had just set up
his alleeed reform in Geneva, Gregory XIII subsequently united
the Order of Saint Lazarus to that of Saint Maurice, including
its benefices, commanderies, hospitals and generally all its
dependent properties, with the exception of those located
within the domain and under the dominion of Philip II , i~inG
of Spain. And Gregory XIII went even further: re~rding
the Grand Ma.gistry as vacant with Castillon's death, this
pontiff named Enmanuel Philibert, then Duke of Savoy , and his
successors, perpetual Grand Masters of the two combined orders,
for the reason, as stated in his bull, that this prince was
agreeable to all sovereigns and would therefore have no trouble
recovering property that had been usurped from the Order of
Saint Lazarus (3).

(1) Bozio.
(2) The letters establishing the county of Savoy as a
duchy were issued by Emperor Sigismund on February 19, 1416.
(J) Since then, the dukes of Savoy have continued, within
their domain, as Grand !.lasters of the Orders of St. 1\burice and
St. Lazarus, which enjoy distinguished esteem and excellent,
secure privileges in Savoy.
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This bull, so contrary to the rir,hts of our sove r eigns ,
was naturally not recognized in France. The.kin~dorn was then
in the most terrible upheaval: the blood sp1lled on St . Bar tholomew's Day was still SLnoking: the civil wars, stirred up
and sustained by foreign powers, prevented the king and his
ministers from tending to the most essential governmental
functions: everywhere there was nothing but brigandage and
disorder. The Order felt the effects of these unfortunate
circumstances, for the kings neglected its rights and interests,
though they did not stop regarding themselves as its preservers
and patrons. There was a -period of silence on Pope Gregory
XIII's bull.
At that time Knight William Alleawne was Commander of
saint Anthony of Gratternont. The troubles in the kingdom and
his absence from his couunanderie did not lead hita to lose sight
of his due rights: several original deeds (1), procurations,
decisions and judgments of 1572, 1573 and 1574 prove that he
was protecting the commanderie's property very carefully 8nd
recovering the rents still owed to it, despite the schemes
of those ea~er to destroy the Order.
As we have seen, Michael of Seure had reserved for himself
the appointments to the first two commanderies to fall vacant:
the opportunity to exercise this right arose with the death of
Knight James of Seure, his grandnephew, Commander of St. Thomas
of Fontenay in Poitou. On February 8, 1573 he bestowed the
provisions for this commanderie upon Kni~ht John Fretey, thus
ignoring the letter written on January 2J of the same year by
Emmanuel Pfiilibert, Duke of Savoy, to the commanders and
officers of the Order of Saint Lazarus, advising them that
Gregory XIII had conferred the title of Grand r~ster General
upon himself and his successors. Since the current state of
events did not allow the Order to hold a chapter or assemble
in council, no reply was given the Duke of Savoy. But the
latter persisted in his efforts: feeling that ~he time was
right to get what he wanted from the King of France, he
opened ner,otiations.
Charles IX, constant in his protection of the Order
had just granted, on the request of Rene le Pin, Lord or'
Quince, Captain of the royal palace of Jenneville, and ~~ster
and Administrator of the leper hospital of Saint Lazarusnear-Orleans (2), letters patent dated from Saint-Germain-enLaye which confirmed this hospital's ri~ht to ~ather wood in
the forest of Orleans, in accordance with Louis the Fat's
donation in 1112, which was ratified sixty years afterward-by his son, Louis the Young (3).
(l) Inventory of the Grattemont archives' original titles.
( 2) The Carthusians of Orleans now ov.n this 1 eper
hospital's property.
( J) See the Documents In Proof, I~os. 26, 27 & 28.
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Emmanuel Philibert continued his solicitations to the
Court of France to carry out Gregory XIII's bull. For a YPQr
Charles IX had been in a state of decline which heralded hi..
death: he was so weak that he could barely put his name to
whatever those around him wanted. The Duke of Savoy had
little difficulty obtaining a warrant entitling him~to those
rights, privileges and pre-eminences in the realm that were
previously held by the Grand Masters of the Order of Saint
Lazarus (1). But this warrant, granted January 15, 1574,
did not achieve the results that the Duke of Savoy had hoped
for. Charles IX finally died in May of that year; before
passinv, away, he said that his consolation lay in not leaving
any children, because they would have been infants and France
needed a man. He counted on the talents of his brother,
Henry, Duke of Anjou; but in this he was deceived, for the
last of the Valois did not vindicate the fame that had won
him the crown of Poland. Upon hearing of Charles IX's death,
Henry promptly returned to France to take possession of his
patrimony. On the way, he stopped for a while at Turin,
where the Duke and Duchess of Savoy, after swamping him with
honours and flattery, persuaded Henry to hand over to them
Pignerol, Savillan and La Perouse, three important towns that
were France's gates to Italy: in making these restitutions,
he showed himself ignorant of his own interests, as well as
lacking in judgment and resolution. Soon after, &wnanuel
Philibert suGeested to the new king that he issue him a warrant
relating to the Order of St. Lazarus, as Charles IX had done;
Henry III agreed, and had the desired warrant drawn up on
March 30, 1575. This information is based on the testimony
of Peter Davity, who claims to have seen and read the collated
abstract of these two warrants, which had been forwarded to
him by Michael Bonefont, one of the secretaries of the Order
of Saint Lazarus in Savoy. Yet the two warrants proved futile,
for they were not followed by the letters patent needed to
authorize the Duke of Savoy to exercise the riGhts of Grand
Master within the kingdom. It is true that Salviati, for his
part, not wishing to imprudently compromise the authority of
the King on his accession to the throne, did not then take
up the office of Grand Master; he waited until Henr y III, who
had a freer hand and was less troubled after the treaty of
Poitiers, was in a better condition to listen to his observations on the Order of Saint Lazarus. Once the king was
better informed on the Order, he regarded the warrant he had
granted as null and void. At that point Salviati, in concert
with his sovereign, called a chapter for the feast of Pente cost, 1578, and it opened accordin~ to the normal procedure
on ~~y 19. Salviati had not as yet revealed his no~ination
to the Grand Ma~istry, which had been effected by Charles IX
seven years before: now he did so, in a most modest fashion,
begc:;ing the capitulnrs to accept him as Grand f•'laster, if

(1)

Dav~ty, p.

327.
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found him wo r thy to occupy this eminent dignity . When
th; matter was put to a vote, he was unaniraously acknowled~ e d
as chief governor and administrator, Grand r~ster G~neral of
the hospitals leper houses and all the Order of Sa1nt L?zarus
of Jerusalem 'Bethlehem and Nazareth on both sides of the sea,
on condition' of keepin~ and enforcing the statutes, and under taking no important affairs without assembling the Council of
the Order (1). After he had promised to do so, the co~nanders
and knights advanced to bow before the new Grand Master and
kiss the cross he wore on his habit. Then approval was given
to his actions as vicar-general and in all other capacities.
As soon as Salviati had been accepted as Grand Master,
in gratitude for his appointment to a post which ordinarily
was conferred only upon native Frenchmen, he applied himself
to thoroughly carrying out his dutie~. On the second day of
the chapter, May 20, he proposed tak1ng steps to retrieve
titles which had been taken frorn the archives during the wars.
Consequently it was decided to immediately petition the King
for permission to reclaim property that had been usurped from
the Order, and for his manifest protection to facilitate
legal recovery of those commanderies, bene-f ices and hospitals
that were rightfully subject to the institution of St. Lazarus.
Once this resolution had been made, there followed discussion of the letter written to the Order on January 2J, 1573
by Emmanuel Philibert, Duke of Savoy, demanding recognition
as Grand Master of the Order of Saint Lazarus by virtue of
Gre~ory XIII's bull of November 1572 (2 ) .
The capitulars
found this bull to be patently invalid, because the pope had
not summoned the parties concerned, in accordance with the
decree of the forty-third session of the Council of Basel,
nor had he notified the Order of his bull, in accordance with
the regulations prescribed in Paragraph J~XVI of the bull
Sicuti bonus asricolar because in declaring the Knights of
St. Lazarus' property within the domain of the King of Spain
exempt from the jurisdiction of the Duke of Savoy, the Grand
Master, Gregory XIII was showing a partiality that should be
suspect: because the bull contained manifest contradictions
for, after first saying that he was conferrin~ the Grand
'
Ma~istry upon t~e.Duke.of Savoy in the hope that this prince
would have suff1c1ent 1nfluence upon the two chief monarchs
of Europe to commit them to restoring the Order's properties
within.their realms, the pope subsequently ordered that an
except1on be made of property the Order might possess on
lands within Philip II's rule, Philip II being one of the
two monarchs Gre ~ ory had had in mind, and what is more a
monarch who was then on the best of terms with the Duke of
Savoy; and finally because, contrary to the contents of this
bull, it was obvious that the Order had never ceased to have
a recognized Grand b~ster residing in France. On all these
(1) From the Order's registers for the years 1578 and
following.
·

(2) Register of Salviati's chapters, p. 6.
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legal and factual bases, the chapter decided that Pope Gre~ory
XIII had no power either to abolish the Grand ~~gistry of the
Order of Saint Lazarus in France or to present it to the Duke
of Savoy. Far from concurring with that prince's proposals,
the chapter decided to leave them unanswered, to oppose the
bull he was usin~ in support of his claim, and to lodge an
appeal against it as abusive. I have no proof that the resolutions made in this chapter were carried out, but there is
evidence that they had their intended effect, for the contemporary author Andre Favin writes in his Treatise on the !'rlil i tary
Orders that Henry III came forth against Gregory XIII's bull-the result, no doubt, of his having examined the remonstrances
that the Grand !~ster had submitted to him on behalf of the
chapter of the Order of Saint Lazarus.
No Grand Master devoted himself more ardently to the
interests of the Order than Francis Salviati: his zeal is never
seen to slacken. He began his mastership by directing repairs
to Boigny castle, which was exposed to frequent assaults because
of its proximity to the city of Orleans. On the second feast
day of Easter 1562, the Prince of Conde had seized that city
and turned it into his drill ground: soon the Calvinists controlled all the surroundine area. Briquemault, one of their
main captains, set up his headquarters at Boigny, and his troops
lay \~ste to this place with the more furor in that it belonged
to the most zealous defenders of the orthodox religion: they
burned part of the castle and defaced and profaned the chapel.
It was not to be expected that the Knights of Saint Lazarus
would leave the principal seat of their urder in this ruinous
condition: and indeed, when the King had regained Orleans and
the edicts of pacification had restored s ome semblance of calm,
they prepared to beein repairs. But when the estimates for
these had been drawn up, they were found to far exceed the
Order's resources; therefore, even though Michael of Seure,
as I have said, had reserved for himself the revenue from the
commanderie of Boigny, Salviati generously offered to advance
the funds necessary to restore the buildings and the chapel.
The Order and its council, in appreciation of the Grand t.J,aster's
beneficence, had several inscriptions enr,raved in GOld l9tters
at different places in the castle to expres~ their rrratitude .
These inscriptions were accompanieu by the benefactor's arms:
quartered, 1 & 4, argent with a sinople cross (the arms of
the Order and the Grand Master's mark); 2 & J, eules with
three rakes argent (the Salviati arms); and over all a chief
of the Order of Malta, of which the Grand r.l..,ster was a kniETht.
Also, the following lines were placed in gold letters on the
main ~te of the castle courtyard:
This house renovated
Is to the great King consecrated;
Let no one presume to enter
If not a loyal serf of the master.
These ver~cs, ·r11ore factual th~n poetic, show the Order 's r espect
and affection for the kin~, its sovereien protector.
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The chapter of 1578 did not restrict its e l f to exam~n~ng
Pope Gregory XIII's ?ull and ~he Duke of Savoy 's letter. In
the other sittings, ~t reconf~rmed old statutes and even made
some new rer;ulations: an admission form was drafted, includin~
the oath th~t each Knight would take as he donned the habit;
the Grand Master was given the option of choosing for his
service four pat;es from thirteen to fourteen years old, who
were to be exempt from all other duties until they were twenty;
the obligation to prove legitimacy of birth and four quarters'
nobility on the father's and mother's sides for a dmission to
the Order was confirmed; . and it was ruled that the Grand I'Iaster
could extend dispensation in this regard only to benefactors
of the Order, to those· who had rendered him important services,
or to those who had distinguished themselves in battle in
defence of the Faith. This chapter passed yet another ordinance
on a key matter: I have already said that the Knights of St.
Lazarus were free to marry; this was a privilege that always
seemed to upset the Order of ~~lta. When in 1568 Jack of
Castillon proposed uniting the Order of Saint Lazarus with
that of Saint John of Jerusalem, the Grand Master and Council
of b~lta had decided that it should be expressly stipulated
in the deed of union that married Knights of Saint Lazarus
would not be admitted into the institution of Saint John,
though they could retain the corwanderies they held for the
rest of their lives (1). Salviati, though he was a knight
of Malta as well as Grand Master of the Order of · St. Lazarus,
had no intention of limitin~ a privil ege the benefits of
which he was fully aware: he simply wanted to bind the
knights to it more faithfully. Consequently the chapter of
1578 empowered the Grand ~aster and t he Knights of his council
to impose such penalties as they saw f it upon those who
violated the vow of conjuGal chastity.
Francis Salviati continued to hold y early chapters,
according to the ancient custom. That of 1579 decreed that
the assembled council of the Order could not punish knit;hts
except in cases where they had failed to carry out approved
statutes. That of 1580 permitted Grand nnster Salviati to
confer all offices upon those laity of the Order whom he
t h ou~ht worthy, on condition that they take the oath before
chapter. This permission was simply a confirmation of the
law instituted by Pius V in Paragraph 7J of the bull Sicuti
bonus acricoln, which states that appointments to all offices
of the Order, even those of vicar in each priory and of
attorney general in the Court of Rome, belong to the Grand
Master and the chapter. The latter of these offices,
specifically mentioned in Paragraphs 50 and 51, is one of
the most important, since its purpose is to ensure the protection of privileges and the capability of legal action;
it has now been converted into an official post on the
Council of the Order.
(l) Bozio.
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In 1581, Salviati had a new terrier made of properties
within the jurisdiction of the commanderie of Boigny. There
was a preferment of Kniehts the next year at the Pentecost
chapter: among them were Fabrizio Salviati, Lord of Talc~,
the Grand l~ster's nephew: George of Cattelan, Lord of Belas;
and Octavian Fregoso who, since he was only eighteen years old,
obtained an age dispensation, upon Catherine de' Medici's
request. On the same day, Francis Fleure was admitted as a
lay brother (1).
Octavian Fregoso, whose ancestors had served both France
and the Catholic religion, was of the house of Fregoso, famous
in Genoa and throughout Italy: Caesar Fregoso was his father,
a knight of the Order of the King and gentleman in ordinary to
his Chamber. George of Cattelan, of Spanish origin, was from
an equally illustrious family: he was the more deserving of
the honour conferred upon him in that Don HuGh of Cattelan,
his father, also a Knight of Saint Lazarus, had steadfastly
maintained the Knights' ancient rieht to bring all their causes
before the Chatelet of I~ris (2), both as plaintiffs and
defendants.
The letters patent that Hur;h of Cattelan obtained
on September 20, 1580 as the result of questions being raised
as to the validity of his prerogative stipulated that thev
had been granted in accordance with those given by King charles
IX to the Knights of Saint Lazarus.
France's continuing troubles did not allow Grand .Master
Salviati to be as effective as he might have wished in acquiring
favours from the kinF, and his ministers for the Order. It had
been resolved in the May 1578 chapter t hGt the king be requested
to order that the Knights of Saint Lazarus enjo¥ the same
privileges within his domain as did their confreres in foreirr,n
realms, and that the comrnanderies, hospitals and leper houses
which the Order founded be returned to it, regardless of the
alleged possession rights of those who had appropriated them.
After Salviati had presented his request, it went unanswered
for several years: despite the Grand D~ster's tireless solicitations, he was unable to report any news until the chapter of
1583, when he declared that it was the KinG's wish that he
be informed of the properties that had been usurped from the
Order, those of which it held possession, the nu;Jber of its
cornmanderies in the realm, and their yield. In response to
the king's kind intentions, it was straightaway decreed that
all commanders would be required, upon penalty of confiscation
of one year's income, to bring to the 1584 chapter their comrnanderies' leases and deeds, including a report on all dependent
properties: those commanders who were absent would be notified
of this decree. But Salviati went even further: convinced
that Henry III vtas favourably disposed tov.a.rd the Order, he
(1) Register of the Order.
(.2) Archives. ['l'ranslator's Hote:
court of ju~tice .]
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thought it appropriate to propos·e holding an extra or dina r y
chapter so that the King's request might be more pr omptly
satisfi~d. The assembly quickly approved th~s i~ea, and a
chapter was set for the feast of the Assumpt1on 1n September.
All the brothers, commanders and knights were invited in letters
written on behalf of the chapter and signed by the secretary of
the Order which included an injunction to everyone in general
and each person in particular to make inquiries to a distance
of fifteen leagues from their corrunanderies, and to come to
the chapter equipped with substantiation of the investigations
made in the various territories, even when they had produced
no results. Once this matter was settled, the chapter dealt
with the reform of c~rtain corrupt practices.
Developments within the Order, and the frequent absences
of the last two Grand Masters, who were often entrusted with
important negotiations by the government, had given rise to
formal irreRUlarities in its acts and deeds, a fact which did
not escape the vigilance · of the members of the 1583 chapter:
to avoid past problems, they ordered that all certified copies
would be signed by the Grand r~ster, affixed with the common
seal of the Order and the Grand Master, and countersigned by
the registrar: furthermore, capitular decisions would be signed
not only by the Grand Master but also by the most senior
commander or knight, on behalf of the other capitulars, countersigned on the fold by the registrar and affixed with the common
lead seal on green lakesr finally, contracts, leases, concordats, commissions, admissions of knights, lay brothers-at-arms,
priests and brothers of the Order, cownanderie provisions and
generally all other titles would be null and void if not drawn
up as prescribed by "the present ordinance". Most of the
resolutions passed in this chapter were prevented by current
circwnstances from being implemented. Yet who would believe
that, at this stormy time for the monarchy, the nation's representatives, together with the magistracy, should be doing their
utmost to make the public and civil law permanently consistent?
For this was when there appeared the celebrated ordinances of
Orleans, Roussillon, Moulins and Blois, which contain invaluable
regulations on every facet of administration. At the same time,
reform of the customaries vtas going forward: this was the
period when the Orleans customary was reformed. Grand ~~ster
Salviati was swrunoned on that occasion, and he appeared as
Commander of Boigny according to the customary minutes, which
are dated 1583.
The chapter planned for 1584 did not take place: the
civil wars, starting again with more furor than ever, prevented
the commanders and knights from going to Boicny, which as a
meeting-place would be exposed to constant peril, especiallv
since Salviati, who had always been attached to the interes~s
of the King ~nd the Queen Mother, did not declare himself in
support of the League. These considerations led the Grand
~bster to remove from Boigny castle, perhaps too hastily,
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some of the furniture and more important titles, an act which
subsequently proved highly detrimental to the Order due to
the negligence or lack of good faith of those entrusted with
the precious depository of noirrny.
Obliged to leave the tnaster house of the Order, ~al via ti
took up residence in Paris, where in 1585 he held a chapter
in the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Pres; as usual, matters
pertaining to discipline, government and administration were
dealt with (1). I note that the Grand Master in conjunction
with the chapter gave the post of secretary-registrar to John
Richany, to be held alternately with Verard, who was previouslv
the sole incurnbent. At the time, this position was not includ~d
among the high offices; those who filled it were not members
of the Order. One of the items of business of the 1585 chanter
was to make arran~ements to reimburse Salviati for the 12,153
crowns he had advanced, as mentioned earlier, toward the
restoration of Boigny castle. This chapter is the last of
Salviati's mastership; he had convoked eight of them, all
noteworthy for the wise regulations that were produced. Several
of those I have not reviewed inform us as to the admission fees
paid by knights, priests and lay brothers of the Order, the
resnonsions owed by each commanderie, the restrictions against
knights entering the service of a foreign prince without the
Grand Master's permission and against their eneaging in a
profession unworthy of the nobility of the Order, on pain of
demotion. These same regulations tell us that the celebrated
".Militia of Saint Lazarus" was composed of knights, priests
and lay brothers; that there were two c lasses of priests:
those who remained within a sin~le house, and those authorized
to move from one house to another; and that there were t~o
classes of lay brothers: the brothers-at-arms who were ad1nitted
as Knights, and others who were subaltern officers within the
Order's jurisdiction.
Salviati, ceaselessly occupied with finding means to
restore the "Chivalry" of Saint Lazarus to its ancient glory,
had prepared reports for presentation to the KinG, v1hen c ircumstances mi~ht allow.
Belloy clairas to have seen then
in the hands of a Knight of the Crder, "a gentleman of honour
and most exalted merit'', and offers us a fairly lengthy extract
from them in his Trait~ rte~ Ordres ~ilitair ~ s (2).
Salviati 's zeal and influence were instilling the l\nip-hts
with high hopes for the future when their Grand Master diecl ( J) ,
to the deep rer;ret of the Order. One of his first posts had
been that of squire to M':lrl32-ret of France, Queen of r;avarrc.
Soon after,. Catherine de' Medici, IJcrsuaded of lJ1ic;ht Salviati's
devotion to the orthodox reliGion, named him Iilnrgaret 's Chief
of Council, hopinG thus to preserve her from the heresy, which
had made rapid progress in Bearn. To terminate my remarks on

(1) Salviati's register, pp. 34 & J6.
(2) [Tr~ntis~ on the Nilitary Orders]
chap • IX , p • 15 9 •
(3) In September 1586.
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this Grand Master, I will list his titles: illustrious a~d.
·
t Lord Head and Grand ~~ster of all the Order of ~a1nt
pUlSSan
•
Lazarus of Jerusalem,
Bethlehem and ~azaret h on b o th Sl•ct es of
the seas, Chamberlain to His Ro~al H1ghness the sole brother
of the King, Chief of the ~ounc1l of the Queen of Navarre,
and commander of Boigny, F1effe, Barbonne and Tourny.
When Grand Master Salviati died, Henry III, in the midst
of his voluptuous, superstitious court, was alternating between
scandalous pleasures and absurd devotions, and amusing himself
in fashions hardly befitting the royal majesty. No sooner had
he espied the approachin_g storm on the horizon than he was
neglecting the most ~ssen~i~l matter~, thanks to his.indolence,
irresolution and pus1llan1m1ty. It 1s thus no surpr1se that
he was little concerned with the Order of Saint Lazarus; he
did not even think to appoint a successor to Grand Master
salviati. And yet the dignity of Grand ~~ster cannot be said
to have been vacant: l4ichael of Seure, who had retained the
title and its honours, was still alive. In truth, though, he
was entirely dedicated to the Order of Malta, since he was
Grand Prior of Champagne, and employed his title of Grand h~ster
for little more than to receive the income from the commanderie
of Boi~y. Apparently, however, it was he who subsequently
named Francis of Fleury, a Knight of Saint Lazarus, VicarGeneral of the Order, a title assumed by Fleury in various
acts of which I shall have occasion to speak. The Order's
fate was now one with that of the kingdom: as the provinces
were being pillaged, most of the Order's possessions fell prey
to whoever was unjust enough to usurp property intended for
the relief of the unfortunate and the recompense of a militia
whose knights had for centuries offered up their lives and
sacrificed their fortunes in defence of the religion and to
the glory of our kin~s in the East. Greedy ecclesiastics
took over hospitals, leper houses and commanderies, - placing
them under tithe so as to convert them to personal property
and create benefices from them, which they then transmitted
to their successors as priories independent of the Grand ~aster.
Such was the lot of the commanderie of Pastoral, in the diocese
of Rhodes, and several others which left the Order never to
return: Calvinist gentlemen, and even some Catholics, seized
those that were free for the taking, among them Saint Anthony
of Grattemont in Normandy and Villaray near Versailles. As
we shall see, under the reip;n of Louis XIII, a decree dispossessed the usurpers' children of these co~nanderies, which
had been passed on as hereditary properties. Fightin~ went
ory ~n the provinces. As if it were not enough that the French
d1v1ded among themselves should be using their own armies to
destroy each other, the German Protestant princes formed a
confederation in support of the King of Navarre, and 35,000
men--reiters, lansquenets and other troops--invaded the kingdom through Alsace, Lorraine and Burgundy. Frightened by
this incurs ion of foreiV1ers, the Cro\'m opened battle on all
fronts! the ~/ar of the Three Henrys (l) began, and France
found 1tself menaced by five or six armies simultaneously.
(l) So called because the King of France, the Kine of
Navarre and the Duke of Guise were all named Henry.
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Boigny, the principal seat of the Order, vtas not spared:
i t s uffered all the inevitable ills of civil and foreign wars,
until with the death of the last of the Valois, the situation
of the Order of Saint Lazarus reached a new low. The Knights
had been obliged to suspend exercises essential to the Inaintaining of discipline: the citizens of Orleans, supporters of the
League, regarded Boirrny as a post that was critical to the
security of their city and set up a permanent p-arrison there;
the castle, to which expensive repairs had been made under
Salviati's mastership, sustained extensive damar,es once a~in,
primarily in 1589, 1591 and 1592, by the compani~s of captains
La Tourneuve, I~clline, Guernier, Montplaisir, L'Eplinger and
Jacqueleau, who could not contain their undisciplined soldiers
within the bounds of duty.
At this turbulent time when the legitimate heir's ri~ht
to the throne was challenF,ed, the Commander of Saint Lazarus
of Montlioust, seduced like many others by an ill-informed
zeal, took up arms a~inst his sovereign; according to the
statutes of the Order, he should have been demoted and stripped
of all the benefits to which he was entitled as a Knight, but
Henry IV, who was of a forbearing disposition, ¥las content to
grant Francis of Fresnay, Lord of Hautmenil a warrant entitling
him to two-thirds of the Montlioust commanderie's revenue for
a period of one and a half years. In the same year of 1593
this prince, more attentive than his predecessor to the Order
of Saint Lazarus' affairs, appointed as its Grand ~~ster
Aymard of Clermont of Chaste, who soon after took possession
of this dignity by proxy • .Michael of Seure, for he was still
alive (1), was an uneasy witness of this promotion: having
reserved for himself the Boigny conunanderie's income, he was
afraid that he mi~ht be held responsible for the damages to
the buildinGs, and hence for repairs as well. To forestall
this difficulty, he dispa4ched his power of attorney to Kni~ht
Fleury, Vicar-General of the Order, so that he could state
before an official committee that the poor state of the castle
and chapel of Boir;ny were due to excesses cor.unitted to them
by troops during the wars.
It appears that !~night Fleury vtas closely attach ed to
the interests of Michael of Seurc; it was he, as Vicar-G ~ neral,
who ordered an inspection of the farm of Le Bourdeau, a deuendency of the Boigny commanderie, probably to gather justification with which to oppose any demands that mir,ht be rnade by
the new Granrl n~stcr.
Aymard of Clermont of Chaste, Lord of Br os s o, n ear t ne
town of Puy-en-Velay, came from a cadet branch of the ancit:!nt
and illustrious house of Clermont, of Dauphin~; his ar ms were
azure, a fleur-de-lis or, gartele (2) gult:!s \'lith a key ar p.-e nt,
as mav be seen from the seals attached to his titles an tl fr o:n
several escutcheons still extant in the castle of Drosse and
the church of the Minims in Dieppc, where he v~s buried .
(l) He died two years later, in 1595.
(2) (A heraldic term (verb/past participle) that I have
been unable to locate in any reference source -- tr.J
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Befor e becomin~ a Knight of Saint Lazar us, this G~and ~~ster
had entered the Order of lVIalta, where he had obta1ned a commanof Marshal. But Aymard of Chaste waR
d er i e an d the dignitv
.
.
·
· ?rl;er:_
. .: ~
·
not content with holding the ch1ef
off.1ces
o f h lS
. h 1s
talents were to lead him to the most 1mportant pos1t1ons 1n
the realm. He was the first cousin of.Anne, Du~e of Joyeuse,
Admiral of France; the inf~uence of,thls fc:-vour1te of Henry
III was no doubt a factor 1n Cha~te s gett1n~ the post o~
Vice-Admiral, which he deserved 1n any case because of h1s
consicierable naval skills. In 1583 he had command of the
relief contingent which the King and Queen Mothe~ sent to the
Azores in defence of Don Anthony of Portugal, Pr1or of Grato,
ap:ainst Philip II, King of Spain, one of the pretenders to the
throne of Portugal after the death of Don Sebastian. Aymard
of Chaste's expedition was not successful: the fierce fightine
of the Count of Torres Vedras, the governor of the region,
ruined the well-planned schemes of tho French general; after
winninP. several battles, the Spanish finally subjected the
islanders to Philip II's yoke. But the King and Catherine de'
Medici were satisfied with the zeal and ability shown by ViceAdmiral Chaste, which did not RO unrewarded: upon his return,
he was given command of the French naval forces off the coast
of Poitou, and then off Normandy. He was the governor of
Dieppe when Henry IY came to the throne, upon which occasion,
to his undying ~lory, he opened the gates of the city to the
head of the house of Bourbon (1). Could it not be said that
it was to this exemplary act of loyalty that France owed the
good fortune of having Henry the Great as its leader? This
was a prince full of candour, a quality he like~ to find in
others as well. He placed his confidence in Ay~ard of Chaste,
set up his headquarters outside the walls of Dieppe, confirmed
his host as r;overnor of that city, and the following year rnade
him lieutenant general of the Caux region. Ay1nard of Chaste
also owned benefices: for a long time he was Abbot of Longjumeau, and in 1588 Henry III had appointed him to the abbey
of Fescamp, which had need of a head after the death of Cardinal
Guise; it is true that the pope refused to grant bulls to the
new appointee (2), but he nonetheless drew an income from this
abbey until it was taken over by
Cardinal Joyeuse, who
was nomina ted by the Kine and supplied vt i th its prov i~ i vi ~ ~ oy
the court of nome. Finally Henry IV, in recognition of the
services rendered by Chaste to himself and to the state, made
him Grand Master of the Order of Saint Lazarus; but whether
it was that his first taking of possession, of which I spoke
earlier, was faulty or incorrect, or whether he met with s ·ome
opposition from Michael of Seure, who had retained the title
of Grand ~~ster and Commander of Boigny, i~nediately upon the
death of that former incumbent in December 1595 the new Grand
Master vested Charles le Prieur, a burgher of Orleans, with

(1) Histoire de Dieppe.
(2) Re~ister of Le Franyais, notary of the Viscounty of
Arques, in Normandy.
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his power of attorney, to take possession a second time, in
his name , of the master house of Boigny, ordering him at the
same time to schedule a chapter general for Pentecost 1596 (1 ) .
All commanders were advised to take part, so that there could
be discussion of means of restorin~ discipline and settlinr
the administration of those properties still held by the Order.
Finding Charles le Prieur's manar,ement to be satisfactory, the
Grand Master again authorized him on February 15, 1596 to lease
by proxy all the commanderie of Boigny's inherited properties
and dependencies.
While the Order of Saint Lazarus, bolstered by the influence
of its Grand Master, appeared to be regaining some measure of
stability, the League was breathing its last. Henry IV, victorious at Arques and Ivry, never ceased to struggle gloriously
against all obstacles: he had recently been admitted into
Paris, and had renewed a treaty of alliance with Queen Elizabeth, to the great dismay of the Spanish. The Grand Master of
Saint Lazarus was unquestionably one of the French lords who
had most contributed to the king's military advances; he was
worthy of being employed in all the most important negotiations
(2). After the confirmation of the last treaty with England,
in which Chaste had played a part, Henry IV named him his
ambassador extraordinary to Queen Elizabeth, with the Duke
of Bouillon. I do not know whether Aymard of Chaste had a
long stay at the court of London. Back in France, he took up
the affairs of the Grand Magistry, and acquired letters paten~
confirming all the privileges granted the Order by the predecessors of Henry IV: these are mentioned in Louis XIV's
Proclamation of 1664. Some time later, Chaste formed the plan
of making a voya~e to Canada; with this end in view, he resigned
the dignity of Grand ~~ster in favour of his nephew, Charles of
Gayand--though he continued to carry out the duties of his
position until such time as his successor had taken possession
of the office. During the interim period, he received Robert
Bragelongne, son of President Martin Bragelongne, into the
Order as a Knight: in the act of admission, preserved in the
archives, Aymard of Chaste is called "Grand Master by the grace
of God", and in the subscription, simply "the humble Grand
Master", a relir.;ious formula that his four predecessors had
never used in their titles. This same document specifically
mentions the proof supplied by Hobert Bragelongne of his
adherence to the Roman Catholic religion, his legitimate birth,
his paternal and maternal nobility, and his virtuous life and
morals ( 3).
The interruption of monastic life since the civil wars
and the poor condition of the Boigny chapel made it impossible
for the Order to conduct its ceremonies at the headquarters.

(1) Le

Fran~ais'

register.
(2) Histoire de Diepne.
( 3) S e·e the Documents In Proof, No. 29.
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The Grand Master was thus obliF,ed to adopt a ~hurch in Pa~is;
he chose the one belonr,ing t? the house ?f Sa1nt Lazarus 1n
the fauboure Saint Denis, wh1ch was cons1dered ~ecaus~ of
the nature of its founding as part of the Order s anc1ent
patrimony. It was in this chur~h that Robert Bragelongne .
took his vows as a Knight o~ Sa1nt Lazarus; the Order cont1nued
to use it for its rites unt1l 16J2.
The new Knight was soon a commander; his ~evotion t? the
Order's interests and his expected usefulness 1n recover1ng
usurped property commended him strongly to ~ymard of Cha~te
(1), who, according to M. de Thou, was work~ng ~rd ~t h~s
duties. With the approval of the lay and eccles1ast1cal
Knights, he bestowed the provisions for the commanderie of
.Montrevault upon Robert Bragelongne on November 15, 1601.
The Order had just recovered the co~nanderie of Aigregeuille in Bresse, a province subj~ct t? the Duke o~ Savoy.
Since Pope Gregory XIII's bull, th1s pr1nce had cla1med the
right to make appointments to the co~nanderie, but things
chan~ed early in the 17th century.
Charles ~ru~nuel, Emmanuel
Philibert's successor, took advantage of the troubles in France
to usurn the mar~uisate of Saluzzo during Henry III's reign.
At the close of 1598 Henry IV reclaimed this crovm dependency.
Charles Erunanuel, countin~ on his political talents, came to
the court of France in person to defend his claii~, but his
skills were no match for the steadfastness of the French
p;overnment and he was forced to promise to restore the marquisate within four months, or to surrender equivalent seigniories. Once he had returned to his domain, Charles Emmanuel
tried to evade the a~reement that had been made in Paris, a
lack of r;ood faith which resulted in Henry IV taking up arras.
The French troops met with such quick success that the Duke
of Savoy was soon reduced to employing Clement VIII's mediation:
this pope ordered his legate, Aldobrandini, to negotiate a
compromise between the two sovereigns. After several meetinGS
at which the interests of both parties were keenly debated,
the treG ty vtas concluded at Lyons: the King let the Dulce of
Savoy have the marquisate of Saluzzo, and received from him
in exchange Bresse, Bugey and the adjacent territories. For
the Order of Saint Lazarus, this mutual transfer returned
thin~s to their previous situation:
as before, the commanderie
of A1grefeuille was subject only to the appointments of the
Grand Master residin~ in France, despite the difficulties
raised by the Duke of :;avoy who wanted to use Greeory XIII's
bull to retain this commanderie for the Order of Saint .r.laurice
and Saint Lazarus.
The Grand i·las ter, now at an age when raen normally seek
~etirement, persisted in his plan of ~oing to end his days
1n Canada. For almost a century France had held considerable
possessions in this part of North America, possessions which
had been neglected under previous reicns. There was no thought
(1) Hist. · Thuan., vol. II.
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that Avmard of Chaste's project was motivated by the desire
to make a name for himself, or to extend his influence and
increase his fortune; his sole purpose was to enlar~e thP
State ' s landholdings and to restore the purity of the orthodox
faith, which had deteriorated in Canada due to the tnixture of
inhabitants, of every type of religion. The ~overnment, which
c oulct only applaud such a noble and edifying pers pee t i ve, .nade
him Lieutenant General of New France, fro u1 the )2nd la t i tucte
to the 52nd (1). In this new capacity, Chaste iuunediately
ordered ships to be outfitted at his expense, and Captain
Champlain, his confidant on this proje~t, embarked to prepare
the way for the undertaking. But when at the end of l60J
Champlain returned to the port of Dieppe from which he had
set out, he learned that Ayrnard of Chaste had died on the
13th of the previous !~y of the effects of a wound incurred
some years before in defending Bour~dun castle in Nonaandv
a~ainst the armies of the League.
He was buried in Diepp.e
in the Minims'
church, of which
he had been a great benefactor.
.
.
J
Card1nal
_Jo:veuse ass1gned a considerable sum of rnone'
for the erection of a mausoleum to the Grand Master, who
his first cousin, but for reasons unknown it was never built.
Instead, a brass sword bearing an engraved inscription was
hun~ on the wall between the altar and the sacristy in the
Minims' church; this was later destroyed in the fire of 1694.
ThouRh there re;nains no monument in honour of Grand Mas tcr
Chaste in the city of Dieppe, his memory is still venerated
there, and the citizens have never forgotten a sonnet which
appeared at the time of his death; I will quote it here, as
an indication of the ~reat esteem in which he was held
during his lifetime (2).
Nobility is nau~ht without virtue's support,
And virtue unknown without the noble's renown;
Rut he who nobility and virtue has joined
Vill never be laid low by the proeress of time.
Th~refore you, 1\1,:~ Lord, who are all crowned
With virtuous hon011r joined to noble wisdo1n,
Never havine lacked the valour and prowess
To defeat your enemy exactlv when needect,
Merit with ~ood reason an immortal record
Wherein your noble virtues and worthy title
Of Grand r.lastel~ may be set dov.n for posterity:
Yet how accomplish this? For such an Achille~,
A no th er Homer we need, who in a s t'rl e more ct i vine
Could i~nortalize you even to the heavens.
~........

was
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(1) Hi:-:toire cte Dierne.
(2) (This is an unrhyrn~d trZlnslation in blanl< verse.
The or i~inal is rh~nned. - tr.]
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Aymard of Chaste's death brought no changes to the
affairs of the Order of Saint Lazarus: in 1599 the King had
accepted his resignation from the Grand Ma~istry in favour
of John Charles of Gayand, the product of a noble fami-ly
established fir~t in Beaujolais and later in Dauphine. He
was the son of Balthazar of Gayand, Lord of Moncerolles,
who in October 1558 married Marearet of Chaste, the Grand
Master's 'sif;ter and daughter of the great and puissant lord
Francis of Chaste, Bailiff of Velay, and Paule of Joyeuse,
daugher of John, Viscount of Joyeuse, Knight of the Order
of the King and his lieutenant general in Languedoc.
We have seen that the institution of Saint Lazarus,
like the rest of France, had discovered how civil and religious
wars can undermine the political structure. Many of the
Knights admitted prior to the Leac;ue-related troubles were
dead, most of the Order's property had passed into alien
hands, and most of its titles had been scattered. In this
sad situation, Knight Gayand, who had always put off assuming
the Grand Maeistry while his uncle was alive, decided to
surrender his provisions, fearine that his efforts to restore
the dignity of the Order would be unsuccessful. The honour
of accomplishing this task was reserved for Grand rtlaster
N6restan~, who was able to profit from the benevolence of
Henry IV: the happy result was the institution of the Order
of Iwlount Carmel and its union with the Order of Saint r..a.zarus
Jfer~ I wil~ pause, for these two events belong to the next
·
per1od, wh1ch shall be the last of t hi s history.
:J
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Hijloire des Ordres

qui du vivant de fon on de avoit toujours differe de
~nnin6o 4 • prendre po!feflion de Ia Grande-maitrifc, a rcmcttre
fes provilions, dans Ia crainte de travai!Ier fans fucces a
n!tablir Ia dignite de l'Ordre. Cer honneur etoir rdcrve
au Grand-tnairre de Nereflang, qui fut profitcr des
hontes d'Henri IV: l'infliturion de l'Ordre de IvlontCarmel, & fon u~ion avec cciui de Saint-LJzJre, en
furent Ies heureux fruits. J e m'arrete, ces deux eve ..
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·lnjlittltion de l'Ordre de Notre-Dame duMont-Cannel,
ir Jon union avec celui de Sai1tt -Lazare.,
IV, devenu paifibie po!Tdfeur de l'herirage de fes peres , par fa valeur & par fes heurcux fucces, fuivis de Ia paix de V ervins, donna taus
fes foins pour ramener a une bonne adminifl:r~nion Ies
differentes branches du gouvernement, police, ju!lice,
finance, difcipiine militaire. L'Ordre de Saint-Lazare
n'echappa point a fa vigilance; frappe de l'etat depfo ..
rable ou Ie malheur des temps avoit redu ir un Ordre
fi refpeClable par fon anciennete, fi celebre dans fon
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FOURTH Pffi IOD
1607 & 1608 to 1772

The Founding of the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
and its Union with the Order of Saint Lazarus
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J 5.5

Once Henry IV had unquestioned possession of his
patrimony, thanks to his merit and good fortune--and thanks
as well to the Treaty of Vervins--he gave his complete
attention to reorganizing the administration of the various
branches of the government: police, judiciary, finance,
the military. The Order of Saint Lazarus did not escape
his vigilance: affected by the deplorable state to which
the bad times had reduced an Order of such worthy antiquity,
celebrated origins and commendable service, an Order that
was nothing less than the bounteous stem of all similar
EUropean orders, he resolved to be its restorer. Philbert
of Nerestang, a man of illustrious birth and distin~ished
talents, seemed to him an apt vehicle of his designs. This
lord, whose nobility dated back to the eleventh century (1),
could count defenders of the state and Reli~ion among his
ancestors; established in Auvergne and later in Velay, his
house had produced many great men whose names figure in the
annals of the nation. Among them, one Philip of Nerestang
distinguished himself in the armies of Simon, Count of
Montfort, against the Albigensians; the military exploits
of one John of Nerestang won him the government of the to\m
of Lavaurr and in the 13th century one Stephen of Nerestang
acquired the office of Grand nail~ff of Upper Auvergne, a
dignity held by his descendants even to the time of Philbert
of Nerestang. The son of this Stephen was Stephen II, fifth
grandfather of Anthony, Marguis of Nerestang and Lord of
Antremont, Saint Didier, Sa1nt Just and other places, who
was killed in 1577 outside the town of Issoire, where many
noblemen had gathered to help the Duke of Nevers successfully
conclude the siege of that fort.
Philbert, Anthony's son, entered the military service
when still very young; he was commandinG a cornpany for the
League when Henry IV came to the throne. Soon the ~~rquis
of Nerestang was serving under the new King's Lanner, and
was given an infantry regiment in return for his loyalty;
shortly afterward, Constable Henry of Montmorency bestowed
upon him the ribbon of Saint Michael.
(1~ La Mure's History of Forez; La ldure's manuscript
chron1cle of the Order, p. 50; the memoirs of Peiresc,
councill·or in the Parlement of Provence.
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Nerestang progressively won the trus~ of.Henry.IV .
When this prince learned that a group of 1ll- 1ntent1oned
people were movin~ to stir Bur~ndy into rev?lt, h~ sent
Marshal Lavardin 1nto that prov1nce, along w1th Ph1lbert
Nerestan~ and Dubourg L'Epinasse, his lieutenants general,
whose sk1ll and valour managed to foil the schemes hatched
by the enemies of France.
Charles, Count of Auvergne and later Duke of Angouleme,
Charles IX's illegitimate son, was one of the rebels; he was
pardoned by Henry IV. It was a favour the unruly man had no
reason to expect: yet immediately upon receiving it he joined
the Marquise of Verneuil's cabal. The King charged the
Marquis of Nerestang to secure thiR dangerous criminal, who
was finally imprisoned in the Bastille for sixteen years.
In that same year Henry IV conferred the Grand r~gistry
upon Philbert of Nerestang when John Charles of Gayand resigned;
the provisions, dated from Fontainebleau, September 7, 1604,
are drawn up as letters patent (1), and are justified in a
peculiar manner. After saying that he has full right to the
disposal, conferment and provision of the dignity of Grand
Master of Saint Lazarus, as did his predecessor kings of
France as heads and founders of the Order, the King orders
the knights and officers to accept the Marquis of Nerestang
as Grand Master, and to irrnore the opposition that some
Knights might raise and the small number of those attendine
the chapter, since the act would have the same force as if
all had attended; he further enjoins the bailiff of Orleans
and all officers of the realm who held jurisdidtion over
commanderies, priories, leper hospitals, farms and revenues
that were former dependencies of the Order of Saint Lazarus
(2) to allow the Grand Master or his farmers uncontested
enjoyment of the same: any difficulties would be reserved
for the inspection of himself and his Council. The new
Grand Master initially directed his attention to the recovery
of titles that had strayed or been removed from the archives.
This led him to secure a decree from the Parlement ar,ainst
Lady Forget, who had many documents relating to the Order:
she was sentenced to restore any old titles and memoirs she
might have and to clear herself under oath of holding any
back. We do not know how many she returned, or how important
t0ey were, but we do know that the original register of the
e1ght chapters held by Grand ~~ster Salviati between 1578 and
1586 was then recovered, includin~ a collection of disciplinary
regulations formerly observed in the Order.

(1) Memoirs of the Order of St. Lazarus, 1666 edition,
Part II, p. 161. Memoirs of the Order, 1681 edition, p. 1]6.
These letters patent are also in the archives.
(2) Clearly Henry IV's intention was to implement within
his realm Article XII of Pope Pius V's bull Sicuti bonus
aericola. (Latin quotation from this article: it should be
noted that the author app3.rently uses "article" and "paragraph"
synonymously. -- tr .]
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Despite the Marquis of Nerestang's precautions in
.employing the Grand Master's provisions accorded to him by
the King, he was afraid there might be some irregularity in
his taking possession of the office, and therefore reiterated
it on May 24, 1606, by virtue of letters patent obtained in
January of the same year.
The Order of Saint Lazarus thus continued to be of
concern to Henry IV. The contentions he had to deal with
from the Duke of Savoy over certain commanderies and over
his right to be the Order's sole sovereign head gave him
further incitement to revive the role of this institution
in his kingdom: he was . not long in requesting the Pope to
renew the Order's privileges and confirm the Marquis of
Nerestang's possession of the Grand Magistry (1). To
expedite his wishes, the king sent the new Grand Master to
Rome, where he spent the end of 1606 and 1607 in adroit
negotiations with the Pope. Several writers (2) assure us
that, as soon as Pope Paul V had heard the Marquis of Nerestang's explanations and seen the titles on which our
sovereigns' rights are based, he acknowledged, regardless
of the intervention of the Duke of Savoy's ambassador, that
the King of France alone had the right to appoint the Grand
~ster General of the Order of Saint Lazarus and that those
who bore this title in other states were properly speaking
only the vicars of the Grand Master who was appointed and
established in France. Nonetheless, out of consideration
for the Pope, who might be afraid of offending the memory
of his predecessors by contradicting their position with
regard to the Grand Magistry of the Order of Saint Lazarus,
the King, who was an enlightened and a shrewd politician,
found a means of satisfying the concerns of ReliRion, of
safeg~arding his rights and of conveying tokens of deference
to the sovereign pontiff, in soliciting the establishment
of the Order of Our Lady of Mount Car1ael (3), with the
intention of uniting it to the Order of Saint Lazarus. The
Pope consented the more readily to Henry IV's request in
that he wanted that prince to endow some pious foundation
in thanksgiving for the absolution he had received, a foundation remarkable enough to be genuine proof of the sincerity
of his conversion.

(1) Henry IV's letters of 1607 to the Pope and to M.

D'Alincourt, his ambassador: in the archives.
(2) La Mure's chronicle. Me1noires et ceremonies de
l'Ordre de Saint-Lazare, Lyons, 1649.
(J) Devotion to Our Lady of Mount Carmel is of most
ancient standin~: it originates in a tradition that tells
that the first church erected in honour of the Blessed Virgin
was built on .Mount Carmel by the hermits who lived on that
mountain • .
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French historians variously explain the motives of
Henry IV in founding his new order. Some believe that he
wanted a quick and easy means of distrib~ting rewar?s to_ .
the nobility, who had not abandone? him 1n the.crit1cal Cl~
cumstances in which he had found h1mself. Fav1n and certa1n
others have written that the King's purpose was to form a
new companv of knights of his guard. Others say that, since
he had com'e to the throne through a conjunction of various
unusual events, Henry IV was anxious to express his gratitude
to God by reviving the old order of his ancestors the dukes
of Bourbon and Vendome, which was dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin& this was in fact the explanation that the King gave
on this subject to the deputies of the French clergy.
It will be remembered that it was a most collllnon practice
of the 14th century to create those . military institutions
designated "chivalries", or knighthoods. Not only sovereigns
but also princes of the royal line would use establishments
of this type to win the adherence of a certain nUinber of lords,
who contracted a specific obligation to remain loyal to the
person honouring them with the ribbon of their order. The
hous~ of Orleans had instituted the Order of the Porcupine,
and the house of Bur~undy the Order of the Golden Fleece:
it was natural that the house of Bourbon should want its own.
Louis II, Duke of Bourbon, nicknamed "the Good", founded in
1370, at the time of the celebration of his marria~e to the
daughter of the Count of Auvergne and Forez, the Order of the
Thistle and the Lily of the Virgin Mary, in which he placed
great faith. Composing it of twenty-five knights, he declared
himself the head, and his successors the dukes of Bourbon
after him. He chose the thistle and lily as his emblem so
as to inspire his knights with courage in adversity, represented by the thistle, and with hope, represented by the lily,
whose leaves are always green (1). It would not be surprising
if Henry's plan were in fact to renew this old order of his
house, since it seemed so _neatly symbolic of the circumstances
surrounding his advent to the Crown, but - these different reasons
were not those then made public by the King. He simply disclosed to the Pope that, as an elder son of the Church, he
ardently desired to found a military order for the advancement
of the Catholic religion and the extirpation of heresy, and
that, being particularly devoted to the Blessed Virgin, he

(1) The collar chain was made up of complete lozenges and

half-lozenges in double orle, enamelled green, cleche (triplepointed], containing gold fleurs-de-lis and old-fashioned capital
letters in each lozenge, enamelled red and making up the word
esperance~ope). At the bottom of the chain an oval hung on the
stomach, its circumference enamelled green and red; it contained
an image of the Blessed Virgin enclosed by a gold sun, with
twelve stars above her and a crescent of twelve stars at her
feet; at the tip of the oval was a thistle head enamelled green
and wattled white. Father Honore de Sainte-Marie, Book I,
Dissert. VII; Belloy, chap. XX.
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wished to dedicate this order to her under the title and
rule of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, who would be its protectress
and patron. Indeed, the King had for some time been frequenting
St. Victor's and praying in the chapel of Our Lady of Glad
Tidings in that abbey's church (1): it was to this church that
he bade people to go to participate in the forty-hour prayer
for the successful labour of his wife, Queen Marie de' Medici,
when she was pre~ant with Gaston of France, sole brother of
his successor Louis XIII. On tho King's request, Paul V dispatched on February 16, 1607 (2) the bull Romanus Pontifex,
authorizing the founding of the Order of Our Lady of Mount
carmel and establishing its administrative structure and the
nature of its privileges, in accordance with the intentions
of the King, whom his ambassador and the Marquis of Nerestang
had introduced to His Holiness. This bull stipulates that ·
the principal seat of the order will always be located in a
country under French dominion; that the head of this new
Militia shall be called "Grand rw1as ter" 1 that the right to
confer this dignity when it falls vacant shall belong to the
King of France alone: that the appointee must seek the confirmation of the Holy See within three months of his nomination: that the Grand Master shall admit into the order as
many knights as he pleases, provided that they are subjects
o~ the King and of French nationality and noble extraction,
and provided they take a solemn vow of conjugal chastity and
obedience to the Grand Master, who shall be authorized to
make appointments to the order's depen dent priories, commanderies and benefices: that knights married for the first and
second times may receive pensions on benefices up to the swn
of five hundred gold ducats from the ecclesiastical court,
and the Grand Master up to fifteen hundred; and that both
the above groups of knights would retain any pensions they
might have received as clerics before bein~ admitted into
the order as knights (J), a privilege confirmed by the edict

(1) This chapel of Our Lady was then the chief site of
devotion in Paris: the example of the King and Queen gr eatly
increased the number of persons coming to make novenas at
Saint Victor's.
(2) The new 1739 edition of the bullary dates the bull
Romanus Pontifex at February 16, 1608, ,,:h ich I believe to
be the true date: but I have written February 16, 1607 because
this is the date recorded in the old edition of the bullary,
the Gallia Christiana, and all works, memoirs and letters
patent concerning the Order of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady
of Mount Carmel.
(3) The terms used in the bull are pensiones reservatas,
seu reservandas: reservatas refers to pensions held in the
past, pr1or to entering the order, and reservandas to pensions
that might be granted to the knights in the future, after
being admitted to the order. Judgments of the royal courts
relating to pensions were governed by this interpretation.
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of December 1672, which was registered in Council on February
20, 1673; by a judgment rende~ed by Council on March 1, 1698
after hearing the representat1ves of the clergy; and by another
judgment of January 21, 1706 involving M. de.c~ampflour, Bishop
of La Rochelle. These and several other dec1s1ons were baRed
on the formal terms of the bulls of popes Pius IV, Pius V and
Paul v. To fully satisfy Henry IV's intentions, Paul V issued
in February 1608 the bull Militantium Ordinum institutio,
which contains the rules and statutes of the Order of Our Lady
of Mount Carmel. As soon as the French ambassador in Ro1ne
sent off the two bulls granted by the pope, the king on April
4, 1608 named Philbert of Nerestang, who had been his principal
negotiator in this affair, Grand Master of the Order of Our
Lady of Mount Carmel, as he already was Grand Master of the
Order of Saint Lazarus. After observing the formalities
prescribed by the bull of establishment, the Marquis of Nerestang sent his nomination to Rome for confirmation of this
new dignity. Paul V was quick to grant M. Nerestang the bulls
confirming the king's provisions, even though it was pointed
out to His Holiness that the order had not yet been endowed,
and had no revenue (1). In the same year Henry IV, on the
advice of his Council, united the Order of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel with that of Saint Lazarus, so that both might enjoy
the same property and the same privileges. The warrant amalgamatin~ the two orders was drawn up on the last day of October,
1608 (2). In this warrant the king recalls and confirms the
knights• right to whatever pensions it might please him to
grant them from bishoprics, abbeys and other benefices to
which he held the appointments, in conformity with the papal
bulls. On the 30th of the same month, the Marquis of Nerestang
took the oath as Grand ~~ster of the Order of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel before the King, who had awarded him with the collar
chain and other marks of his new office (3).
(1) Paul V's bull of provision and confirmation begins with
the words, Nobilitas generis; it was proclaimed together with
the two previous bulls in the cathedral of Le Puy in Velay by
Doctor John Laurens, Dean and Official Principal of that church,
one of three men commissioned by the Pope to make such announcements. Register of the Official Principal of the diocese of
Le Puy for 1609, month of August. See also the Memoirs of the
Order, 1666 edition, Part III, pp. 20 & 21; 1681 edition, pp.
202 & 20); and Gallia Christiana, vol. VII.
(2) I make no mention of the letters patent that some say
were issued in April, others in July 1608, which order the
suppression of the Grand Magistry of the Order of St. Lazarus.
These were not verified, registerAd or even signed by a secretary of state. They are to be found only among the Drienne
manuscripts in the King's Library. Evidently this was a rroject
that was never implemented since, as we shall see, Louis XIII
eave Grand Master Claude of Herestang, Philbert's successor,
two separate provisions, one for the Order of St. Lazarus and
the other for the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
(3) See the Docwnents In Proof, No. )0.
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Since that time, the Orders of Saint Lazarus and Our
Lady of Mount Carmel have always been combined: the favours
granted to them have been held in co~non, the title of Grand
b1aster of one has always been inseparable from that of Grand
Master of the other, and the knights are equally Knights of
Saint Lazarus and of Our Lady of 1\lount Carmel. This a mal ga mation allows the Order of Saint Lazarus the double advantage
of being the oldest of the Christian military-regular orders
as well as the old order of the august house of Bourbon,
which is a special privileee.
The popes, cooperating with the wishes of the French
kings, have recognized and endorsed, both in their actions
and in law, the union of these two orders, along with the
knights' prerogative of sharing in the privileges of both of
them: in their actions, through the manner in which they
express themselves in indults, viz.: "Fratris militis regiarum
militiarum, invicem perpetuo canonice unitarwn, beatae Mariae
Virginis de Monte-CarlJlelo & Sancti-Lazari"; we shall see the
legal aspect of their endorsement when we discuss the bull
of the Cardinal of Vendome, Pope Clement IX's legate.
The pope's permission to the knights to hold pensions
on benefices, even if the knights were married, gave offence
to the French clergy, who were then assembled in Paris; they
saw this favour as detrimental to their interests, since it
would serve to decrease the income of some of their members.
They mi~ht have taken into consideration that this was the
sole pr1vilege of this type within the realm and that such
privileges were common in the other Catholic states; but not
wishing to approach the matter from any perspective other than
their own, the clergy deputized M. Fremiot, Archbishop of Bourges,
cardinals Joyeuse, Gondi, Sourdis, Du Perron, and La Rochefoucauld, and certain other prelates to demand that Henry IV
revoke this privilege. The Archbishop of Bou~es was their
spokesman: he tried in vain to frighten the ~ing's conscience;
all the force of his eloquence and the skill of his presentation were incapable of shaking Henry's firmness on this subject,
a subject that involved neither dogma nor morals. This was
his response to the deputies:
It is not incumbent upon me to see that the French
church recovers its former glory; but I believe th~t
the remedy for the general ills now afflicting it
should not be sought in the suppression of my new
order. It is your task to restore, through good
examples, what bad ones have destroyed. !lly piety to
the glorious Mother of God and the faith that I, like
my ancestors, place in her assistance, have led me to
found the Order and l\iili tia of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel. I have not assigned the knights the revenues
of benefices or prelacies, but only those of hospitals
and commanderies that belong or have belonged to the
Order of St. Lazarus, and of which the Order has imperceptibly been deprived. As for the right to ovm
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pensions on all sorts of benefices, this is a
benefit that they hold from the Pope, and one I
have felt obliged to confirm. (1)
The clergy's protests were thus to no effect. No change · was
made to the statute, which has been law ever since.
Property which had been alienated or usurped from the
Order of Saint Lazarus was therefore to be recovered; in
letters patent verified and registered in the Grand Council
on June 5, 1609 (2), the King entrusted that court with the
investigation of facts relating to this matter, and of all
the affairs of the two uni-ted orders. At this time the Grand
Master concentrated his efforts upon regaining former possessions
and re-establishing discipline.
I do not know whether Richany and Verac (J), who as we
have seen were appointed alternate registrars during Salviati's
mastership, were now dead. In any event, on January 25, 1610
Nerestang appointed James Seguier, the King's secretary, to
the post of reeistrar, chief secretary of the Order, with
the option of bearing the title of Knight and holding commanderies--two honourable and lucrative privileges which the
Grand Master did in fact grant him, since he had personal
qualities that made him worthy of enjoying the prerogatives
of the nobility, and had shown much enthusiasm in helping to
re-establish the Order. Such was the situation: the King
v~s pleased to see his work being accomplished as he had
planned; he had the greatest intentions in mind for the Knights
of the Order, and was even preparing to form a company of them
for his guard, particularly when he went to war; in short,
they were already reaping the fruits of Henry IV's protection,
when a regicide abruptly ended the life of the best of kings,
who died too soon for the happiness of the nation, and in
particular for the glory of the two orders. Before passing
to the events that followed his death, which will forever be
movingly remembered by Frenchmen, let us pause to make some
observations on various customs and practices.
It will be readily understood that the union of the n1o
orders under one Grand Master inevitably brought about certain
changes: changes in the former administrative structure of
the Order of Saint Lazarus, and in its external ornaments,
which had to be reconciled with the prescriptions in Paul V's
bulls for the Militia of Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
(1) De Serre, and French historians.
(2) These letters patent, which constitute further proof
that the Grand Magistry of the Order of Saint Lazarus had
not been suppressed, are included among the Documents In
Proof, No. Jl.
(3) [It should be noted that on p. 335 of the original
text the name of this reeistrar-secretary is given as Verard
and not as Verac. -- tr·J
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In my opinion, the Order of Saint Lazarus at first had
no distinctive insignias it had no need of them, since it
was the only military-hospitaller association of Christendom.
But at the time of the Crusades these societies, takinf,
example from each other, multiplied, marking themselves with
crosses of different shapes and colours: such distinctions
had to be made to avoid confusion, to recognize one's fellows
during battle, and to rally more expeditiously beneath the
leaders' ensigns. The Knights of Saint John adopted a white
or argent (silver) cross, the Templars a cross of gules (red),
and the Teutonics a cross of sable (black); the Knights of
Saint Lazarus took on sinople, or green, so as to inspire
the Christians of Palestine with hope; an ancient tradition
preserved in the Order's m·e moirs describes this as an allusion
to the olive branch that the dove brought back to Noah as a
sign that the Ark's deliverance was near at hand. Favin (1)
attributes another motive to the Knights of Saint Lazarus:
he says that they took the colour green to spite the Saracens,
who, in view of the fact that their great prophet Mohammed
preferred to wear green garments all his life, refused to
allow anyone, of any social condition, to display this colour
in their clothing or their arms, except for descendants of
the prophet and Moslems alone.
According to the rule drawn up in 1314 by Commander
Siegfried of Platte, the Knights of Saint Lazarus wore a
square green cross on the front of their habit. They were
also required to wear one on the left side of their cloak.
When they went to war, their helmet, shield and all pieces
of armour were to be distinctively marked with a cross of
the same shape and colour as that on their habit.
Among the few remaining monuments in the Boigny chapel
there may be found, as mentioned earlier, the tomb of Grand
Master Thomas of Sainville, who died in 1312 (2); he is shown
with short hair, a robe descending to his feet that is attached
with a girdle, and over this a cloak or cope, on the left side
of which is a plain cross. A likeness of John of Paris, the
Grand Master who died in 1349, may be seen in the same place,
and dressed in the same way. Also in this chapel is the tomb
of Grand Master James of Besnes: at the sides of his head
are two shields (i.e. escutcheons) at the top of which are
two crosses in place of the crest. It will be recalled that
I mentioned a statue of Saint Anthony in the church of the
commanderie of Saint Anthony of Grattemont: on the pedestal
on which this statue is erected are represented six kneelinG
Knights of Saint Lazarus, fully armed, with a cross somewhat
patty on the left shoulder of their cloak (3) and another
plain large cross on their chest. This pedestal features

(1) Theatre

d'ho~eur

& de Chevalerie, vel. II, p. 1662.
This work was publis ed in 1620.
(2) See th~ plate facing p. 153 of the original text.
(3) Only the three Kni~hts on the right: the three on the
left have this side of their bodies hidden.
facing p. 373 of the original text.
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two escu tcheons, the first charged with a cross somewhat
patty , with a foot that is longer than the other three arms,
and the second charged with three vases of flowers and a
cross somewhat patty (1).
· .
Belloy, who wrote his treatise on the chivalric orders
around the end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th centuries,
says in his chapter on the Order of Saint Lazarus that
these Knights are required to wear a green cross on their
habit, and to wear lone habits on days of high solemnity and
when taking part in procession. This author offers no explanation for the shape of the cross, which \~S no longer either
plain or square. Apparently this change was introduced during
the masterships of John of Levis and his two successors, who
being Knights of Saint John of Jerusal8m when they were appolnted
Grand Masters, retained the shape of the cross of the Order of
Saint John. In conformity to their Grand Master, the Knights
of Saint Lazarus gradually adopted the eight-pointed cross,
not changing the colour er.een except to add to it a white
border. Favin, who doubtless was not familiar with the rule
drafted by Commander Flattc or the monuments I have just
mentioned, thought that the Order of Saint Lazarus had always
had the eight-pointed green cross with the white border (2).
With the founding of the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
and its union with the Order of Saint Lazarus, if the t'.·' o
Orders were to be represented by a single cross, that cross
had to take a different form. The Pope had ruled that the
knights of Our Lady of Mount Carmel would wear an amaranth
cross on their cloak, and around their neck a silk ribbon of
the same colour, to which would be attached a gold cross
lyin~ on the stomach and featuring the image of the Blessed
. Virg~n. To fulfill the Holy Father's intentions and also to
retain .the distinctive mark of the Order of Saint Lazarus,
the Knights of the two combined orders received permission
to wear an eight-pointed gold cross with four fleurs-de-lis
in the corners created by the four arms; one side was enamelled
amaranth with the image of the Blessed Virgin in the middle,
and the other enamelled sinople with the image of St. Lazarus.
The manner of wearing the ribbon has varied: Grand Master
Philbert of Nerestang wore it around his neck, while his
three successors of the NerestanG family wore it as a sash,
as may be seen from their portraits in the Order's display
room and the display room of the Order of the Holy Spirit (J).

(1) All these monuments may also be seen in Vol. CCCXXIII
of the Miscellany in the display room of the Order of the
Holy Spirit, in the form of engravings done in 1700 by
Thomassin Senior. ("Patty" means that the arms of the cross
become expanded or opened out at the edges of the shield. --tr.
(2) Theatre. d'honneur et de Chevalerie, vol. II, pp. 1660
& 1662.
.
(3) Display room of the Order of the Holy Spirit, Vol.
CCCXX III of the Miscellany, folio Jl and following.
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It appears that some knights, used to wea r ing their old
cross with the white border, did not strictly adhere to the
new shape in force after the union of the two orders and added
silver to the crosses embroidered on their garments, for in a
chapter of the Order of the Holy Spirit held in Decembe~ 1619
the knights beseeched the King to direct the Knights of the
Order of Saint Lazarus "that they were not free" to have
silver in the crosses they wore sewn to theirAhabits. This
ruling was made on the same day that M. de Chateauneuf,
chancellor of the Order of the Holy Spirit, was commissioned
to go and urge Charles of Gonzague, Duke of Nevers, on behalf
of the King and the assembled order, to tnake certain changes
to the insignia of the order of Christian rnil i tia he had
recently foUnded, because they were too similar to those of
the Order of the Holy Spirit, first order of the realm.
I believe this to be sufficient commentary on the old
vestments of the Knights of Saint Lazarus and the different
forms of their cross; we will now move on to an examination
of the various seals that have been used in the Order. There
can be no doubt that the houses of the Order and the Order
itself initially adopted for their seal the figure of the
saint whose name they bore, and whom they regarded as their
first founder or at least honoured as their patron. Titles
recovered in the last fifty to sixty years show that in 1301,
1326, 1398 and 1400 the houses of Saint Lazarus of Blois,
Orleans, Verdun, and Seedorf and Gfenn in Switzerland had
the likenes~ of this saint on their seal; on the other hand,
it is certain that Grand Master Les Ruaux•s permission in
1413 to the ladies of the convent of Gfenn and Seedorf to
elect a commander to administer their house was · affixed with
a seal representing an armed knight on his horse in the
attitude of a bust, with the horse moving to its right (1).
I do not know what form this title's counter-seal took, but
it was probably the imal;e of Saint Lazarus. For the Order
had two seals, one for 1ts hospitaller function and the other
for its military s such is the conclusion to be dra\\n fro1a
certain old titles, and principally from the deeds of the
chapter held in 1578, at which, after KniBht Salviati's admission as Grand Master, it was ordered that he be delivered
a certified copy of his act of admission, affixed with the
seals of the Order. Furthermore, the Order and the Grand
Master had their own particular seals, and if circumstances
warranted, both might be attached to the same title. Be that
as it may, the union of the two orders demanded a new seal:
the one Henry IV gave to Philbert of Nerestanr, shows a knight
fully armed, shield on his left hand and unsheathed sword in
his right, mounted on a rearing horse whose housing is covered
with crosses and fleurs-de-lis, with the following legend:
"Sigilli Ordinis & Militiae beatae Mariae Virginis de r.IonteCarmelo & Sancti Lazari in Jerusalem." In addition to this

(1) I described this seal on p. 189.
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seal of the Order, the king presented the Dlarquis of rlerestang
with another seal, that of the Grand Master, bearing the
· Nerestang arms--three bends azure, with three stars arGent
on the second bend--surrounded by the collar chain of the
order of Saint Michael and the ribbon of the Order of Our
Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus, with a pendent octagonal cross inscribed "Phil bert us de Neres tang, Magnus Illa c; is t er
Ordin. & Milit. B. Mariae Virginis de Mont-Carmel. & S. Lazari
in Jerusal. 1608." In this Grand Master's portrait, which is
in the two depositories mentioned above, his escutcheon has a
cross in the first and fourth quarters and is surrounded by
the collar chain of the Order of Saint Michael, of which he
was a knight; the escutcheon of the three N§restanGs who
succeeded him to the Grand ~~gistry is similar, except that
instead of the collar chain of the Order of Saint Michael it
is encircled by a rosary, an appropriate symbol of the two
combined orders.
Shortly after the ~brquis of Nerestane had received the
ribbon and the cross from the King, he took possession of the
church of the priory of Saint Lazarus in the faubourg Saint
Denis and there held a chapter, during which he solemnly
admitted several men of gentle birth as Knights (l)J La Mure
dates this first assembly at November 5, 1608, and since he
was a contemporary he may be credited. Furthermore, it is
certain that during his mastership Philbert of Nerestang,
like Grand Master Chaste, conducted all the Order's ceremonies
in this church of Saint Lazarus, several of which were attended
by Cardinal Gonzaga, the papal. nuncio and fil. de Marquemont,
public prosecutor of Rotte. Dut of all these assemblies,
the largest and most brilliant was the one at which King
Louis XIII deigned to preside.
The protection that Henry IV had accorded the Order
and the great plans he had for its expansion at the moment
of his death had made many persons of the highest quality
anxious to be admitted: Queen l\larie de' l\ledic i, now reGent,
selected twelve of them, whose names are as follows (2):
rJerestang, the Grand Master's son, Vezins of La Fosse, La
Salle, Maieneville, Aigremont, Allegrain, Valence, SaintMarc, Mandelot, Saint-Simon, Saint-Clair, and La Riviere.
When all had submitted their qualifications, the Grand Master
had the honour of advising the Queen that all was ready for
the knights• reception on the 14th of AuGust: however the
King, indicatine a desire to attend the ceremony, requested
that it be postponed two days. The day after the feast of
the Assumption, Louis XIII accordingly proceeded to the
church of Saint Lazarus, accompanied by the dukes of Vendome,
Verneuil and Montbazon, peers of France; the l\nrquis of
Souvre, Governor of France; the bishops of Lisieux and
(1) La Mure's 1nanuscript chronicle; J: the Me1noirs and
Ceremonies of ' the Order, printed at Lyons in 16Lt9.
(2) Account of the ceremony, in the first register of
Philbert of Nerestang's mastership, p. 17.
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Chartres ; and many prelates and lord~ . After hear ing ma s s,
he left his chair and went to seat h1mself in.the one ~repared
for the Grand Master, near the al~ar on the s1de on wh1ch the
Gospel was read: then Claude of Nerestang was called upon, and
the young prince told the Grand Master to confer the Order
upon him in his presence and with all the customa ry ceremonies.
When these were over, the King himself accepted the new Knight's
oath which was sworn on the book of the Holy Gospels held by
the Bi~hop of Bayonne, the head chaplain, whereupon His ~jesty
placed the ribbon and cross of the Order upon Claude of Nerestang's neck. The length of the ceremonies did not allow the
Kin~ to remain to bestow -the same honour upon the other gentlemen: he limited himself to placing the ribbon and cross around
the neck of Knight Aigremont and giving him a slight slap on
the cheek, in accordance with the ancient custom observed in
the Order of Saint Lazarus in such circumstances. After the
King left, the Grand Master finished Knight Aigremont's admission, along with those of the other novices.
A preferment conducted with such pomp and honoured by
the King's presence was a sign of the great favour then enjoyed
by the Order. The Grand baster took advantage of this to
uphold his ri~hts with vigour and dignity. Upon the death of
Marin du Lict, Commander of Saint Anthony of Grattemont, in
1611, the papal legate Cardinal Piacenza had appointed the
priest M. David to this corunanderie, under the guise of a
priory; the Grand n~ster, for his part, had given the same
commanderie to Knight Philip Tardieu on November 15, 1610.
The le~ate's appointee took possession of the office, and the
Grand Master immediately took the affair before the Grand
Council, which in a judgment of August 1, 1611 declared that
the signature on the provisions for the co~nanderie of Saint
Anthony of Grattemont v~s surrepticiously obtained from the
legate and would have no effect, and that M. David, priest,
would therefore "clear out" of the couunanderie and Brother
Philip Tardieu, Knight of the Military Order of Saint Lazarus
and Our Lady of Mount Carmel, would be maintained in it, even
with restitution of income, as the sole legitimate titleholder.
The Grand nBster, proceeding diligently with the recoverv of
the Order's property, obtained on August 20, 1611 from the
Court of Requests of the Household the annultnent of a long
lease, which l\1. Boivin of La Bergerie was using as his title
to the commanderie of Courson in Poitou.
Despite the Marquis of Nerestang's various occupations
and the responsibilities that often called him to the Court
he convoked a chapter for the first days of February 1612. '
As mentioned previously, James Seguier of La Verriere had
acquired the post of registrar-secretary of the Order some
years before; but his provisions had not been countersigned,
because when they were drawn up no officers had as yet been
installed. He therefore asked the chapter (1) that they be

(1) Old rev,ister of the Order, under Philbert of Nerestang,
pp. J4, J8 & 40.
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i nserted in the registers to make them more regular, and
sinc e t his seemed a legitimate proposal to all the members
of the chapter, it was implemented immediately. It was also
ruled that, on the occasions of assemblies for the admission
of Knights, the most senior of those attending the assembly
be placed in charge of the ceremonies both inside and outside
the church, and that he carry a staff in his hand as a sign
of his office. Probably this was already the practice, since
Knight Courville bears the title of Provost in an act inserted
in the register on November 18, 1611. This statute of the
chapter of 1612 subsequently became unnecessary: to avoid
the difficulties of an ad hoc assignment, a permanent post
of Provost/Master of Ceremon~es was created. Some time afterward the Grand Master, wishing to conduct the Order's business
with the greatest possible dispatch, appointed an attorney
general and two deputy prosecutors, one in Normandy and the
other in Guyenne. Giles Champronon of Le Russeau, the King's
lawyer for requests of the Household, had the honour of being
the first to be named to the office of attorney r,eneral; his
deputy in Normandy, who soon received the cross and the ribbon,
was Andrew of Wales, secretary ordinary to the Prince of Conde,
and the deputy in Gu~enne was Andrew le Moine of Epineuil,
Lieutenant criminel Lcriminal judge] of Saintes. Two years
prior to this, Charles le Clerc was made an agent of the Order
in the chapter of August 16, 1610 (1).
Before launchinG leF;al proceedint;s, the Marquis of Herestan~ would use every means of concil 1a tion and compromise
at his disposal: it was thus that he brought John le Mouton,
a squire of La Motte, to surrender to him the Montlioust
commanderie in the diocese of Sees, with which Le Mouton
claimed to have been invested. In consequence of this resignation and the actual vacancy of the co~~nderie due to the
decease of th8 last leeitimate incwnbent, the Grand Master on
April 16, 1612 uscct his full authority to appoint Kni~ht
Guillebert, Lord of La Lande, to this post, without specifying either the consent of the Order or the Knight's ri~ht
of seniority.
I do not know whether this manner of conferrin~ comman deries wan in conformity with the tradition observed in the
Order of Saint Lazarus. Accordin~ to Belloy (2), the Grand
Master had sole right to make these appointments, while
nonetheless respectine the chronolo~ical order of admission
of the Knights. If we wish to credit the statutes drawn up
in 1605 by Duplessis, who says he was given this assi~ment
by Henry IV, the Grand Master was reCl.ulrerl to bestow cornmanderies according to seniority, except in cases of favours
granted to KniF,hts of whom he was particularly fond. ~~
impression in looking at old titles is that there was no

(1) Register of the order, p. 18.
(2) 1604 edition, p. 143.
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standard practice. When the Montlioust :ommanderie fell
vacant in 1382 with the death of John El~ot of Blesme, Grand
Master Besnes assembled a chapter in the Montlioust house
itself; after deliberating with all the brothers on the .i r
choice for commander, he appointed Kni~ht Philip of Grignard
(1). The provisions for the command;r~e of.S~int Lazarus of
Gournay granted in April 1441 to Kn~ght Ph~l~p of Rouxelles
by Grand Master Les Ruaux, mention the rights of the Grand
Master and the Order, and also the seniority of the appointee
(2). The provisions for the commanderie of St. Catherine of
Montrevault, conferred by Grand Master Chaste on November 15,
1601 to Knight Robert Bragelongne, mention a unanimous vote
by the Knights, both ecclesiastical and lay (J). We may note
that Robert Bragelongne was not appointed by virtue of seniority,
for he had been a Knight of the Order of Saint Lazarus for less
than a month when he was named to the Montrevault commanderie.
Furthermore, the same Grand Master Les Ruaux bestowed the
commanderie of Saint Anthony of Grattemont upon Peter Pottier,
known as Conflans, on June 12, 1449, on his sole authority
and without mention of the consent of the Order or the chapter
(4): this was also his procedure when in 1413 he granted permission to the ladies of Saint Lazarus of Seedorf and Gfenn
to elect a commander for the two houses on his behalf.
Practically the same method was used in the provisions that
Grand Master Seure accorded Knight John of Fretey on February
8, 1573 for the commanderie of Saint Thomas of Fontenay-leComte (5). Under the mastership of the Marquis of Nerestang
all these different ways of filling vacant commanderies were'
reduced to a single standard method. Since Pope Paul V's
bull establishing the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel gave
the Grand Master complete and total disposition of the commanderies, Nerestang and his successors made use of this right
with regard to the knights of the two orders without distinction.
This law became so firmly entrenched that the statutes printed
in 1649 formally state that the Grand Master is entitled to
make appointments to all offices of the Order, even those
that fall vacant at the Court of Rome, that in doing so it
is appropriate that he take heed of such things as seniority,
personal qualities, and services rendered to the state and to
Religion; and that he may nonetheless confer commanderies as
favours, when ~e deems this fitting. I will later give an
account of the regulations passed in this connection during
the reign of Louis XIV.
The Marquis of Nerestang, obliged by the positions he
held to take up residence near the King and to carry out his
orders in the service of the state, regretfully acknowledged
that he could not allot all the time that his zeal might wish
to the duties of the Grand Magistry, and therefore requested
His Majesty to allow him a coadjutor: his son, John Claude
(l)-(5)[Five Latin quotations in support. Source
unspecifiedz probably the register of the Order. --!£J
(2) ~ate following quotations] 15 days before the
calends of !~y 1441.
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of Nerestang. The King and the Queen Regent had too much
reason to be satisfied with the Marquis of Nerestan~'s services
to deny him the favour he soughta John Claude of Nerestang
was shortly accorded the coadjutorship and the reversion of
the Grand Master's dignity by letters patent issued in Paris
in October 1612: and in January of the following year he
took the oath before the young monarch and in the presence
of the Queen Regent, the Duk~ of Vendome, Chancellor Sillery,
the King's governor M. Souvre, and several lords. In the
same year the Grand Master convoked a general assembly of
the Order, where his son was solemnly granted the reversion
of the Grand Magistry and placed in possession of this dignity.
When the ceremony was over, Knight Seguier, Registrar and
Secretary general, recorded the new titleholder's provisions
in the chapter registers.
Although the king seemed to honour the Order with his
benevolence, Henry IV's plans for its growth and glory remained
unrealized. The same was true of the alliance treaties and
other arrangements that prince had had the good fortune to
make for the good of his subjects and the glory of the monarchy.
Plots and intrigues made short work of the late king's political system and the order that had been established in the
various branches of the administration. The Queen Regent,
as misguided in her views as she was detached from the interests
of the na·tion, broke with Savoy and submitted to the counsels
of the courts of Rome and Madrid, which she regarded as her
oracles at a time when she should have been more mistrustful
of them, for the good of the state. The Florentine Concini,
later Marshal of Ancre~~won her complete favour, while the
virtuous and loyal Sully was dismissed, and the money this
minister had amassed was dissipated in extravagances. New
troubles were arising which were to disturb the realm for a
number of years.
During this turbulent period, the Order, restricted to
the favours received from the late king, continued nonetheless
to win greater esteem and renown: even foreigners solicited
the honour of being admitted. Octavio Achilei, a Roman
nobleman, secured this privilege through Cardinal Orsini;
he was accepted as a Knight in Rome on the feast of the
Assumption, 1620 by his protector the Cardinal, to whom the
Grand Master had sent his procuration on March 15 of the
same year. This is the last title that we have from Philbert of Nerestang. Born virtuous and temperate in character,
he was never seen to take part in court intrigues; he was
a good citizen and a loyal subJect who merited the respect
of all. Henry IV had placed h1s trust in him, and Lou1s XIII
did the same, in one particular instance: Nerestang was
with the King in the attack on Fonts de Ce. As we know,

(1) [A slight error:

Concini was in fact Marquis of
Ancre, and ruarshal of France. -- tr.]
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the King stormed the town and defeated the rebels: but
Nerestang, who was commandi~g ~art of t~e army, did not.
have the satisfaction of enJoy~ng the v~ctory: he rec~~ved
a wound of which he died soon after. He was then a f~eld
marshal' and had been first captain of his Majesty's bodyguards for eight years. In addition to these military honours,
Nerestang was the beneficiary of revenues from the bishopric
of Belley and the abbeys of Megemont, La Benisson-Dieu and
L'Isle-Barbe near Lyons, which Henry IV had granted him in
various warrants in reward for his services and to provide
him with means of meeting the inevitable expenses of high
office.
This manner of disposing of benefices was then common
enough, and was especially prevalent during the religious wars:
it was Louis XIV who reformed this practice, which is contrary
to ecclesiastical discipline. In reviewing the annals of the
French monarchy, one can see that there have always been
expedients for allotting benefices or some portion of their
revenues to the laity, whether these expedients have constituted
cases of abuse, tolerance, or plans formed by the government
itself. The practice need riot be an evil in itself if it
is carried out with the proper judgment and is not prejudicial
to the service of the Church or the salvation of souls.
Philbert of Nerestang's body was transported to Lyons
and buried in the church of the Discalced Carmelites, as he
had directed: he was the founder of this house. There is
no epitaph on his tomb, probably in keepin~ with his last
wishesa only his arms may be seen, carved ~n stone on the
arch above the balusters separating the choir from the nave.
One of the monastery's galleries also contains a picture of
the Grand Master in his cloak, which bears on the left shoulder
an amaranth cross, with no gold or silver but with a white
border, and this inscription: "Master Philbert, Marquis of
Nerestang, Knight of the Order of the King, State and Privy
Councillor to His Majesty, Grand Master of the Military Orders
of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem on
both sides of the sea, Field Marshal in the King's armies,
Colonel of a standing regiment of French infantry, Lord and
Baron of Saint Didier, Auret, Oriel, Saint Ferr~ol, Saint
Victor's Chapel, Antremont, &c." In his Histoire de Fores
[History of Forez], La Mure reports that Henry IV permitted
Grand Master Nerestang to add three fixed stars to his arms,
as a perpetual monument of the loyalty of himself and his
ancestors, none of whom had ever taken up arms against his _ king.
It was on the occasion of this kindness by the sovereign that
the Marquis of Nerestang changed the former motto of his house,
"nee nimis, nee minus," to "stellae manentes in ordine".
It had been almost eight years since the King had awarded
the reversion of the Grand Ma~istry to Claude of Nerestang,
the late Grand Master's son, ~n two separate provisions (1),
(1) These are transcribed in full in the register of the
Order that is marked "C": pp. 47 & 49.
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one for the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and the other
for the Order of Saint Lazarus, a needless formality which
nonetheless serves to prove that Henry IV had not suppressed
the Grand Magistry of the Order of Saint Lazarus, as Fathers
Heliot and Honore de Sainte-Marie claimed on the basis of
letters patent whose nullity I have pointed out. The new
Grand Master, having been admitted and having taken his oath
before the King in January 161), immediately began the exercise
of his duties. His zeal in observing the pious practices of
the Order and his particular care not to admit any Knight
until detailed proof of his nobility and virtue had been received won him praise as a "great observer of the laws of the
Order" (1). Raised in Henry IV's court, where he was a page
(2), he like that prince demonstrated rectitude and highmindedness in all his actions. The young Nerestang's good
qualities made him a favourite of Louis XIII, who gave him
the regiment that his father the marquis had commanded.
France was then suffering all the ills that destroy
the happiness of a country's subjects• corrupt administration,
intrigues at the court, divisions in the provinces, foreign
wars. Obliged by this situation to devote himself entirely
to military functions, the Grand Mast~r could not attend to
his Order's affairs as much as he might wish1 since he was
always far from the capital, he was unable to hold chapters,
but from time to time he would admit Knights wherever he
might happen to be. In 1624, in the church of the Reformed
Carmelites in Lyons, he bestowed the ribbon and the cross
upon John of Maron, Lord of Pisany, and Gabriel of Aligier,
Lord of La Faye, on June lJ and July 11 respectively. Louis
XIII was particularly interested in Knight Pisany's admission;
the letter of recommendation that the King wrote to the Grand
Master on this Knight (J) is testimony to the great esteem
in which the Order was held during his reign. At the end of
it, he sayss "After Pisany has submitted the proofs prescribed
by the rule, you will do me the pleasure of receiving him, for
I know his attachment to Religion, his loyalty and his affection
for the good in my service." This prince also referred several
other gentlemen to the Grand ~~ster for admission as Knights
(4). From the foundin~ of the Order of Our Lady of Mount
carmel and its union w~th that of Saint Lazarus up to and

(1) Book of rules, statutes and ceremonies, p. ?6.
(2) Ibid.
(J) This letter is dated Compie~e, ~~Y 21, 1624.

Abridged
history of the Order, printed in 1666, Part III, p. )6. See
also the Gallia Christiana.
(4) With regard to these frequent recommendations by the
king, it is worth noting that the chapter of August 15, 1610
had decreed that no one could be admitted as a Knight except
upon the direction of the King or the Queen Regent. Register
"C", p. 18.
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including the year 1624, forty-three new Knights were admitted.
Of these, only one was accepted as a favour: and then, the
register informs us (1) that this was because of the important
services he could render to the Order through a particular
negotiation which he had travelled to Rome to initiate. · During
the same period, fourteen pages had been admitted, all of
noble extraction, among whom were the sons of a marquis of
Hauteville, a baron of Forges and a count of Hautefort. The
Grand Master awarded the cross to all of these, on condition
that they take their vows when they had reached the age stipulated in the statutes. We also have two letters in the form
of a warrant (2) addressed to the Grand Master by Pope Urban
VIII, requesting that he admit as Knights of Our Lady of Mount
carmel two Italian gentlemen of the duchy of Spoleto, and to
this purpose according both of them a dispensation, since Paul
v•s bull had specified French nationality as a prerequisite
for admission into the Order. Certain gentlemen of Rome also
solicited the same privilege of the Grand Master, who commissioned
a cardinal (J) to admit them with due ceremony in Rome on his
behalf.
The kingdom was then enjoying a moment of tranquillity:
the terms of peace negotiated by the dukes of Rohan and Lesdiguieres had just suspended the civil war. But there were
still disturbances within the Court, and constant changes in
the government. After the dismissal of Sillery and Puysieulx,
Cardinal Richelieu, with the support of superintendent La
Vieuville, took a place on the Council, where his experience
and genius soon gave him a preponderant authority: from that
point he found himself surrounded by envy and hostility. But
his enemies' schemes served only to augment the power of the
new minister, who had already formed the plan of curtailing
the independence of the great lords, destroying the Huguenot
faction and weakening the power of the house of Austria.
Steadfastness and vigour, bargaining, the collection of funds
and troop levies were the means he employed to carry out these
immense projects. Since the offices of constable and admiral
seemed to him positions of too much power, he succeeded in
suppressing them and in getting himself named superintendent
of commerce and navigation. In being promoted to this new
responsibility, Richelieu became sovereign head of the navy,
and had great success in undermining the English preparations
to assist the French Protestants, who had taken up arms once
again on the pretext that the edicts of pacification had not
been implemented. While the minister was renewing the old .
treaties with Holland and negotiating with Spain, the royal
(1) This Knight was called Rene Courtin, of the town of
Angers; in his act of admission he is styled "Squire of Caule".
Register of the Order, p. 56, under the year 1613 and the
month of December.
(2) One is dated February 22, 1624 and the other March 29,
1624. Memoires pour servir a l'histoire de l'Ordre, p. 207.
(J) La Mure•s Chronigue, p. 61.
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army was crushing the Huguenots in Languedoc. Richelieu
directed the siege of La Rochelle in person; on this occasion
Valence, a commander of the Order of Saint Lazarus (1), greatly
distinguished himself. Ordered to do battle with Admiral
Lindsey, who appeared with 150 shifs within sight of the Isle
de Re toward the end of September 628, Valenc~ prevailed
against the English, preventing them from breaking through
the famous mole built on Richelieu's orders to blockade entry
to the town from the sea. Disheartened by their bad luck
the islanders withdrew, having lost hope of getting provi~ions
and munitions into La Rochelle. After witnessing the subjugation of the fort, the admiral set sail back to Englanda his
fleet had lost twenty-eight vessels.
The taking of La Rochelle, which was regarded as the
bastion of the alleged reform, led to the ruin of the reform
faction. The king and his minister needed little time to
incapacitate Calvinism in Languedoc. The Grand Master of the
Order of Saint Lazarus, who was colonel of the regiment bearing
his name, was required to take•part in all the campaigns, and
according to records of the time he distinguished himself.
When he returned to Paris at the end of the war, he obtained
a commission of the great seal to prepare a terrier report or
fee-statement for the fief of La Pierre-au-lait, an old
dependency of the commanderie of Boigny in Paris near SaintJacques-de-la-Boucherie (2). The Marquis of Nerestang's stay
in the capital or at the court was not long, Louis XIII and
his first minister were so conscious of his worth and abilities
that they never allowed him to be idle. He was ordered off
towards the Alps. Despite the Treaty of Susa, which had
assured Charles of Gonzague, Duke of Nevers, unchallenged
ownership of the duchy of Mantua, the Duke of Savoy, the King
of Spain and Emperor Ferdinand II were banding together to
despoil him of this duchy, which had fallen to him as the
legatee of his great-uncle, who had died childless. On hearing
this news the King, an ally and protector of Charles of Gonzague,
dispatched an army to Italy. The French troops' rapid advances
in Savoy, the marquisate of Saluzzo and Piedmont offset the
advantages of the imperial troops, which had expelled the
Duke of b~ntua from his domain. But he was soon restored to
possession of his lands, first by the Treaty of Ratisbonne
and then by the Treaty of Queyras, which was concluded between
France, Spain and Savoy. It was on this occasion that the
Grand ~~ster of Saint Lazarus, who had contributed to the
successes of the French armies in Italy, generously sacrificed
his liberty for a while to the glory of serving the state and
his master (J)& he went to Ferrara on Louis XIII's orders,
(1) He had become a Knight in 1610. Register "C", p. 17.
(2) Le Mercure fran¥ois.
(J) Le Mercure fran9ois, vol. XVII, pp. 14, 35 & 40.
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for the King had pledged him as a hostage to Pope Urban VIII,
along with Field Marshal the Count of Tavannes and the Baron
of Aiguebonne: they were to serve as guarantees of the Treaty
of Queyras. By the terms of this ~reaty, the F~ench wer.e to
maintain control of Pignerol for s1x months: R1chelieu was
too aware of the importance of this fort to let it slip away.
He charged Jules Mazarin, whom he had already employed in
several delicate negotiations, to arrange for its transfer
with Victor Amadeus, Duke of Savoy. Mazarin met with success,
Pignerol went to France, and the Order of Saint Lazarus regained
possession of the command~rie of St. Lawrence in that town;
since Pope Gregory XIII's bull, the Duke of Savoy had always
thought that he had jurisdiction over this commanderie.
soon afterward the Duke o·f Mantua, fearing that the Span ish
might make some attempt upon Casale, asked Louis XIII to
install a French garrison therea its command was given to
the Marquis of Nerestang, who was by now back from Ferrara.
While the Grand Master of Saint Lazarus was imperilling
his life and liberty far from his homeland in the service of
nation and the sovereign, priests of the mission moved into
the house of St. Lazarus in the faubourg Saint Denis, which
was ministered by regular canons of St. Augustine. For forty
years the Grand Masters had been conducting all the Order's
ceremonies in this old dependency of Saint Lazarus. However,
when the priests of the mission reported that they were inadequately lodged near St. Victor's Gate, Cardinal La Rochefoucauld, Grand Chaplain of France, together with John Francis
of Gondi, Archbishop of Paris, gave them the house in the
faubourg Saint Denis, on the condition that twelve priests
of the congregation fulfilled the obligations of the previous
institution, and primarily that of receiving lepers. The
regular canons withdrew, and the new missionaries took up
possession of the monastery, the church and the property
thereto attached. None of these developments were communicated
to the Grand Master, who undoubtedly would have protested in
defence of his and the Order's rights. The loss of the church
in which the Order conducted its ceremonies, the absence of
the Grand Master and the absence of most of the Knights employed
in land or sea service inevitably posed obstacles to the
convocation and holding of chapters.
If the Marquis of Nerestang's remoteness was in any
way detrimental to the Order of which he was Grand Master,
at least he had the personal advantage of not having to witness
the storms that were constantly arising at the court. The
Queen Mother and the Duke of Orleans, vexed by the excessive
power of the Cardinal, whom they had tried to have disfavoured,
had_just been declared disturbers of the public peace; in
the1r wake, all those who had been party to their plots, or
were suspected of so being, were ruined. The two Marillacs
paid with their lives: Marshal Bassompierre was thrown into
the Bastille, Marshal Toiras stripped of his command; the
Dukes of Bellegarde and Rouans and certain other lords were
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declared guilty of high treason; the Duke of Lorraine ran
the risk of losing his estatess and finally, Henry IY's widow,
the mother of the King of France and mother-in-law of the
Kings of Spain and England, pleaded in vain with Richelieu
to make peace with her son the King for her: she was obliged
to stay in the Netherlands, where she lacked for the necessities of life.
Even though he was occupied in avenging himself on his
enemies, the Cardinal did not lose si~ht of current affairs
in Europe. Despite the court troubles, he strove to maintain
France's standing with her neighbours and allies, brought
Philippsburg and Speyer under His Majesty's dominion, persuaded
Holland to enter into an offensive and defensive pact against
Spain, concluded a new treaty with the Protestant League of
Germany, renewed old treaties of alliance with Sweden and
negotiated a confederation between the dukes of Savoy, Mantua
and Parma to attempt the conquest -of the Milan region. Once
these precautions had been taken, France waged war simultaneously
in Germany, the Netherlands and Italy. The Grand Master of St.
Lazarus was still commander of Casales the open break with
Spain had made his presence there even more necessary; he had
to ensure the maintenance of this fort, for the enemy had
designs on it. It was at Casale on March 1, 1637 that he
-admitted as a Knight of the two orders William Seguier of
La Verriere, ensign-colonel of the Nerestang regiment (l)s
on May 3 of the same year he appointed this Knight to the
commanderie of Villaray, vacant with the death of George of
Castelan of Castelmoron.
Intensive fighting continued, but the main action was
carried on in the Pyrenees and by the Atlantic; on the Italian
front, the campaign of 1638 was uneventful. This interval of
calm allowed the Grand Master to travel to Forez to see his
familYJ while he was there, on Candlemas 1639 in the church
of the abbey of La Benisson-Dieu near Rouans he admitted to
the Knighthood his son Charles of Nerestang, though he was
only thirteen years old. Then he went to Paris to receive
government orders relating to affairs in Italy. Part of his
occupations were taken up with the administration of the Order
during the short time he was in the capital. First he named
a new registrar and chief secretary of the two orders, for
James Seguier had resigned his position: his choice fell
upon the last incumbent's son, Claude Seguier of La Verriere,
whose provisions are dated March 2, 1639 (2). On the Grand
Master's instructions, the new secretary began his duties by
recording _in the capitular register all admissions of Knights
and provisions of offices and commanderies since 1624. The
commanderie of Villaray was then the object of a legal dispute
between Commander Seguier and James of Castelan, son of the
last titleholder, George of CastelanJ the Marquis of Nerestang
(1) Register of the Order, pp. 71, 72. William Seguier
was the son .o f James Seguier, Councillor of the King, 1\1aster
in ordinary of His Majesty's Household, and Master of the
Rolls of Office of France.
(2) Register of the Order, pp. 71, 72.
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had the satisfaction of seeing this affair terminated by a
judgment of the Parlement denying Castelan's claims and maintaining Knight Seguier in his commanderie. Soon after, Castelan
sought admission as a.Knight ?f the t~o order~: ~he Grand
Master, after inspect1ng the 1nformat1on on h1s l1fe and morals
and his proof of nobility and securing his oath that he was
retaining no titles or property from the Villaray commanderie,
assigned Knight Isaac Thibault of Courville to award castelan
the ribbon and the cross. The postulant was exempted from
admission dues by special dispensation, probably to compensate
him for the court costs of the lawsuit he had recently lost.
With the beginning of summer, the Marquis of Nerestang
was called back to the perilous life of military action. Then
holding the rank of field marshal, he left the capital, which
he was never to see again, and travelled to the . other side of
the Alps, where a new war had arisen. Charles Emmanuel, who
had become Duke of Savoy after the sudden deaths of his father
and brother, was too young to govern his domain, and so his
mother, Christina of France, held the regency. Prince Thomas
of Savoy and his brother the cardinal, angered at being excluded
from the administration, made a pact with Spain to oust their
nephew the duke, or to have themselves declared regents. France
for its part wanted Charles Emmanuel to remain in control of
savoy and Piedmont, and his mother the duchess to continue as
regent of those states. The war opened with some victories
by Prince Thomas, who captured some towns and even stormed
Turins the Grand Master of Saint Lazarus, who had command
of that fort, held out in the citadel, and was defending it
with intimidating courage when he was killed on August 2 during
a sortie with some of his Knights, who could be spotted among
the dead because of their cross {1). He was only forty-eight
years old {2). His natural good spirits and virtues and his
experience in the art of war made him regretted by all. In
certain Latin deeds, this Grand Master is styled: "Nobilissimus Ordinum militarium Deiparae Montis-Carmeli, nee non
divi Lazari ultra citraque maria, Archimandrita" (J).
Charles of Nerestang, the late Grand Master's eldest son,
was not yet fourteen when his father died. Louis XIII ignored
the boy's youth, considering instead the important services
that his father and ancestors had rendered in the nation's
defences all of them had,died in battle. On August 12, 1639,
he appointed Charles of Nerestang to the Grand Magistry of
the Orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus.
The new appointee, who was at Mouzon with the King, sent his
letters of nomination to Knight Isaac Thibault of Courville
to be put on the registers as was customary. This Knight

(1) Le Mercyre fran~ois, Vol. XXII, p. 87.
(2) La Mure, p. 61.
{J) Toussaint de Saint-Luc, p. 208.

lost no time convening an extraordinary assembly of the Knights
then in Paris (1); on August 16 they met in the hall of the
abbey house of Saint-Germain-des-Pres. After the provisions
granted by the King were read, all declared, in accordance
. with His Majesty's wishes, that they ~ecognized and accepted
as Grand Master Charles, Marquis of Nerestang, and that 1n
this capacity he would enjoy all the honours and privileges
held by his predecessor.
During his mastership, the young Grand ~aster admitted
many Knights, either personally at La Benisson-Dieu and elsewhere, or through Knight Courville, his delegate in Paris.
These included Tane~, La Salle, Guillebert of Montaigu,
Seguier of La Verriere (2), Lamps, and La Barre, Baron of
Channaya he also made appointments to the commanderies of
Villaray, Courson, Grattemont, and even Aigrefeuille in
Bresee, which went to Knight Balthazar of Lamps on June 15
1644. Grand Master Charles of Nerestang's signature cannot
408
be found in the registers of the Orders this gives us good
reason to presume that he did not come to Paris following
his promotion to the Grand Magistry. He went into military
service while still of tender years. Trained by his father
in all aspects of the bearing of arms, he eagerly seized
opportunities of distinguishing himself, which were not
difficult to find at this time when France was doggedly persisting with its war against Spain and the Empire, a war
as disastrous for the kingdom as it was for the house of
Austria. The French had armies in Italy, beyond the Pyrenees,
in Germany, and in Flanders, the Grand Master of St. Lazarus
was sent to the army in Catalonia. This province had
revolted against the King of Spain and gone over to France:
it had to be protected. The government dispatched the
Count of La Motte-Houdancourt there as its governor and
commandant, and also ordered several regiments of cavalry
and infantry to join him beyond the Pyrenees. The young
Marquis of Nerestang was then colonel of the regiment that
bore his name and that had been led by his father and grandfather before him. No sooner did he learn that he was among
those wm were to go than he set out on the march for his
destination.
Though the French army fared well in Catalonia,
409
the Grand Master of Saint Lazarus did not get the chance
to gather laurels there: he received an injury which,
although not immediately fatal, forced him to leave Spain.
He stayed for some months on his estates, and then his deteriorating health obliged him to come to Lyons, where he
ended his days in the bloom of youth, dying on December JO,
1644 at age eighteen. He took with him to the tomb the
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(1) The act of admission states that there were then
only three in Paris, the others being occupied in various
places in the King's service. Register, p. 75.
(2l Guillebert of Montaigu and John Seguier of La
Verriere were inducted in the chap~l of the Virgin, in
the church of Saint-Germain-des-Pres. Register, pp. 76, 77.
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regrets of all who had known him (1): his premature death
(if a virtuous death can be called premature) dashed the
greatest hopes of the Order and his family. Nerestang
possessed a gracious mien, noble soul, generous heart, ·
righteous spirit, dauntless courage, discernment beyond his
years, and above all a pleasant manner which highlighted all
of these happy qualities.
Louis XIII and Richelieu were no longer alive. Louis
XIV was a minor, his mother Anne of Austria held the regency,
and cardinal Mazarin was the chief government authority. The
people hated this ministe-r because he overburdened them with
new taxes; he was also detested by the princes and lords, who
were unhappy with the small role they were given in the administration: hence the cabals, which were yet a long time in
erupting into action. Finally, France was still at war with
Spain and the Empire. I know not whether it was this chain
of unfortunate circumstances or some other reasons that led
the King and the Queen Regent to put off their nomination to
the dignity of Grand Master: Charles Achilles of Nerestang
did not obtain the provisions for this office until November
8, 1645; they were confirmed the next month, December, by a
brief from Pope Innocent X. These provisions, which are
fully transcribed in the capitular registers, are given extensive justification . (2). After praising the services and
the loyalty and other virtues of the Nerestang family (J),
the King duly confers young Charles Achilles, Marquis of
Nerestang, ;., .~ (·· the position of "Grand Master of the Orders
of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem,
Bethlehem and Nazareth on both sides of the sea, together
with the baillage and commanderie of Boigny, general headquarters of the Order."
Charles Achilles of Nerestang's accession to the Grand
Magistry was closely followed by a judgment on a legal dispute
pertaining to the commanderie of Aigrefeuille. Du Volley, a
counsellor to the Duke of Savoy and patrimonial attorney in
his Chambre des Comptes at Chambery, had appropriated most
of the property of the Aigrefeuille commanderie on the grounds
that he was party to the rights of Don Thomas Bergerac, who
had been appointed to this commanderie in 1602 by the Duke
of Savoy. I have said that on June 15, 1644 the late Grand
Master had awarded this commanderie to Knight Balthazar of
Lemps; when the latter found himself dispossessed of most
of the revenue attached to this property, he lodged an appeal
with the Grand Council, which subsequently issued two posttrial decisions maintaining him as Commander of Aigrefeuille
and ordering his opponent to relinquish those properties to
which he had alleged to hold claim. The French ambassador

a

(1) Memoires pour servir
~Iemoirs
to be used for the history of
•
(2) Register of the order,
(J) Register of the order, p. 199.
Charles Achilles was
the brother of Charles of Nerestang, the previous Grand Master.
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of Savoy thought himself justified in opposing the execution
of these two decrees prejudicial to the subjects of his
sovereign masters he protested to the King that his Grand
Council had unjustly sanctioned Knight Lemps' suit against
the former owners of dependencies of a commanderie that
belonged to his master the duke, as Grand Master of the Order
of Saint Maurice and Saint Lazarus. This appeal caused the
King, in a decree of March 1648, to.or~er a delay of judgment,
and to name Talon and D'Aligre comm~ss~oners to examine the
exhibits of both parties. When the issue had been discussed
with all the attention it deserved, a second decree was
issued on November 2), 1649 ending the suspension of judgment
and confirming Knight Lemps' possession of the commanderie of
Aigrefeuille and all its dependencies.
The solicitations of the new Grand Master played no part
in this decision• he was not then in Paris, and besides, his
very young age prevented him from carrying out the duties of
his office for some years.U) Yet there is evidence of his
zeal for the good of the Order from the beginning of his
mastership. It was by his authority and with his approval
that a small work was composed, containing an abridged history
of the two orders and their rules, statutes, ceremonies and
privileges (2).
At that time, the wars of the Fronde were raging throughout the kingdoms let us cast a veil over this unhappy period,
during which the Order was inactive and the Grand Master
restricted to installing a few Knights (3) or making appointments to vacant commanderies (4), and hasten on to the
splendid days of Louis XIV, which were splendid also for
the Order of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
(1) When named Grand Master in 1645, he was only ten.
( 2) ·This book of 78 pages in duo dec imo was printed at
Lyons in 1649.
(J) In 1658 the Marquis of Nerestang admitted as Knights
Charles Renard of Bonchamp and Robert Bragelongne, and in
1662 Francis Hotman of Morfontaine. Register, pp. 77, 78.
(4) In 1652 he appointed a new commander for Aigrefeuille
to replace Commander Lemps, who had died, for Saint Lazarus
of Pastoral in the diocese of Rhodes and for Saint Anthony
of Rosson in the diocese of Clermont: this was Knight
Bernieres, a nobleman of Dauphine . (La Mure's Chronigue, p.
6)). In 1658, after the death of Commander Bragelongne,
the Grand Master appointed his son, Knight Robert Bragelongne,
to the commanderie of Saint Thomas of Fontenay-le-Comte
(Gallia Christiana, vol. VII; Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc ) ;
the new commander had to obtain a dispensation from Pope
Alexander VII, since the canon law of the realm states that
anyone inheriting his father's benefice must have a dispensation to do s.o. This ~pal dispensation offers manifest
proof that the court of Rome had approved the union of the
two orders and recognized their right to all commanderies
and benefices within the jurisdiction of the Order of
Saint Lazarus.
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The Importants faction had been scattered, the Peace of
westphalia signed, the Fronde des~royed, and a truce wit~
spain cemented by the King's marr~age to the Infanta Mar~a
Theresa: all these factors led to happy times; the troubles
that had shook France during Louis XIV's minority were only
a memory. Now the sole head of his kingdom's affairs after
cardinal Mazarin's death, the King soon aroused the admiration
of his people. Already, in fact, all Europe was focussing its
attention on the young monarch who constrained Philip IV to
repudiate his ambassador's claims on the subject of precedence
and Pope Alexander VII to _give s~tisfaction for the Corsican
Guards' insult to the Duke of Crequi. The Grand Master had
been residing in Paris for some years: noting how the sovereign
was working for the public good, he thought that he might
present to him Henry IV's intentions for the two combined orders
with reasonable hope of success. The Marquis of Nerestang
therefore convoked a chapter, which - convened on January), 1664
in the monastic house of the Carmelites of the Blessed Sacrament
on the rue des Billettes. He opened the session with a speech
that was appropriate to the circumstances, and the commanders
and knights present applauded his zeal. It was ruled that
henceforth all deeds, declarations, commissions, admissions of
Knights and all capitular resolutions in general would be
faithfully registered by the secretary-registrar. Next it was
unanimously decided that the Grand Master accompanied by
several Knights would arrange a meeting with His Majesty to
solicit his protection and the confirmation of the privileges
of this militia founded for the comfort of afflicted humanity,
the defence of the religion and the security of ~he King.
Louis XIV, always ready to listen to views that could be of
service, welcomed the representations of the deputies and
assured them of his goodwill.
The right of Knights, even if married, to own pensions
on benefices was of particular interest to this prince; it
was his wish to take part in the discussion of this privilege
in his Conseil de conscience (1), which was composed of his
confessor Father Annat, Archbishop Perefixe of Paris and
Archbishop La Motte-Houdancourt of Aix. When all reasons
for and against had been considered, he did not hesitate to
decide in favour of the pensions, as had Henry IV on the
authority of Paul V's bull for the Order of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel and Pius IV's and Pius V's decrees in support of the
Order of Saint Lazarus. It was not long after this that
Louis XIV issued a proclamation, dated April 1664 wherein he seems to take pleasure in enumerating the reas~ns for
Henry IV's protection of the Order:
Henry the Great, most knowledgeable of the ancient
founding of the Chivalric Order of Saint Lazarus of
Jer~salem, t~e first o~ the Ch~rch's military institut~ons, of ~ts establ~shment ~n the kingdom under

(1) From the list of benefices for April 1664.
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Louis VII, as confirmed by Saint Louis, to care for
poor gentlemen wounded or disabled in the service of
the state and to do battle for the sacred person of
the kings of France, held this noble militia in such
high esteem that not only did he make a point of renewing its privileges, but upon obtaining in 1607 from
Pope Paul V a bull for the institution of an order
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, he united the latter
to the Order of Saint Lazarus and, in accordance with
the wishes of the sovereign pontiffs, permitted the
Grand Master, commanders, knights and officers to own
pensions on all sorts of benefices, and that, wishing
like his grandfather to extend signs of his particular
affection for this respectable and useful institute,
he confirmed it in all its properties, rights and
privileges (1).
This proclamation was confirmed by the Grand Council on
August 12 of the same year, but with certain changes which
obliged the Grand Master to beseech His Majesty to order
that it be registered in its original form. The King conveyed
his wishes to the Grand Council, and h~ proclamation was
implemented in its entirety, though with one ~xception: with
the consent of the Order, a decree of May 18, 1669 stipulated
that the privilege even of married knights to own pensions on
benefices would not extend to parishes: the popes had never
placed this restriction on the favour they had seen fit to
accord the Knights of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount
Carmel.
The Marquis of Nerestang was no less concerned with the
restoration of the Order's discipline and religious practices
than with its image and reputation, and he used every means
to further both. On April 5, 1664, at an extraordinary chapter
held at the monastery of the Carmelites of the Blessed Sacrament, he proposed the election as Grand Prior of the Order,
in matters spiritual, of Bonaventure Rousseau of Bazoches,
Bishop of Caesarea (2), in the hope that this prelate's wellknown zeal would be of assistance in furthering his designs.
The Grand Master's proposal was approved, and Bishop Bazoches
was unanimously elected Grand Prior, a few days later, on
April 12, the King as protector and sovereign head of the
two orders confirmed this election and sent the Bishop of
caesarea the warrant for his new dignity.
About the same time, the Grand Master had the intention
of making some changes in the ornamentation of the cross:
the bulls of Popes Pius V and Paul V gave him this right.
After revealing his plans to the chapter members convoked
for this purpose, he ruled that an orle (or border) of white
is

(1) Register of the Order, pp. 84-85. This proclamation
in its entirety in the Documents In Proof, No. )2.
{2) Register of the Order, p. 82.
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enamel would be added to the large cross, the small cross
set onto the large one would be gold, enamelled with gr~en
flames and bordered with an orle tanned amaranth, the f1gure
of the Blessed Virgin would be enamelled white and pose~
seated on a green mountain, and the cross' ribbon would be
of white tabby (1). History does not inform us of the Grand
Master's reason for prescribing this change, nor of the
reasons why he left his ordinance unimplemented. The next
year he passed another, ·the purpose of which was to display
the lineage of those composing the "noble militia" of Saint
Lazarus and Our Lady of ~ount Carmel. Commanders, knights,
novices and officers were required to have paintings made
of their arms, to be .placed over their seats in the church
on the Order's ceremonial occasions.
The Marquis of Nerestang•s vigilance, seconded by the
sovereign's protection, began to produce the expected results:
gradually, abuses disappeared, discipline was restored, chapters
and councils met frequently whereas they had formerly been
interrupted for long periods; in short, fervour for religious
practices was reviving. For the first time in many a year
the Grand Master together with his command·ers, knights and
officers could be seen proceeding to the church of the Carmelites of the Blessed Sacrament to celebrate with full pomp
the feast of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, on July 16, with the
Bishop of Caesarea officiating in his pontifical function (2).
At the close of the mass, the Grand Master and Knights made
signs of their piety, in compliance with the obligation
prescribed in the rule. They solemnly observed the feast
of Saint Lazarus, on December 17, with the same fervour.
Grand Master Nerestang's comprehensive attention extended
to all branches of the administration for which he was officially
responsible, and in the economic sphere this yielded the inevitable results. In collaboration with him, Louis Raulin,
lay Knight and deputy prosecutor of the Order's attorney
general, revealed at the chapter held in September 1665 (3)
that commanders• and other incumbents' negligence in depositing
their benefice titles in the archives had given rise to the
removal of titles from the archives after their death, grand
chaplains, diocesan bishops and urban communities had been
taking advantage of this situation to usurp the appointments
to these benefices or appropriate their dependencies. The
case thus being stated (I have given only a summary here),
the Grand Master, after deliberating with the capitulars,
decreed that all Knights holding commanderies or other benefices of the Order would submit within the month, on pain of
confiscation of their revenues, a collated copy of their
provisions, their possession papers, old and new farming

(1) Tabby: a sort of wavy, moire silk fabric.
(2) Register of the Order, p. 94.
(3) Register of the Order, p. 97.
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leases and all other titles relating to their commanderies
to Knight Hotman of Morfontaine, who was commissioned to
read and examine them, and then deposit them in the treasury.
As the Order regained its former grandeur, the number
of Knights increased. The Baron of Cadrieu; Caesar Brossin,
Marquis of Merea Gabriel Peschard, Baron of Bossac; and other
gentlemen of excellent families who had previously been
admitted as novices made their profession in 1665 before the
Grand Master, who inducted them as Knights with the usual
ceremonies in the church of the Carmelites of the Blessed
Sacrament. Since the Order was daily becoming more stable,
the Marquis of Nerestang formed the plan of re-establishin~
the complete spectrum of its public and private functions 1n
Paris. The house on the commanderie and fief that the knights
had always owned near the church of Saint·Jacques·de·laBoucherie, not being large enough, was unsuitable for conducting the ceremonies and fulfilling the obligations prescribed
in the rule and the papal bulls. The Grand Master therefore
proposed to the commanders and knights assembled in chapter
that they ask the King's permission to provide themselves
with a building more appropriate to the functions and dignity
of the Order; all praised this idea, and their head had no
difficulty securing a favour of such evident utility. The
Council of State sought the sage and reliable advice of the
Marquis of Nerestang, studied the report presented to His
Majesty, and read the bulls Sicuti Bonus A~ricola, Pontifex
maximus, Militantium ordinum institutio an Nobilitas generis
and the King's proclamation of April 1664 confirming the
privileges contained in these bulls, whereupon on June 9,
1665 it issued a decree permitting the Grand Master and Knights
to rent or buy a house as spacious as necessary, within which
to exercise hospitality toward poor gentlemen disabled in
the service of God, the religion and the state, to carry out
examinations of candidates for admission, and to go about
the other exercises of the Order of Saint Lazarus and Our
Lady of Mount Carmel.
Already, in December of 1665, a clique of ill-intentioned
people were enviously watching the progress of the Marquis of
Nerestang's plans; in fact they had managed to pass on secret
reports to His Majesty that were unfavourable to the chivalric
institute he honoured with his protection, an institute whose
zeal and service were winning it public esteem. Informed of
a plot woven primarily by the usurpers of the Order's property,
the Grand Master assembled the commanders, knights and officers
then in Paris (l)a with their consent, he presented to the
King a statement that was moderate in its tone toward his
adversaries, and most unselfish in its demands. It concluded
with a request that the sovereign appoint some commissioners
from his Council, the Parlement and the Order to require
holders of commanderies, leper hospitals and other premises

(1) Register of the Order, p. lOJ.
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of like nature to produce their titles and, in cases of
usurpation, to stand down and surrender their revenues, both
present and future, so that these could be used to pay for
disabled soldiers' pensions and to maintain the ships .that
the Order planned to outfit. We shall soon see how successful this wise and just measure proved to be: however, its
effects were delayed for a time because of the Queen Mother's
illness and death (in January 1666) and other factors.
Always willing to do justice to propriety and respect
in the exercise of its duties, the Order held a service for
the late Queen in the church of the Carmelites of the Blessed
Sacrament with all possible pomp and magnificence. I have
the description of the · ~ervice now before me: the funeral
oration by Father Serapio~ was found one of the most accomplished examples of the genre.
The many young knights who had recently been admitted
to the Order were anxious to carry out some of the duties
inherent in their title, or at least to distinguish themselves
in some service peculiar to their station (1), and such was
the Grand Master's wish as well: means had to be found of
fulfilling it. The regiment created under the name of Nerestang which Henry IV had given the Order had passed into
other hands, and even changed its name twice in about twenty
years. To compensate for this loss, the initial plan was to
ask the king for a new regiment, with permission to levy it
at the Order's expense and in its name: senior knights would
serve as officers, and young knights and novices would take
up arms for the first time as volunteers, until such time as
their exemplary conduct or some favourable conjuncture might
warrant them posts worthy of their capabilities and birth.
This plan was not followed. The Grand Master, reflecting that
the old statutes assigned the Knights of Saint Lazarus six
months of galley service every three years (2), felt that it
would be more in the spirit of the rule and the vows to undertake some type of naval commission (3), especially since
Knight Bricqueville had set an example in 1612 by equipping
a vessel displaying the arms of the Order at his own expense
and with the consent of the Queen Regent and the Grand Master
(4). Certain persons of distinction endorsed the Marquis of
Nerestang's project, pointing out to him that, if successfully
implemented, it would be a means of obtaining from the King
some island in the Atlantic or the Mediterranean to serve as
the Grand Master's base for outfitting ships: this would be
of greater advantage to the Knights than all other employment
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Register, pp. 107, 113, 117.
Register and statutes, p. 104.
Belloy, p. 139.
Register, p. 41.
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to which they might lay claim. After holding several councils
on this matter with the Order's chief officers, the Grand
. Master convoked a chapter general for April 16, 1666. It was
a sizeable assembly. Following the customary opening prayers
and ceremonies, the Marquis of Nerestang made this speech:
Virtue and valour have the particular responsibility
of protecting that which is most holy and most sacred:
one of the principal purposes of our institution is to
fight in support of the religion and in defence of the
Most Christian King. I will not describe for you the
exploits and heroic deeds of our Brothers, those magnanimous warriors who died on the field of honour so many
centuries ago: you, plains of Asia and coasts of Africa,
you witnessed the courage and unselfishness with which
the Knights of the noble Militia of Saint Lazarus sacrificed their lives, their peace, their fortunes; they
were inspired neither by hope of aggrandizement nor by
desire for domination. Only the love of duty guided
them. It was not only in battles and sieges that they
distinguished themselves, for they were also the protectors of the weak and friends of the poor and afflicteds
hence the houses of charity that they administered all
over the Christian world. In brief, it could be said
that the history of our Order is a history of virtue,
bravery, humanity and piety. The dignity to which I
have the honour of being elevated bids me recall all
these memorable deeds for your edification, and so that
we may render due homage to the spirits of these noble
Knights. Inspired by the same spirit and guided by
similar principles, I have decided that it is not
enough to provide for the care of crippled and disabled
soldiers: this would be to fulfill only part of our
obligations. We must still seek out means of recovering
our ancient fame by accomplishing feats to glorify the
name of "Frenchman" and to advance the religion. I
believe that in our present circumstances the quickest
and easiest expedient would be to equip some sea-going
vessels against the Infidel or the enemies of the state,
vessels to be commanded and manned by such Knights as
the chapter may choose. But since the Order's income
is too modest and there are insufficient funds in the
treasury to subsidize outfitting costs, I exhort you
one and all to contribute to these out of your own
assets, according to your devotion and your resources.
The military zeal of all those in this assembly and the
noble spirit of emulation I know that you possess assure
me that you will be quick to stand forth in support of
my views, which are but the extension of your own.
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The Grand Master's proposal was unanimously approved. All
made lively demonstrations of gratitude for the pious and noble
designs he had for the Order. That there might be no delay in
executing the project, before chapter closed it was decided
that the Grand Master and several knights would seek the King's
permission to outfit some vessels for the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean, · and that, once it was obtained, the knights
would work steadily to equip them, financed by the treasury
of the Order to whatever amount the Grand Master should allocate for this purpose. That the arming of the ships might
proceed with all possible speed, the knights and all other
persons would be welcome to contribute whatever they wished;
every contribution would be recorded by the notary appointed
by the chapter, so that this money, as well as the Order's
funds deposited with the same notary, should go toward outfitting expenses. It was further decreed that every Saturday
the Grand Master and Knights would assemble in the monastery
of the Carmelites of the Blessed Sacrament to deliberate on
various concerns relating to the implementation and future
course of this important undertaking. The chapter then
designated Knight La Ba~e, Lord of Arbouville and Groslieu,
known for his great naval experience, to take command of the
outfitting. Specifications were also made on the commander's
plan of operations, the form of his correspondence with the
Order, and the proportions of the sharing out of prizes he
might capture (1); it was agreed that the portion reverting
to the treasury would be used for further outfitting. EVerything was carried out with the king's blessing. Also with
His Majesty's consent, the Grand Master broached an arrangement
with the owners of the islands of Porteros (2) and Re, which
however was not concluded, for reasons unknown: perhaps the
Duke of Mazarin (J), the King's lieutenant general in Brittany,
created some obstacle. I .-base this conjecture upon the fact
that no-one was apparently more opposed to the success of the
Grand Master's designs than this lord, whose antagonism was
so heated that when Louis XIV learned of his conduct, he
stepped in and ordered him in blunt terms "to favour the
Order's ventures in the exercise of his office, and to oppose
whatever might be contrary to them"J in his letter, the King
even added that he wanted his wishes on this matter to be
scrupulously carried out (4).
(1) Register, p. 117.
(2) [I have not been able to find Porteros in any atlas:
it might possibly be a typographical error for Port-Cros, one
of the Hyeres islands off Provencer this is the more likely
because Port-eros is in the Mediterranean Sea, while the Ile
de Re is in the Atlantic Ocean. --tr.]
(J) Formerly Marquis of La Meilleraie, he became Duke of
Mazarin through his marriage to the niece of the cardinal of
that name, Hortense Mancini, famous for her beauty and her
misfortunes.
.
lS

(4) These are the terms used in the King's letter, which
dated from Fontainebleau, July 10, 1666.
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The Marquis of Nerestang had no difficulty obtaining
from the King and the Duke of Beaufort, head and superintendent of commerce and navigation (1), the patents, warrants
and commissions needed to implement his projects, which were
too advantageous to the state not to receive its authorization
(2). The Order's frigates secured permission to navigate the
coasts of France, England, Spain, Barbary and other countries
and to attack enemies of the state, pirates, corsairs and
rovers, though always in compliance with the rules of war
and the regulations of. the navy and admiralty.
The Grand Master chose Saint Malo in Brittany as his
outfitting site; in that same year, the ships called The Our
Lady of Mount Carmel and The Saint Lazarus were made seaworthy
and armed for war. France's recent break with England soon
supplied an opportunity to make use of them. Knights Groslieu
and La Riviere, appointed squadron commanders by the King and
the Grand Master (J), left port to enter action against the
English on August 1, 1666, accompanied by many officer-knights
and volunteer novices. A few days later Knight Groslieu's
frigate was driven onto the English coast near Lizard Point.
His courage was spurred by the danger in which he found himself:
surrounded by four armed enemy merchant ships, he attacked and
overcame them, and ordered Knights Botrel of Beauvais, Brisai
of Nonville, Villemor and Leans to board them with the crew
they needed to navigate them. Two other vessels arrived in
vain in relief of the first four: Commander Groslieu and
his valiant knights drove them against the coastal rocks,
where they broke up. He was barely out of danger when he
spotted two English frigates following him at full sail; he
immediately went forth to meet them, so as to give his captured
ships time to make their way to France. The fighting was
dogged, and did not stop until nightfall. The flag of Saint
Lazarus again held the upper hand: Groslieu lost no men,
and personally slew several of the enemy on their own deck.
Knight Brisai, however, was unable to follow the other captured
vessels because he had to halt to repair his ship, whose hull
was taking in water everywhere; he was then met by two more
hostile frigates, taken prisoner and brought back to England
(4). To avoid the risk of a similar incident, Knight Villemor
abandoned his own badly damaged vessel and transferred his
entire crew onto Knight Leona•: an instant later, Villemor
watched as the ship he had just left went down, a testimony
to the violence of the earlier clash. The rest of the French

(1) This was the king's title for the man who did the duties

of the admiral, an office abolished by Cardinal Richelieu and
restored in 1669, when it was held by the Count of Vermandois,
Louis XIV's illegitimate son.
(2) Register, pp. 1)0, 134 and 135.
(J) The Duke of Beaufort's letters patent are dated Toulon,
Apr1l 27; the King's commission, Fontainebleau, July 2; and
the Grand Master's, Paris, May 8. Register, pp. 120, 130, 135.
(4) Register, p. 147. Gazette de France, Sept. 1666.
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prizes arrived back home, but at the cost of Knight Groslieu•s
life: having met three frigates, each mounted with twenty-five
to thirty cannon, he was forced to engage combat with only
twenty-eight men1 for a good while, his valour compensated
for this great inequality of numbers, for he withs~ood two
boardings and killed over forty of the foe. But f1nally,
covered in wounds, he was slain on his deck, pike in hand, still
nobly defending his flag. On the King's authority, the Grand
Master was issuing orders in the ports of Brittany for the
safekeeping of Knight Groslieu•s prizes when the sad news of
the commander's death arrived. The Order held a solemn service
for him in the church of the Carmelites of the Blessed Sacrament, and Knight Merault composed his epitaph, which I have
dutifully recorded (1).
While the Knights of Saint Lazarus were sailing the seas
against the English and in defence of France and her allies,
the Council of the Order, though always occupied with armament
operations and means of increasing them, did not lose sight
of other concerns. It passed several wise regulations in
chapter. One, on the subject of proofs of nobility, required
that henceforth those soliciting the honour of admission as
Knights should furnish the Knight commissioned for this purpose,
above all things else, with an abstract of each title or deed
they wished to use, so that research of qualifications might
be facilitated if the commissioner should judge from the
abstract that the original documents -contained evidence of
the antiquity of nobility prescribed by the statutes. The
second regulation, the purpose of which was to maintain
obedience to superiors, required the Knights to sign on parchment their profession of faith and oath of loyalty and obedience;
this document was then to be deposited in the Order's archives
so that it would be available if needed. A third was designed
to avoid the disputes that arise too often from claims to
precedence: the sole basis for the adoption of rank among
the Knights, both in private and in public, would be their
seniority of admission into the Order. A fourth prohibited
lay brothers, on pain of deprival of the cross, from using
the title of "Knight", with no other qualification, either
in public deeds or personal letters, because this manner of
designating themselves could be misleading, and give the
impression that Knights who were not of noble extraction
were being admitted into the Order (2).
Finally, the capitular assembly of May 21, 1666 prohibited all members of the Order, commanders, knights and
officers, from writing about or intervening in affairs and
rights pertaining to the Order without first notifying the
Grand Master and chapter and obtaining their consent to such
actions.

(1) [Latin: quotation of the epitaph.)
(2) Source of these four regulations:
Register of the
Order, pp. 124, 125, 166 & 168.
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The Marquis of Nerestang, satisfied to see that or de r
was gradually replacing corruption, discipline was returning,
and the knights were cooperating zealously for the co c~on
good, now made use of the right awarded him by the bulls of
Popes Pius V and Paul V to allot the five Grand Priories, and
to grant their occupants the privilege of wearing the insignia
of honour of their new offices. His appointments, made on
June 4, 1666, were as follows (1): lst, Grand Prior, Bailiff
and Vicar-General on land and sea for the tongue of Aquitaine:
Knight Caesar Brossin, Marquis of Mere, of an illustrious and
ancient family of Poitou, related to the greatest houses of
the realm; 2nd, Grand Prior and Bailiff of the provinces of
Dauphine and Lyonnais: Commander Loras of Chamanieu; Jrd,
Grand Prior and Bailiff of the Belgian tongue: Knight Le
Picard, Marquis of Sevigny; 4th, Grand Prior and Bailiff of
the tongue of France: Commander Francis of Bernieres; 5th
Grand Prior and Bailiff of Languedoc: Knight Solas (2), '
President of the Montpellier Chambre des Comptes [or Exchequer)
and Court of Aids. All of the above bore the title of VicarGeneral of the Grand Master in their grand priories. The
restoration of these dignities had the double advantage of
adding a'nother position of honour to the Order and of providing a vehicle for the recovery of its properties, since
each grand prior would naturally be concerned to discover the
usurpations that had occurred within his priory. Now more than
ever did the nobility aspire to the honour of admission to an
organization that held out the promise of both glory and recompense: in 1666 and 1667 over thirty Knights were admitted,
all gentlemen in name, arms and lineage. I now return to
the military scene.
With the death of Philip IV, King of Spain, at the end of
1665, his son-in-law Louis XIV claimed the patrimony of his
wife, Maria Theresa, who had not received her dowry. Charles
II was· a minor: his Council of course saw in the French king' s
rights nothing but unjust pretensions, and would make no concessions. Manifestoes were published on both sides, followed
by a declaration of war. The Order felt that the moment had
come for fresh efforts in the service of the state. The poor
success of their last campaign, far from discouraging the
Knights, had kindled their enthusiasm: the entire winter of
1667 was spent preparing to set sail when the good weather
returned. The port of Saint Malo was still the armament site;
the Council of the Order had even established a most punctual
and efficient agent there (J) to secure the permits. The
provincial -lieutenants general had placed so many difficulties
in the way of the execution of the Duke of Beaufort's
(1) Register, p. 136. [A tongue is a geoeraphical grouping
of the brethren of an Order: in French, langue. --tr.]
(2) Solas was not appointed until 1671. Register, p. 2) 6.
{J) His name was Michael Baudran, Lord of Brisselene and
Mauperthuis, a lay brother-at-arms. He was appointed the Order's agent in Saint Malo in November 1666. Register, p. 158 .
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commissions the previous year (the Duke, as you will recall,
being Superintendent general of navigation) that the Marquis
of Nerestang addressed himself directly to the King. On
the Grand Master's suggestion, the King made Knight Cice (1)
the commander of the Order's squadron, which was made up of
four frigates. Cice•s commission was dispatched on April 1;
as soon as he had received it, he set sail. On May J he
joined forces with some privateers from Dunkirk, who agreed
to do battle with him against the enemies of France on the
Atlantic Ocean. The vessels of these partners flew the flag
of the Order, and followed the orders of the Knights in
command of the squadron (2). But Knight Cice was not to
witness the success of the campaign: he had barely drawn up
his plan of operations when the King, who was personally
commanding his armies in Flanders, sent him an order to
detach one of his frigates to convoy some provisions from
Calais to the French ships at Vlissingen.
Knight Cice,
eager to ~ive evidence of his zeal to his master the King,
set out h1mself on one of his ships (J). En route he encountered an English corsair with twenty-four cannon and about
a hundred and fifty men which was pursuing two boats from
Boulogne. Attacking the corsair, the Knight allowed the
two boats to escape: after a two-hour battle during which
the English captain, his lieutenant and eighty of his men
were killed, Cice had his left hand blown off by a grenade
and shortly after received a fatal head wound. Dauntless to
the end, the knight immediately looked at those in his command
and said: "Be not grieved on my account: take courage." And
raising his eyes to heaven, he expired with these words: "Irly
God, have mercy on your servant." His body was wrapped in
his flag and
was taken on his frigate to Dieppe, where
he was interred in the church of the Oratorian Fathers.
The ~~rquis of Nerestang, informed by a messenger of
this sad occurrence, set to considering a replacement for
Knight Cice, someone who could continue the campaign successfully. Newly admitted to the knighthood was a Le Coudray of
Condee (4), a Breton gentleman and former ship's captain:
the proof he had submitted of his naval skill was the deciding
factor in his selection. In appointing him, the Grand Master
dispatched Knight Lions to His Majesty, who was then camped
outside Charleroi, to ask him to grant Knight Le Coudray the
commission to command the squadron, which was vacant with
Knight Cice•s death. This was drawn up without delay on

(1) Rene Champion of Cice, son of the Dean of the
Parlement of Brittany. Register, p. 178.
(2) Register, p. 183.
(J) Register, p. 188.
(4) His proofs of nobility had been accepted April 23,
1667, and he was made a Knight the following day. Register,
pp. 175-180.
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on June 15, 166?. Leons hastened back to the Grand Master
with the warrant, which was then committed to Father Toussaint
de Saint-Luc for delivery to the new commander. This priest
had held an important role in the Order's affairs for some
years (l)a he immediately left for Dieppe, and from there
went to Brittany, where he was empowered to place chaplains
on the Order's vessels and to set up a charitable house for
the treatment of officers, soldiers and sailors wounded or
disabled in the service of the state.
The Grand ~aster and the government were most satisfied
with Knight Le Coudray-Condee•s conduct: the vigour of his
operations off the coasts of the Atlantic during the rest of
the campaign were so beneficial to Brittany that the States
meeting in Vannes in October of the same year asked the Order
to accept a gift of fifty thousand crowns, as well as the
guard of their province's coast. Louis XIV, who was personally
convinced of the benefits to his Netherlands armies of the
Knights of Saint Lazarus' military action, dispatched letters
patent in December granting the coast guard of Brittany to the
Order and the commission of commander-in-chief to the Marquis
of Nerestang as Grand Master.
France and Spain continued at war. Back from his triumph
in the Netherlands, the King planned the conquest of FrancheComt~.
The fact that it was winter was no obstacle: it was
then that everything was prepared, co-ordinated and executed,
with the assistance of the chief ministers and skilled generals.
Louis XIV himself led the siege of Dole in February 1668: the
fort was stormed in four days, and the whole province subjugated
in three weeks.
While the King was taking Franche-Comte from Spain, the
Grand Master of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus was
not inactive. After His ~ajesty had appointed him commanderin-chief of the Order's squadron and of the province of
Brittany's coast guard vessels, he had left Paris in January
for Saint Malo to expedite the armament. As soon as the
weather permitted, he set sail at the head of ten frigates;
his captains and officers were Knights Le Coudray-Condee,
Mer~, Castelnau, Tristan of Saint Amand, Brisai, Ottonville,
Brotel of Beauvais, Villemor and La Borde.
All the small privateers that had been marauding the
seas with impunity had discovered in the last two campaigns ·
how dangerous it was to encounter the flag of Saint Lazarus.
A squadron of ten frigates commanded by the head of the Order
must have seemed even more formidable to them. Some nonetheless attempted to expose themselves, the foresight, celerity
and courage of the Grand Master and his Knights soon stopped
them, and they were given such vigorous chase--primarily the
pirates of Biscay and Ostend--that they disappeared, and
ceased to disturb the commerce of Brittany and the other
(1) He was the Order's theologian and chaplain, and a
member of the council. Register, pp. 189, 194.
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French provinces on the Atlantic. The Marquis of Nerestang's
absence was no hindrance to the progress of the Order's affairs:
before the Grand Master left the capital, he had given Chancellor
Merault his power of attorney (1) to convene chapter, hold
councils admit Knights, and generally attend to everything
that see~ed necessary, useful or appropriate.
For a yearly payment plus certain other conditions, the
Carmelite p~iests of the Blessed Sacrament had entered into an
agreement to celebrate the divine office when the Order had
ceremonies to conduct in their church and to provide a suitable
place for holding chapters within their house (2). Therefore
when M. Merault began.his administration on June 25, he chose
a site for a capitular hall, and ordered that the admission
dues of Knight Merigot of La Motte-Mon~ay be used for the
building of this structure, and this was duly carried out.
The fear of admitting Knights of dubious nobility had already
given rise to certain regulations: M. Merault passed another
one, requiring individuals admitted as novices to supply the
qualifications examiner with their armorial quarters {)); to
facilitate the implementation of this regulation, the chapter
of April 2, 1668 named M. Le Blanc the Order's genealogical
painter.
Despite the long-standing attention to the maintaining
of discipline, there were sometimes _breaches of the laws of
obedience. I will not go into Knight Robert Bragelongne's
immoderate behaviour with regard to the Grand Master on the
feast day of Saint Lazarus {4): initially investigated by the
chapter of the Order, this affair was subsequently mediated
by the Marshal of La Ferte-Sennecterre. More deserving of
our attention are the audacious pretensions of M. Rousseau
of Bazoches, the Bishop of Caesarea. It will be recalled
that in April 1664 this prelate had been elected Grand Prior
in matters spiritual, so that he might carry out the ecclesiastical duties that the Grand Master was unable-to handle himself.
The Marquis of Nerestang and the chapter had decided to take
this step in the hope that the new Grand Prior, in close conformity to the duties of his position, would edify the Knights
with his regularity and render useful and helpful services to
the Order. The Bishop of Caesarea•s conduct did not answer
to the favourable reports of him: no sooner had he received
the provisions for his dignity than, forgetting that modesty
ought to be the virtue par excellence of persons of his status,

(1) This power of attorryey was signe~ in the pres~nce of
Moufle and Guichard, notar1es of the Chatelet of Par1s, on
January 8, 1668. Register, p. 203.
(2) Register, p. 205.
(3) Register, p. 209.
(4) On December 23, 1666, the feast day of St. Lazarus [on
p. 419 the feast day is given as December 17 --tr.], a celebration was held in the church of the Carmelites or-the Blessed
Sacrament: Bishop Seguier of Lombez officiated. Register,
pp. 164 & 166.
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he tried to arrogate certain ecclesiastical functions which
had always been the exclusive prerogative of the Grand Master
(1). His ambition subsequently even led him to request letters
patent sanctioning his endeavour, which he secured on June 15,
1668 and had confirmed by the Cardinal of Vendome. Such rash
steps obliged the Order to lodge an appeal with the Council,
which ruled in its favour: the prelate was ordered by a
decision of July 10, 1668 to surrender his letters, on the
grounds that they were surrepticiously obtained. Soon after,
the Grand Master notified him of the revocation of his election
to the dignity of Grand Prior. Once he had been forced to
abandon his claims, the Bishop of Caesarea disappeared from
the Order.
This was not the only important matter with which the
Chancellor-Administrator was occupied. The King's Proclamation
of April 1664 had undergone changes in being registered by the
Grand Council, whereby the protective measures granted by the
sovereign to the Knights were so sharply restricted that the
Order resolved to request that the proclamation be registered
in its original form. It was agreed, however, that new bulls
should be obtained first. The circumstances were favourable
for this: Pope Clement IX had just named the Cardinal of
Vendome his legate in France, with all the usual powers of
legates of the Holy See; his bull of legation was registered
in the Parlement of Paris, along with the letters patent
confirming his authority. It should be remembered that, after
the founding of the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, Henry
IV, for reasons discussed at the beginning of this Fourth Period
and also, perhaps, to avoid a rivalry that might provoke disputes
between the knights of the new order and those of the old Order
of Saint Lazarus, had combined the two in his warrant of the
last day of October 1608 (2), that they might enjoy in common
the Order of St. Lazarus' property and the privileges accorded
each order by the bulls of the sovereign pontiffs. This union,
confirmed by Louis XIV, as yet bore only the royal seal, though
it is true that the popes had tacitly approved the wise conduct
of the French kings; far from undermining Henry IV's plans to
combine the two orders so as to jointly hold the same property,
they had demonstrated, by means of the terms used in the indults
granted. to the Knights of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of r.lount
Carmel, that they considered this union as legitimate. But
the Order was anxious for the apostolic authority to consolidate
all that had been accomplished to that point by the monarchy,
and therefore presented a statement in the form of a petition
to the Cardinal of Vendome. After examining in his council
of legation the bulls of Popes Pius IV, Pius V and Paul V
(1) The Bishop of caesarea had found a means of inserting
between the lines of the capitular register, in the paragraph
relating his . election, the word "General" above the words
"Grand Prior", and "with the title of Commander" above "[in
rna tters] spiritual". The additions were cancelled by a note
in the margin of the register: pp. 82 & 90.
(2) See the Documents In Proof, No. 34.
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and the letters patent awarded to the Order of Saint Lazarus
and our Lady of Mount Carmel, His l'tlost Eminent Highness issued
a bull in June 1668 of which I record here only the terms of
enactments
Wishing to extend our support to t~e praiseworthy in-.
tentions of Kings Henry IV and Lou~s XIV and our partlcular blessings to the Grand Master and the other brother
Knights of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel, (1)
we, by virtue of the apostolic authority we exercise in
this instance, do approve and confirm by the terms herein
the union of the two or4ers enacted by the royal authority,
together with the rules, and generally all the privileges,
rights, concessions, exemptions &c. that have legitimately
been granted and allotted to them, jointly, separately,
or in any manner whatsoever, by the abovementioned bullsr
to all of these in general and t .o. each in particular we
do accord and add an inviolable apostolic force.
When Louis XIV had had the Cardinal of Vendome•s bull
read to him, he was satisfied that it accurately fulfilled
his intentions and those of Henry IV and Louis XIII that the
Knights should share equally in the privileges of the two Orders
combined under one indivisible Grand Magistry. Therefore in
August 1668 he dispatched letters patent in confirmation of
this bull, which the Grand Council registered on May 18, 1669
with the sole restriction, as mentioned earlier, that Knights
and other persons of the Order could not hold pensions on
parishes. Now that the union of the two orders had been
approved and confirmed by the bull of a legate a latere which
had been received in France (2), it was finally 1nvested with
all the canonical and civil formalities. Furthermore, Clement
IX's papal successors, even that opponent of France Innocent
XI, and also Alexander VIII and Innocent XII did not refuse
any of the favours or bulls sought on behalf of the lay and
married Knights of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel:
among others, one might cite the briefs they granted to Knight
Flammareins for a pension of two thousand livres on Bonneval
abbey: to Knight Collins of Lucante for a pens~on of a thousand
livres also on an abbey: and to Commanders Seguier of Liancourt
and Seguier of La Verriere for a pension of fifteen hundred
livres each on two abbeys owned by their brother the Bishop
of Nimes.
All things seemed to be adding to the glory of the two
orders. The Duke of Orleans wished to be their benefactor,
as his brother the King was; also he was thus inclined out of
veneration for the memory of his grandfather. Henry IV had

(1) ~he Latin original of this text is ~iven from the
footnote notation to the end of the quotat~onJ See the
Documents In Proof, No. J5.
("' :' _The ti.tle of "legate a latere" was sufficient in itself
to val~date the Cardinal of Vend6me's bull, since any bull
c?nferred by a legate has no need of the Holy See's confirmat~on. The Order of Fontevraud and several other monastic
orders were approved and confirmed solely by legates.
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planned to reserve some of.the knights of the two orders to
form a company for his own guard and that of his successor
kings {l)J deciding to do the same, the Duke of Orleans resolved to attach to his person a certain number of these
knights, by restoring to them the property formerly belonging
to the patrimony of the Order of Saint Lazarus within his
apanage. His Royal Highness therefore charged the Count of
Serrant, his Chancellor, the Count of Boisfrant, his director
of housing and finance, and the Count of Mennevillette,
Marquis of Crevecoeur, his injunctions secretary, to work
on this matter with the two orders, which for their part empowered M. Merault and Father Toussaint de Saint-Luc to make
all the appropriate arrangements with the commissioners
appointed by the duke (2). After several meetings, the Duke
of Orleans' officers agreed that His Royal Highness would
hand over to the Order the complete administration and disposal
of the revenues of all commanderies, leper houses, hospitals,
priories and other benefices to which the institute of Saint
Lazarus was entitled within his duchies, and within the competences of the presidia! courts of Orleans, Chartres, Crepyen-Valois, Montargis and other of his apanage's dependencies,
on condition that the Order would undertake to permanently
maintain at its own expense, in the Guards of His Royal Highness
and his successors the dukes of Orleans, twelve gentlemen
Knights to serve for a period of three years, and that, with
the expiry of this period, they would retire with a life
annuity paid by the Order and be replaced by twelve other
Knights. The Duke of Orleans' commissioners and those of the
Order having accepted these terms, the agreement between them
was signed on August 13, 1668 and later ratified by His Royal
Highness on September 15 of the same year. The Order immediately took steps to fulfill its commitments: first it chose
twelve young Knights who received His Royal Highness' approval
and began their period of service on January 1, 1669. To avoid
arguments about precedence, the rank they were to hold among
themselves had been determined the previous day in a chapter
convened for this sole purpose (J).
Some time after the treaty concluded at Aix-la-Chapelle
between Spain and France, the Marquis of Nerestang had left
the Breton coast and come to Paris, from which he had proceeded
to his estates in Forez, hoping to find in the country air a
remedy for his unsettled health. Whether or not it was thus
improved, the Grand Master then returned to Paris and convoked
an extraordinary chapter on March 2, 1669, in the course of
which, in the presence of the assembled Knights, he examined
all that M. Merault had done during his absence, and gave his
praise and approval to his handling of the Order's affairs (4).
{1),{2) Register of the order, p. 193.
(3) Register, p. 218.
{4) Register, p. 219.
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The recovery of the property . that had been ceded to the
Knights within the King's brother's apanage went ahead very
slowly. Nonetheless the Marquis of Nerestang, anxious to
fulfill the Order's commitments, offered to advance the funds
needed to maintain the twelve Knights in His Royal Highness•
service for the years 1669 and 1670 (1), asking only that his
advances be reimbursed from the first returns of the property
joined to the Order two years previously; his offer was accepted
by the chapter of April 23, 1670. But, upon learning that the
revenue deriving from the patrimony of which the Knights could
now take possession was insufficient to meet the expenses to
which they had committed themselves, His Royal Highness willingly entered into a new agreement with terms less onerous than
the first. This consisted of the full and complete transfer
of the administration and benefits of the commanderies and
leper hospitals to which His Royal Highness was entitled by
virtue of his apanages (2), on the conditions that the Order
see to their endowment and · pay a thousand livres each year to
each of the twelve Knights in the Duke's service. This arrangement was subsequently endorsed by twelve Doctors of the Sorbonne,
who declared that, according to the canons of the Councils and
the papal bulls, the property of leper hospitals was purely
temporal, and therefore His Royal Highness was free to dispose
of it as he saw fit.
In acquiring the personal protection of His Royal Highness,
the Order also remained under the direct protection of Louis XIV.
In order that his will with regard to the Knights of St. Lazarus
and Our Lady of Mount Carmel be known and carried out in the
provinces that had been annexed to the Crown by the Peace of
the Pyrenees and the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, Louis forwarded
letters patent confirming their privileges to the sovereign
councils of Tournai and Arras, which registered them on June
12 and December 19, 1671.
In the same year, the Flemish nobility expressed a wish
to share in the benefit of admission to an Order so conspicuously
honoured by the King's benevolence. They delegated two of
their members to submit a statement (J) in which the assembled
nobility of the province avowed that their desire to be bound
to the sovereign's obedience by a special oath made them
anxious for permission to aspire, like His Majesty's other
subjects, to the honour of being received as Knights of Our
Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus, and that, in the hope
that this just request might be accepted, they proposed to
allow the Order of Saint Lazarus the use of all the properties
that had belonged to it, or that had some connection with its
founding,on their lands, on condition that the commanderies
that would be created from the restored properties be given
(1) Register, p. 2)0.
(2) Agreement of April 1671, confirmed by decree on June
12, 1671 and February 10, 1672. Register, p. 260.
(J) The statement was signed by twenty-two gentlemen of
the highest Flanders nobility. Register, p. 238.
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solely to Knights, i.e. gentlemen in name and arms. This
profitable proposition was naturally wglcomed by chapter,
which however was prevented by the current circumstances from
extending an affirmative response to the delegates.
While the Flemish nobility was offering the Order tokens
of its distinguished esteem, the Grand Master was striving to
administer as best he could the property of the Grand Priory
of Languedoc, which had recently been acquired by Knight Salas
(1). Without going into details on the regulations that were
passed to deal with the distribution of this property, I will
simply note that it was divided into thirty commanderies and
that the revenue from three of these was to be allocated for
the maintenance of a fencing master, a riding master, and
masters of mathematics and the naval arts, whom Grand Prior
Solas was ordered to set up at Montpellier for the free instruction of young Knights and certain impoverished gentlemen.
Chancellor Merault, Provost/Master of Ceremonies Sibour of
Sauleux (2) and Attorney General Le Verdier of Genouillac,
inspired by the same spirit as the Grand Master, were working
together for the advancement of the Order's affairs.
Such was the situation when the Marquis of Nerestang,
overcome by disabilities even though he was still young, decided
to retire to his estates, whereupon several persons at the Court
began thinking of the Grand Master's office. The Duke of
Vivonne, a marshal and general of the galleys, was the candidate
for whom it seemed destined: he had the King's approval and
his contract had been drawn up, but when the marshal's absence
postponed the final signing, the government made other arrangements. I do not know whether the Order knew of the Marshal
of Vivonne's claims. The Grand Master's withdrawal, instead
of diminishing the industry of the knights and officers residing
in Paris, encouraged them to redouble their activity. Every
Friday they assembled in the capitular hall (J) to discuss
means of procuring real benefits from the favours they had
obtained from the King. Their hard work and zeal and the
fairness of their claims deeply impressed the Marquis of
Louvois, the Secretary of State, who induced His Majesty to
confer upon them further tokens of his protection. At this
juncture the minister wrote to M. Merault, telling him to
instruct some of his knights and officers in Paris to proceed
without delay to Versailles to learn the King's intentions
with regard to the Order (4). M. Merault, accompanied by
the chief officers and certain knights deputized by the chapter,
arrived at Versailles on the day set by the Marquis of Louvois,
who told them that the King~ upon being informed of the great
benefits to be expected from the beneficence, zeal and valour
(1) Register of the Order, pp. 246 & 248.
(2) Register, pp. 254 & 274. Sibour of Sauleux was the
first Provost and Master of Ceremonies to be so titled.
(J) Register, p. 256.
(4) Register, pp. 279 & 280.
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of the Knights of Saint Lazarus, had not only resolved to
confirm all the favours awarded their Order by the popes and
his predecessor kings, but also to create new ones by annexing
to it the properties and revenues of several military-hospitaller
orders that had been abolished or suppressed, on condition that
the first returns from these be used toward the payment of the
330 000 livres that His Majesty was assigning the Marquis of
Ner~stang 1n reward for his and his ancestors' services.
It was not long after this that the King issued the famous
edict of December 1672, which confirmed the right even of
married Knights to own pensions on all sorts of benefices, and
the Order's entitlement to the properties, privileges and
favours that belonged to it by law or through the concessions
of popes, sovereigns and lords. The King also proclaims in
this edict that, in view of the facts that the Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem is the oldest in Christendom, that it is
hospitaller and military, that it was founded for the defence
of the Faith and the service of the sick and the poor, and
that most of its property had been usurped through the envy
and greed of many other secular and regular . orders, communities
and individuals, he was restoring to the Order the permanent
tenure and administration of the leper houses, hospitals, and
houses of piety within his domain, and that he was combining
and incorporating with it the houses, rights and possessions
of the Orders of the Holy Spirit of Montpellier, of Saint James
of the Sword, of the Holy Sepulchre, etc., so that the revenue
from all this property could be used to create commanderies
which would serve as remuneration for officers ~dmitted to
the Order as Knights. Other officers• pensions would also
be drawn from these commanderies. Finally, deductions would
be made from pensions and commanderies and allocated for the
care of wounded and disabled soldiers and part of the upkeep
and maintenance of army and border hospitals: it was this
last use of the revenue that the King regarded as most in
keeping with the pious intentions of the founders. We shall
shortly see the means that were employed to implement this
edict (1).
The Marquis of Nerestang was still Grand Master. Having
witnessed the wisdom with which he had governed, the Knights
saw with regret that he was resolved upon abdicating the Grand
Magistry: it was nonetheless their wish that he convoke the
next chapter general. The Marquis of Nerestang had always
evinced too great an attachment to order and the maintaining
of proper discipline to refuse them this satisfaction; he
therefore sent out a circular letter, countersigned by the
Secretary of the Order, notifying all commanders, knights and
officers residing both in Paris and the provinces to assemble

(1) This edict, which is very lengthy and highly detailed,
deserves reading; since it is printed in several collections,
I do not record it in the Documents In Proof.
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at Boigny on Saturday, February 18, 1673 so that chapter
could be opened the next day, the first Sunday of Lent.
This document was the last to issue from the Marquis of Nerestang as Grand Master: he resigned his dignity before the
King on January 26, 1673. Upon being informed by the Marquis
himself of the step that he had taken, the Order assembled,
as was customary, at the monastery of the Carmelites of the
Blessed Sacrament where, after long deliberation, Chancellor
Merault and some other officers and knights were deputized
to beseech His Majesty to honour the Order by uniting the
Grand Magistry to his Crown, as the kings of Spain and Portugal
and the dukes of Savoy and Florence had done for the Orders of
Saint James of the Sword, Calatrava, Alcantara, Christ, Saint
Maurice and Saint Stephen, and to approve the Marquis of
Louvois' promotion to the dignity of Vicar-General (1). The
King welcomed the deputies and told them that he endorsed
the chapter's election of the Marquis of Louvois as VicarGeneral of the Order, and that he would put off his decision
on uniting the Grand Magistry to the Crown to some other time.
He also said that he would soon be informing them of his
wishes on other subjects.
With His Majesty's reply, the Marquis of Louvois was
nominated to the office of Vicar-General, to carry out the
Grand Master's functions while that position was vacant (2).
His provisions are dated February 4: four days later he took
his oath of office before the King. The next day the Marquis
forwarded his letters of provision to the Chancellor of the
Order for submission to chapter and registration in the usual
manner. Following a report by Merault and a request by
Genouillac, the Knights gladly approved the registration of
Louvois' appointment (3), this being but the confirmation of
the election they had made themselves and the result of
their deputies' request to the King. Preparations were
promptly begun for the Grand Vicar's reception. Upon his
arrival on February 11, 1673 at the monastery of the Carmelites
of the Blessed Sacrament (4) where the commanders, knights
and officers were assembled, the Chancellor offered h~ congratulations, to which Louvois replied in a manner most encouraging
to the Order's expectations: then the Provost/Master of Ceremonies escorted him into the church to hear mass. When mass
was over, he made his profession of faith and took the oath
on the book of the Gospels in a loud voice. All the religious
ceremonies completed, he proceeded to the capitular hall to
begin the exercise of his duties. He first gave an account
of his initiatives with the King on behalf of the two Orders,
(1) Register, pp. 283, 285, 286, 288 & 289.
(2) Register, pp. 289 & 290.
(3) Register, pp. 294, 295.
(4) Register, p. 294.
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and of the decree (1) committing himself, the Chancellor,
the Grand Prior of Languedoc, the Provost/Master of Ceremonies
and four commanders to set up a council to deliberate on all
the Order's affairs, and particularly the implementation of
the edict of December 1672. The Grand Vicar also issued
commissions to examine the proofs of nobility of gentlemen
candidates to the Order, and confirmed Knights Merault, Solas,
Genouillac, and Sibour of Sauleux in their respective dignities
of chancellor, grand prior, attorney general and provost;
master of ceremonies (2). Finally, he closed the chapter,
with assurances that his - zeal and gratitude would lead him
to make use of every means that might contribute to the glory
of the Order and the maintenance of its rights.
While these events were taking place in Paris, Louis XIV
had sent Abbot Cocquelin to Rome to ask the pope for a bull
confirming the provisions of the Marquis of Louvois' vicarship. Clement X, who was of a mild and peaceful disposition,
would probably have consented to the King's request if he had
not been distracted by an intrigue of certain ultramontane
sycophants. Obstacles were increased by the difficulties that
arose soon afterward between the courts of Rome and France,
primarily during Innocent XI's pontificate: hence no bull
was forthcoming. This refusal, and the conclusions that
the Order's adversaries were pleased to draw from it, led to
much discussion, the relation of which would be both tiresome
and pointless. I will confine myself to observing that the
Marquis of Louvois had been elected by chapter and appointed
by Louis XIV, and that, in respect and deference to the Holy
See, he begged the Pope to confirm his nomination, even
though no bull, not even Paul V's for the founding of the
Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, had made this a prerequisite
for the provisions of the Grand Vicarship. The Marquis of
Louvois continued to carry out the duties of Vicar-General
with no hesitation, and the sovereign courts have since ruled
that all of his accomplishments in this capacity were canonical,
because he had merely acted as the representative of the
chapter general that had elected him, and in all regular
orders the chapter general is legally entitled to administer
the order upon the decease or default of generals or grand
masters. I have already mentioned that, before he resigned,
Grand Master Nerestang had ordered the convocation of a
chapter general at Boigny; though he would have liked to
attend this, the Marquis of Louvois had government commitments that forced him to remain at the court. He was occupied
with the war that had begun with such striking success the
(1) Issued at Saint-Germain-en-Laye on February 7, 1673.
Reglster, p. 295.
(2) This is the order in which the Knights are named in
the register, p. 298: here, as on all other occasions, I
transcribe the names as they appear.
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previous year: he had to make campaign preparations, and
uphold his reputation·and his master's glory. However, not
wishin~ to postpone the holding of chapter any longer, the
Marquis of Louvois renewed the Marquis of Nerestang's convocation for February 19, and, so that his absence might not cause
any disputes, he ordered (1) that the chancellor would chair
the chapter and take the lead in ceremonial procession, followed
by the grand priors, chief officers, commanders etc. down to
the knights in their order of admission, and that in the sessions
the chancellor and chief officers would sit in a row on the
right, the grand priors and commanders on the other side on the
left, and the knights equally distributed on both sides according to seniority. The Chancellor therefore opened the chapter
on February 19, 167J, the first Sunday of Lent. Assembled
were one grand prior, ten commanders, thirty-seven kni&hts
and some chaplains and lay brothers. When the Provost;~~ster
of Ceremonies had read out the Grand Vicar's ordinance, each
member took the place assigned to him with no difficulty.
The chapter lasted three days. Several regulations concerning
discipline within the Order were passed, and some officers of
the law were given audience. The parish priest of Boigny also
presented himself and made some observations on the condition
of his benefice. Finally, it was decided that absent knights
who had not written letters of apology would be barred from
chapters for six months.
Immediately after the chapter general, the Chancellor
came to Paris to give a report on it to the Grand Vicar, and
to assist in recovering property that had been awarded to
the Order.
On February 8, the King had created a royal court to
implement his edict of 1672. It was composed of five councillors of State (2), seven masters of requests (J), and three
grand councillors (4), one of whom was the committee's attorney
general. All were magistrates known for their knowledge and
integrity. At its first meeting, held on February 25, 1673
at Arsenal, the seat of the tribunal, the registration of
the edict of 1672 was ordered: the Grand Council had already
registered it on February 20.
The Marquis of Louvois, anxious to prove his zeal and
attachment to the Order, stole away from his government duties
from time to time to attend to his responsibilities as Grand
Vicar. Having been unable to go to Boigny for the chapter,
he convoked an assembly on March 4 at the Carmelite monastery,
where he gave evidence of his unselfishness by turning over
the Boigny commanderie's revenue and the eDtitlements of his
office so that they could be used for repairs--of which there

(1) By an ordinance of February 12, 167J.
315 & Jlo.

Register, pp.

(2) Boucherat, Breteuil, La Marguerie, Fieubet, Aligre.
(J) Pommereu, Mole, Courtin, Turgot, Le Blanc, Marillac,
Le Vayer of Boutigny.
(4) Talon, Le Bret, Chauvelin.
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were many to be made, not only to the master commanderie
but also to most of the Order's houses. The need to see to
this work also led the Grand Vicar and chapter to order that
henceforth each Knight would pay admission dues of two hundred
gold crowns instead of the previous one hundred; the same
motivation was behind the request made of the King to fell
some of his trees, and of the Duke of Orleans to make use of
the Order's reserves on lands within his apanage. Finally,
before dismissing the assembly, the Marquis of Louvois announced
that the King had just drawn up letters patent (1) authorizing
the Knights to change their ribbon's colour from amaranth to
flame-coloured, as a perpetual sign of their ardour and zeal
for the progress of the religion and the general good of the
realm; the letters patent were delivered to the secretary,
who re~istered them in their entirety without delay. The
follow1ng month, the Vicar-General promoted some Knights,
among whom were Louis of Clermont, Marquis of Monglat and
Count of Chiverny; the Vi~count of Apremont, governor of the
citadel of Arras; Field Marshal Fourille; and Knight Monchy
of Hoq uincourt, Exempt of the Bodyguards . ( 2·).
The Order's administrative council was successfully
working to implement the edict of 1672. In 1673 the royal
court issued several decrees (3) permitting the Order's agents
and subdeputies to employ every legal means, even monitory
letters, to unearth property allotted to the Order by the
edict or to take possession of same and collect revenues.
Recovering property was not the sole occupation of the
Knights: constantly animated by the desire to contribute to
the glory of their protector the King, they sought out ways
in which they could serve the State with distinction. Under
Louis XIV's reign, the art of seamanship and navigation improved; France acquired new naval dockyards; the French dethroned the English as the rulers of the sea: surely all
this was made possible by the series of plans and undertakings
initiated by the Knights of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of
blount Carmel. In 1612, several of them had banded together

(1) These are dated Saint-Germain-en-Laye, ~~rch 167J.
Register, p. 318.
(2) Register, p. 326.
(3) One on March 4, to appoint the holders and owners of _
leper houses, hospitals and other premises annexed to the
Order; one on May 16, to publish usurpations of the Order's
property and issue monitory letters: a third on July 4 which
prohibits all farm tenants and lessees of leper hospitals
and other places of charity to make payments to persons
other than the Order's agents and proxies; a fourth on July
31 permitting the Order's agents to seize the 167J harvest
of leper houses and hospitals, etc.; and finally, a fifth
decree of September 2 ordering the registration of the
letters patent issued at Nancy on August 16, authorizing
the drafting of a terrier report on property belonging to
the Order.
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to outfit some vessels at their own expense, striving by
their example to induce the government to re-establish the
navy, which had been poorly maintained under the Valois and
wiped out in the course of the League wars; Cardinal Richelieu
had ships built, and the navy of his time was well manned,
but it was neglected by Mazarin. Soon after the latter died,
the Knights, honoured by the sovereign's protection, put
their former projects back into execution, and the flag of
St. Lazarus flew the seas. We have seen how the Order armed
itself to secure the seacoasts during Louis XIV's first war.
Since the Franco-Spanish Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle had
forced the Kniehts of S~int Lazarus out of activity, they
conceived the noble plan of setting up schools for the training
of body and mind, primarily in the naval arts; these were
designed for young gentlemen who were prevented by their
limited fortune from receiving an education worthy of their
birth. Eager to carry out this scheme, they were quick to
point out to the King that their long experience had taught
them that children who were well instructed in the duties
of their rank and in the need to master the knowledge they
would require in their profession applied themselves to the
task with the greater enthusiasm when they were aware of the
usefulness of their studies; the Knights went on to explain
that these considerations had left them in no doubt that the
education of the nobility was of critical importance to the
proper service of His Majesty and to the maintaining of
families, and that they had therefore resolved to establish
some academies where young gentlemen could receive instruction
in good moral principles, military exercises and naval science.
The King, fully aware of the possible benefits of their
praiseworthy scheme, gave it his approval, and empowered (1)
Knight Bossac and his associate knights of Saint Lazarus to
found military-naval academies in various places of the
realm. He also accorded them, in appreciation of their zeal,
the privileges conveyed by the edicts issued in favour of
the East and West India Companies, with permission to engage
in sea trading: these privileges were extended without
prejudice to their nobility or their standin~ as Knights.
The entire Order was anxious to play a part 1n these establishments, which were indeed worthy of an institute ever
devoted to succouring the needs of humanity. We have seen
that a chapter of 1671 charged Grand Prior Solas to use the
revenue from certain commanderies in his grand priory to
maintain a military and naval school to be set up in Montpellier for the children of Knights and the nobility of
Languedoc.

(1) In letters patent issued at Saint-Germain-en-Laye
on October Jl, 1669, printed by Sebastian Cramoisy in 1677,
together with letters patent of execution from the ~~ster
of the Horse and other documents pertaining to the establishment of the royal naval academy in Paris.
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Going still further, the Knights of the Order wanted
to have one of these establishments in Paris, to serve as
the model for those in the prov~nces; and the ~~ster of the
Horse duly provided both his consent an9 his protecti?n to
the new institution (1). Hence the cap1tal saw the b1rth
of the Royal Naval Academy, where students enjoyed the double
advantage of receiving an inexpensive yet most thorough
education and of being close enough to the Court to find
protectors or friends who could get them employment that
was suited to the talents they demonstrated. The academy
had a headmaster, three governors and a treasurer, and
highly skilled masters ·to teach mathematics, geography,
foreign languages, etc. In short, every step was taken
to ensure that students were as well trained in warfare and
naval science as if they had served in the best garrisons
of the realm and made many sea voyages. This school, which
assumed another form under M. Dangeau's mastership of the
Order, also produced masters: for example, Marshal ConflansBrienne, Vice-Admiral of the Levant.
The desire to furnish the nobility with a worthy means
of support did not lead the Knights to lose sight of their
general charitable duties. Being conscious of its obligations,
the Order opened a hospital at Saint Mesmin on the Loire,
near Orleans; the King gave his sanction to this establishment
in an ordinance of September 1678.
The royal court continued at its task of executing the
edict of 1672: an enumeration of its judgments would unduly
prolong this history without adding any interest to it. The
administrative council carried out such careful research,
furthermore, on the titles and status of property that had
been usurped from the leper hospitals or used for purposes
contrary to their founders' intentions, that in less than
seven years the industry of the Order's agents and the royal
court's subdelegates produced 400,000 livres in rent, which
became a source for the State's distribution of rewards.
From the newly regained property from which this rent derived
(2), Louis XIV, w1th the advice of his Council, created (J)
140 commanderies that were divided into two classes and
distributed among five grand priories, each of which received
6,000 livres in revenue; in the Proclamation of December 28,
1680 these are designated the Grand Priories of Normandy,
Brittany, Burgundy, Flanders and Languedoc.
This new

(1) The Master of the Horse's letters patent of execution
are dated January 28, 1677; this academy was erected on rue
Saint-Claude au Marais.
(2) As rent income increased with the annexation of more
property, new commanderies were formed: by 1690 there were
at least 170 of them.
(J) By h.i s Proclamation of December 28, 1680, to which 1s
appended the statutes and regulations on commanderies and
other topics.
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arrangement led His Majesty to lay down a general regulation
pr escribing the manner of making appointments to commanderies
the sums due as responsions, commanders• duties and the
'
procedure to be observed by the Order's delegates on their
triennial inspections of commanderies. Under these new
sta tutes, commanderies would be awarded only to Knights who
had been in the Order for at least three years and who had
served in the land and sea troops or been wounded in service.
A commander could not hold two commanderies at once, nor was
he entitled to move from one class to another: he could only
apply for a commancterie of his own class, whenever it came
open, if he thought it more suitable or better paying than
the one he currently held. Commanderies of the first class
were those worth from two to three thousand livresa those
worth less were of the second class.
The Order was adding new property daily. The office of
treasurer became an important post: it was held by M. Turmenies
of Nointel, who in acquiring it became one of the chief officers
sitting on the council, which also included those knights and
commanders that the King saw fit to appoint by letters patent
of July 1681, to work together on the maintenance of policing
and discipline, survey the administration of people and property, keep track of the ways money was used, admonish those
Knights inclined to deviate from their duties, and punish
those in contravention of the laws of obedience. This permanent council, which met punctually every week, was guided in
its actions solely by the desire to do good: it fully satisfied
the expectations of the sovereign and his government, while
at the same time solidifying the renown of the oldest militia
of Christendom. Already the Order had nothing more to desire:
lavishly favoured by the King, it was one of the most flourishing institutions of the realm. Both the high nobility and
ordinary gentlemen aspired to the honour of admission. The
position of Commander of Saint Lazarus was much sought after,
even by the most titled persons, because, apart from the
income that went with this dignity, it signified reward for
long service or certain glorious deeds, or for wounds received
during battle. In brief, the members of the Order emulated
each other in zealously carrying out their particular duties.
The Knights, free to choose the type of service to which they
were most inclined, were employed on land and sea, and scattered
throughout the various corps: infantry, cavalry, construction,
artillery. Glancing through the list of members at this time,
I note the names of Fourille and Avejan, Captains of the
Guards: Pannelier, squadron commander: Cogolin and Amblimont,
ship captains; Machet, Captain of the Swiss Guards; Montchevreuil, colonel of the King's regiment; and many other
colonels, lieutenant colonels, infantry and cavalry captains,
lieutenants and sublieutenants of the guards. I also see
Bezons, Bellegardes, Polastrons, Villars, La Rivieres, Clermonts; I see .a Vintimille, Count of Le Luc (1), a captain

(1) The Count of Le Luc held the commanderie of St. Lazarus
in the city of Aix.
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o1 the galleys who, despite the loss of his right a r m, dis tinguished himself whenever the galleys were in action, and
even commanded their troops at Genoa, at the sieges of Rose
and Barcelona, and on other occasions when they saw land ·
action. I also forgot to mention the Count of Cha~eau-renaud
(1) Vice Admiral and Marshal of France, and capta1n general
of the sea. for Philip V, King of Spain. When the five grand
priories were set up, Louis XIV granted the one for Brittany
to Knight Chateau-renaud; after he had held it for several
years, he was ordered to convoy munitions and a relief contingent of three thousand men to Ireland for King James. It
was a dangerous commission, but Chateau-renaud, accustomed to
braving dangers, left from Brest; upon meeting the English
fleet, he unloaded his cargo in Bantry Bay, Joined battle,
and won: he returned to the port of Brest s~xteen days after
his departure with seven captured Dutch vessels. The following
year, 1684, he and the Count of Tourville gained an outstanding
victory over the English and Dutch fleets wititin sight of the
Isle of Wight: it won the French so great a reputation that
they were then considered as the rulers of the sea. I will
cite only these two feats of the Grand Prior of Brittany:
his expeditions are recorded in the history of Louis XIV's
reign.
The resources that indigent noblemen could find in the
Order, the recompense granted to soldiers and its particular
service to the State were so many reasons why the King decided
to channel new revenue into the Order; to do so he wanted to
divide up all of Cluny's dependent grand priories and form
commanderies out of them, and charge fixed rents to the great
abbeys, letting the Grand Master and his council make use of
them as
commanderies. Abbot Coquelin, a Doctor
of the Sorbonne, was entrusted with negotiat~ng this affair
in Rome; the Cardinal Protector and certain others seeking
the King's favour took up His Majesty's side. However, the
project made no progress, both because of disagreements
between the Marquis of Louvois and the French ambassador to
His Holiness and because of the arrogant manner in which
the negotiator conducted himself, being so tactless that he
could not bow to circumstances. Impatient at seeing the
affair dragging out, the Marquis of Louvois wrote Abbot
Coquelin to come back within eight days if he had not concluded anything; Coquelin, regretful of the fact that he had

(1) Francis-Louis of Rousselet, Count of Chateau-renaud,
Knight of Saint Lazarus, took possession of the Grand
Priory of Brittany on April J, 1681: at the time, he was
a field marshal and squadron commander. His ancestors John
and Geoffrey of Rousselet had been among the brave Knights
who distinguished themselves in Brittany at the battle of
Trentes in 1350, during the war between the houses of Montfort and Blois for the succession to the duchy of Brittany.
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made a fool of himself in Rome (1), was too punctual in
obeying these orders, which were susceptible of alteration:
he headed back when the prescribed time had elapsed. Cardinal Bassadona and the Cardinal Protector, irritated at his
hasty departure, promptly forwarded proposals to the ~~rquis
of Louvois, whom they probably did not want to alienate; but
the minister, who had been soured by Coquelin's conduct and
was piqued with the Court of Rome's behaviour in other
respects (2), did not bother to renew negotiations, though
he always remained as eager to increase the Order's properties
as he was careful to maintain its rights and privileges whenever they were threatened.
Philip Augustus in 1200 and later Francis I in 1544 and
1545 had declared the Order of Saint Lazarus• properties and
hospitals exempt from tithes and all ordinary and extraordinary taxes levied on the clergy of the realm. Yet despite
the official provisions of this law, the prelates, wishing
to treat commanderies as Church property, ventured to subject
them to tithes in their dioceses. To put a halt to this,
the Grand Vicar and the Council of the Order appealed to the
King, who ordered a report on the matter to be made by M.
Boucherat, a councillor ·of State, in collaboration with
Archbishop Harlai of Paris, the president of the clerical
assembly held at Saint-Germain-en-Laye. After reading it,
the King, convinced of the justice of the privilege claimed
by the Order, issued a proclamation (J) confirming the
exemption accorded to the commanderies and leper hospitals
of the Order of Saint Lazarus by the old edicts. Some years
later, however, when the clergy acquired letters patent for
the collection of tithes, they imposed a tax on all the
Order's property, justifying this by the broad phraseology
employed in the new letters. As soon as the King learned
of this, he ordered that his proclamation of November 1680
be executed, excused the commanderies, hospitals and other
premises of the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem from the tithes assigned to them,
(1) When Cardinal Ursini, who was soliciting the protection
of France, told Coquelin that he wanted to come and see him,
the abbot, wishing to give himself the airs of an envoy (which
he was not), gathered all his friends to serve as a reception
cortege. This puerile vanity caused him certain unpleasantnesses which gave him a distaste for Rome. This detail and
all else relating to his negotiation may be found in a small
memoir based on an interview with Cardinal D'Estrees on February 9, 1705. The latter must have been well informed of the
Coquelin affair since he was in Rome at the same time as the
abbot.
(2) For example, he could not obtain a cardinal's hat
for his brother the Archbishop of Reims.
(J) November 12, 1680.
2nd Register of the Council of
the Order, p. 531.
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commanded these tithes to be redirected to clergymen o~
various dioceses, and forbade the clergy from ever aga~n
including the Order's property on its tax lists (1). This
property was also declared exempt from the new acquisitions
fee . (2) and the tenth and eighteenth denier tax on ecclesiastical purchases (J). In concluding th~s section on the
Knights of St. Lazarus' privileges, we must not forget their
victory over the Attorney General of the Chambre des Comptes
(Exchequer) · of Rouen. This magistrate, who was probably
unfamiliar with the Order's privileges, had the revenue of
the commanders in Normandy seized about the year 168), on
the pretext that they had not rendered the court fealty and
homage for their commanderies' temporalities. This was another
important test of the zeal of the Marquis of Louvois: he
appealed to the Council, whose decision was that the Order
of Saint Lazarus' rights in this regard were no different
from those of the Order of Malta; consequently, given the
fact that the Grand ~~ster or Grand Vicar of the Order of
Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus, representing all
the Knights, had taken his oath before the King, the commanders were not bound by the formality of fealty and homage
for dependencies of their commanderies. The same judgment
(4) ordered restoration of goods seized, and dismissed the
commanders from all prosecution brought against them by
the attorney general of the Rouen Chambre des Comotes.
The spirit of religion that had always animated the
Order did not allow it to concern itself solely with the protection of its property and privileges: it also considered
means of procuring itself spiritual benefits. ' Hence in 1685
1687 and 1688 council members secured proper authorization '
to dedicate five masses each week in perpetuity to the
expiation of the sins of Knights in full standing, novices
and associates; the Carmelites of the Blessed Sacrament
were commissioned to discharge this obligation.
Gratitude, the usual companion of piety, likewise
inspired the Order to endow a perpetual Benediction for the
king, each Saturday in the octave of the six feast days of
the Blessed Virgin. The Benediction ~as offered in the
church of the Carmes des Basses-loges (low-celled Carmelites]
in Fontainebleau.
(1) Decree of the Council, December 9, 1690. 2nd Register
of the Council of the Order, p. 532.
(2) Proclamation of the King of March 19, 1672; and
decree of the Council, April 22, 1693.
(3) Decrees of the Council, March 7 and July 18, 1682.
(4) Decree of the Council, September 9, 1684. First
Register of the Council of the Order, p. 200.
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Such was the situation within the noble militia of
Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus when the ~~rquis
of Louvois died in July 1691. The 6rder lost a chief, a
protector, and a father, and France a minister who was preeminent in all his duties: he was proof that attention to
detail is not incompatible with great talents. No improvement could have been made upon the regulations issued during
his ministry to cover the distribution of supplies and
munitions; the order of marches, halts and crossings;
artillery service: and the policing of garrisons and the
control of enlistments. Well disciplined troops ceased to
commit excesses and pillage the provinces. Finally, this
minister's foresight, prudence and dispatch, guided and
illumined by the torch of genius, could always guarantee
victory for an officer of whom he was fond. Convinced that
for the glory of King and State, he had to inspire the
'
nobility with ambition and provide them with a theatre for
their courage and virtue, he sought means of multiplying
honourable and lucrative sources of recompense. We know
that the establishment of the Invalides was his work, and
that he advised the founding of the military Order of Saint
Louisr and we have just seen that he was anxious to return
the Order of Saint Lazarus to its former grandeur.
With the news of the Marguis of Louvois' death, the
chancellor, commanders and kn1ghts then in Paris assembled.
After displaying their mutual grief at their loss, they
agreed to go in ceremony to pay their last respects to their
Grand Vicar, whose body was laid out in the royal church of
the Invalides. A few days later the y offered a service for
him in the church of the Carmelites of the Blessed Sacrament.
The members of council, punctual as always in holding
their weekly session, were not long in discovering a disastrous development threatening the Order. In vain did they
struggle to combat it during 1692: nothing could be done.
Edicts appeared in March and April 169J orderine that the
Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus be divested
of all the property it had annexed by virtue of the edict of
December 1672. It is true that in these new edicts the King
proclaimed that the Order would retain the rights, privileges,
pre-eminences, commanderies, benefices, priories, hospitals
and other property that it held before the edict of 1672.
This feeble reappropriation, contrary to the papal bulls
and the old letters patent and decrees which had always
granted the Order general administration of the leper houses
and hospitals, reduced it to a very slender income, because
in 1672 it was still deprived of most of its ancient patrimony, which had been usurped by whoever had been clever
enough to steal it.
I will not investigate the identity of the instigators
of this new ruling, nor what their motives were. I will
simply ~bse~e that it was the occasion of debates and
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lawsuits that the king promised to compensate those officers
of his t~oops who had grand priories or commanderies, and
that the property taken from the Order was to be used to
found hotels-Dieu [hospitals] or granted to already esta blished hospitals. Far be it from me to disapprove of
whatever can contribute to the relief of the unfortunate,
but are hospitals of their nature suitable or helpful to
all classes of society? How many poor people are unable to
take advantage of the assistance offered in these charitable
refuges? Would it not be beneficial to humanity and to the
good of the State to multiply the various means of succouring
poverty, and even of preventing it? It seems that such reflections were made, at least in part, following the edict
of March 169J, and that they were responsible for the proclamation of August of that year, which placed some restrictions on the general provisions of the edict of 169). The
Order of Saint Lazarus neither regrets nor lays any claim to
that portion of its property which has been put to the use
specified by the Prince's pious and useful intentions; but
the Order is fully entitled to lay claim to all property
from its ancient patrimony whose owners are not discharging
their responsibilities, i.e. all property that is not being
employed for the purposes prescribed in the edicts and proclamations, or that has been diverted to uses completely
contrary to the intentions of the sovereign and the spirit
of the Institute, and finally, all property stolen from the
Order by means of deceptive titles and in · contravention of
the specific exception stated in the edict of March 169).
Here I will stop, for this is not the place to discuss the
interests of the Order of Saint Lazarus; I will however add
that if it should come to recover some of its ancient
possessions or to obtain compensation for them, its greatest
satisfaction would be to fulfill the first of its vows by
extending a benevolent hand to the unfortunate. Let us
return to our history, and learn of the other events that
followed the Marquis of Louvois' death.
Two years had already gone by and still the Order was
without a leader. Finally, on December 24, 1693 the King
bestowed the Grand Master's provisions upon M. Courcillon,
the Marquis of Dangeau: his birth, services and qualities
had long made him deserving of His Majesty's kindness. He
had been the king's aide-de-camp from 1672 to 1684; he had
also been ambassador to Sweden and twice ambassador to England; he was a Knight of the Orders of the King, and governor
of Touraine. The house of Courcillon, which took its name
from a castle located in the Maine region, existed in that
province in the 12th century, when it already held a distinguished rank in the nobility.
Two days after receiving his provisions, the Marquis
of Dangeau made his profession of faith before Signor Cavallerini, Arc.hbishop of Nicaea and nuncio of Innocent XII.
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On April 28, 1695 this pope had a bull sent to him confirming
his nomination to the Grand Magistry; attached to this bull
was a brief containing the oath that the new Grand Master
was to make to the Holy See. The ~~rquis of Dangeau duly
performed this rite before the Bishop of Chartres, who was
delegated by the pope for this purpose.
·
Before taking up the duties of his dignity, the Marquis
was also obliged to swear an oath of loyalty to the King.
Wishing to conduct this religious act in the most appropriate
fashion, His Majesty decided after deliberating with his
Council that the Grand Master should appear on December 18
in the chapel of the palace of Versailles. When informed
of the King's wishes, the ~~rquis of Dangeau requested all
the Knights then in Paris to be at Versailles on the day set
by His Majesty in the velvet uniform of the Order, tanned
amaranth and lined with green. On this invitation, the
Knights did so, accompanying him to the palace chapel, where
the King had come to hear mass. After the Gospel, His
Majesty took the Grand Master's oath and gave him the cross.
I omit the details of the ceremony, which was the standard
one for this situation; a description of it may be found in
the registers of the Order.
On returning from Versailles, the Knights agreed to
hold a chapter on January 29 at the monastery of the Carmelites
of the Blessed Sacrament. When they were assembled, Knight
Genouillac gave a report on the provisions for the Grand
Magistry accorded by the King to the Marquis of Dangeau,
Pope Innocent XII's bull of confirmation, and the appointee's
two subsequent oaths to the Holy See and to His Majesty.
Following this report, the Marquis of Dangeau was unanimously
elected and recognized as Grand Master of the Orders of Our
Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem in matters
both spiritual and temporal. The Provost/Master of Ceremonies
directly went off to announce this fact to the Marquis of
Dangeau, who immediately proceeded to the Carmelite monastery
where the Knights received him with the honours due his rank.
Since the office of Chancellor was then vacant, it was
Commander Seguier of Liancourt, the Dean of the Order, who
made the congratulatory speech; after the ~arquis of Dangeau
had replied, he was introduced into the chapter hall, where
he took the Grand r~ster's place. Following some general
discussion on the purpose of the assembly, he went to the
church in ceremonial habit to hear a solemn mass, in the
course of which he took the customary oath to the Order.
Then all of the Knights advanced in their order of rank to
kneel on a small square before the Grand Master and kiss
his hand in respect and obedience. At the close of mass,
the new Grand Master made thirty regular promotions of Iillights
and eight promotions as favours (1), with one of the latter
(1) The Marquis of Dangeau abolished the custom of submitting ·inquiry records and knights' admissions to notaries;
he felt it sufficient that these documents, drafted by the
registrar-secretary, be deposited in the archives to be
used as needed.
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being of an ecclesiastical nature: the Grand Vicar and .
Official of the abbeys of Cardinal Furstemberg, the Marqu1s
of Dangeau's uncle.
.
on his accession to the qrand Magistry, the ~~rqu1s of
nangeau found seven commander1es vacant: these h~ conferr~d
upon three senior Knights and fou~ new orye& •. Kn1ght.Bala1ne
took the commanderie of Bazoches 1n Valo1s, ~n the d1ocese
of soissons: Knight Guene~ud, Souville in Ga~inais, in the
diocese of Sens: Knight S1bour of Sauleux, Sa1nt Lawrence
of Pignerol· Knight Roye of La Rochefoucauld, Count of Blanzac,
saint Thoma~ of Fontenay-le-Comte in Poitou; Knight Arnaud,
Montlioust, in the diocese of Sees; Knight Carcavi of Ussy,
saint John, outside the walls of Geneva; and Knight Hauteville, Aigrefeuille in Bresse (1). Soon after, the Grand
Master gave the commanderie of Saint Lazarus of Montfort,
in the diocese of Saint Malo, to Knight Genouillac, Attorney
General of the Order, who the following year also acquired
that of Little Montrevaux, in the diocese of An~ers, which
had fallen vacant with the death of Commander Seguier of
Liancourt. The year before, this commander had resigned
his position of registrar-secretary; the Grand Master duly
awarded it to Knight Carcavi of Ussy, and that of Treasurer
General to M. Breget. He also made appointments to the
offices of herald, genealogist, usher (several of the latter)
and other secondary posts. The only position left to be
filled was the principal one of the order: that of Lord
Chancellor. The King consented to the Marquis of Dangeau~s
nomination of Knight Guenegaud, the ~~ster of Requests and
former envoy extraordinary to Portugal; he had the honour
of extending his thanks to His Majesty upon being presented
to him, on the King's orders, by the Grand Master. Lord
Chancellor Guenegaud was then entrusted with the seals of
the Order and of the Grand Master, whose stamps must appear
on all titles authorized by them.
Vlishing to begin his mastership by demonstrating his
devotion to order and discipline, the Marquis of Dangeau
convoked a chapter for December 15 (2), which was attended
by a great many commanders and knights. He informed them
that, now that all positions had been filled, they all had
to cooperate in finding methods of restoring some of the
losses the Order had suffered; to this end, he thought it
appropriate to set up an administrative council, renew the
old statutes, appoint officials to conduct property searches
and deliver to the chancellor any titles, deeds and generally
all information that the Knights could provide, so that they
could be deposited in the archives and thus always be available. The members of the chapter responded gratefully to

(1) lst Register of the Marquis of Dangeau's mastership,
pp. J6 & J?.
(2) 1st Register, pp. 55 & 59.
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the Grand Master's proposals (1). Next he named those who
would sit on the council, which was to be held at the chancellor's house, where his fellow member knights and officers
would gather on days of assembly. The council would examine
and rule on all business, and supply the chapters general
with reports. The Marquis of Dangeau was most punctilious
in convening chapters: in fact he declared that, so as to
approximate the ancient custom, chapters would be held each
year on the 15th of December, two days before the feast of
Saint Lazarus. He felt that fixing the date in this way
was the only means of correcting the abuses introduced under
the Nerestangs, who by calling chapters on every sort of
occasion and not settling on one specific date had often
provided Knights with excuses for absenting themselves.
Since frequent promotions had increased the number of
Knights, the Grand Master asked pe.rmission of Cardinal Furstemberg and the monks of the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Pres to
conduct the Order's ceremonies in their monastery, and he
obtained it with no trouble. As of 1698, the Knights celebrated the feasts of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint
Lazarus and held their chapters there, as they had already
done in 1585 and on several other occasions since then.
Glancing through most of the acts from these chapters, I
note that the Marquis of Dangeau, who was most strict with
regard to procedure, seems to have embraced the principle
of reviving the ancient discipline, insofar as he could:
he renewed the practice of not taking one's seat, either he
or the Knights, until being called by the provost/master of
ceremonies: of reading the rule at the opening of chapters;
of reciting the office of the day: of taking part in the
offertory during mass on feast days of the Order; of observing
the ancient rite of reverence; and of stripping those Kniehts
who for no legitimate reason had failed to attend chapters
general for three consecutive years of their right of
seniority to succeed to commanderies.
The chapters also passed regulations on the colour and
form of the Order's habits and crosses and the manner of
wearing them, on the employment of money deriving from
responsions and other dues, on the treasurers' accounts and
on other matters deserving of particular attention.
The upheaval occasioned in the Order's finances by the
edict of 1693 had not dampened the sentiments of the nobility,
nor had it slackened their zeal for the public good. In the
course of various meetinGs, the chancellor had expressed the
view, on b~half of the Grand Master, that it was natural that
certain privileges be extended to the sons of Knights; now
it was unanimously ruled that when a Knight of three years'
standing in the Order presented his eldest son or other of
his children for admission, the postulant would pay only
half the regular admission dues. It \~S likewise considered
(1) 1st Register of the Marquis of Dangeau's mastership,
pp. 60, 159. 164 & 184.
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proper to broaden the privilege of the officers and knights
on the council, and reward their industriousness, devotion
and extra work with specific favours.· The chapter of 1700
therefore declared that henceforth one of the sons of
council members would be admitted without charge as a
Knight of the Order, and those of them without children
could transfer their right to their brother, nephew or
first cousin, provided the persons proposed were of age,
were nobles, and had the other qualifications prescribed
by the statutes.
The Order did not limit itself to these minor marks
of unselfishness and generosity. The slenderness of its
finances did not lead it to forget the fact that Knight
Bossac and his associates had founded a military and naval
academy during the Marquis of Louvois' grand vicarship.
To lend support to this es tablishm.e nt in another way, the
Grand Master and chapter ruled that the Order would maintain
ten gentlemen from age eight to age sixteen, supplying them
as students with all the masters necessary to enable them
to serve with distinction in whatever function the King or
the Order might entrust them with. The mortuary fee, half
the admission dues and other sources were allocated to
cover the costs of this establishment.
While the Order was occupied solely with means of
restoring discipline and of being of service to· the State
and its fellow citizens, married Knights were once again
challenged on their right to own pensions on benefices,
a right that was based on attested canonical deeds. The
Prior of Saint Onesine of Donchery, wishing to profit by
the Order's current critical circumstances, refused to pay
Kni~ht Marescot, Lieutenant Colonel of the royal foreign
reg1ment, a pension of 700 livres that he had obtained on
the priory of Saint Onesine. The clergy's agents general
intervened, but their justifications seemed so poorly founded
that the Prior of Donchery was ordered (1) to continue
paying the 700-livre pension, as he was obligated, to Knight
Marescot, as a marr1ed Knight of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
and Saint Lazarus.
Furthermore, even the Order's right to its ancient
patrimony was threatened. The edicts of 1693 had scarcely
been published before various communities were hastening
to abuse them by appropriating property of which the edicts
had taken care to make exception: the revenue of the commanderie of Aigrefeuille in Bresse was sequestrated by an
ordinance of the intendant of that province; the .administrators of the hotel-Dieu of Lu~on annexed the commanderie
of Courson to their hospital; and the fiefs of La Borde and
La Pereuse in Beauce, dependencies of the co~nanderie of
Boigny, were annexed to the hospitals of Pithiviers and
Meung. This sort of general conspiracy redoubled the
(1) Post-trial judgment of the Grand Council, March 1,

1698.
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vigilance and mettle of the council members: using
irrefutable titles to prove that the property sequestrated
or annexed to the above hospitals ~elonged to the Order
long before the edict of 1672, they had the sequestration
lifted, the new titleholders evicted, and the Order reinstated in possession of the commanderies of Aigrefeuille
and Courson and the fiefs of La Borde and La Pereuse (1 ) .
Feeling that the special efforts of Lord Chancellor Guenegaud had contributed much to the success of these lawsuits,
the Grand Master granted him the commanderie of St. Anthony
of Grattemont, which had recently been resigned by Cot~ander
Seguier of La Verriere.
Never had the Order conducted its ceremonies with such
pomp and dignity as during the mastership of the Marquis of
Dangeau. The celebration of the two patronal feast davs
brought most of the Knights to Paris: they felt it their
duty to take part in these solemnities, which were usually
preceded by a chapter general and followed by the admission
of several Knights. In these admissions, each officer had
his own particular function: the treasurer presented the
cross to the Grand Master; the attorney general, the book
of statutes; the senior Knight, the sword; the provost/
master of ceremonies, the cloak; and finally, the registrarsecretary read aloud the oath that the postulant took on
the book of the Gospels, which was held before the Grand
Master by the chancellor, who had received it in turn from
the hands of the presiding priest. The other officers
received whatever they had to present to the Grand Master
from the herald (2). Altogether, the church ceremonies
and the admission of the Knights offered a spectacle that
was both edifying and majestic, and one which excited the
curiosity of princes and the most highly respected persons.
It was attended on various occasions by the duke and duchess
of Orleans, the duchess of Lorraine, the duke of Saxony,
the prince of Anspach, the papal nuncio, the ambassadors
of Spain, Portugal, Venice and Holland, and many other
foreign ministers and ministers resident of the Court of
France.
It was not natural for the headquarters of an Order
that was a centre of attention to all to be uninhabitable
by reason of the poor condition of its buildings. Since
the repairs effected by Grand Master Salviati at the end
of the 16th century, succeeding grand masters had let the
castle and _ chapel of Boigny fall into decay ()). Grieved
(1) By judgments of March 24, 1696, February 22, 1697,
October 16, 1699 and September 17, 1700.
(2) Register of the Council of the Order, pp. 39 & 56.
(3) See the depiction of Boigny castle before its
restoration ~acing p. 498 of the original text.
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to see the ruinous state of a site of such venerable antiquity, the Marquis of Dangeau was pondering means of
restoring it when Knight Semonville proposed demolishing
the old castle, constructing a new master house, and making
repairs to whatever outbuildings should be preserved in the
interests of the convenience and attractiveness of the new
structure. All that Knight Semonville wanted was the Order's
approval: he would see to the expenses himself. His offer
was of course accepted with the gratitude that so generous
a proposition deserved, and in appreciation of his zeal the
Grand Master, with the consent of chapter, accorded him the
title of "Commander-Administrator of Boigny", along with a
share of the commanderie's income. Knight Semonville carried
out his projectJ the house that he had built is now standing:
it is most pleasing, and will easily accomodate improvements
to its exterior. On the main door the following inscription
may be read:
Regiam hanc domum
Ludovici septimi & S.H Ludovici pietate
Sacrae divi Lazari Militiae caput
Vetustate collapsam
Ludovico Magno regnante
Philippa de Courcillon Mquis de Dangeau Sumroo-Magistro
Promovente & juvante
Franciscus Huguet de Semonville Praeceptor
Administrator restituit
Anno Domini MDCC
When the monastic house of Boigny was demo1ished, it
would have been advisable to take care to preserve in storage
the window panes, mantelpieces, casements, and the stones in
the hall which were painted or sculpted with the arms and
portraits of many grand masters, and even of some kinr.s of
Jerusalem who were benefactors of the Order when it had its
headquarters in the East. Despite my investigations to
discover some vestiges of these pre-1700 memorials, I have
been unable to turn up anything.
The master house had barely been finished when the
mortmain and frank-fee tax farmer began harassing the r~rquis
of Dangeau and Knight Semonville, claiming that the king's
proclamations of 1700 and 1702 authorized him to demand the
sum of 800 livres from the Grand Master or the CommanderAdministrator, because they had rebuilt on a new site the
castle that the kings of France had given the Order of St~
Lazarus to -serve as its headquarters and monastic house.
The Council of State's verdict in this affair was in favour
of Dangeau and Semonville: they obtained a judgment (1)
prohibiting the farmer from exacting of them the tax claimed
and from persisting with the legal action he had begun.
(1)

J~dgment

of the Council of State, July 17, 170J.
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Reduced to very slender revenues by the edict of 1693,
the Order was anxious to increase its income, so as to have
means of assisting the indigent nobility and r~wards available for distribution.to a.greater number of ~1ghts. In
Grand Master Salviat1's t1me, a chapter held 1n 1578 ·had
decided to admit as Knights any persons who donated to the
Order sufficient funds to form a commanderie, even though
they could not give proof of the nobility prescribed by the
statutes and had not even rendered any services in compensation
of this lack; this was an expedient that had helped to augment
the fortune of the military Order of Saint Stephen of Florence.
That they might secure -themselves the same advantage, the
Knights of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel consented
to the Marquis of Dangeau's proposal that persons of honourable
families be admitted into the Order without having to provide
proofs of nobility, on condition that they each donate the
sum of 6,000 1ivres, yielding interest of 300 1ivres, to be
used to establ1sh a commanderie which the postulant would
own for the remainder of his life as founder-commander; if
the benefactor should reserve the right to name a successor,
he would have to make an endowment of 10,000 1ivres, of 15,000
if he wished to hand down the same privilege to his successor,
and of 20,000 if he wanted the commanderie that he founded
to remain permanently assigned to his family until the extinction of his direct line of male descendants (1). A
number of commanderies were established on the basis of this
statute, some of which, like La Mothe des Courtlis and Saint
Francis of Bailleul, were founded as seniority commanderies
(2). When the Grand Master and his council members subsequently found that all manner of people were presenting themselves
as candidates simply by 1~king a slight donation and that
the Order was deriving but mediocre benefit from these endowments, the entrance fees were set considerably higher: finally,
the ·ruling of 1720, which was approved in a chapter general,
required that in future ordinary endowments with no nomination
would be 20,000 livres, those with nomination of one successor
would be 30,000, those with nomination of two successors,
35,000, and direct-line endowments in perpetuity, 40,000
livres (3). Should an Order that derives both from the
catholic religion and the State, and which, in addition to
being the oldest in Christendom, has had kings of France as
its founders and sovereign protectors, ever have had to
resort to such resources? The Marquis of Dangeau•s motives
in employing the means that he did are no doubt praisewerthy;
(1) Register of the Order, under the Marquis of Dangeau's
mastership: pp. 112, 113, 219, 236, 274 & 320.
(2) "Seniority commanderies" are those which, when they
fall va~ ~nt, must be conferred upon the most senior Knight,
i.e. the :irst to be admitted.
(J) This• ruling was passed by the council of the Order on
January 31, 1720 and ratified by chapter on March 15, 1720.
Register of the Order, pp. 392 & 397.
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but his ideas were too narrow and his outlook too restricted:
content to receive the honours that went with his office and
to broaden its privileges, he was insufficiently concerned
with genuine means of restoring the Order to that grandeur
it had enjoyed under the mastership of the last Nerestang,
and during the Marquis of Louvois' administration. It must
also be conceded, however, that the circumstances were not
favourable to this: the goverrunent had lost face with the
defeats suffered in the current war: the loss of the battles
of Hochstadt, Ramillies and Malplaquet had taught the evervictorious King that luck in arms is ephemeral. This string
of misfortunes was not without its effect on the discipline
of the Order. The Marquis of Dangeau, so punctual in convoking
chapters early in his mastership, let several years go by
without convening them. In justification of this interruption
he explained to the chapter held in December 1713 that certain'
particular reasons, together with the state of affairs in the
kingdom and the difficulty of assembling an adequate number
of Knights, who were dispersed throughout His Majesty's armies,
had obliged him to suspend the convocation of a chapter general
until peace had returned. He then gave a report on commanderies
to which he had made appointments, commanderies that had been
newly founded, Knights admitted since the last chapter, and
generally everything that he and the council of the Order
had ruled on during the hiatus: I note nothing of importance
here. And there was nothing any more interesting the following
years, except for some judgments which continue to prove that,
even though the Order has been stripped of its property by
the greed, guile and force of usurpers, it has always successfully defended its privileges on the basis of principles and
titles that frequent attackers have been unable to counter
with anything substantial. The ~overnment, ministry and high
courts have confirmed these priv1leges at every turn. In
1714 (1) the Knights of the Order were maintained in their
exemption from tithes on their commanderies• pro~erty; and
in 1716 and 1717 (2) Knights Daquin, Rose and Sa1nt-ESteve
won decisions which, despite the intervention of the agents
general of the clergy, allowed them to retain the pensions
they respectively held on the abbey of La Seauve-r~jeure in
Bordelais, the bishopric of Couserans, and the abbey of St.
Peter's in Vienna, in accordance with the Knights of Our Lady
of Mount Carmal and Saint Lazarus' right to own pensions on
all sorts of benefices, even if they were married (3).
(1) Judgment of the Grand Gouncil of February 6, 1714,
against the parish priest of Epieds, in the diocese of Orleans,
who was demanding a tithe from the farmer of La Pereuse, a
dependent fief of the Boigny commanderie. Recueil des arrets
~ privileees de l'Ordre, printed in 1722 by La Tour.
(2) Marquis of Dang~au•s mast~rship. 2nd Register of the
Order, p. 319; & Recue1l des arrets ... , pp. 1, 5 & lJ.
( 3) [see over.]
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The Order has been excessively begrudged this favour, in
view of the facts that it has been deprived of its ancient
patrimony; that it does not cast envious glances upon the
privileges of the various governmental bodies; that, during
the League era and all violent crises, it has never ceased
to give evidence of its inviolable attachment to its sovereign
(4); and finally, that it has always characteristically been
zealous but not fanatical, charitable but not ostentatious,
warlike but not thieving. We have seen in this history the
unselfishness and courage _with which the Knights of Saint
Lazarus have striven to defend the religion and support the
princes of Europe in the East. We have seen their work
throughout Christendom to provide refuges for afflicted
humanity and to see to the treatment, needs and maintenance
of those unfortunate victims of a disease that ostracizes
people from society and makes them strangers to their own
families. In our own century, Knight Rose, inspired by the
same spirit that dwelled in his confreres of early times,
gave generously of his property and imperilled his life during
the plague of Marseilles, creating a hospital from his own
funds, supplying the beds, linen and other · things needed in
such an establishment, personally seeking out confessors,
doctors and surgeons, visiting the vessels in port in a rowboat that he equipped at his own expense, and transporting
the sick to hospital and the dead to their places of burial.
Records and an engraving from the period are testimony to
the just homage I here render to the charitable soul and
heroic zeal of Knight Rose. News soon reached the capital
of the important aid he was providing in the city of f~rseilles;
the high praise spoken of him filled the Marquis of Daneeau
with satisfaction during the final days of his life. The
Grand Master died on September 9, 1720, having commissioned
the chancellor of the Order four days previously to admit
a group of new Knights on his behalf in the abbey church of
Saint-Germain-des-Pres.
The Grand Magistry was not long vacant. The Order,
which boasted among its grand masters only a few lords of
distinction, suddenly enjoyed the advantage of having as its
head the first Prince of the Blood. On September 12 the King,
on the Regent's advice, appointed the Duke of Chartres, later
Duke of Orleans (5), as Grand Master. This special mark of
esteem and consideration lifted the Order's hopes; the assembled
chapter eagerly delegated several Knights to convey its thanks

(3) M. Louvet, lay brother-at-arms of the Order and
lieutenant of dragoons in the Lautrec regiment, also won a
1722 suit in the Parlement of Metz against the priest Franchet,
who was challenging him for a benefice he had obtained as a
cleric before entering the Order. Register of the Order,
chapter of July 16, 1723.
(4) See the Third Period of this history.
(5) After the Regent's death on December 2, 1723.
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to His Majesty and congratulate the young prince. When
he had received from Rome his brief of confirmation to the
Grand Magistry (1), made his profession of faith, and sworn
his oaths to the Holy See (2) and the King (J ) , he was
recognized as Grand Master, and as such received the submissions and respects of the Knights, in conformity to the
statutes, during the celebration of a solemn mass on ;~rch
Jl, 1721 in the church of the Carmelites of the Blessed
Sacrament.
The new Grand Master soon made the effects of his protection felt. The Orders of Saint Lazarus and of Our Lady
of Mount Carmel, as combined together, are regular, hospitaller and military: the rights and privileges of one have
become the rights and privileges of the other; they owe
their existence, their form and their laws to the cooperation
of the two Powers, spiritual and temporal: they are free
("susceptibles"] to annex benefices, and entitled ["capables"}
to own ecclesiastical property. What I have said on this
matter in the course of ·t his history is probably sufficient,
but so as to leave the reader in no obscurity, I will observe
that all those who constrain themselves to follow a rule
approved by the Holy See are called regular, while all those
who, being free, take their vows in an order are styled
religious. This taking of vows or profession obligates the
professed toward the Order, and the Order toward the professed:
the professed must fulfill the commitments and duties prescribed by the rule of the order, and the order must let the
professed share in its properties and privileges. The
Knights of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus have
a Grand Master who holds office by virtue of an ecclesiastical
appointment of the Holy See: they are subject to a rule and
bound to religious practices, to an office, and to specific
fasts: they make a vow of obedience to the Grand Master, to
whom they swear to perform charitable works on his orders
and to bear arms against the enemies of the religion; they
also make a vow of conjugal chastity to which they must
strictly adhere: if accused of violating it, they are liable
to the punishment that the Grand Master or the superiors are
authorized by the statutes to impose. The Knights of Our
Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint Lazarus are therefore both
regular and religious, even though they may be married, as
is the case with the Knights of Saint James of the Sword
and of Calatrava, etc. Saint Thomas regarded them as such,
as did Pope Pius V, as may be seen in the bull Sicuti bonus
agricola, ·w here that pontiff considers them so "regular"

(1) Brief conferred by Pope Clement XI at Santa Maria

Maggiore on December 17, 1720.
(2) Before cardinal Gevres on February 13, 1721.
(3) Before the King himself in the chapel of Tuileries
palace on February 23, 1721.
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that he grants them the same privileges and immunities as
those heid by the Knights of Saint John of Jerusalem (1).
Finally the Knights of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint
Lazarus' are so genuinely "relig~ous" that ~hey cannot. transfer
from their Order into another w1thout a br1ef from the pope
and the consent of their superiors: "dummodo in dicto ordine
arctior quam in dictis militiis vigeat observantia regularis,
& de consensu Superiorum dictarum militiarum". The~e are
the terms used in the permission that James le Mercier
obtained from Pope Innocent XI, four days before the calends
of June 1686, to leave the Orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
and Saint Lazarus and join the congregation of regular canons
of St. Augustine. The Orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
and Saint Lazarus are therefore without question regular
orders, and may consequently receive, annex and own ecclesiastical property, as they in fact .have done (2): other orders
of the same type in Spain, Portugal, Savoy and Italy are
likewise present owners of church property.
If the Orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint
Lazarus are free to annex benefices, they are all the more
so to annex secular property. Through a series of difficulties
that arose as the result of the edict of 1693, the Knights of
Saint Lazarus were no longer in possession of the church and
property of St. James' Hospital, which Louis XIV had awarded
them in a proclamation of March 1672. This matter promptly
fixed the attention of the Prince Grand Master. Upon consideration that St. James' Hospital, which had been established
to serve the pilgrims going to St. James' Cathedral in Galicia,
no longer had this function to fill, since the pilgrimages
had been banned, and that the spirit of charity that had been
responsible for the founding of this institution could be
usefully perpetuated in a fashion appropriate to the changed
circumstances, the Grand Master sought and obtained from the
King (J) the annexation of the church and hospital of Saint
James to the Order, with perpetual and irrevocable administration of their dependent properties. This annexation seemed
the more just in that, not only did it give the Order a place
to conduct its religious ceremonies and hold its chapters,
but it partly compensated it for the property of which it
had been dispossessed, not only in centuries past, but even
recently, contrary to the exception stipulated in the edict
of 1693--property that the Order declined to reclaim out of
a wish to keep the peace, and out of respect for the ruling
authority. But the wisdom of their conduct could not shelter
the Knights from the problems they wanted to avoid: the
(1) [Latin quotations in support from relevant paragraphs
of Sicuti bonus agricola.]
(2) See pp. 118 & 483 above, and the bull Sicuti bonus
agricola, for proof that the Order owned tithes, benefices, etc
(3) By an edict of April 1722.
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Archbishop of Paris and the chaplains of St. James decided
to challenge the new owners. The Archbishop claimed to be
acting on behalf of the lay patrons, who had no representatives, and the chaplains wanted the property of St. James
declared ecclesiastical, and assigned solely to their own
prebends. A judgment issued in April 1733 barred the claims
of the prelate and chaplains, deprived the Order of the
administration it had been eranted by the edict of 1722,
though without objecting to its titles or impugning its
evidence, and, finally, named two of the attorney general's
deputy prosecutors as interim administrators. Thus does the
matter stand with regard to the management of the property
of St. James• Hospital: there has been no subsequent
decision.
As of that time the Duke of Orleans took little part
in the Order's affairs, and later was still less concerned
with them: looking to God alone~ . he resolved to lead the
private life of a penitent in a religious community, which
he edified by the exercise of all the virtues that normally
accompany piety. After his death in February 1752, the King
postponed appointing a Grand Master for some years, but this
was only so as to honour the Order later with the hi~host
distinction. On July 15, 1757, His Majesty bestowed the
vacant dignity upon his grandson the Duke of Berry, who is
today His Royal Highness the Dauphin, and named the Count
of Saint-Florentin, now the Duke of La Vrilliere, Director
and Administrator. Already the Order has taken on a new
lustre and a new stability under the mastership of this
august prince. The ecclesiastical and secular powers have
wisely already granted and annexed to it the Orders of the
Holy Spirit of Montpellier (1) and Saint Ruf (2). The
members• right to own pensions on benefices and all their
other privileges have been confirmed by letters patent (3),
whic.h announce to the entire world that the King, following
in the footsteps of Saint Louis, Henry IV and Louis the
Great, is honouring the Order of Saint Lazarus with his
benevolence. Furthermore, this regular military-hospitaller
order dares to hope that the protection of its Grand ~~ster
the Prince will soon succeed in lending it a stability that
shall place its status and renown forever beyond the reach
of all manner of vicissitudes. Such is the common wish of
the nobility, of virtuous citizens, and of all those who,
sincerely devoted to the Christian religion, maintain
respect for its old institutions.
(1) Bull of Pope Clement XIII, issued three days before
the nones of June 1762. Letters patent of the Kinr,, June
2~, 176J, rogintorod by tho Gre.ncl Counoll Aueuot lJ, 17GJ.
(2) Bull of Pope Clement XIV, July 1, 1771. Letters
patent of the King, August 24, 1771, registered by the
Parlement S,eptember 5, 1771.
(J) Registered by the Parlement September 5, 1770.
See the Documents In Proof, Nos. J , J5 & J6.
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1772:
The mastership of His Royal Highness the Dauphin has
just ended. This illustrious prince, after honouring
with his benevolence the Orders of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel and Saint Lazarus and.acquiring for them several
signal favours, has resigned his title of Grand Master.
His Majesty, wishing to perpetuate the glory and good
fortune of the two Orders, has accorded them a new
kindness by conferring this dignity upon His Royal
Highness the Count of Provence. This work had been
completed and printed when the King announced this
appointment, which marks the beginning of a new era.

END OF THE FOURTH PERIOD
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AFTERWORD
to
Gautier of Sibert's
History of the Military and Hospi t a lle r Orde r
of Saint Lazarus of Jerusa lem
by
Guy Coutant of Saisseval
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The Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem After 17 72

Gautier of Sibert's history stops at 1772. Pope
Clement XIV's bull of December 10, 1772 secularized the
Order of Saint Lazarus, thus putting an end to the conflict
that had arisen between the Order and the French clergy.
As a matter of fact, under the mastership of the Duke
of Berry (the future Louis XVI), King Louis XV was planning
to let the Order of Saint Lazarus take over the ecclesiastical property of religious orders that had been suppres sed
or were scheduled for suppression. Pope Clement XIII was
in favour of these transfers: in several apostolic lett ers
(December JO, 1760; February 14, 1762; July 13, 176J), he
recognized the Order of Saint Lazarus' competence to incorporate the men and property of religi ous orders. Pope
Clement XIV also issued the Order of Saint Lazarus two
apostolic letters to the same effect.
Then there occurred the affair of the religious or der
of the canons of Saint Ruf. The pope had s uppressed their
congregation, secularized its members, and annexed the i r
persons and property to the Order of Saint Lazarus. Th i s
annexation had not yet been effected, but it aroused intense
emotion among the French clergy, who felt that, if they did
not resist, the Order of Saint Lazarus, s upported by papal
and royal authority, was liable to take over all Church
property. Certainly the Order could have upheld its rights,
but to do so would have meant exposing the king to the
permanent hostility of the clergy and perhaps creating
great difficulties for itself later on. A settlement was
reached: the Order of Saint Lazarus renounced forever not
only all claims to the property of Saint Ruf but also all
claims to religious establishments. The Grand Magistry
arranged the ratification of this agreement with Pope Clement

XIV.

The bull of December 10, 1772 proclaimed the secularization of the Order and sanctioned its lay status. In this
bull the pope paid special homage to the "most noble piety
and religiousness of the knights" who, he added, "have g iven
Us and the entire world a recent and quite special proof of
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these qualities by renouncing spontaneously, freely, and
solemnly, the annexation of the various regular benefices
which we and our predecessor had conceded to the abovementioned order"J he continued, "Beyond this, it is our
wish that there be no diminution of the glory and most
exalted honour of the Order . . • whose antiquity and
illustrious merits within Christendom warrant and will
always warrant it the equity of these decrees . . . "
On March 18, 1773 a settlement was reached between
the French clergy, repres.ented by Cardinal La Roche-aymon,
Archbishop and Duke of Reims and other French bishops and
theologians, and the Order of Saint Lazarus, represented
by the Chancellor, the Marquis of Paulmy, along with the
members of the council. Terms and conditions were thus set
to the Order's various renunciations of certain religious
properties, and the Order was paid an indemnity by the
clergy of France.
Now that it had become secular, the Order was about
to have a new chapter written in its history.
The Duke of Berry, who had become the dauphin, had
resigned his office of Grand ~~ster. The Count of Provence
(the future Louis XVIII) was then designated Grand Master
of the Orders of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and Our Lady of
Mount Carmel. Though officially appointed in ~~y 1772, he
did not take the oath and receive investiture in his new
dignity until !llay 12, 177J.
Louis Stanislas Xavier of France, Count of Provence,
Duke of Anjou, Alencon and Vendome, Count of Maine, was born
on November 17, 1755: he was the second of King Louis XV's
grandsons and the younger brother of the Duke of Berry, who
became dauphin. There was a new expansion of the Order
under his mastership.
On July 26, 1776 a concordat was signed between the
Order of Malta and the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem
whereby the former recognized the existence of the latter
and abandoned its claims upon it. As a result of the implementation of this concordat, the budget of the Orders
of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and Our Lady of Mount Carmel
was augmented by 50,000 livres during the financial year
1781-1782: this was the sum paid by the Order of Malta.
Though it had become secular, the Order of Saint
Lazarus fully retained its religious character. Conse- ~
quently a number of French bishops and prelates entered
the Order at this time: among them, Mgr. La Riviere,
Bishop of Troyes (1775); Mgr. Neel of Christot, Bishop of
Seez (1774); Mgr. DuPlessis of Argentre, Bishop of Lescar
(1779); Mgr. Vogue, Bishop of Dijon (1780), who had been
one of the commissioners of the assembly of the French
clergy during the settlement with the Order of Maltai Mgr.
Condorcet, B1shop of Lisieux (1780); Mgr. Cheylus, B1shop
of Bayeux (1787): Mgr. John of Montagna, Bishop of Tarbes
(1787) (l)J ·Mgr. Osmond, Bishop of Comminges (1788).
(L) ~ther sources name the bishop of Tarbes from 1782 to
1801 as Francis of Gain of Montagnac (or Montaignac) --tr.)
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Since the 17th century, the Order of Saint Lazarus had
been interested in military schools, actually founging military and naval academies itself. In creating the Ecole
Royale Militaire [Royal Military College] in 1751, K1ng
Louis XV pointed out that he wanted "those leaving the
Military College, to take up whatever employment they might
have,to receive from us a mark of distinction, to be worn
all their lives and in the fashion we shall subsequently
.
or d a~n
• • •"
It was the Grand Magistry of the Order of Saint Lazarus
of Jerusalem that provided the King with this mark of distinction: when students of the Royal Military College graduated,
they were named Knights of the Order; this arrangement received royal sanction in a regulation of June 15, 1757, and
the names of students thus admitted to the Order were thenceforth published in the Gazette de France. The badge they
were awarded was the small cross to be placed in the buttonhole; at thirty years of age, they had the Grand Master's
permission to receive the larger cross of the Order.
Initially, the crosses were ceremonially awarded in
Saint Louis' Church in Versailles, but later in the chapel
of the Royal Military College in Paris.
When the Count of Provence became Grand naster of the
Order in 1772, he initiated various reforms.
On December J, 1778 he recalled in a regulation that
· "the Order of Saint Lazarus, one of the oldest and most
distinguished institutions begotten of the courage, zeal
and piety of the French nobility, has always been worthy
of its respectable origin and honoured by the favour of our
kings. Henry IV was concerned to enhance its glory by
uniting to it the Order of Our Lady of 1\lount Carmel. The
late king, our grandfather, more particularly honoured it
with his protection in entrusting the dignity of Grand
Master of this Order to the second of his grandsons, and
then to us • • • "
In this regulation, the Count of Provence fixes the
number of Knights at one hundred, and specifies that admission
will be granted to those serving the king in at least the
capacity of captain, or as his ministers in foreign courts;
also they will have to give proof of eight quarters' nobility.
Article 5 of this regulation states: "The badge of our
orders will in future be a cross of enamelled gold, such as
it is today, with the motto Atavis et armis inscribed in
gold letter~ around the likeness of Saint Lazarus; the cross
is to be suspended from the neck on a green ribbon, green
being the ancient colour of the Order: in this as in all
other aspects we wish to hearken back to its initial founding.
The badge of profession will be a cross embroidered to the
left side of the habit, with green gold spangles and surrounded
by gold flake; superimposed on the middle will be a silver
cross with the monogram of Saint Lazarus in gold on the upner
arm and that of the Blessed Virgin on the lower arm, and in
the middle this legend in gold letters: Atavis et armis."
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In a regulation of January 21, 1779, the Count of
Provence ruled that recruitment for the two orders of
saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel would be different,
with the latter order being reserved for students of the
Royal Military College. Therefore Article 1 of this regulation stipulated:
"1. The Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, being part
of those orders of which we are Grand Master, will henceforth
be devoted uniquely to those students of the Royal Military
College whom we judge suited for admission to it; after their
nomination, when their proof [of nobility] and the information
on their life and morals have been verified, they will be
admitted as Knights of the said order according to the procedure that we shall specify.
"2. The badge of this order will consist of the small
cross, similar in shape and size to the one used hitherto:
on one side will appear the likeness of the Blessed Virgin
and on the other a trophy decorated with fleurs-de-lis.
This cross will be suspended from the buttonhole of the habit
on a crimson ribbon."
Article 4 stipulated that three students would thus be
chosen each year for nomination as Knights of Our Lady of
Mount Carmel.
Article 6: "If one of these new Knights of the Order
of Our Lady of Mount Carmel has the good fortune of performing
at war a deed of courage and sagacity which achieves great
renown and great advantages, he may present himself to us
with the attestation of the army general and the minister of
war, and after we have heard his report on this deed and its
importance, if we judge it to be considerable, we will name
him straightaway and without further proof a Knight of Saint ·
Lazarus, and the joining of the two crosses, which will take
place solely in this one instance, will be an eternal attestation of his glory . . . "
King Louis XVI, in another regulation of the same day,
January 21, 1779, approved the measures taken by the Grand
Master of the Order of Saint Lazarus to stress the fact that
the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and the Order of Saint
Lazarus were now quite distinct; all that remained of the
union of the two was that the Grand Master of Saint Lazarus
was also Grand Master of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, an order
now earmarked, as we have seen, for students of the Royal
Military College, and on the conditions set by the Grand ·
Master.
Wishing to further enhance the lustre of the Order of
Saint Lazarus, King Louis XVI observed in the preamble to
a regulation of May lJ, 1779:
"Desirous of bestovting new tokens of the goodwill and
protection with which he honours the royal, military and
hospitaller orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem, His Majesty has deemed it fitting to
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grant them the perpetual use of a church that would be
suitable for conducting the ceremonies of the said orders
with the proper pomp and propriety, as well as premises
appropriate for the holding of chapter."
The king decided that this church would be the Chapel
of the Royal Military College of Paris. The re~ulation
states: "The Chapel of the said College will henceforth
and in perpetuity be assigned to the said Order", and
continues:
The Grand Master of the royal, military and hospitaller Orders of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem will be free to conduct all the
religious ceremonies of the said orders in the said
chapel, to hold their chapters in the Hall of the
Royal Military College, which will be set aside for
this particular purpose, and finally, on days scheduled for these ceremonies, to use the said Chapel
and the said Hall for the abovementioned purposes as
if they were the property of the said Orders . . .
In addition to the five chaplains of the Order of
Our Lady of Mount Carmel who are permanently assigned
to the Military College, the Grand Master will select
and appoint five other chaplains of the Order of St.
Lazarus, decorated with the small cross of that Order,
who together with the five chaplains of the Order of
Our Lady of Mount Carmel will carry out the ecclesiastical duties during these ceremonies; the attending
clergy will thus comprise ten chaplains from the two
Orders, and an ecclesiastical commander will always
officiate • • •
The Order then enjoyed a select place among the chivalric
institutions, but the Grand Master wished to develop it still
further: he wanted no restriction placed on the number of
knights, for he did not wish to see the Order become some
kind of distinction of the Court. In a letter of February
24, 1785 to his brother King Louis XVI, the Count of Provence
expressed his ideas on the future of the Order. After summarizing its situation, the Count of Provence continues:
• . • The choices I have hitherto made having established respect for the Order and won public approval,
I am encouraged by this initial success to extend its ~
designs further afield, and to gradually create closer
bonds b~tween this order of nobility and the French
Constitution. The Order of Malta exists in France,
and maintains itself there solely on the nourishment
to vanity provided by an external mark of nobility,
and despite many disadvantages, among which: one
needs must devote oneself to celibacy to profit from
it; its admission dues are quite substantial, and often
lost; and its admission dues on the one hand and
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succession fees on the other, which are collected by
the order's treasury, remove a great deal of mone~
outside the kingdom every year. I therefore cons1dered
that the Order of Saint Lazarus, which has none of
these disadvantages, is of more ancient nobility and
has the honour of having you as its head, could also be
enlarged, and with no diminution of its gl~ry . . •
Finally I considered that the Order of Sa1nt Lazarus
was anct'should be no more than a mark of nobility, the
symbol of a kind of noble chapter, and not a court
distinction. The Orders of the Holy Spirit and of Saint
Louis each have their own intended purpose; the Order
of Saint Lazarus should be in nothing contrary to them,
and yet have nothing in common with them. It is therefore
necessary that it not be reduced to small numbers, for
whatever is rare is necessarily . a distinction • • .
Putting his ideas into practice, the Count of Provence
opened up the ranks of the Order. Numerous personalities of
the realm became members. It is of course impossible to list
them all here, but we may simply note that among them at this
time were marshals of France, such as the Duke of Levis (the
Marquis of Montcalm's successor in Canada) and the Duke of
Laval, and lieutenants general such as the Duke of Maille,
the Marquis of Autichamps, the Count of Segur from the
Academie Francaise, and the Marquis of Nieuil, brigadier of
the naval armies.
In 1776, a number of Knights of Saint Lazarus took part
in the American War of Independence, both in t~e royal navy
(Marquis of Amblimont, Viscount of Beaumont, etc.) and the
armies of Rochambeau (Marquis of Chastellux, Count of Poudeux,
etc.); later they were among the first members of the Society
of the Cincinnati.
In October 1787, a royal regulation abolished the Royal
Military College of Paris, the property of which was purchased
by the Order of Saint Lazarus. King Louis XVI authorized
this acquisition in letters patent of September 1788.
"1. We have permitted and do permit our dear and most
beloved broth8r Louis Stanislas Xavier as Grand Master and
General Head in matters both spiritual and temporal of the
royal, military and hospitaller Orders of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel and Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem to acquire on behalf
of and to the profit of the said Orders, to form the headquarters thereof, those landed properties of the Royal
_
Military College of Paris that are hereafter specified . ~ ."
Besides the Chapel, these properties included part of
the main body of buildings on the Champ de Mars and the two .
side pavilions wit~ their associated courtyards and buildings;
t~e Champ de.Mars 1tself; ~he fief and seigniory of Grenelle
Wlth all the1r dependent d1rect and other seigniorial rights,
actual and honorary; the house and farm of Grenelle; Vaugirard
park; and all the other landed properties, except for those
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otherwise disposed of by the King (notably, the Observatory
of the College, which went to the Academie royale des Sciences).
All of the Chapel's furniture, pictures, ornaments and litur~ical articles became the property of the Order.
The King's
letters patent also specified that an adjacent building would
be erected to serve as a hospital.
And so it was that the Order of Saint Lazarus, having
been lord of Boigny since 1154, became lord of Grenelle in
September 1788.
Now with its master house located in Paris, in the
magnificent buildings of the architect Gabriel, it was lord
of a major Parisian fief, with all the seigniorial rights
appertaining thereto, and owner of the hospital that would
be constructed there, which would be added to the list of
its various commanderies. The Order of Saint Lazarus was
becoming an important institution of the realm.
Unfortunately, its ascent was cut short by the French
Revolution.
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The Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem during the
Revolution and the Empire

The year 1789 saw a change within the institution of
the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem. During this difficult period, however, the Knights were able to remain faithful to their commitment, sometimes even at the cost of their
lives. On August 10, 1790, the mob descended upon the
Military College building in Paris, the seat of the Order,
supposedly looking for arms. In fact, all that it found
were twenty ceremonial swords used in the investiture of
the Knights; but this did not prevent it from looting the
Order's belongings.
The Revolution did not spare the Order of Saint Lazarus
in its eagerness to abolish everything that made up the
ancien regime of France. The decree of July JO, 1791
suppressed all orders, religious or otherwise, and Saint
Lazarus suffered the common fate. A decree of ~~rch 17-26,
1792 ruled on the disposal of its property: after being
inventoried, it was sold as property of the nation or
allocated for other purposes. "Boigny castle was invaded
by brigands from the bonnet rou6e [red cap) faction, who ~
plundered the furniture and smashed all that recalled the
ancien reeime. In the end, King Louis VII's old domain
was put up for auction and sold to the profit of the nation
by the district of Orleans" (Eugene Vignal). The Order's
archives, most of which could not be put away in safekeeping,
were taken to the Archives of the Municipality of Paris.
Henceforth for the revolutionaries the Order no longer existed.
But though the Revolution could thus assail the material
property ·Of the Order, it could not assail the chivalric institution itself, which managed to elude the revolutionary
government's distraint.
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In the face of these developments, a number of knights
who had personally been stripped of their property and
declared "suspect" went off to join the emigres who had
established themselves in Belgium and in Germany on the
banks of the Rhine; others were imprisoned or killed, and
others continued to serve in the armies. As for the Grand
Master the Count of Provence, the King's brother, much of
whose entourage was comprised of Knights of Saint Lazarus,
he remained in Paris for a certain while.
As the situation worsened, King Louis XVI and his brother
the Count of Provence planned to leave Paris so as to escape
the grasp of the revolutionaries. For the king, this was the
unfort.unate Varennes affair. The Count of Provence had more
luck: on June, 1791 he succeeded in reaching Belgium, where
a Knight of Saint Lazarus, the Count of La Chatre, was endeavourin~ to rally the armed forces of the exiles.
Now out
of the reach of the revolutionaries, the Grand Master was
able to attend to the management of. the Order; and to demonstrate that the latter could not be abolished by the Revolution, upon arriving in Koblenz on July 7, 1791 he admitted
some new Knights to the Order, such as Pastou of Boussac (in
July 1791). Throughout the course of his exile, the Count
of Provence was always ready to admit French gentlemen as
new Y~iehts of the Order of Saint Lazarus.
It is not unlikely that the Order of Saint Lazarus
played a certain role in organizing Louis XVI's and the
royal family's departure, as well as in the Marquis of Favras•
attempts to raise some soldiers against the Revolution.
These preparations had required funding; and some time before,
the Order had paid the Count of Provence certain sums of money,
"to be refunded whenever possible". When Saint Lazarus•
property was confiscated, the commissioners of the Revolution
noticed these loans. The Count of Provence was in exile at
the time. The Marquis of Montesquiou-Fezensac, who was the
chancellor of the Order and also an army general, was
summoned to provide explanations, but he did not talk, and
revealed nothing.
The exiled princes organized their army, in which a
certain number of Knights of Saint Lazarus enlisted. As an
apt sien of the perdurable nature of the Order, the colours
of the Count of Provence's ranks bore that prince's arms
over the green, eight-pointed cross of the Order of Saint~
Lazarus; the Order's collar chain was also included among
those of the prince's own orders. Throughout the exile,
the Count of Provence always wore the cross of Saint Lazarus
on his uniforms.
We will not here undertake a description of the history
of.the Kniehts of Saint Lazarus during the exile, but simply
po1~t out that some of them played a key role in the emi~e
arm1es that were formed to oppose the Revolution. Count .

.
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of Cosse-Brissac
. commanded the Royal Household's Switzer
and Grisons company, and the Count of Damas the Royal Household's company of mounted grenadiers.
In 1793 the Count of La Chatre raised the "Loyal Emigrant"
regiment, which performed with distinction in all campaigns;
the Count of Bercheny headed the famous regiment of the
Bercheny Hussars; and the Marquis of Autichamps, Count Francis
of Beon, the Duke of Laval and others raised regiments under
their names which took part in the campaigns.
During the French uprisings in support of the King and
the Church in the Vendee, the Knights of Saint Lazarus distinguished themselves: I would cite the Marquis of Donissan,
President of the High Council of the Royal Catholic Army; the
Vendean ~eneral Bernard of Marigny~ Duhoux of&uterive; and
John Lou1s of Kersabiec. Neither should we forget that the
Count of Phelypeaux, after trying to organize the Sancerre
portion of the Vendee, defended Saint John of Acre, which
belonged to the Order, against Bonaparte. Finally, others
served in the allied armies (Austria, England, Naples, Russia),
and one of them, Picot of Paraduc, later became Austrian
Field Marshal.
We will not follow the Count of Provence into his
various places of exile (Germany, Italy, Courland, Poland,
England), but it should be known that among his companions
in misfortune were Knights of Saint Lazarus.
The continuity of the Order of Saint Lazarus was
illustrated in 1799 when the Count of Provence awarded Czar
Paul I of Russia, who had become Grand Master of the Order
of Saint John of Jerusalem, the Grand Ribbon of Saint Lazarus.
The award was made on behalf of the Grand Master by Count T.
of Cosse-Brissac, Commander of Saint Lazarus, at the imperial
palace of Saint Petersburg. Later, in 1800, the Count of
Provence admitted into the Order of Saint Lazarus Czarevitch
Alexander (the future Czar Alexander I) and Grand Duke Constantine, as well as certain members of the council of the
Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, such as Prince Nicholas
Soltykof, Count Rostopchin, Count Koutalssov, General Souvarof
and others. In 1807 he also admitted King Gustavus IV of
Sweden, Prince Frederick Adolphus of Sweden, and certain
Swedish gentlemen. Thus alongside the French noblemen then
in the Order were to be found some foreign personages.
The French Revolution had brought about a breach in,
the national covenant between the nation and the Capetian
dynasty, and consequently in the traditional conception
whereby the king and the nation were intermingled. For
many Knights of St. Lazarus--the majority of them--serving
the king, even in exile, was the same as serving the nation.
For others, when the two conceptions of king and nation
seemed to be· in opposition, what was essential was to safeguard the nation by countering all foreign intervention.
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Thus it was that some Knights of Saint Lazarus came to
serve under the tricolour: among them, the Marquis of
Montesquiou-Fezensac, an army general who died in 1798;
General Champion of Nansouty; and the Count of Valence,
whose arms of the Empire included the cross of Saint Lazarus.
One member of the Order had a brilliant career under the
tricolour: Alexander Berthier, Marshal of the Empire,
Prince of Wagram and Sovereign Prince of Neufchatel; it
was he who in 1814 presented the marshals of the Empire to
his former Grand Master, ~ho had then become King Louis XVIII.
Others served in the diplomatic corps or on important government bodies, such as Count Louis Philip of S~gur and Count
Viennot of Vanhlanc.
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At all events, when the Resto~ation came, all the
survivors of those who had served under the tricolour flag
were the first to rally behind the king, their former Grand
Master; under the king's aegis, they encouraged the reconciliation of Frenchmen who had served on different sides,
though with the same sense of idealism and loyalty.
Throughout this long and difficult period, then, the
Order of Saint Lazarus survived, and on whichever side the
knights felt their duty to lie, they accomplished that duty
with honour, thus putting into practice the key principle of
the knighthood of which they were a part: the principle of
service.

III.

The Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem Since the
Restoration - of 1814

With the Restoration of King Louis XVIII in 1814, the
Knights of Saint Lazarus' position in France was re-established.
When he had in fact become king, Louis XVIII did not retain
the Grand Magistry of the Order--the latter being neither
an order of the Crown nor a State order--and was content to
accept the title of protector, as his predecessor kings of
France had done. This is the title mentioned in the Royal
Almanac. The Knights of Saint Lazarus were then governed
by the council of officers, on which the Duke of La Chatre
played a preponderant role.
Until l8JO, the Order regained its place in the Royal
Almanac, the official organ of the realm. The Knights wore
their insignia once again, and King Louis XVIII himse1f
bore witness that he had been Grand Master of the Order by
always displaying the cross and insignia on his uniforms.
During the early years of the Restoration, the government caused the Order certain difficulties, since it in
fact did not know what department to allocate it to, Saint
Lazarus being neither an order of the Crown, nor a decoration,
nor a foreign order. Sometimes government agents confused
it with the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, which had
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ceased being conferred as of 1788, or with an Order of Jerusalem that Jid not exist. Actually the administration was
afraid that the Order of Saint Lazarus would claim restitution, as a number of emieres had done, of its old patrimony,
of which it had been dispossessed by the Revolution: this
would have made it a major creditor of the State. And in
fact, in 1819 Knight Louis du Prat-Taxis, agent of the Order,
had requested that there be withdrawn from the government
depositories "title deeds of private rents, and everything
not related to unsold property, if such material exists;
and that payment of private rents be made." But, given the
situation and the inefficiency of the administration, th~
Order of Saint Lazarus renounced the reclaiming of its property and confined itself to maintaining the historical,
moral and spiritual traditions that it represented as a
chivalric institution.
In 1823 there was some question of bestowing the Grand
~1aeis try of the Order upon the Duke of Angouleme, the King • s
nephew, but circumstances did n0t allow this project to be
carried out.
The Order's official status in the realm was nonetheless indisputable. A circular from the Grand Chancellor
of the Legion of Honour, dated May 23, 1824, plainly stated
that "the only acknowledged royal orders are those:
- of the Holy Spirit
- of Saint Michael
- of Saint Louis
- of Military Merit
- of the Legion of Honour
- of Saint Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel•
while pointing out that this last order, Our Lady df Mount
Carmel, had not been conferred since 1788.
At the funeral ceremony of Louis XVIII, beside the
royal crown and the insignia of the royal orders, the insignia of the Order of Saint Lazarus were placed upon
the king's cloak, to recall that the deceased monarch had
been Grand n~ster of the Order.
Knights of Saint Lazarus assumed important posts in
the kingdom during the Restoration, and Louis XVIII, like
Charles X after him, included a certain number of them
in his close entourage.
Hecru~tment within the Order, which had been temporarily
interrupted until 1824, began again under the reign of
Charles X, who himself took the title of Protector. Thus
new members joined the ranks of the Order, such as Count
Maurice of Caraman, the Marquis of Le Puy Montbrun, Count
Melchior of Polignac and Viscount Guy of Chabot; and
commanders such as the Marquis of Autichamps and the Count
of Albignac were joined by new ones like the Count of La
Rochefoucauld-Bayers. The Order's agent general was Knight
Louis du Frat-Taxis; its herald, Baron Silvestre; its
historiographer, I3ar.o n Dacier.
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The Revolution of 1830, the fall of Charles X and
the exile of his grandson Henry V, Duke of Bordeaux, lost
the Order the temporal protection of the king of France. ·
Now without the benefit of royal protection, the Order no
longer figured in the Royal Almanac, though no decree or
ordinance had expressly abolished it. Though the Order of
Saint Lazarus was henceforth nothing more than a chivalric
institution without a patrimony, its members continued to
maintain among themselves, in the fashion of a noble chapter,
the enduring traditions of the knighthood. Yet though most
of the Knights remained loyal to the elder branch of the
House of France, some took part in the Duchess of Berry's
attempted insurrection, while others held important posts
in the regime, such as the Viscount of Chabot, a peer of
the realm in 1831 and the king's aide de camp. It was
then the council that ensured the continuity of the Order.
Deprived of their temporal protector the king of
France, the Knights of Saint Lazarus turned to a religious
authority from Eastern Christendom, where the Order had
seen its inception: in this way, it took up the threads
of its ancient tradition.
In 1841, the Greek Catholic ~triarch of Antioch,
Alexandria, Jerusalem and all the East, Maximos III Mazlum
(who had lived in France during the Restoration and was
acquainted with the Knights of Saint Lazarus) was visiting
France. Since 1837 he had held not only religious but also
civil jurisdiction within the territories of the patriarchates,
and consequently, in Jerusalem, and at this period was the
only Catholic patriarch to have such power. During his stay
in France, the Knights of Saint Lazarus requested that he
become their legal spiritual protector, and he accepted,
both for himself and for his successors. From that time
forward, the Knights of Saint Lazarus, in conformity with
their original tradition, enjoyed the protection of a high
religious authority.
The members of the Order, who in point of fact reassumed
their old title of Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus, henceforth
devoted themselves to charitable works for the Eastern
Christians. Thus in 1844 an appeal was launched for help
on the Mount Carmel project, which involved rebuilding the
monastery that had been destroyed by the Turks. In this
appeal, the following was written: "Since the Crusades,
th~ Order of the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus, formed in
Pal~stine by the first comrades of Geoffrey (1) for the
service of your compatriots wounded far from their homeland
has united with the Order of the Carmelites, and retains
'
the Christian, human and French character of its initial
founding" (Bibliotheaue nationale, octavo 02F476F).
(1) [Possibly an authorial error for Godfrey (of Bouillon)
-- tr .]
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Under the spiritual protection of the Greek Catholic
patriarchs, recruitment went ahead: slowly, of course,
because of the difficult Turkish situation, but on the
whole, thoroughly. New members "joined the ranks of the
Order (Admiral Hamelin, Admiral Bouet Willaumez, Count
Anselm of Puisaye, Abbot Tanski, etc.), and it continued
its charitable endeavours, for example the work of the
Green Cross in Africa.
In 1910 Patriarch Cyril VIII Ghea decided to entrust
a council and a chancellery set up in Paris with the task
of governing the Order under his spiritual protection.
Recruitment then proceeded and more new members joined the
Order, though at a reduced rate with the arrival of the
First \'lorld War and the Turks' persecution of the patriarch
After the war, recruitment resumed and the Order once ·
again became active under the protection of the Greek
Catholic patriarchs. In 1926 Patriarch Cyril IX Mogabgab
came to France and chaired the assembly of the members of
the Order, reminding them on March 17, 1926: "My dear sons
the hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem are performing work of a pre-eminently missionary nature, worthy of
their traditions, in helping to recruit and support priests
in the poor villages . . . " In 1927 the French association
of the hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem was formed,
"the presidency of which was conferred upon Ferrier of Felix
J\brq uis of the Church" •
'
On January 19, 1928, His Holiness Pope Pius XI addressed
the following letter to the Marquis of the Church through
the intermediary of Cardinal Gaspari, Secretary of State:
"The Holy Father kindly accepts the fi!ial homage of
the good wishes you have extended to him on behalf of the
Order on the occasion of your annual year-end feast da y .
"His Holiness thanks you warmly and, offering in turn
his best wishes for the prosperity of the hospitallers of
Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and their families, sends to
them all a special benediction . • . " (letter no. 3511)27 ) .
New delegations of the Order were then set up in
various European countries. According to ancient custom,
power resides in the chapter general: at one convened in
1930, it was decided to restore the Grand Magistry (or
Md.~ "tersn~p General) •
r·ranc is of .r;ourbon, Duke ot !::i evi~l ~,
was appointed lieutenant general of.the graryd ~astersh1p,
and a new chapter in 1935 awarded h1m the d1gn~ty of Grand
Master. Henceforth the Order of Saint Lazarus, while
remaining under the spiritual protection of the Greek
catholic patriarch, was returned to its tradition of - independence and free administration. National delegations
were established in still more countries: Germany, Bohemia,
Poland, Spain, the Netherlands.
During the 1939-45 war, the Order organized a body of
first-aid volunteers which rendered important services
during the bombardments and whose humanitarian work was
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subsequently recognized by.the.French govern~ent.
.
The Duke of Seville d1ed 1n 1952, and h1s son, Franc1s
of Bourbon, who had been designated co~djutor in 1935, r .eceived the Grand Magistry. How~v~r, s1nce he was unable to
·attend to the duties of the pos1t1on, the managemen~ and
general administration of the Order were entrusted 1n 1956
to the Duke of Brissac.
In 1967 the chapter general appointed the Duke of
Nemours as G~and Master, and then replaced him in 1969 with
the Duke of Brissac, who thus became the 47th supreme head
of the chivalric institution of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem.
Outside of France, the national delegations which had
been dormant since the last war were reconstituted. Today
they exist in nearly every country of Europe, as well as in
the Middle East, Africa, North America, South America and
Asia. Each national delegation is organized as an association
or a corporation in accordance with the laws of each country,
and all are under the authority of the Grand Master residing
in Paris. Several governments have officially recognized
the institution: notably that of Austria, where it is
recognized not only by the federal government but also by
the Catholic Church of Austria.
In our own day the ancient chivalry of Saint Lazarus
of Jerusalem remains very much alive. It is of course active
in maintaining the traditions and spirituality of Christian
chivalry, but is concerned also with the quest for unity
among Christians, and hence is open to Catholics, both
Roman and Byzantine, Anglicans, Orthodox and Protestants,
and has close ties with the churches of the Orient. This
policy has received the encouragement of high religious
authorities. However its most important field of endeavour
is hospitaller work, particularly in developing countries.
It has founded leper hospitals, leper centres and sociomedical centres in countries in Africa, the Middle East
and Asia. It sponsors and assists numerous clinics through
regular shipments of medication, dressings and indispensable
articles and through grants. Each of its national dele gations do well-defined, efficient work. And so it is that
in our time, in a manner adapted to the mod ern era, the
hospitaller activity of the first knights of Saint Lazarus
in the Holy Land, who were before all else hos pitallers
of Saint Lazarus, is being perpetuated. In the service
of the sick and the infirm, and under the authority of
t~e Grand Master in his ~eadquarters in France--currently
H1s Grace the Duke of Br1ssac--the Green Cross of Saint
Lazarus remains the symbol of charity.

THe END

ERRATA IN THE FIRST AND S&;OND PERIODS

As with the "De La Mure" error pointed out earlier, the
"de" in "De Belloy" should be stricken, and "Belloy", the
name of a noble family and an estate, should stand alone.
The name occurs at the following places in the original
text:
- middle of p. 7
- middle of p. 55 (if the name appears as "Beloy"
here, change it to the above form: names
inexplicably vary in their spelling in this text)
- 1st and 2nd footnotes on p. 94
- 1st footnote on p. 112
- near bottom of p. 167 and 2nd footnote on same
page

- footnote to p. 180
- p. 204, near bottom
Belloy's work typifies another problem with this text, in
addition to variant spellings. Sometimes it is italicized
and sometimes not, which leads to uncertainty as to whether
the author is citing an official title or simply paraphrasing
one. And in fact there is reason to believe that the "Traite
des Ordres Militaires" is the title of a section of a work
published in 1604 and entitled De l'ori~ine et institution
des divers ordres de chevalerie. Sibert's bibliographical
references are generally quite haphazard, and I have consequently gone to reference sources for fuller data on his
unexplained abbreviations and typographical ambiguities;
where these investigations have yielded results, I include
them in the translation without co~nent, and where they
have not, I present the text as it stands.
A second correction:
The name "Etienne frlarechal" r.nay be anglicized to
"Stephen Marechal", 1/3 down p. 182 and in the footnote
to the same page.
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rRSFACE
Many books have treated of the history of the Knights
and Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem during the
Middle Ages and under the French monarchy.
In 1772, Gautier of Sibert wrote a rnasterly work
depicting the entire history of the Order of St. Lazarus,
with numerous details and documents, but it stops at 1772.
There have been few works on the subsequent history of the
Knights of Saint Lazarus during and after the French Revolution and throughout the 19th century, and on how the
tradition of the Knighthood of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem
has been perpetuated. The purpose of the present volume
is to satisfy these needs. Having consulted a certain
number of archives and historical documents, we have been
able to trace the history of the Knights and Hospitallers
of Saint Laza~us from the Revolution to 1930.
The reader will thus be able to see for himself that
the tradition of the Knighthood of Saint Lazarus has indeed
been perpetuated, though of course under various forms,
throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, and to answer
those who sometimes question this fact. Also, documents
and archives have enabled us to draw up lists--naturall ~
incomplete--of members of the OSLJ during the Revolution,
the Empire, the Restoration, after 18JO, and from 1900 to
1930. The reader will thus be able to verify that the
tradition of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem has been maintained
throughout these periods.

7

ORD"SRS OF KNIGHTHOOD DUR IrlG THE 19TH C:::!~TURY
The 19th·century was a difficult period in the histor'
of the religious and chivalric orders, during which the)
experienced many vicissitudes stemming from the French
Revolution and its aftennath.
Without gain~ into detail, let us recall that the
Revolution aimed at abolishing everything that constitute d
the ancien regime of France. In 1789 the States General
inspired by the liberal ideas diffused by the philosonhe~s
and in a spirit of renovation, decided to suppress ali
privileges, not only of the nobility but of the clergv and
the relir,ious and chivalric orders, all of which ha~ their
property confiscated. The populace, urged on by the revolutionaries, made many extortionate demands of these grou ps .
On July 12, 1790 the Civil Constitution of the Clerpy
was passed, naturally against the opposition of Pope Pius
VI; despite his veto, the unfortunate Louis XVI was unable
to avert it, for he was already a prisoner of the Revolution. On July JO, 1791 all religious and other orders,
including the kniehtly orders, were abolished, their
property sold and their members dispersed, hunted out
and forced into emigration and exile if they were not executed. The Concordat of July 15, 1801 brought a relative
kind of peace to the situation of the secular clergy by
putting it in line with the provisions of the Civil Cons t i tutlon of the Clergy; the secular cler~J in fact found
itself incorporated into the civil service. But the
religious orders remained·ostracized by the revolutionary
and Napoleonic States. Napoleon himself said that he had
always been opposed to monasteries, considering them "useless" and places of "mind-destroying idleness"; on another
occasion he declared: "An empire like France could and
shoulj have a few hospices for the lunatics known as
Trappists". Let us not forget that he drove Pope Pius
VII himself off his estates and held him prisoner at
Fontainebleau.
The Benedictine Order, which had played such an
important role in France, was unable to resum~ i-:s activit~·
until later in the 19th century, after Dom Guerangersuccceded in 1837 in reconstituting certain monasteries,
whose occupants were again expelled in 1880, and then
expropriated and expelled in 1901; they were unable to.
return to France until after World War I. The Carthus1ans
suffered the same fate, though they were able to come back
in 1816, and likewise the Friars Minor (Cordeliers ) , who
had accompanied Saint Louis on the Crusade: they disappe::1.red
from France forever, as did the Order of the Trinitarians

J
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(Orner of the Holy Trinity ~or the ransomi~e ?f captive~),
almost: it han to wait unt1l 1970 to rega1n 1ts place 1n
Fran~e.
The Carmelites, whose histor.v in the 17th and lAth
centuries is intimately linked to that of the Order of St.
Lazarus, endured many adversities, such as the massacre of
prisoners in their Paris church on September 2, 1792. Not
until 1839 was Father Dominic de Saint-Joseph, former
chaplain to Don Carlos V of Bourbon during the Carlist
insurrection in Spain, able to reorganize the first Carmelite
monastery in France. Plundered and expelled in 1880 and
1901, the Carmelites were unable to renew activity until
1919. As for the Dominicans, they had to wait until 1843
when the Reverend Father Lacordaire restored a Dominican
monastery in Nancy, France.
The chivalric orders met the same fate.
The Order of Saint John of Jerusalem (the Order of
Malta), like the other orders, was suppressed in France as
of July JO, 1791; its property was seized and sold as property of the nation. However, it had retained the island
of Malta, of which it was sovereign. In 1798 Bonaparte's
troops took Malta by force. The knights were scattered:
a number of them found asylum in Russia, where they elected
Czar Paul I--who was Orthodox and married--as Grand Master·
others set out for Spain and Italy. In 1803 Pope Pius VII'
after many difficulties, selected a grand master Tommasi '
who was recognized by only some of the knights. 'when
'
Tommasi died in 1805 he had .no successor as grand master
and the order was governed by a lieutenant master whose '
authority was not accepted in all parts of Europe. On
Au~.1st 22, 1806, Napoleon stated:
"'vie may consiLler the
Order of l\1alta as destroyed."
In 1815 the Order consisted of several obediences
which ignored each other, each considering itself the only
authentic one.
In Italy, protected by the Holy See, the knights of
Malta were subject to the lieutenant master designated on
the instructions of the Holy See. On the other hand, on
February 24, 1811 Ferdinand III, the King of Naples, put
the Order of r~1al ta' s property in his realm up for sale:
he regarded the order as abolished.
The Spanish knights recorrnized only the king of Spain
as Grand Master: as part of his official title, the king
was knovm as "Grand Master of the Sovereign Order of Saint
John of Jerusalem''. This was the situation until as late
as 1885, when, by virtue of an accord signed between King
A~phonso Xll dna ~he Holy bee, ~he ~panish knights recoenized the authority of the grand master residing in Rome.
However certai~ recalcitrants continued to ma~ntain a
strictly Spanish order of Saint John, which had been

recoenized by the king: it still subsists in our day (l).
In France, the French knights did not recognize the
authority of the Italian lieutenant master, but that of the
"Commission des langues [tongues] de France", headed by Prince
Camille of Rohan. The fact that many persons were falsely
claiming to be knights of Malta created problems for this
commission; on May 5, 1824, the Grand Chancellor of the
Legion of Honour, Marshal Macdonald, declared in a report:
"The Order of Malta has been the most abused of the foreign
orders. Many individuals say that they have received entry
by virtue of hereditary family right, others because they
are cadets of their line; the former have acquired it
through commission, the latter from a lieutenant tnas ter
as yet not recognized by the king's government . . . " Onl'
in 1824 did the French knights of Malta return to the obedience of the Grand 1\lastership of Italy, which was at that
time managed by Lieutenant Master Bailiff Busca.
In Russia, naturally the "Maltese" recognized only
th~ authority of th~ Czar, who.set up an Orthodox r,rand
pr1ory and a Cathollc grand pr1ory; the latter included
among its members certain French personages in exile, such
as the Prince of Conde and the Duke of Angouleme. Following
Paul I's death in 1801, his successor Alexander I refuse d
the ~and mastership and the order continued under the
authority of Lieutenant Master Soltykov. This was the
situation until 1817, when the order in fact came to an end
in Russia, though its memory was preserved until 1917 by
the Company of Pages and the regiment of Knights of the
Guard, who wore the cross of the order, inscribed "SovereiGn
Order of Saint John of Jerusalem". In our day, this obedience was to be continued in the "Order of Saint John of
Jerusalem", which is different from the Order of Malta.

.. "' ;""..
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In 1875 the Order of Malta was reorganize~ in Italy:
A Grand Master was elected in the person of Pr1nce Cesch1
of Santa Croce. Gradually, all the knights of ~~lta came
to acknowledge his authority; one can truthfully say that
it was not until the end of the 19th century that the orde r
rerrained its former splendour. It was not until May 28,
19Z4 that the Grand Chancellery of the ~egion of.Hor:ou:: in
France recognized--as a foreign decorat1on--the 1ns1rrn1a
of the Orde~ of Malta; even then, this act did not imply
recorrnition
of the order as such.
u
In Germany, the powerful Protestant Order of Saint
John of Jerusalem--the Grand Bailiwick of Brandenburg-was secularized in 1810 by King Frederick William III of
Prussia who confiscated its property and founded, for his
own ben~f.it, a "Royal Order of Saint John". I\1uch later,

(1) This order took the name of the "Hospitaller Knir:hts
of St. John the Baptist" and \':as recognized by King 1"\lphonso
XII.
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Kinr; Frederick William IV of Prussia negotiated
~ith so~e fo~mer surviving knights of Saint John to rP-or ~anize the Grand Bailiwick of Brandenbur~ of the Order of
Saint John, which was henceforth called "the Eva ngelical
Order of Saint John": Prince Frederick Charles of Prussia
was elected as Herrenmeister: he was a predecessor of the
current Herrenmeister under whose authority the order now
operates.
The Order of Saint John of Great Britain had been
rlissolved, like the other orders, by Kin~ Henry VIII, and
had been unable to subsequently reconstitute itself. It
was not until 1817 with the Anglicans that a Grand Priory
of Saint John was formed in England, and then it was not~
recognized by the mastership of the Order of Malta. In
1883 Queen Victoria gave it a royal charter and it took
the name, "Grand Priory of the Venerable Order of the
Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem". Despite its official
position within the British Empire, it was not recognized
by the grand mastership of the Order of Malta as being of
common origin with itself until 1963.
The Teutonic Order of Saint Mary, which played an
important role in various ways in the military knighthood,
likewise met with difficulties during the 19th century.
With the collapse of the Holy Roman (or German) &npire in
1806, it was dissolved by rrapoleon I, who confiscated its
propert y and distributed it among the various German
soverei~s who made up the Rhine Confederation.
The
Teutonic Order was able to reorganize and continue only
in 1834, under the protection of the Austrian Emperor
Ferdinand I. It encountered more problems in 1919, after
the disa ppearar.ce of the Austrian Empire: to survive, it
had to adopt another structure: that of a religious order
of priests and monks, headed by a grand master who is a
prelate, and with a division of lay knights. Such is its
present format.
The problems o~ the Order of the Holy Sepulchre were
d ifferent. Properly speaking, under the ancien regime
there never existed any order of the Holy Sepulchre outside
of the canonical Order of the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusal em.
The latter, founded in the Holy Land during the Crusades,·
consisted of a group of canons who ensured the worship and
custody of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. These canons
then established some monasteries in Christian Europe,
where they took refuge after the crusaders lost the Holy
Land. In 1489 Pope Innocent VIII united this order to
t hat of Saint John of Jerusalem (the Grand !\laster of the
Orrter of Malta already bore among his titles that of Grand
Master of the Order of the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusalem),
but this measure was observed only in Italy, and certain
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rnonasteries of canons of the Holy Sepulchre continued in
Spain and Poland, with the consent of succeeding popes.
In 1801 the canonical order was abolished in Poland by
Czar Alexander I, and in Spain in 1852: it was never reconstituted. In memory of this ancient order, Pope Leo
XIII allowed the canons of Calatayud in Spain the purely
honorary right of wearing the cross of the old canons of
the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusalem.
9utside of the order itself, during the ancien regime
c~rta1n persons had themselves individually dubbed kniehts
in the basilica of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, but
there.was.no subsequent bond between them, nor did they
organ1ze 1n any way.
On the other hand, there existed several brotherhoods
and archbrotherhoods of the Holy Sepulchre--after the fashion
of the brotherhoods of Saint James--which had been founded
to assist pilgrims to Jerusalem; like all brotherhoods, the'
were abolished in France in 1791. In 1776 one of these,
the Cordeliers' Brotherhood of the Holy Sepulchre, had
tried to win recognition as an order, but an ordinance of
Louis XVI of June 2, 1776 promulgated a "prohibition against
bearing the title and decoration of this alleged order".
Under the Restoration, this same brotherhood, which was
officially entitled the "Royal Archbrotherhood of Knir;hts,
Voyagers and Brothers Devoted to the Holy Sepulchre of
Jerusalem", renewed its efforts to become recognized as
an order. Following protests from the Custodian of the
Holy Land! Loui~ XVIII issued an ordinance which put an
end to th1s cla1m, and the archbrotherhood disappeared in
1827, carried off by the difficulties creat~d by certain
of its members' claims. ·
It was only on January 24, 1868, after the re-establishment in 1847 of the Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem
resident in the Holy Land, that a pontifical brief of Pope
Pius IX founded the "Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepulchre
of Jerusalem", which continues unchallenged and secure to
this day, headed by a grand master who is a cardinal.
Also in our day there remain some convents of nuns,
notably in Belgium and Germany, which derive from this order.
Thour;h the nuns are styled "Canonesses of the Holy Sepulchre
of Jerusalem", the convents are all independent of each other.
This preliminary survey--which certainly deserves much
greater development--allows us to better understand the
difficulty of the chivalric orders' situation during the
19th century. All of them, without exception, had their
problems and difficulties, and the hospitaller knights of
Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem were not exempt, but to the
credit of the latter, they managed to preserve their
historical continuity.
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THE KNIGHTS OF SAINT LAZARUS OF JERU~:iALEM
DURING THE REVOLUTION AND THE EMPIRE ( 178?-lEHl~)
When the Revolution broke out, the Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusaleill had an important position in France.
Its Grand Master since 1774 had been His Lordship the
Count of Provence, the brother of King Louis XVI; in 1778
the Marquis of Montesquiou had been named Chancellor
followinr: the resignation of the Marquis of Paulm:v (Le
Voyer of Argenson); the Secretary General was Knight Dorat
of Chameulle. In September 1788 King Louis XVI (who had
been grand master of the Order when he was the Duke of
Berry) issued letters patent permitting the Order's acqui~ition o~ ~he buildings ~nd ch~pel of the Ecole Militaire
(Royal M1l1tary Colleg~ 1n Par1s, alon~ with all its furniture, pictures and ornaments, "with which to form the headquarto::rs and principal establishment (of the order)"· in
addition to the buildings, the Order acquired "the l~nd,
fief and seigniory of Grenelle, with all direct and seigniorial
rip-hts both actual and honorary". A hospital was to be set
up in adjacent buildings. Presided over by the Count of
Provence, all the Order's assemblies and ceremonies were
held at the Military College.
The Order still possessed its commanderies across Fra!lce-,
and in particular the castle of Boigny, the mast.er house of
the Order. Its patrimony was still considerable, and it
counted over a hundred knights from the best families of
the kingdom, most of whom were serving in the armies of
the King of France. From the royal military colleges that
it supported, the Order had created a corps of elite officers.
Certain members of the Order of Saint Lazarus were
noble deputies in the States General, and a few of them
were in favour of reform. While Count Matthew of Montmorency and the Viscount of Noailles, both sons of Knights
of Saint Lazarus, were among those who voted for the abolition of privileges on the famous evening of August 4, 1789,
other knights such as the Marquis of Digoine, a lawyer,
came forth in support of privilege; but none entertained
thou~hts of going into exile in 1789.
~Bny members of the
Order had taken part in the American War of Independence
with the Marquis of Rochambeau, the son of a knight of St.
Lazarus who was inducted on September 18, 1727: among those
who played a certain role in the war were th9 Marquis of
Vaudreuil, Lieutenant G-eneral of the naval armies; the
Count of Segur; the Viscount of Beaumont, leader of a
naval division; the Marquis of Amblimont, squadron commander under Admiral Grasse; Count Joseph of Damas, who was
General Rochambeau's aide de camp: the Count of Hervilly;

..
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the Marquis of Nieul; the "~rquis of Chabert; Bernard of
Marigny, etc.
We will not h~rc undertake an account of the 0~nnt~
that marked the beginnin~s of the Revolution and allowed
the revolutionaries to seize power, but we will emohasize
that in the course of those tragic events no member of the
Order figured among the revolutionaries, though certain
noblemen did. As a result of the demands that followed,
a number of them were forced into exile. Whichever course
they then decided to take, be it loyalty to th~ kin~ b~
servin~ him in exile or loyalty to the nation by servin~
under the tricolour flag, they acted out of faithfulness
to their ideals, and sometimes at the cost of their lives.
Durin~
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the unhappy days of October 1789 when the Kin~
and the royal family were forced to leave Versailles, amon ~
those who protected trye royal family from the.mob ~e~e
certain Knights of Sa1nt Lazarus, such as Lou1s Ph1l1p of
Rigaud, Marquis of Vaudreuil.
In 1790 a Knight of St. Lazarus, the Count of Segur,
was French Ambassador to Prussia, and another, the ~~rquis
of Bombelles, was Ambassador to Turin. At this time the
.Marquis of Montesquiou, the Chancellor of the Order, v,ren
into service in the army, as did Cherin, genealogist of
the Order, and Alexander Berthier.
It might be noted that the famous Fete of Federation,
which took place on July 14, 1790 in the King's presence,
was celebrated on the Champ de Mars, a seigniory belonging
to the Order of Saint Lazarus.
On August 10, 1790 the mob assaulted the Military
College building in Paris, supposedly to search for arms.
All it found were twenty ceremonial swords used in the
investiture of the knights, but it nonetheless looted all
the Order's belongings.
When the king's Constitutional Guard was established
in 1791, it was commanded by the Dulce of Brissac (1), and
the commander of the Horse Guard was the Co11nt of Hervilly,
a Knight of Saint Lazarus. A number of knights, such as
Monta;by of Dampierre, Jean Baptiste le Mouton of Boisdefre
and Bernard of Marigny, joined to ensure the protection of
the king (2) alongside the young Henry of La Roche Jacquelein, who was also a member. The Constitutional Guard
was suppressed and disbanded in May 1792.

(1) Murdered at Versailles in 1792.
(2) Joachim Murat, Napoleon's brother-in-law and
the fut~re King of Naples, served in this corps as an
ordinary guard but resigned his position early in 1792.
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The Revolution did not spare the Order of Saint Lazarus
in its ea~erness to abolish everything that made up the old
France. The decree of July JO, 1791 suppressed all orders·,
reli~ious or otherwise, and the Order of Saint Lazarus
suffered the common fate (the Order of Malta was also
suppressed by the decree). A decree of March 17- 26 ruled
on the disposal of the property of the Orders of St. Lazarus
and Our Lady of Mount Carmel: after being inventoried, it
was sold as property of the nation or allocated for other
purposes. "Boigny castle Wa.s invaded by brigands of the
bonnet rouee [red cap] faction, who plundered the furniture
and smashed all that recalled the ancien regime. In the end
Louis VII's old domain was put up for auction and sold to
'
the profit of the nation by the district of Orleans" (Eugene
Vi~nat).
The Order's archives, most of which could not be
put away in safekeeping, were taken to the archives of the
Municipality of Paris. Henceforth, for the revolutionaries
the Order no longer existed.
'
But though the Revolution could thus assail the material
property of the Order, it could not assail the chivalric institution itself, which managed to elude the distraint of
the revolutionary government.
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In the face of these developments, a number of knights
of Saint Lazarus who had personally been stripped of their
property and declared "suspect" by the new authorities went
off to join the emigres who had established themselves in
Belgium and in Germany on the banks of the Rhine, while
others continued, at least for a certain time, to serve in
the armies.
The Count of Provence, the Grand Master of the Order,
had not emigrated in 1789 . like his brother the Count of
Artois or his cousin the Prince of Conde: he had remained
in Faris, where he tried to give his brother King Louis XVI
his support and counsel: he continued to reside in his
palace of Luxembourg, with knights of Saint Lazarus in his
entourage.
In December 1790 the Marquis of Favras affair erupted
(1). Favras, an officer of the Count of Provence's Swiss
Guards and an opponent of the Revolution, had allegedl y
received from the Count a substantial sum of money (two
million francs) to deliver Louis XVI and the royal family
from the partisans and convey them to a safe place: the
money was to be used to raise a royalist legion to accomplish this task. It was charged that the Count of La Chatre,
a Kni~ht of St. Lazarus and intimate of the Count of Provence,
v,ras privy to this scheme. Upon being denounced to Lafayette,
( 1) Thomas of Mahy, Marquis of Favras ( 1741~-1791) was
a cavalry offic er who was later attached to the Count of
Provence as officer of his Swiss Guards.

Favras was arrested on the niGht of 2l~-25 December, 1790 :
papers discovered at his residence seemed to implicate t he
Count of Provence. It was a scandal that comoromised the
royal family and the Count of Provence, against whom
demonstrations were waged.
The Count of Provence had to exonerate himself, in
the interest of the royal family; he decided to appear
before the Assembly at the hotel de ville on December 26,
where he delivered an eloquent defence which had been prepared for him the night before by the ~~rquis of Saisseval
(1), one of his close friends. The Count succeeded in vindicating himself with this speech, but Favras, who did not
talk and who revealed nothing, was tried and convicted,
and later executed on the Place de Greve.
But this ~~s no more than a respite for the Count of
Provence, for his safety, like that of the royal family,
was seriously threatened.
Fearing lest events take a turn for the worse, King
Louis XVI and his brother planned to leave Paris and es~ape
the grasp of the revolutionaries, and this the King and
the royal family did on June 20, 1791. A Knight of Saint
Lazarus, Joseph Louis of Damas, played an active part in
organizine thi~ undertaking: he accompanied the royal family,
was arrested w1th them at Varennes on June 22, 1791 and was
brourrht back with them to Paris, where he was imprisoned.
The King's goal had not been to go into exile abroad but to
establish himself in the provinces in the midst of a loyal
population, and thus regain his freedom of action.
The Count of Provence v~s more fortunate: he succeeded
on June 20, 1791 in reaching Belgium, where many emigres had
sought refuge and a Knight of St. Lazarus, the Count of La
Chatre, was attempting to reor~nize the emigre soldiers at
Ath. The Count of Provence was joined in Brussels by his
brother the Cotmt of Artois, who had already emigrated.
Now that he was out of the reach of the revolutionaries,
the Grand Master could see that the Order of Saint Lazarus
was maintained.
To show that the Order could not be abolished by the
revolutionary go~ernment, the Coun~ of Provence, once he ·
was free, admitted at Koblenz, wh1ch he reached on July
7, 1791, some new knights, such as fastou of Broussac (1n
July 1791) ( 2) .

·:e,

(1) Claude Louis, Marquis of Saisseval, bPlonged to the
house of the Count of Provence, and was Louis XVIII's ar,ent
during the Revolution and the Empire and President of the
Electoral College of the Seine in 1814.
(2) See footnote on next page.
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It is likely that the Order of St. Lazarus played a
certain role in organizing the Count of Provence's departure,
as they did in Kin(S Louis XVI's or in the Marquis of Favras
affair mentioned above. And in fact the preparations for
these undertakings and the Count of Provence's planned counteraction to the revolutionaries' plots required a good deal of
money. During this period, the Order of Saint Lazarus used
its own finances and the master commanderie's revenue to pay
substantial sums of money to the Count of Provence, "as a
loan at five percent interest, to be refunded whenever possible".
It is not improbable that · these sums were used partly for
these ventures. When the Order's property was confiscated,
the commissioners noticed these loans in the Order's accounts,
while the Count of Provence was in exile. The Marquis of
Montesquiou, former chancellor of the Order who was then a
general in the army, was summoned to provide explanations
but he claimed that he did not know the purpose of these '
funds, since he simply entered loans made to the Grand Master
into the accounts, without being aware of what they were used
for. He himself was obliged to emigrate in 1792 to avoid
~etting arrested and to ensure his own security; he returned
to France in 1795 after the Terror, and died in 1798.
Following a brief stay in Belgium, the Count of Provence
went to K0blenz, where at Schonbornhust castle he was the
guest of the Archbishop Elector of Trier, Clement Wenceslaus
of Saxonv, the brother of his and Louis XVI's mother and
uncle.
Koblenz then became the centre of the French emieration.
Under the authority of the Count of Provence, a monarchical
cou11ter-government was set up there and the §mier§ army,
known as the Armee des Princ8s [Princes' Army] was organized.
A great number of Knights of Saint Lazarus gathered around
their Grand Master, and thus Koblenz became for a time a
kind of new master seat of the Order.
In 1792, King Louis XVI once again tried to ensure his
safety by trying to withdraw to Normandy. A Knight of St.
Lazarus, the Count of Grimouard, was commissioned by the
King to assemble troops at Evreux for the monarch's protection,
but the fatal day of Aueust 10 put an end to these plans.
(2) Throuehout the emi~ration, the Count of Provence
admitted a number of knights to the Order of St. Lazarus
from 1791 to 1814. The Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
was no longer conferred after 1788, and the Count of Provence
did not confer it in emigration. In 1797 the Prince of Conrle
had asked him to appoint some knights solely to the Order of
Our Lady of Mount Carmel, and on January 5, 1797, he replied:
"I hav2 foun<i several applications for the Order of Our Lad"
of Mount Carmel on the 1 is t; I am deeply s orr~r , but the rep;~
lations c:bsolut::ly forbid i~, and if I violated thc;m once, .)
vc;ry ser1ous consequences m1ght ensue."

··'
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On Ant;Ust 10, 17Q2, the populace at tacked the Tuilories .
Amon,c; thos~ who assured the protection of the Kinr: an<l the
roval familv to the end alongside the l oya l Swiss me r C'enarin.s
v:e~e Knights of Saint Lazarus such as He.rvi l l y , Be rnard of
Marigny, and Jean Baptiste of Boisdefre; t hey were t hus a mong
the last defenders of King Louis XVI.
In February 1792 the Marquis of Estournel, a Kn igh t of
Saint Lazarus, had spoken out a gainst t he per1nanent suppr ession
of the religious orders, and had courageously and, of c ourse ,
frui tlessl _y asked the Assembly to declare Ca t holic ism as the
state religion. About the same ti me, a cha pla i n of the Order ,
Thomas Rayon, published sorne brave art i cles in t he news paper
L'Ami riu Roi, which was suppressed in Ma y 179 2; he ha d to
take refuge from pursuit with a friend, at whose house he
nied on June 24, 1792.
Other members of the Order who coul d. or wou l d not rro
into exile were declared "suspect", imprison ed du r ing the
Terror, and ~lillotined, like the Marquis of Roqu el a ur e
who was exec~ted on January 25, 1794.
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The Hospitaller Kniehts of Saint Lazarus in Exi l e
The military emigration was probabl y a politi ca l mistake ,
for in the difficult times France was t hen go i ng t h r ou~h , it
might be thought that as long as the Kin g pe rs onif ied the
nation it would have been wiser to at tem pt to count e r the
ascendency of the revolutionaries on na ti onal soil, as the
Vend~e and Brittany movements later re a l i ze d .
It is none theless true that those who emigrated in 179 1 and l a te r did
so out of duty and loyalty to the King . The expe r ience of
the Free French emieres and those of ot he r Eur opean countries
during the last world war allows us to better unde rs t a nd the
motives of those who wanted to conti nue se rv ing the King of
France from outside the country i n 1791: the sa cr ifices
that they made for their ideals d eserve our r espec t.
The Princes' Armv
The Princes' Army, which was call ed on to strugr le
a~ainst the French revolutionaries who wer e holding the Kin~
prisoner, was organized under the aut ho r ity of the Count of
Provence, who had proclaimed hi mself Li eute nant Gen e ra l of
the Realm, and the Count of Artois.
The first corps to be organized were those of the King ' s
and princes' military households. The househol d troo ps of
His Lordship the Count of Provence were thus reformed :
these four companies each had a square standard fr i nged with
silver, and of a different basic colour for each co mpan:',';
they bore the Count of Provence's arms, crown ed and encircled
with the collar chains of the four orders, one of wh ich "as
_:)
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th a t of the Order of Saint Lazarus . These a r ms a ppea r ed on
the green, eight-pointed cross of the Order , between two .
silver palms. The standards' cords and tassels we r e~ co~ 
bination of silver and the company colour, and were t1ed 1n
white. Thus was the active maintenance of the Order of St .
Lazarus made manifest.
The colonel of the Damas company was the Knight of St.
Lazarus Count Joseph of Damas (the same who had accompanied
Louis XVI to Varennes); another Knight of St. lazarus, Co11nt
Francis Timoleon of Cosse-Brissac, commanded the Switzer and
Grisons company, and the Marquis of Autichamps, Knight of St.
Lazarus, commanded the Royal Household's company of men - atarms; the Royal Household's company of mounted grenadiers
was also commanded by a Knight of St. Lazarus, the Viscount
of Virieu.
A number of Knights of St. Lazarus held commands in
the Princes' Army, which received its orders from two field
marshals, the Duke of Broglie and the ~~rquis of Castries.
The following Knights of St. Lazarus were among the brigadiers:
the Baron of Crussol of Uzes, the Count of Bercheny, Anne of
Montmorancy-Laval, the Count of Agoult, the Count of Chasteignier, the Marquis of Montagnac, the Count of ToulouseLautrec, the Viscount of Rochechouart, and the Count of
surge res.
Knight La Perriere was assistant-eeneral medical officer
of the infantry, and the Viscount of Lau commanded the
Saintonge company.
The squadron commanders in the ?rinces' Army included
the following members of the Order: the Marg.uis of Nieul,
rear-admiral, commanded the third infantry d1vision of the
officers of the royal navy; the Count of Amblimont, rearadmiral, veteran of the American War of Independence,
commanded the third division of the royal navy; the Marquis
of Chabert commanded the officers' companies in the infantry
of the royal navy; the Viscount of Chasteignier co~nanded
the First Company of the Gentlemen of Poitou; the ~~rquis
of Di~oine was the Count of Artois' aide de camp; and Count
John Francis of Narbonne-Pelet-Fritzbar, lieutenant general
and holder of the Grand Cross of Saint Louis, also served in
the Princes' Army: his aide de camp was the Marquis of
La Rochetulon, Knight of the Order.
The rrince of Conde organized another emigre army at
Worms: included among his assistants were the Knight of
St. Lazarus the Baron of La Rochefoucauld-Bayers and the
Marquis of Viomesnil (who was to become a Knight of St.
Lazarus in 1825). The Duke of Bourbon, commanding a third
emirr§ army, had othRr memb~rs of the Order within his ranks,
such as the Counts of La Chatre and Menou.

When revollltionary Franr.e declared v;a r on Austria in
1792, the 6mier6 armies joined the Austrians. We may recall
here the chief star,es in this campaign. The Princ es ' Arrn't'
entered France anri occupied Lonr-wy, 'fhionville, Verdun and
Stain, but the allied armies were forced into retreat at
the battle of Valmy. In this bleak, arduous withdrawal
across Belgium, the emieres had to struggle simultaneously
against the soldiers of the Revolution, rnisery, cold and
hunger. Following this setback, the Princes' Army was disbanded in Belgium in December 1792, after it had lost manv
men in. combat or in the muddy. fields, among them Kni~ht ~
Franc1s of Tertre, who was k1lled at Fleurus, and his
brother, also a Knight of St. Lazarus, who was later ~illed
at Quiberon.
~

A fresh page was about to be turned in the mili tar.v
emi{;ration.
The Wanderin~ Exile of the Count of Provence, Grand ~~st er
of the Order
With the disbanding of the Princes' Army, the Count
of Provence took up the wandering life of an exile. Always
pr~sent in his entourage at his various places of refu ge
were Knights of St. Lazarus, such as the Count of CosseBrissac, the Count of La Chatre, Knight Mark of Boyseuth,
the Count of Agoult, etc.
Initially welcomed at Dusseldorf by the Elector of
Bavaria in La Nouvelle castle, in 179J he settled at Hamm
in Westphalia, where he was the guest of the King of Pruss ia;
it was there that he learned of the death of his brother King
Louis XVI. The Count of ·Provence proclaimed himself Re~ent
of France in the name of his young nephew Louis XVII, who
was then a prisoner in the tower of the Temple.
Military developments did not permit the Count of
Provence to remain in Westphalia, nor was the King of Prussia
anxious to see him continue on there: he had to find oth er
asylum. The Republic of Venice welcomed him at Verona,
where on May 24, 1794 he took up residence in the Gozola
house, near the Capuchin monastery; he stayed there two yea rs.
Knights of St. Lazarus were ever present in his entourafe~
the faithful Count of Cosse-Brissac, the Count of Agou lt ,
the Count of Virieu. Life in Verona was difficult, for
money was lackin~. While he was there, the bad news arriv ed
of the death of young Louis XVII in the Temple prison on
June 24, 1795; henceforth to his loyal followers he became
King Louis XVII in exile. There too he learned of the
disaster at Quiberon, where the emigre regiments were decimated; the survivors were executed at Auray. Faithful to
the Order of Saint Lazarus, the Count of Provence never
ceased to wear the green cross of the Order during these
difficult times.
'~
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In April 1796 Bonaparte and his army were in Italy.
The Republic of Venice advised the Count of Provence to
leave its states, and thus a new exodus began for him and
his companions in misfortune.
The prince took refuge in Riegel, Germany, in the army
of the Prince of Conde, who had been welcomed by Austria.
He took lodgings in a castle belonging to the Prince of
Schwarzenberg. The Count of Provence, always wearing the
Cross of St. lazarus and ac_companied by his retinue of
faithful knights (Agoult, Cosse-Brissac, etc.), stayed
. for
two months with the Condeans, among whom were other members
of the Order.
·
;

In July 1796, after being compelled by Austria to
leave Riegel and abandon Conde's army, the Count wandered
from inn to inn, finally finding precarious refu~e at Blankenberg in the Haltz region, where the Duke of Brunswick
allowed him to sojourn. He remained there two years, and
was joined by his nephews the Duke of Angouleme and the Duke
of Berry, whose military instructor had been a Knight of
St. Lazarus, the Count of Grimouard, a lieutenant general.
However, when the French government delivered an ultimatum
to the King of Prussia and the Duke of Brunswick, the
Count of Provence was once again obliged to find new asylum.
After an especially arduous and difficult journey, he
was given a new place to stay in 1798 by Czar Paul I of
Russia. The Czar, a man imbued with the traditions of knighthood (he had welcomed into his empire the Prince of Conde's
army and the exiled Knights of Malta; and on November 29,
1798 the knights living in Russia proclaimed him Grand Master
of the Order of Saint John), greeted the exiled Count and
his train, and established them in Courland, in Mittau Castle,
former residence of the dukes of Courland, on March 20, 1798.
The Count of Provence's neice, Madame Royale, the daughter
of the unfortunate Louis XVI, came to join him there after
she had been delivered from the Temple prison, and married
his cousin the Duke of Angouleme shortly afterward. The
Grand Master's general staff then consisted of the following
Kni~hts of St. Lazarus:
the Count of Cosse-Brissac as
Min1ster of State, the Count of Virieu Beauvoir, the Count
of Agoult, and Mark of Boyseuth. The Count of Provence
remained in Mittau for two years.
Aware of Czar Paul I's interest in the knighthood,
the Count of Provence bowed to h i_s wishes and awarded him
the Grand Cross of the Order of Saint Lazarus; he ordered
the Count of Cosse-Brissac to go to Saint Petersburg to
neliver the insignia of the Order to the Czar. The ceremony
took place at the Imperial Palace, where Paul I solemnly
received the cross of the Order on his uniform. Shortly
afterward, the Count of. Prov ence adcni tted into the Orde'r
the Czar's two sons, the Grand Dukes Alexander and
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Constantine, alon~ with a number of pcrsona~es of th~ Russian
Empire, such as Prince Nicholas Soltykof, Field Marshal;
Couryt Koutchelev, ~rtmiral; Count Rostopchin, Gen~ral; Count
ranin; c~ount Koutalssov; and the Baron of PfUrt-Blumber~.
The Czar awarded the two grand dukes their insignia at the
Imperial Palace in the presence of the Count of Cosse-Brissac,
who was representing the Grand Master of the Order. Later
admitted into the Order of Saint Lazarus were such persona~es
.
as Count Souvorof, Marshal of the Imperial Armies, and Prince
Ga~arin.
Also admitted around this period were the Baron of
Flashslanden, the Count of Provence's loyal servant at Mittau,
the Baron of Fersen (1) and the Baron of Dreisen.
The Count of Provence also ensured that French kniehts
were recruited: among the new Knights of St. Lazarus were
the Count of . DouRlas, Jules of Polignac, the Count of Guyencourt, Felix of Houdedot, Robert of La Brousse, Charles of
Basserode, the Marquis of Jousselin, Joseph of Montaju, th-2
l\tarquis of La Maison Fort, Fargues, etc.
Unfortunately, the stay at Mittau came to an end: in
1801 the Count of Provence was forced to leave his residence.
After further travels, made difficult by the cold, the prince
and his suite found new shelter in Warsaw, in Yalievitch
house on Cracow Street. It was from this house that he
issued his disdainful answer to Bonaparte's demand that he
abdicate, and he was there when the conspir2cies and executions of George Cadoudal and the Duke of Enghien took place
in France.
In October 1804 the Count of Provence went to Sweden
with the Count of Artois, staying at Kalmar on the island
of Gotland, from which he launched his famous protest aRainst
the proclamation of the Empire in France. At this time, and
during a second stay in Sweden in 1807, he named certain
Swedes to the Order of Saint Lazarus, such as King Gustavus
IV, Prince Frederick Adolph~ of Sweden, Johan-Albrech
Stroman-Ehrenstrom, Colonel Nil-Frederick Stroman Ehrenstram, Erik Mikael Hedenquist and Johan Olofsson Ulf.
.)
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In 1805, the Count of Provence was able to return to
Mittau where he took up residence again in the castle of
the du~es of Courland. Napoleon's French empire was then at
its apo~ee. A number of ernicres, knights of St. Lazarus
among them, had returned to France; however there was one
stubborn man who remained in exile out of loyalty to the
King: the Count of.C~sse-Brissac, his fai~hfu~ Kni~~t. of
Saint Lazarus and M1n1ster of State, who d1ed 1n Mun1cn
in 1806.
(l) He was the brother of Count Axel of Fersen, who was
Colonel of the Royal Swedish Regiment under th8 French monarchy and later demonstrated great devotion to the ro yal
family.
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In 1808, with the improvement in relations between
Russia and the French empire, the Count of Provence was
once a~ain oblieed to seek new refuge. He established
himself then in En~land, in Hartwell Castle, not far from
London. Among his.retainers were Knights of St . Lazarus:
the Count of La Chatre, Count Joseph of Damas, etc .
The prince led a difficult life there, but he never
despaired. In 1814 he was restored as King of France ,
whereupon he returned to ~he homeland he had left twentythree years before.
In his various places of exile the Count of Provence
zealously saw to the maintenance of the Order, thus assuring
its enduring continuity.
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Ihe Knights of Saint Lazarus in the Military Emigration
We have seen the role that the Knights of St. Lazarus,
throu~h loyalty to their sovereign, played in the Princes'
Army in 1792. After the latter was disbanded in December
1792, a number of them, with their Grand Master's approval,
wanted to continue fighting against the French Revolution.
Some served in the various emigre armies, notably that of
the Prince of Conde, while others raised regiments in their
own names which took part in the various campaigns.
The Count of La Chatre returned to England in 1793,
and on May 25 of that year, with the consent of. the English
government, he raised an emigre regiment that took the name
of "Loyal &nierant", of which he was colonel. This regiment,
which was financed by England, bore the black cockade (1).
Once formed, it saw action in Flanders in the Duke of York's
army. In 1794 it participated in the heroic sortie from
Menen, for which it won the congratulations of the King of
Engl~r.d.
It played a valiant part in the Belgian campaign
but 1n 1795 was forced to retreat across Holland and Hanover
with General Harcourt's army.
In 1795 it saw action in the Quiberon expedition
under the orders of the Count of ~1issaye and the Count
of Hervilly (a Knir,ht of St. Lazarus) to assist the French
royalists. It fought heroically and held out against the
siege; some of its soldiers were executed at Auray, while·
the survivors made their way back to Eneland. One of its ·
companies joined the Breton Choqans with Guillemot, Knight
Tinteniac and George Cadoudal: its members perished on
the moors of Brittany. Reformed in 1797, the regiment
was sent to Portugal with General Sir Charles Stuart, and
(1) The ~mirr§ regiments of the black cockade waGed war
on the cont1nent under foreign financing; the cockade worn
by the members had been imposed on them as a sign of mourning. Other emi~re regiments wore the white cockade, ind:catine that they had been levied solely for the service of
the King of France.
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campai~n~d until 1A02, when it returned to En~land and was
disbancied. Over 600 gentlemen died in its ranks, including
100 Kni~hts of Saint Louis. The ~minent historian of the
military emi~ration, Viscount Grouval, wrote: "Loyal £mi.grant is the French emigration's paragon of honour, courage
and loyalty."

...~:

In England, on May 8, 1794, the Count of Hervilly
raised the black-cockade Hervilly Regiment, which was funded
by England: he was its colonel. After servint:. in Germany,
the regiment, under the Count of Hervilly's command, played
an important part in the Quiberon expedition, including
within its ranks such Knights of the Order as Charles Augustine of Bourdon-Grammont, captain adjutant of the regime~t.
Thou~;h it fought courageously on that occasion, it was
practically wiped out; the survivors were executed at
Quiberon, and the Count of Hervilly was mortally wounded.
The Marquis of Autichamps, who had served in the
Princes' Army and participated in the defence of Maastricht
in 1793, levied the Autichamps Regiment, which wore the
white cockade and was funded by England, in the Netherlands
on Aup.ust 22, 1794. The regiment took part in the Bel P' :1 n
campai~ and the retreat throu~h Holland and Hanover; it
was disbanded in October 1795 near Constance.
Anne-Alexander of Montmoren~y-Laval raised the whitecockade Montmorency-Laval Regiment in Eneland on Aur;ust l,
1791~; it too was financed by Ene;land.
It saw action in
the 179'~ camJ;aign in Germany, and in the retreat through
German~r and Holland.
It was disbanded on November J, 1791~
at Altdorf, near Constance.
count Francis Frederick of Beon won the consent of the
stadholder to levy the regiment known as the Beon Legion in
the Netherlands on March 4, 179J; it bore the black cockade
and was financed by the Netherlands. In 1793 the regiment
took oart in the Holland campaien in Archduke Charles' army ,
and aiso in the Belgian campaign; it fou~ht at Charleroi,
Fleurus and Dar-le Due. In 1795 it saw action in the
Quiberon expedition under the Count of Sombreuil: it was
oecimated during the siege; those of its number who were
taken prisoner were shot at Auroy; a few survivors made
their way back to England, where the regiment ~as dissolved.
On ~Iay . 9, 1791~ in England, the Count of Viomesnil
levied the white-cockade Viomesnil Regiment, which was
funded by England. Under the Duke of York, it took part
in the 179L~ campaip,n in Holland, and, along with the Autichamps and Montmorency-Laval regiments, it was engaged in
the retreat through Germany. It was disbanded near Constance on October 24, 1795.
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The Count of Bercheny, a commander of Saint Lazarus
of Hungarian extract~on an? propri~ta~y colonel ~f the
Bercheny Hussars reg1ment 1n the K1n13 s army, enJoyed a
different sort of career. In 1792.his.regimcnt, now the
First Hussar Re~iment, was quarter1ng 1n Franc~ on the
Saarland border. In the face of an ever-chang1ng revolutionary scene, Colonel Bercheny sought to serve the King's
cause by incorporating his regiment in the military emigration--specifically, in the Princes• Army. It participated
in the French campaign (Verdun) and in the ensuing arduous
retreat through France, Germany and Belgium. When the
·. Princes' Army was disbanded, the Bercheny Hussars regiment
ann its commander went into service for Austria under the
name of the Bercheny Hussars. It was active in the 1794-95
campaign in Holland and Bel?ium, and distinguished itself
at Fleurus and on the Roer LRiver]. In 1795 it was at
Mainz under Marshal Clerfayt and then Archduke Charles:
it was then under the eeneral command of the Duke of Wurtemburg. It campaigned in all battles until 1798, when its
survivors were incorporated in the lJth Austrian Regiment
of light dragoons. Worn out by his campaigns, the Count · tt et· spellin 1
of Bercheny died in London in 1811. Grouvel' wrote: "In p. ui IneJ 4 t~
its. c ourc:-rre and 1 oyal ty, the corps never fa11 ed to be true dbere~~cr is ia
to ltS f1ne old character and secular traditions."
~e on1md
After the setbacks suffered in the campaigns of the
regiments of the military emigration, a number of emicre
Knights of Saint Lazarus took advantage of the amnisties
to return to France; others, out of loyalty to the Kine,
had no wish to return if the King of France did not do likewise, and therefore went into foreign service. Hence the
Duke of Laval was in the service of Russia, and until 1801
was a general in the Imperial Russian Army, where other
eminent emieres such as the Duke of Richelieu were also
to be found. In 1801 Count Joseph of Damas became a
general in the Royal Neapolitan Army, in the service of
the Bourbons of Naples. In 1796 Count Melchior of Polie;nac,
who became a Knight of the Order in 1825, joined the
Imperial Russian Army, serving later in Dillon's Irish
regiment; in 1810 he was a captain in the Royal Neapolitan
Army in Sicily (1). Jean Baptiste of Belcastel of Escayrac
served the King of Prussia and was chamberlain to the
Landgrave of Hesse until 1802; the Count of ToulouseLautrcc became a eeneral in the service of Russia; Peter
Nicholas of La Lande of Vernon was an assistant to General
Palffy in the Austrian service; the Viscount of La Darthe
was a rr,eneral in the army of King Charles IV of Spain;
the Viscount of Viomesnil, after serving from 1798 to 1809
as a general in the Imperial Russian Army, went to Portue;al
\'/here he served King John VI of Braeanza as Field Marshal
General of the Royal Portuguese Army from 1810 to 181LJ...
(1) He is the direct ancestor of Prince Rainier of
Monaco.
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Knir:ht Peter Picot of Paraduc had been the classmate of
Napoleon Bonaparte and Knic;ht Phelypeaux at the Illilitar~
College; after serving in the Rohan Regiment during the
emigration, he saw service in the Austrian army, wher9 he
was-chief of staff in the 1813 campaign; later he became
an Austrian field marshal, and the director of the En~ineers'
Academy; finally, he died in Austria while founding a family.
Viscount Alexis of Noailles, who opposed Napoleon while he
was in France, joined the Count of Provence in exile and
was made a Knight of St. Lazarus by the latter; in 1813 he
served in the Royal Swedish Army as aide de camp to Bernadette, who had becom9 tne Crown Princ9 of Sweden. The
Marquis of Bombelles, brigadier, after serving in the emigration, retired to Austria where he took orders and became
a vicar in Germany. He returned to France during the Restoration and ended as Bishop of Amiens. The Count of Amblh1ont,
admiral, served in the royal Spanish navy and was killed in
t~e Battle of St. Vincent on February 14, 1794.
Jean-Claude
of Montalembert served in the armies of the King of England.
21
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The
and

Kni~hts of
th~ Chouan

Saint Lazarus in the Roval Vendean Army
UprisinG
While a great many Knights of Saint Lazarus, who were
for the most part officers in the Royal Army, chose to remain
faithful to the lcing and their Grand !\laster by serving in
the royalist armies of the emigration, others, inspir~ ci by
the same sentiments, stayed in France to serve the monarch•
and distinGUished themselves in the domestic royalist armi~~:
the Vendean Army, and what was known as the Ch011anneri ~.
Let us review the most illustrious among them.
·The Marquis of Donissan, who became a Kni13ht of Saint
Lazarus in 178J, remained in Paris until August 10, 1793,
and then took shelter in the Vendee at Clisson castle with
his son-in-law the n~rquis of Lescure, the future Vendean
general. Arrested in March 1793 with the I\1arq uis of Les cure
and Bernard of Marigny, he was confined in Bressuire but
then rescued by the Vendeans. He then joined the Vendean
Royal Catholic Army, where he was appointed President of
the High Council of the Royal Catholic Arm~; in this capacity he organized the region that had rebelled for God and
King, setting up legitimate
authority there on behalf of
King Louis XVII, who was imprisoned in the Temple; he
established a governing body there and promulgated reGulations, thus acting as a kind of vice king. He took part
in all the Vendean Army's campaigns, crossed the Loire
with it, and fought in the "viree d~ Galerne" ["north-west
swing"] battles: Laval, Dol, Granv1lle, Le Mans. When
the Vend~ans were forced into retreat, he was taken prisoner
at Montrelais, near Varades; he was tried at Angers and
executed th~re on January 8, 1794.
.
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A1tguste Gaspard of Bernard of Marigny , Knight of St.
Lazarus, was a naval officer who took part in the American
war. He was in Paris with his cousin Lescure until Au~ust
10, 1792, when he helped defend the Tuileries. He took ·
refu~;e in Glisson castle, was arrested there and taken to
Bressuire, and then was rescued by the Vendeans in March
1793. Upon joining the Vendean Army, he was named "Commanrler in chief of the artillery of the Great Royal Catholic
Army". He became one of the most heroic Vendean generals:
he fought in all the battles, and revealed himself a magnificent trainer of men; he crossed the Loire, took part
in the viree rl9 Galerne, and managed to escape the massacre
at Savenay. Back in the Vend~e after the death of his
fearless companion Henry of La Roche Jacquelein, he resumed
action with Charette and Stofflet as leader of the second
Vendean army, the one from the Bocage with Delaunay and
Richard: with Joseph Texier he captured MortaGne, Boisme,
etc. After some difficult battles he continued to fight
alone in his region; then he fell victim to intrigues 'and
a dispute with Stofflet, and was treacherously slain at
La Girardiere on July 10, 1794 (1).
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Peter Duhoux of Hauterive, a Knight of Saint Louis,
had become a Knight of Saint Lazarus in 1768. This former
officer was in the Vend~e when the insurrection broke out;
he was with his brother-in-law Elbee when the latter took
charge of some Vendean peasants. Hauterive became one of
the generals of the Royal Catholic Arm~r of Anjou and Upper
Poitou, anct took part in all that army's battles. One of
the bravest soldiers, he seconded Elbee when the latter
became the top-ranking Vendean general after Cathelineau
died. When Elbee was seriously wounded at the battle of
Cholet on October 17, 1793, he accompanied him to Noirmoutiers, which Charette had liberated, and organized that
island's defence; he was taken prisoner when Haxo's republican troops took it back again, and on January 8, 1794
was shot alongside Elbee who, since he could not be moved
because of his injuries, was shot in an armchair.
One Knieht of Saint Lazarus was a dauntless chouan
in the chouannerie: Viscount John Louis Sioch'an of
!(ersabiec. After serving in the Princes' Army and then
the Austrian army, he returned to France at the time of
the Quiberon ex pedition (1795 ) and served in the Royal
Catholic Army of Anjou, commanded by General Scepeaux,
Bonchamps' brother-in-law. \'lith him he took part in all
the chouan battles, in the course of which he was seriously
wounded; in 1799 he participated in the new royalist insurrection as second-in-command of the chouans of Lower
Brittany. He was with General Suzannet d11ring the 1815
(l) His tomlJ in Combrand cemetery is marked "Bernard
of Maric;ny , Kni~ht of Saint Lazarus".

Vendean uprising, commanding the Venriean cavalr.v.
In
lRJ2 he played an active part alongsi d~ the Duchess of
Berry in the Vendean insurrection in favour of the yoqn~
Henry V, and was thus amonG the last clefend0rs of the
whi~
flag. He died in 1840.
Another member of Saint Lazarus within the Chouannerie
was Louis Le Picard of Phelypeaux. A classmate and rival
of Napole"n Bonaparte at the Military College, he etnigrated
in 1791 and served in the Prince of Conde's army. He
r~turned to France in 1795, taking refuge in Loiret.
Under
the authority of the Count of Rochecotte, General of the
Royal Army of Upper Maine, and acting as "adjutant General
of the Royal Catholic Armies of Berry" in liaison with the
Vendeans and the chouans Cadoudal and Pratte, he orpaniz 8 ct
a royalist insurrection in the Sancerre region that was
known as the "Little Vendee of Sancerre"; he held the fi~ld
for a while, but his uprising failed.
In 1798 he succeeded
in rescuin~ from the Temple prison Commodore Sir Sydne:
Smith, whp had given aid to the French royalists and the
chouans. Next, he and his companions found asylum on April
2h, 1798 with a Knight of Saint Lazarus, Viscount GasJXJrd
of Clermont Tonnerre (who in 1825 became a Hornan prince).
Fhelypeaux left with Sydney Smith, first for England anti
then for the Middle East. In 1799 he helped in the successful defence of Saint John of Acre a~inst General P.onararte,
coming from Ef;ypt; this was the future e1npe ror' s first
military defeat, but also the occasion of Knight Phelypeaux's
death.
Other Knights of Saint Lazarus took part in the cho11an
battl~s in Brittany and Normandy, and one company of the
Loyal Emigrant regiment ·that had escaped the Quiberon
massacre saw action with Tinteniac's and Cadoudal's chO'lClns.
When the Count of Artois' expedition went to the Ile
d'Yeu to join the Vendeans in 1795, Count Joseph of Da:nas,
Kni~ht of Saint Lazarus, was the prince's aide de camr;
h'= had left England to join the chouans in 1794, but had
been captured and imprisoned in Dunkirk; he had then manared
to escape and return to En~land.
A Kni~ht of Saint lazarus also featured in the last
of the Chouannerie's plots, with GeorGe Cadoudal in 1804:·
this was Jules of Polir,nac. Having come from En~land to
join in the plot a{;3-inst Napoleon, he was arrested and
condemned to death, but upon being Granted a reprieve,
he remained in the Temple prison. Under the Restoration
he became Charles X's Ambassador and Prime Minister in

18JO.
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the Knights of Saint Lazarus in the Order of Kni ghts
of the Faith
Throughout this period and more particularly during
the Empire, a number of knigh~s of Saint Laza~us loyal to
the king's cause were active ~n the Congregat~on and Order
of Knights of the Faith. Since the Reverend Father Bertier
of Sauvigny has fully provided us with the necessary information on this organization in his excellent work on the
Congregation, we will give but a brief outline of it here.
Count Fernand of Bertier of Sauvigny had been aware of the
Philanthropic Institute formed in 1796 as a more or less
secret society aimed at restoring the French monarchy
by acting on public opinion: it had collapsed after its
leaders were arrested. Inspired by this group, as well as
by the religious societies and chivalric orders, in 1809
he founded the Order of Knights of the Faith, which was
known as a charitable congregation or association; its
plan was to fight within France for the Catholic religion
and the monarchy. With a structure based on that of the
old chivalric orders, but existing in secret, the Knights
of the Faith were divided into groups of "banners" headed
by a council, whose master was Count Matthew of Montmorency
(the son of a Knight of Saint Lazarus) and whose chancellor
was Bertier of Sauvigny; its chief members included Alexis
of Noailles, Anne-Adrien of Montmorency-Laval, Jules of
Polignac, Count Vienot of Vaublanc, the Marquis of Autichamps, the Count of Virieu, Knight Gain Montagnac (all
the former being Knights of Saint Lazarus), Victor of
Vibraye, Robert MacCarthy, Louis of Larochejacquelein (1),
the Duke of Rohan and Count Gain of Montagnac, the nephew
of Monseigneur Gain of Montagnac, a prelate of the Order.
Each new member was invested by means of the accolade of
the sword, and all pledged to serve the cause of the Reliaion
and the monarchy, and to practise charity (2). The Knights
of the Faith first endeavoured to assist the "black cardinals"
i.e. the cardinals whom Napoleon had forbidden to wear their '
insignia of office, as he had also forbidden Pope Pius VII
when he held the pope in confinement. Encouraged by the
~ount of Prove~ce from exile, they strove to spread the
1dea of restor1ng the monarchy through the various spheres
of the country. To do so, the Knights of the Faith set up
branches in a~l regions ?f France: they played an important role dur1ng the wan1ng of the Empire and at the time
of General Malet's conspiracy.

(1) (Noble genealogies show that this name should be
written as one word and not as "La Roche Jacquelein," as
it appears earlier in this work (e.g. p. 12). --tr.]
(2) The Knights of the Faith's motto was "Pro Deo, Rege
et Patria": they had a seal showing a fleur-de-lis on one
half and an eight-pointed cross (like the dross of Saint
Lazarus) on the other.
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Alexis of Noailles was imprisoned and had to seek
refuge abroad, serving in the Royal Swedish Army. During
· the prelude to the Restoration and as it actually came to
pass Talleyrand was contacted on the matter by Aimee of
coi~y, Charles Maurras' Mademoiselle Monck, upon the entreaties of a Knight of the Faith, Bruno of Boisgelin,
the son of a Knight of Saint Lazarus. Thanks to this
influence on Talleyrand, in 1814 a pro-Restoration majority
was assured on the Municipal Council of Paris, the General
Council of the Seine and in the Senate. Knights of Saint
Lazarus participated in this development, each in his sphere:
among those who played a key role were Count Vienot of
Vaublanc, Alexis of Noailles and the Viscount of Rochechouart.
We will not give here a complete list of the Knights
of the Faiths the purpose of this review has simply been
to point out that members of the Order of Saint Lazarus
served among them.

r.s
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The Knights of Saint Lazarus under the Tricolour Flag
During the Revolution and the foreign war that followed,
many noblemen endured real moral torment in deciding on the
path that their duty should take them. To this point, the
nation and the king had been one: to serve one was to serve
the other. The Revolution fractured this traditional conception, and as of 1791 the nation and the king were opposed.
For some--the majority of the Order's members--their duty
lay in remaining faithful to the king and, whenever necessary,
countering all plots hostile to the king with armed force,
and even with foreign support: such was the view of the
emigres. For others, it was essential to safeguard the
nation by opposing all foreign intervention, and certain
Knights of Saint Lazarus chose to serve France under the
tricolour flag by entering the army: especially at the
beginning, as His Lordship the Count of Paris put it, "the
line troops and volunteers threw themselves into combat of
one accord, some crying 'Navarre, Fearless, Auvergne,
Blameless, . . and others 'Vi ve la Nation •."
Of those who thus served in the armies, some did so
to the very end, while others became suspect and in 1793.
and 1794 were forced into exile for a while before returning
later to serve in the armies of the Empire. Still others
who had emigrated and even served in the emigre armies
returned to France under the Directory or the Consulate
to fight in Napoleon's armies.
We shall not relate each of their records of service,
but simply give a brief review of the careers of certain
knights who fought under the tricolour flag.

The Marquis of Montesquiou-Fezensac, Chancellor of
the Order, was on the eve of the Revolution a Knight of
the Holy Spirit, and the Count of Provence's brigadier
and Master of the Horse. He was always loyal to his prince,
but did not a~ree with his decision to leave France: he
himself went 1nto service with the army . in 1791. He was
named general and commander of the Army of the Midi. In
the 1792 war he seized Savoy and seemed on the way to a
brilliant military career when he was dismissed and placed
under order of prosecution in 1792, and was thus forced to
take refuge in Switzerland. He returned from emigration in
1795 and died in France in 1798. We may remember that in
1791 the government's commissioners had created difficulties
for him with regard to the money the Order had paid the
Count of Provence before his departure, during which affair
he conducted himself as a true gentleman by not providing
any information that might compromise the Grand Master.
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Other Knights of Saint Lazarus serving under the
tricolour had similar problems. The Marquis of Estournel,
the same who had asked that the Catholic religion be maintained as the State religion, served as a general under
Gustine in the Northern Army: he was arrested on April 4,
1793. knight Jean-Claude Loubat of Bohan, who was a
colonel in 1792 and became brigadier general in 1793, was
suspended soon afterward; he was not reinstated until 1811,
under the Empire, so that he could receive his retirement
pension. He was a deputy for the Somme.
One member of the Order whose career should be mentioned
here is Louis Nicholas Cherin, the genealogist of St. Lazarus.
He was adjutant general in the army in 1793, brigadier
general, Heche's chief of staff in the Western Army and
then in the Sambre and Meuse Army (1797), and Massens•
chief of staff in 1797. He was killed on June 2 in Zurich.
Another member of the Order had an exceptional career:
Alexander Berthier. From a family ennobled in 1763, he
was the Order of Saint Lazarus' assistant genealogist for
reversions. He had seen action in the American war with
Lafayette and Rochambeau. At the outset of the Revolution
he was chief of staff of the National Guard at Versailles,
and helped with the departure of the ~dies of France,
Louis XVI's sisters. He then served 1n the army under
General Luckner; in 1796 he was chief of staff of the
Italian Army with Bonaparte, who was particularly fond of
him. One of Napoleon's brilliant generals, he took part
in all the campaigns of the Empire and was heaped with
honours: Marshal of the Empire in 1804, Sovereign Prince
of Neufchatel and Duke of Valengin in 1806, Prince of
Wagram in 1809, donee of the castle of Chambord, Vice
Constable of the Empire, Master of the Hounds of the Empire.
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In 1808 he married the Bavarian duchess Maria-Charlotte,
and in so doing became related to all the royal families.
In 1814 he came before Louis XVIII and presented the
marshals of the Empire to the King, his former Grand Master.
Under the Restoration he became a peer of France.
During the Hundred Days he remained loyal to the King,
following him to Gent: he then took refuge in Bavaria. He
suffered a tragic death, doubtless an assassination, in
Bamberg in 1815. Louis XVIII made his son the Duke of
Wagram.
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Other Knights of Saint Lazarus serving under the
tricolour flag included: the Viscount of Kersaint, veteran
of the American wars, who continued to serve in the navy and
was port admiral of Anvers in 1812 and rear-admiral in 1814;
the Marquis of Chabert, who returned from emigration in 1802
and became a member of the Central Astronomical Office during
the Empire: Peter Louis of Blottefiere of Voyenne, former
emigre in the Condean Army, became chief of the national
cohorts of Peronne from 1805 to 1809: Theodore of Hedouville,
a former emigre, who served under the Empire and was made a
count of the Empire: Hyacinthe Boucher of Merlancourt, also
a former emigre, director of fortifications during the Empire;
and Anne-I~rie of Barbuat of Maison Rouge, battalion leader
in 1793, general in 1793, commander of the Engineers in
the Mainz Army in 1796, who died of his wounds in 1799.
Anthony Champion of Nansouty, captain in 1789, colonel
in the 9th Cavalry Regiment in 1793 and general in 1799,
commanded the cavalry of the Imperial Guard during the
Empire and saw action in all the battles: Napoleon's Master
of the Horse and Count of the Empire, during the Restoration
he became Captain of Musketeers. He went back into service
in Napoleon's army for the Hundred Days, and died of his
wounds in 1815.
Cyrus of Timbrune, Count of Valence, also had a
brilliant career. The Duke of Orleans' Master of the Horse
and Madame Genlis' son-in-law, he was a colonel in the
Charter Dragoon Regiment and remained in the revolutionary
army. As a general in 1792 he fought with Luckner and
Kellermann against the allied armies, was at Valmy, took .
part in the 1793 campaign with the young Duke of Chartres,
and was the hero of Neerwinden. In April 1793 with the
deterioration of France's internal situation he supported
Dumouriez in his vain attempt to oppose the excesses of
the Revolution, and when this failed he was forced to go
into exile with Dumouriez and the young Duke of Orleans.
After residence chiefly in England and Switzerland, he
returned to France in 1800. He was a senator during the
Empire and joined the army again, serving in Germany and
Russia. Upon being made a count of the Empire in 1808,
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he was allowed to use the Empire's coat of arms, within
which he included the chief of the Order of Saint Lazarus.
He was made a peer of France in the Restoration, and died
in 1822.
There were other Knights of Saint Lazarus who enjoyed
brilliant political or administrative careers during the
Revolution and the Empire. One was Louis-Philippe, Count
of Segur. A veteran of the American war with Lafayette,
he was a brigadier in the Revolution; in 1797 he was the
French ambassador to Prussia. Arrested in 1792 and then
freed, he became the deputy for Isere in the Corps legislatif [legislature], and a member of the Council of State
and the Academie fran~aise in 1803: during the Empire he
became the Imperial Palace's Grand Master of Ceremonies,
Count of the Empire, Senator, and Grand Cross of the Legion
of Honour. He was a peer of France in the Restoration, and
died in 18JO. Count Matthew of Montmorency-Laval, Knight
of the Order in 1779, was a brigadier in 1788, became
Prefect and Governor of Compiegne during the Empire, and
died in 1809. Louis of Tryon-Montalembert, a former officer
under the monarchy, during the Empire was deputy for Vienne
in 1809, questor in the Corps legislatif in 1810, Count of
the Empire in 1810, and chamberlain to Napoleon I.
Count Vienot of Vaublanc was the deputy for Selneand-Marne in 1791: he was sentenced to death in 1794,
emigrated, and later returned to France. A member of the
Council of Five Hundred, in 1796 he was proscribed and
deported until 1799 for being in favour of restoring the
monarchy. He was a member of the Corps legislatif in 1800,
questor and Councillor of State in 1804, prefect of Moselle
from 1804 to 1814, and Baron of the Empire. During the
Empire he was a member of the Knights of the Faith, and
contributed to the restoration of King Louis XVIII, for
whom he served as Minister of the Interior in 1815.
Other Knights of Saint Lazarus who served the state
under the Empire were Charles Joseph Robin of Chateaufort,
Count of Coulonge, deputy for Marne in the Corps legislatif,
and Peter of Villebois-Mareuil, county councillor and
Baron of the Empire.
With the restoration of Louis XVIII, the survivors
of those who had served under the tricolour flag and the
Empire were the first to rally round the King, their
former Grand Master, under whose aegis they worked to
reconcile the Frenchmen who had served on different sides,
though with the same sense of loyalty and idealism.
Thus throughout this difficult period of French
history when each man served on that side where he felt
his duty to lie, the Knights of Saint Lazarus did likewise,
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motivated by their sense of honour and ideals, and in
this way did they all put into practice the principle of
service which was the very keystone of the knighthoor to
which they belonged.
In thus recalling the history of the Knights of St.
Lazarus during the French Revolution and making their role
in it more widely known, we have simply sought to add one
more page to the history of an old chivalric institution
that was founded in the Holy Land and whose history unfolded principally in France.
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THE ORDER OF SAINT LAZARUS UNDER THE RESTORATION
1814 - 1830
With the Restoration of 1814 (and again in 1815), the
Knights of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem regained their place
in France. King Louis XVIII, who was the Grand Master of
the Order from 1774 to the beginning of his reign in 1814,
had not only ensured the maintenance of the Order during
his exile, but continued to recruit knights in emigration,
admitting a number of gentlemen. The Order now recovered
its place in France, and in the Royal Almanac, the official
organ of the kingdom. Throughout the Restoration period of
1814 to 18JO, each annual edition of the Royal Almanac
included the Order of Saint Lazarus among the official
institutions of the realm, specifying the King as its
protector. Once again the Knights wore the insignia of
the Order with the King's consent, in evidence of which
we have this letter of July 6, 1814, addressed by the Duke
of Gramont, Captain of the troops of the Royal Household,
to Knight Basserode:
Paris, July 6, 1814
It is my honour to notify you, Sir, that the
King has permitted you to wear the decoration of
the Royal Military Order of Saint Lazarus and of
that of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, in accordance
with the authorization you have obtained in times
past: the royal warrant shall be forthcoming.
The Duke of Gramont
A great many Knights of Saint Lazarus had in general
remained loyal to the King during the Revolution, and a
number of them played an important role in the emigre
armies. · During his exile, the Count of Provence had
always surrounded himself with Knights of Saint Lazarus
(the Count of Cosse-Brissac, the Count of La Chatre, the
Count of Damas, etc.). Moreover, Knights of St. Lazarus

were actively involved in the restoration of Louis XVIII
and figured prominently in the Knights of the Fa ith , who,
with Matthew of Montmorency {the son of a Knight of Saint
Lazarus) and Fernand of Bert1er of Sauvigny, did much for
the Restoration: Count Alexis of Noailles, the Marquis
of Autichamps, the Count of Virieu, Gain Montagnac, Jules
of Polignac, Count Vienot of Vaublanc, etc. Others, as
we have seen, served the Empire under the tricolour.
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Whatever the roles played by various individuals in
1814 and 1815, the Order~s situation was no longer the same
as it had been at the end of the old monarchy. The decree
of J.u ly 30, 1791 had stripped the Order of all of its
property (Boigny castle, the Military College, commanderies
and leper hospitals), which had been sold as property of
the nation, destroyed, or allocated for other purposes.
The Order of Saint Lazarus no longer possessed a patrimony,
and its temporal status was practically nonexistent.
Louis XVIII, now King, resigned his office of Grand
Master, since the Order was not an Order of the Crown, and
was content, as his predecessor kings of France had been,
with the title of "Protector of the Order", which henceforth appears in the Royal Almanac. However, throughout
his reign he always displayed his affection for the Order
of Saint Lazarus by continuing to wear the badge and green
ribbon of the Order on his uniforms, as all his official
portraits attest.
In 1819, Count Garden of Saint Ange published a
Code des Ordres de Chevalerie, dedicated to the King. In
it he devoted an entire chapter to the Order of Saint
Lazarus, recalling not only its history but also its rules
and regulations. "At the time of writing," he says, "the
Order of Saint Lazarus, ranked first in the public opinion
among the realm's orders of knighthood, enjoys the special
favour of the King • . . ".
At the beginning of the Restoration there were about
a hundred Knights of Saint Lazarus living in France, and
about twenty living abroad, particularly in Sweden and
Russia: Czar Alexander I (died 1825), Grand Duke Constantine (d. 1835), Count Rostopchin (d. 1826), Count Koutaissov
(d. 1834), General Kouchelev (d. 1833) were among the
·
Russians; the Swedes included King Gustavus IV, then in
exile (d. 1834), Johan Albrech Stroman-Ehrenstrom (d. 1847),
Admiral Johan Puke (d. 1816), Nils Olofson (d. 1847) and
Swiss Knight Major Dreisen.
It should also be pointed out that, besides the knights
who were admitted to the Order, there were at that time two
hereditary commanderies, whose incumbents were installed
by virtue of hereditary succession: the commanderie of
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La Motte des Courtils, founded in 1701, and that of Saint
Francis of Bailleul, founded in 1710. These "gradual,
masculine and perpetual commanderies", to be conferred "by
right of succession", had been founded in cons equence of a
statute of December 9, 1693 which had been approved by Ki ng
Louis XIV. Several of them were formed between 1701 and
1712, but only the Courtils and Bailleul commanderies were
still in existence. In 1757 the establishment of new hereditary commanderies was forbidden, but this did not affect
those already existing, as is clear from the Council of the
Order's 1771 decision to recognize Anthony des Courtils'
hereditary right within the Order upon the death of his
father. When the Revolution seized the property of all
religious, chivalric and noble orders, all titles and
privileges were abolished, but this naturally was not acknowledged by those concerned. In any case, with the Restoration
in 1814 all titles, noble or otherwise, were restored,
though this did not imply the restitution of those properties
thereto appertaining. At that time the two hereditary
commanders of Saint Lazarus were Charles des Courtils of
Bessy (4th Commander) and Francis Louis of Bailleul (6th
Commander).
·
Circumstances did not then permit the convening of a
chapter general to elect a grand master. Until his death
in 1824, the Order was administered by the Duke of La Chatre,
Lieutenant General, Peer of France, Knight of the Holy Spir i t
and Ambassador of France. During the emigration, he had led
the "Loyal Emigrant", one of the most celebrated emigre
regiments, which had distinguished itself in many campaigns;
and he had been Louis XVIII'S faithful companion during his
exile. Around him were gathered the council members,
commanders of the Order, and other officers such as the
herald Baron Silvestre (d. 1851), the historiographer Baron
Dacier (d. 1830),- the Count of Lau, the Order's Agent
General Louis du . Prat-Taxis, and the chaplain Abbot Picot.
Prominent among the commanders of the Order under the
Restoration, apart from the Marquis of Autichamps who was
the most senior, were the Count of Albignac, Grand Cross
of the Order of Saint Louis (d. 1828), the Viscount of
Crussol of Uzes, Lieutenant General (d. 1817 ) , the Count
of Segur, of the Academie Fran~aise (d. 1830 ) , and the
Baron of La Rochefoucauld-Bayers, Knight of the Holy
Spirit (d. 1834).
In 1823 there was some question of awarding the
Grand Magistry to the Duke of Angouleme, the elder son
of the count of Artois and the K1ng's nephew. A number
of knights and traditionalists supported this appointment,
as we may see from this letter of June 4, 1823, addressed
to the King by Abbot Burat:
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Sire,
Allow the humblest of your subjects, who has
remained ever loyal to the august family of Bourbon
and to the Religion despite all the persecutions to
which he has been subjected, to subm~t to Your
Majesty a copy of a letter that Your Majesty wrote
to his unfortunate august brother (Louis XVI) on
February 24, 1785 relative to the Order of Saint
Lazarus (1). May Your Majesty now carry out the
plan so aptly conceived and award the title of Grand
Master of this Order to the magnanimous Prince who
has been sent to Spain to be its pacifier.
I am, with the deepest respect, Sire, the most
humble, obedient and loyal subject of Your Majesty.
Abbot Buriat, Priest of the Church of Saint
-Philippe du Roule
Unfortunately, this plan could not be carried out;
and the election of the Duke of La Ch!tre as Grand Master,
which was the wish of a number of Knights of Saint Lazarus,
wa~ prevented by his death in 1824.
Early in the Restoration, the government created
certain difficulties for the Order with regard to the
exercise of its rights, for it did not in fact know what
department to attach it to, since the Order was neither
an Order of the Crown nor a decoration. Was it connected
to the Royal Household, from which the Orders of the Crown
derived, or the Grand Chancellery of the Legion of Honour,
which had authority over the Orders of Merit and decorations?
They referred the matter back and forth between them,
countering all enquiries with a wall of inertia.
Certain government ag9nts even confused the Order of
Saint Lazarus with the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel,
which had not been conferred since 1788, or with a nonexistent "Order of Jerusalem". This governmental ignorance
or inertia is particularly evident in a reply made by the
Grand Chancellor of the Legion of Honour on July 2, 1822
to an enquiry by M. Lagau, who had addressed himself to
the Minister of the Royal Household ,·· wmthen passed his
enquiry on to the Grand Chancellery: "The Orders (Saint . .
Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel) do not fall within
the province of the Grand Chancellor, but they are registered
in the Royal Almanac for this year, p. 522; I therefore have
the honour of returning M. Lagau's enquiry to you so that
Your Excellency may proceed with it as he sees fit." But
the Royal Household could go no further with it, since it
was solely responsible for the "Orders of the King".
(1) This was a letter to the Count of Provence, then
Grand Master of the Order, envisioning an expansion of the
Order.
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A directive from the Grand Chancellor of the Legion
of Honour of May 5, 1824 states that "the only acknowledged
royal orders are those of the Holy Spirit, Saint Michae l ,
Saint Louis, Military Merit, the Legion of Honour, Saint
Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel". This ordinance
points out that the royal warrants are issued "for the
Order of the Holy Spirit by the Chancellor of the Order
for the Order of Saint Michael by the Minister of the R~yal
Household, for the Orders of Saint Louis and Military Merit
by the Minister of War or the Minister of the Navy, for
the Order of the Legion of Honour by the Grand Chancellor
of the Order, and finally for the combined Orders of Saint
Lazarus and Our Lady of Mount Carmel by the Minister of
the Royal Household. This last order has not been conferred
since 1788: it has been allowed to lapse." This applied
solely to the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, which
indeed had not been conferred since then; it did not apply
to the Order of Saint Lazarus, to which the Count of Provence
had made appointments during the emigration, as we have seen.
Actually, the government was afraid that the Order of
Saint Lazarus would claim restitution, as certain emigres
had done, of its old patrimony, of which it had been dispossessed by the Revolution: this would have made it a
major creditor of the State. And in fact, in 1819 Knight
Louis du Prat-Taxis, agent of the Order, had asked to withdraw from government depositories "title deeds of private
rents and everything not related to
sold property, and
also to obtain authorization to take possession of unsold
property, if such exists, and to receive payment of any
private rents that have not been redeemed or repurchased" (1 ) .
But, given the situation and the inefficiency of the government, the Order of Saint Lazarus renounced the reclaiming
of its property and confined itself to maintaining the
moral and spiritual traditions that it represented as a
chivalric institution. This state of affairs more or less
shut down recruitment from 1814 to 1824.
Though the Order did not recover its property and
possessions, this did not prevent it fr?m con~inuing, solely
on the basis of its members' presence; 1ts ex1stence was
confirmed throughout the Restoration, if only through its
official mention with the King its Protector in all the
Royal Almanacs to 1830. Since it was neither an Order of
the Crown nor a decoration conferred by the State, it was
the responsibility of the Council of Officers to confer
the Knighthood of Saint Lazarus upon those wishing to join
the Order, this process being part of the very essence of
knighthood.

(1) (Saisseval's condensation of this quotation in his

Afterword to Sibert's History obfuscates 1ts meaning; only
here is the sense of the quotation clear. --tr. (It appears
on p. 18 of the Afterword.)]
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In 1824 a Knight of Saint Lazarus, the Duke of Damas,
chaired the national commission in charge of the monument
that was erected at Quiberon by national subscription and
with the support of Louis XVIII: this was ~ memorial to
the victims of the 1795 expedition of emigre regiments,
and to the executions in Auray on the martyrs' field.
The Duchess of Angouleme set the first stone. Besides
General Larochejacquelein and General Cadoudal, the
monument commission included Knights of Saint Lazarus
such as the Duke of Damas, the Marquis of Autichamps and
Count Gaspard of Clermont-Tonnerre.
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When Louis XVIII died in the Tuileries on September
17, 1824, among those present at his last moments weresuch Knights of Saint Lazarus as the Duke of Damas. During
the lying-in-state and the funeral ceremony at the Royal
Abbey of Saint Denis on October 24, 1824, the insignia of
the Order of Saint Lazarus were set on the royal mantle
beside the royal crown, which was also the crown of the
royal orders: thus was it recalled that the deceased
king had been Grand Master of the Order.
King Charles X, like his predecessor, assumed the
title of "Protector" of the Order, which appears officially
in successive editions of the Royal Almanac from 1824 to
18JO. Since the Duke of La Chatre had also died in 1824,
the Order was governed by the Cc :mcil of Officers and
the Council of Commanders, the most senior of whom was
the Marquis of Autichamps (1), Lieutenant General, Peer
of France, Knight of the Holy Spirit and Grand Cross of
the Order of Saint Louis. One of the most famous officers
of the emigration, he had been the colonel of a regiment
under his own name during that period; he had been a
Knight of Saint Lazarus since 1783 and a Commander since
1788. He died in 1831. Also with him on the Council was
another commander, the Count of Albignac. The Agent
General of the Order, Du Frat-Taxis, the herald, Baron
Silvestre and the historiographer, Baron Dacier, remained
in their positions.
Recruitment gradually picked up starting with Charles
X's reign. New appointments and promotions were made: for
example, the Baron of La Rochefoucauld-Bayers became
Commander in 1827. Among the new members who were recorded
in the Royal Almanac were Count Maurice Gabriel Riquet of Caraman, 1825: Count Melchior of Polignac, 1825; Marshal
Viomesnil, 1825; the Baron of Steigner, a Swiss brigadier
in the King's service, born in 1778, 1825: the Marquis of
(1) He was the uncle of the Count of Autichamps, who in
1793 was an assistant to the Vendean general the Marquis
of Bouchamps and in the royalist Vendean insurrection of
1815 the head of the Royal Army of Anjou.
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Le Puy Montbrun, born in 1784, 1827J Count Louis of La
Rochefoucauld-Bayers, born in 1782, 1829; Count Jules of
Saint Cricq, born in 1796, 1829; Anthony Joseph Hutteau
of Origny, born in 1775, 1829; Viscount Guy of Chabot,
born in 1780, 1829.
During the Restoration a number of Knights of Saint
Lazarus played an important role in the kingdom. Some
were Knights of the Holy Spirit and Peers of France, like
Anne of Montmorency the Duke of Laval, the Duke of La Chatre,
the Marquis of Autichamps, the Viscount of Agoult, the Count
and then Duke of Damas, the Marquis of Viomesni1, and Prince
Jules of Polignac. Others held positions in the Church,
such as the Marquis of Bombelles (1), who on becoming
Bishop of Amiens wore his brigadier's stars and the cross
of Saint Lazarus on his mitre; he accompanied the Duchess
of Berry on her pilgrimage to Our Lady of Liesse in thanksgiving for the birth of the Duke of Bordeaux. Others served
the State: among them, Count Vienot of Vaublanc, Minister
of the Interior in 1815 in the Duke of Richelieu's ministry
and Councillor of State, who accompanied Louis XVIII to
Gent in 1815 and was vice president of the Chamber in 1821;
Count Alexis of Noailles, Minister of State in 1814; the
Count of Saint Cricq, member of the King's Council, aide
de camp to Charles X and Minister of Commerce and the
Colonies in the Martignac ministry in 1828; and Prince
Jules of Polignac, Ambassador of France and King Charles X's
unfortunate prime minister in 18)0. Many Knights of Saint
Lazarus at this time held high ranks in the Royal Army:
lieutenants general or field marshals. Of these we may
cite: the Duke of La Chatre, the Marquis of Autichamps,
the Duke of Laval, the Viscount of Rastignac, the Viscount
of Sesmaisons, .
Count Du Lau, the Duke of Damas, the
Count of Valeri, Admiral Kersaint, Admiral John of Cambis,
the Viscount of Crussol of Uzes, Count Francis of Menou,
Viscount Du Roure, the Viscount of Agoult, the Viscount
and then Prince of Clermont-Tonnerre, the Baron of La
Rochefoucauld-Bayers, the Viscount of Valence and Marshal
Viomesnil. A number of these men dutifully wore the
cross of St. Lazarus on their uniform.
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Certain Knights of Saint Lazarus at this time were
close to the royal family: when Louis XVIII p~esented the
young Duke of Bordeaux (the future Henry V) to the government bodies in 1821, beside the King stood the Count of
Agoult, Knight of St. Lazarus, the Marquis of Viomesnil
who was made a Knight in 1825, and Viscount Gaspard of
Clermont-Tonnerre. A painting by Lafond commemorates
this event.
(1) Before taking orders, he had been a married officer.
His son the Count of Bombelles was the third husband of
Empress Marie-Louise, Napoleon I's widow.

)5

It was during the Restorat~on that th~ first contacts
were established between the Kn1ghts of Sa1nt Lazarus and
Monseigneur Mazlum, the future Greek ~atholic Patriarch of
Antioch Alexandria and Jerusalem Max1mos III, who later
became the Order's spiritual protector in 1841. This prelate,
then Greek Catholic Archbishop of Myra, in fact lived for
three years in France, where on April 2, 1821 he acquired
from King Louis XVIII the endowment for the Greek Catholic
Church of Our Lady of Myra in Marseilles. During his stay
Monseigneur Mazlfrm was in. touch with the Knights of Saint
Lazarus, and the bonds that were then formed were renewed
later in 1841 when he made another visit to France, this
time as Patriarch.
·
At the time of the Revolution of 18)0, the Order of
Saint Lazarus, not including foreign knights appointed
during the emigration, numbered over sixty members, most
of them loyal to Charles X, though some served under the
July monarchy.
In July 1830 the King of France Charles X, Protector
of the Order, who was soon to abdicate, and his dynastic
successor the young Duke of Bordeaux, Henry V, were forced
into exile, whereupon the Knights of Saint Lazarus lost
their historic protector. Louis Philippe, Duke of Orleans
who became King of the French, laid no claim to this dignity
or title. The status of the Order changed; but, as we
shall see in the next chapter, it was not suppressed by
any decree or regulation. The Order and its membership
continued to exist, as it entered upon a new epoch in
its history.
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THE KNIGHTS AND HOS PITALLERS
OF SAINT LAZARUS OF JERUSA LEM
FROM 1830 TO 1900

When King Charles X fell in 1830, there were, as we
have seen, about sixty Knights Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus
of Jerusalem in France and about ten residing abroad.
The new regime, wishing to break with the old France,
dashed the Order's every hope of regaining a privileged or
official place in the new State. The royal protection it
had hitherto enjoyed under the French monarchy was removed
with the abdication of King Charles X, the abnegation of
the Duke of Angouleme the Dauphin, and the departure with
them into exile of the new king the Duke of Bordeaux,
young Henry V, who in fact reigned from August 2 to 7, 1830
and who had legally become the Protector of the Order.
However, contrary to what some have written, the July
monarchy did not expressly abolish the old royal orders or
the chivalric orders and institutions.
The Constitutional Charter of August 9, 1830 does not
mention these orders: Article 63 simply states, "The Legion
of Honour shall be maintained. The King shall determine its
internal regulations and decoration • . . ". This article
was a simple restatement of Article 72 of Louis XVIII's
Charter of 1814, which read: "The Legion of Honour shall
be maintained. The King shall determine its internal
regulations and decoration . . . ". No one has claimed that
this passage, which is copied exactly in the Charter of 1830,
constituted an abolition by Louis XVIII of the Order of the
Holy Spirit, the Order of Saint Michael and the Order of
Saint Louis, not to mention the Order of Saint Lazarus.
certain authors have alleged, however, that by a
decree of February 10, 1831 the July Monarchy suppressed
"all French orders with the exception of the Legion of
Honour", and they specifically cite the combined Orders of
Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
This decree of February 10, 1831 does not exist: to
verify this one need only consult the Bulletin officiel
des lois or the Collection com lete des Lois Decrets . . .
(published by Duverg~er . There is, however, an ordinance
of February 10, 1831 that declares: "All ordinance~ providing for the creation of decorat~ons on the occas1on of
or as a result of the events of 1814 and 1815 are, and
remain, abrogated" and that revokes all authorization to
wear such decorations: the ordinance does not specifically
mention any particular decoration. This text is perfectly
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clear: obviously it does not conce~n the old orders created
well before 1814 and 1815: it perta1ns solely to those decorations created on the occasion of the events of 1814 and
1815, that is, the Order of the Lily, the Order of the Brassard
of Bordeaux, the Medal of the Royal Volunteers, the Cross of
Loyalty, the Medal of Gent, the Medal of the See of Lyons, etc.
As proof of this, note that the Knights of Saint Louis continued to wear the badges of their order (though some removed
the fleurs-de-lis), as did the Knights of Saint John.
A decision of the chapter general would have been needed
to put an end to the Order of Saint Lazarus, and no such
decision was ever made. In other words, even if there had
been a governmental decision, it could not have dissolved
the Order, which, being an institution of an independent
character, is legally beyond the influence of any body
external to itself. At most, a government can ban the
activities of an order within the territorial jurisdiction
of that governmentJ but, as we know, this has never occurred.
Since it no longer enjoyed the protection of the new
king, the Order of Saint Lazarus no longer appeared in the
Royal Almanac. Not being recognized by the French government, it was no more than a knightly institution without a
patrimony or official status: yet the members always maintained
among themselves the chivalric traditions, and persevered with
their charitable works. We should also point out that knighthood is above all a commitment to serve Christendom and one's
fellow man, and that the rules imposed upon its . members are
imposed directly, without need of State decree or State
intervention.
After 18JO the Knights Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus
were governed by the Council of Officers, which comprised
in particular the Marquis of Autichamps, Commander (d. 1831),
the Baron of La Rochefoucauld-Bayers, Commander (d. 1834),
Baron Silvestre, Herald (d. 1851), Abbot Picot, Chaplain,
and others.
The troubles of conscience that had afflicted the
Knights of Saint Lazarus in 1792 now returned again.
A great many of them remained faithful to the legitimate
monarchy and the elder branch of the exiled Bourbons. Some
felt it their duty to fight in defence of the old monarchy
within whose shelter the Order had flourished. Consequently
when the Duchess of Berry went to the Vendee in 1832 to stir
up an insurrection in favour of her son the young Henry V,
some knights took part in it. Notable among them was the
Viscount Jean-Marie of Sioch'an of Kersabiec, who was at
her side during the uprising. After its failure, Kersabiec
was tried and sentenced to deportation, but then discharged
by the Co~rt of Assize. ?t~ers like Prince Jules of Polignac,
Charles X s unfortunate m1n1ster, served a prison term.

However there were also Knights of Saint Lazarus who
had a role in the new regime, such as the Viscount of Chabot,
former equerry of the Duke of Orleans, who became honorary
aide de camp to King Louis Philippe and Peer of the Realm
in 18)1.
In 1840 the Order was still mentioned as one of the
existing chivalric institutions. In the "Cours abre~e du
Blason" (Abridged Course in Heraldry] published in 1 4o by
the town and country newspaper, the author describes the
insignia of the surviving chivalric orders: " • . . the
Grand Cross of the knights (that of Saint Lazarus has eight
points, like that of the knights of Malta, with the image
of the Blessed Virgin on one side and that of Saint Lazarus
r~sing from the grave on the other)"J on the other hand
when speaking of the Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel '
(which was no longer being conferred), he says, "the small
cross ~ the badge of the gentlemen students of the
Military College."
In any case, the knights and hospitallers of Saint
Lazarus had to have a Protector who could allow them to
continue their existence in the shelter of a high moral
authority. The Council of Officers and the chief members
therefore decided to turn to a high religious authority
from the Christian East, where the Order began. A new
development had in fact come to pass there.
There had been no Eastern Catholic patriarch holding
see and jurisdiction in Jerusalem since 1291: there was a
Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem in Rome, but since he was
purely titular he held no jurisdiction.
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In 1703 the Greek Melchite Patriarch of Antioch
Cyril V--Saint Peter's successor on the throne of Antioch,
of which Jerusalem was once a dependency--renewed ties with
Rome (since those ties had not always been uninterrupted ) :
this association was confirmed in 1724 by Patriarch Cyril
VI. By a decree of July 13, 1772 the Holy See entrusted
the Greek Melchite Patriarch of Antioch Maximos II with
religious j-urisdiction over all Mel chi te Catholics,
including the territory of the former patriarchate of
Jerusalem, and gave him recognition as Patriarch of Ant~och,
Alexandria and Jerusalem. On October 31, 1837 one of hl~
successors, Patriarch Maximos III Mazlum, obtained from
the Ottoman authorities recognition of his civil jurisdiction
in the territory of the three patriarchates of Antioch,
Alexandria and Jerusalem: and on July Jl, 18}8 the Holy See
confirmed his right to officially assume the title of Greek
Melchite Catholic Patriarch of Antioch, Alexandria and
Jerusalem, a title that was acknowledged by the Ottoman
authorities.

)9

Therefore, as of July 31, 18?8, there.was an Eastern
Melchite catholic Patriarch, hold1ng the t1tle of Patriarch
of Jerusalem, who had religious and civil jurisdiction
within that patriarchate. He was the only one until July
23, 1848, when Rome re-~stablished t~e.Lat~n Patriarchate
of Jerusalem, with the 1ncumbent res1d1ng 1n Jerusalem.
The successor of the Melchite patriarchs who in the
11th century were the spiritual protectors of the Hospital
of Saint Lazarus "outside the walls of Jerusalem"--from
which stemmed the knights and hospitallers of St. Lazarus-the Melchite patriarch, in regaining the spiritual protection
of the Order of Saint Lazarus, was simply acknowledging that
the knights and hospitallers of Saint Lazarus, who had
always preserved their Eastern tradition through the course
of their history, were returning to their very source.
Furthermore, some authors have asserted that, since
the Order had once again admitted knights from among the
duretiens (1) of the East in 1647, and then in 1730 and
1744, a small group of Eastern knights must have arisen in
the Middle East around the Greek Catholic patriarchate,
which was then united to the Holy See in Rome--a group that
had probably established itself by the middle of the 18th
century.
Patriarch Maximos III Mazlum had already been acquainted
with the Knights of Saint Lazarus for several years. As the
Archbishop of Myra, he had lived for three years (1821-1823)
in Marseilles, France, where with King Louis XVIII's support
he had founded the Greek Catholic church of Our Lady of
Myra; he had also stayed in Paris, and had been able to
arouse the interest of Louis XVIII and other Frenchmen,
members of Saint Lazarus · among them, in the trials of the
Eastern Catholics.
·
_In 1841 the Patriarch since 18JJ, Mgr. Maximos III
Mazlum, returned to France after a visit in Rome with Pope
Gregory XVI. He first staJred in Marseilles for a month
(Dec~mber 21, 1840 to January 24, 1841); then, after travelllng throughout France, he reached Paris on March 15
1841, remaining there until July 17 when he returned ho~e
via Marseilles. While in France he was accorded respectful
treatment by the government. Queen Marie Amelie supported
his views and participated extensively in his diocesan
•
work. During his stay he was received by numerous French
personages, and one day celebrated a notable mass in the
church of Saint Merry of Paris on the occasion of the beatification of the blessed Marie de l'Incarnation (Madame
Acarie) (2), in the presence of a great congregation.
(1) [I have been unable to discover the meaning of
this word, and so leave it in the original French. --tr.]
(2) [An interesting note:
as a missionary in Canada
in 1639, she founded and headed the first Ursuline
convent here. --tr.]
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It was during this stay in Paris that the Knights
and Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus, including such notables
as Count Vie~ot of Vaublanc, Councillor of State, the
Viscount of Chabot, honorary aide de camp to the King and
Peer of the Realm, the Baron of La Rochefoucauld-Bayers,
the Count of Clermont-Tonnerre (who had been made a Roman
prince in 1825), Baron Sylvestre of the Academie des Sciences
~he Order's herald, Co~t Melchior of Polignac and the
'
1nc~mbents of the Cour~1ls and Bailleul hereditary commanderles, made contact w1th the Patriarch and asked him to
be the Spiritual Protector of Saint Lazarus. He accepted
both for himself and fo~ his successors. Henceforth the '
Kni~hts and Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus could continue
the1r charitable work, particularly with regard to the
Christians of the East, in the assurance that their traditions would be maintained. The renewing of the spiritual
ties between the Knights and Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus
and the Melchite Catholic patriarchate at this time was
als? confi~med by succeeding patriarchs, notably by Patriarch
MaxJ.mos V 1n a letter of May 12, 1973 to the Holy see.
At this time, the "Basic Statute of the Knights Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem" was revived. The
statute recalled that the knights are the "obedient sons
of the Holy Church, the Brothers and Protectors of the
Poor, Travellers and Pilgrims", and that they must devote
themselves "to the service of the Church, the Poor, the
Lepers and the other sick, the Travellers and the Pilgrims".
-The. si tuat1on of the Cnristians ot the Eas"t wa~ 1..hen
precarious. There was one particular area in which the
Knights Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus could be of assistance
to them. The Carmelite monastery of Mount Carmel in the
Holy Land, which dated back to the Crusades and at that
time included within its ranks knights of Saint Lazarus
who wished to lead the monastic life, had been destroyed
• at the beginning of the century by Emir Djezzar Pasha and
burned again in 1821 by Abdhallah Pasha. The Carmelites~
who had likewise been dispossessed by the French Revolut1on
and had re-established themselves in France in 1837, had
set to work to rebuild their monastery: Father Charles
launched an appeal to the West for aid. A "Mount Carmel
Project Committee" was set up in Paris; its members were
Baron Taylor, the Count of Montalembert, th~ Count of
Chabrillant, Lamartine, Horace Vernet and V1ctor Hugo .
The Knights of Saint Lazarus joined in this crusade (1) .
In the printed appeal published in 1844 by Adolph Dumas (2),
it is explicitly written: "The Order of the Hospitallers
(

At cild,
•
l
1 ) Anotabl~ the K1ng of Nap es and the Count of Chambord.

(2) Tern le et Hos ice du Mont Carmel, by Alexander and
Adolph Dumas Par1s, Du Fa1n and Trunot, Printers, 1844,
octavo, Q2F47 F).
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of saint Lazarus, formed in Palestine by ~he firs t comrades
of Godfrey for the service of our compatr1ots wounded far
from their homeland, has united with the Order of the
Carmelites and retains the Chr~stian and human character
of its initial founding . • . ". The project wt=nt ahead,
and the Mount carmel monastery was finished in 1867 (1).
In memory of the former protection of the kings of
France, after the revolution of 1848 the Knights of Saint
Lazarus awarded Henry V, Count of Chambord, who in 1848
was in exile, a white flag . with the royal arms of France
and the motto "Dieu et mon Roy" on one side, and the green
cross of the Order and the m~tto "Atavis et Armis" on the
other.
In 1861 the Count of Chambord visited Mount Carmel
and the basilica in which the Knights of Saint Lazarus had
taken an interest, and also Saint John of Acre, Nazareth,
Jerusalem and Damietta, all cities dear to the Order.
Under the spiritual authority of the Greek Catholic
patriarch, the Order conducted a modest recruitment program,
but in 1850 it comprised about twenty knights. After
Patriarch Maximos III MazlUm's death in 1855, his successors
to the beginning of the twentieth century were Patriarchs
Clement I (1856-1864), Gre~ory I (1864-1897), during whose
patriarchate the Eucharist1c Congress of Jerusalem was
held in 1893, and Peter IV (1898-1902). Some Eastern
prelates were named to the Order, notably the Greek Catholic
arch9ishops Saint ~lement Barouth (patriarch in 1856), Mgr.
Agap~ Dumani, appo1nted in 1864, and Mgr. Anthony Sabbagh
appointed in 1871.
'
From April to June, 1860, the Ottoman government and
the Druses conducted many massacres of Christians in Lebanon,
and France had to send troops to Beirut with General Beaufort
and General Hautpoul to protect the Christian communities
there, and, together with the Christian leaders of Mount
Lebanon, lay the political foundations of the future
Lebanon.
Recruitment of members of Saint Lazarus was carried
on cautiously in the West, for the Patriarch, being a
subject of the Ottoman Empire, was in a delicate situation
as the patron of a Christian institution that seemed to be
a traditional opponent of the Sublime Porte (2); consequently
recruitment could hardly be conducted in an official manner
except during those periods when Turkey found itself the
ally of the Christian powers, or when there was peace in
the East. However, at that time appointments were made

(1) It was destroyed again by the Turks in 1915 and
rebuilt after the First World War.
(2) (I.e. -the Turkish government. --tr.]
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simply by means of a letter. Notable among the Knights of
Saint Lazarus thus nominated to the end of the 19th century
were, in 1853, Admiral Alphonse Hamelin, who commanded the
Black Sea squadron in the Crimean War, was Minister of the
Navy, and died in 1860 as Grand Chancellor of the Legion
of Honour: also in 1853, Admiral Louis Edward BouetWillaumez, who was Senator of the Empire and died in 1871;
in 1863, Count Louis Francis du Mesnil of Maricourt, who
was French Consul in Lanarca, Cyprus and died in 1865 while
caring for cholera victims; Count Paul of Poudenx, who died
in 1894; Abbot John Tanski, who, after taking part in the
Polish rising, came to France and lived in Paris where he
served in the parish of Sainte Marie des Batignolles . . .
~ater he became Chaplain.of the Order, and died in 1913;
1n 1865, Count Jules Mar1e of Anselme of Puisaye, papal
zouave, who was wounded alongside Colonel Charette in the
battle of Castelfidardo: in 1875, the Viscount of Boisbaudry
who was born in 1846: and in 1896, Baron Yves of Constancin '
born in 1864, who later became Commander of the noble
'
Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus. Constancin was a Knight
of the Order of Isabelle the Catholic and of the Order of
Saint Anne of Russia; a man of letters, he founded the
Association des ,journalistes parlementaires and was the
~
editor of the Revue Internationals. He died in 1914.
In 1880 Count Jules of Anselme of Puisaye, a Knight
Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus then living in Tunisia, wished
to associate the Order with a charitable and hospitaller
project and therefore founded the "Association of the Green
Cross" in Tunis, a first-aid association for the sick and
injured which rendered many services to the population .
J:ne con~~nui ty of the hereditary commanderies or' the
Order of Saint Lazarus, founded at the beginning of the
18th century, was still maintained during this period.
The hereditary commanders of La Motte des Courtils since
1830 were as follows: Charles John Baptiste des Courtils
of Bessy, deceased 1842; Alexander des Courtils of Bessy,
deceased 1854: Alexander des Courtils of Bessy, deceased
1870: Charles Alexander des Courtils of Bessy, deceased
1894; and John de Courtils of Bessy, deceased 1968. The
incumbents of the commanderie of Saint Francis of Bailleul
since 1830 were Francis Louis of Bailleul, deceased 1850i
Charles Edward of Bailleul, deceased 1860; Achilles Raymond
of Bailleul, deceased 1897: and John Paul of Bailleul,
deceased 1825 (1).
~nus a1a the Order of Saint Lazarus maintain itself
from 1830 to 1900: if, as in 1578, there was but a limited
number of knights to face the 20th century, it was the task
of those few to see that the Knights Hospitaller of Saint
Lazarus regained their prominence.
(1) [Probably a mistake for 1925. --tr.]

4)

The Order of Saint Lazarus is no longer of the same
nature as before the Revolution, but its tradition, principles and spirituality remain the same. Then again, the
difference between the knights hospitaller of Saint Lazarus
of the 19th century and those of the 17th is no greater
than that between those of the 17th century and the leper
knights of the 12th century: still the knighthood remains
the same, with or without patrimony, with or without
official status within the State. The changes imposed
by the march of the centuries pose no obstacle to the
persistence of tradition, which ensures the institution's
enduring continuity.
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THE KNIGHTS HOSPITALLER
OF SAINT lAZARUS OF JERUSALEM
FROM 1900 TO 1930

on the threshold of the 20th century the Knights
Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem found· themselves
in much the same situation as at the beginning of the 17th
century, in that there was only ·a small number of them to
ensure the continuity of the institution: yet it was an
institution that had been stripped of its property by the
Revolution, property that had not been retrieved during
the 19th century. Its spiritual protector was Patriarch
Peter IV (1898-1902), the Greek Melchite Patriarch of
Antioch, Alexandria, Jerusalem and all the East. Canon
Tanski, the Almoner of the Order, was in fact carrying out
the duties of Chancellor and managing the Order from Paris.
Notable among its members were the Marquis of Anselme of
Puisaye, President of the Charitable Association of the
Green Cross, and the Baron of Constancin; the two hereditary commanders were then John des Courtils of Bessy and
the Marquis of Bailleul (Paul of Bailleul).
In 1902 the Greek Melchite Archbishop of Saint John
of Acre, Monseigneur Cyril Ghea, a member of Saint Lazarus,
became Patriarch Cyril VIII. Under his spiritual protection, new members joined the O.S.L.J., such as Monseigneur Gregory Haggear, the new Melchite Archbishop
of Saint John of Acre, Paul Watrin, Paul Beugnot, Charles
Oztenberger, John Paul Eyscher, Alexander Gallery of La
Tremblaye, and John George of Guillet of Praues of Fleurelles.

In 1910 the Patriarch decided, on the advice of
Canon Tanski, to re-establish the Chancellery of the Or de r
in France, its traditional seat. A council of the Order
was appointed there: Paul Watrin, a lawyer of the Paris
Court of Appeal, was named Chancellor, Paul Beugnot Juge
d'Armes, and Canon Tanski Almoner. After this reorganization, Patriarch Cyril VIII sent the Chancellor a long letter
on June 3, 1911 from Damascus in which he described the role
of the Eastern Church, a matter of interest to the Order;
it ended thus: "In conclusion, as a token of our recognition
and our affection, we extend our blessing to the entire
Order" ( 1).
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The Knights Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus then began
to structure their organization: since freedom of association had existed in France since 1901, they took the name
of the "Noble Association of the Knights of Saint Lazarus
of Jerusalem", with the Patriarch as Administrator General;
in ·accordance with the ancient rules, provision was made
for the election of a lieutenant general to manage the
Order. The Juge d'Armes Paul Beugnot, an officer of the
Order who out of modesty would not assume the title of
Knight, was in charge of recruitment; he was secretary
general of the Societe Heraldigue de France, whose protector was the Duke of Orleans, Head of the House of France
( Phi.lip VIII) and whose founding president General Charette.
His Royal Highness the Count of Eu and Cardinal Arnette were
honorary members of this society, and the Marquis of Anselme
of Puisaye, Knight Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus, an influential member of its council. Nominations of new members of
the Order of Saint Lazarus were published in the Bulletin
de la Societe Heraldigue de France. The Knights Hospitaller's activities took the form of aid to the Christian
churches of the East.
(1) In 1910 one Johan Moser, from Berlin, the selfstyled Baron Moser of Vega, a Jewish convert to Catholicism,
founded on his own in Berlin a group called the "Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus", as well as another group called
the "Hospitallers of Saint John". These groups had nothing
to do with the chivalric institution of Saint Lazarus of
Jerusalem or the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem (the
Order of Malta). The name of Johan Jose Moser of Vega
has never figured among the members of the Order of Saint
Lazarus, as the Duke of Brissac, Administrator General of
the Order, officially announced on January 15, 1962, thus
giving a sequel to the research that the Prince of Bearn
and Chalais had had done in 1945. The group improperly
called the "Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus" was short-lived:
member of the Order of St. Lazarus was never one of the
multiple titles of Moser of Vega, who wormed his way into
certain -heraldic milieux around 1911-1913 (cf. Bulletins
[over

J
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This reorganization was promising well for the future
when the war of 1914 broke out, whereupon new problems
arose for the institution of Saint Lazarus. In the Middle
East the Turkish government carried out a number of massacres
of Christians. Bishops were convicted and imprisoned.
Patriarch Cyril VIII, an opponent of the government of the
Ottoman Empire, was himself sentenced to death, and had to
flee to Egypt, where he died at Ramla on January 11, 1916.
A new patriarch was not elected until after the fall
of the Ottoman Empire: on March 29, 1919 Patriarch Demetrios
I Cadi, who served until 1926, became the new spiritual
protector of the Order of Saint Lazarus. Under his protection recruitment resumed: Canon Pierracini became
Almoner of the Order and in 1921 Marquis of the Church
Ferier of Felix became Juge d'Armes. Unfortunately, the
Patriarch died on October 25, 1925 (2). Announcing his
death, the
i ternationale des uestions Politi ues
Diplomatigues et conomigues wrote: "The noble Hospitallers
of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, who, as we know, are today
concentrating their efforts on works in the East, . . .
are currently in deep mourning over the decease of their
Protector, His Holiness Monseigneur Demetrios" (1.7.1926 ) .
Nominations to the Order of Saint Lazarus were at
that time published in the review La Science Historigue,
the organ of the Societe Archeologigue de France, which
was directed by Paul Watrin and on whose board sat several
Knights of Saint Lazarus: the Marquis of the Church,
Alexis Gallery of La Tremblaye, and later Paul Bertrand
of La Grassiere.
On December 8, 1925 His Holiness Cyril IX Mogabgab
was elected Patriarch. He was a great friend of France,
and was Commander of the Legion of Honour. Under his
spiritual protection, the Order's development was furthered.
On March 17, 1926, the Patriarch wrote a long letter from
Beirut addressed to the members of the Order, in which he
said: "My dear sons the hospi tallers of Saint Lazarus of
Jerusalem are performing work of a pre-eminently missionary
nature, worthy of their tradition, in helping to recruit
and support priests in the poor villages . • . God will
certainly reward them a hundredfold, for theirs shall be.
the merit of giving thousands of souls to God. Thus in

(1) (Cont'd) Histori ues Archeolo i ues et Heraldi ues,
1911-1913). However the Rev1sta Hera d1ca o 1911 p. 1 J )
mentions him as a Knight of the Holy Sepulchre. Despit e
these falsifications and this absence of evidence, certain
authors unduly persist in associating l\loser with Saint Lazar· ·'"l.
(2) [This is undoubtedly the correct year, for it is
supported by the context. "1926", in the third line of
this paragraph, is probably an authorial error . . . or
a typesetter's error. --tr.J
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commending all these works in particular, I send you and
all your brothers in the Order my paternal blessing . . . ".
On June 10, 1926 Monseigneur Attie, Archimandrite of
the Melchite patriarchate and rector of the church of Saint
Julien le Pauvre in Paris, was installed as Almoner of the
Order.
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In July 1926 Patriarch Cyril IX himself, coming from
Rome where His Holiness Pope Pius XI had awarded him the
pallium, arrived in Paris. On July 25 in the Greek Melchite
church of Saint Julien le Pauvre he celebrated the Holy
Liturgy, surrounded by Lieutenants General Monseigneur
Khoriaty, Archbishop of Sidon, Mgr. Maximos Sa'iegh, Archbishop of Tyre (who succeeded him as patriarch and spiritual
protector of the Order) &Mgr. Haggear, Archbishop of Saint
John of Acre, who was Grand Referendary of the Order and
later Grand Prior in matters spiritual. The officers of
the Order of Saint Lazarus had taken up places in the chancel:
Mgr. Attie, Almoner, Knights Paul Watrin, Chancellor, Gallery
of La Tremblaye, Lord Chancellor (keeper of the seal ) ,
Oztenberger, Registrar, and others. That evening the Patriarch
received the members of the Order and spoke at length with
them of life in the Order.
For the next two years recruitment intensified. In
1927 the Association Fran~aise des Hospitaliers de SaintLazare de Jerusalem was officially constituted within French
law; subsequently it took the ~ame of the Associatio~
Fran9aise des Chevaliers de Sa~nt-Lazare, and today ~s
represented by the association called the Hospitaliers de
Saint-Lazare de Jerusalem. Its president was the Marquis
of the Church Ferier of Felix. The same year, to increase
awareness of the Order, Knight Paul Bertrand of La Grassiere
published a study of L'Ordre de Saint-Lazare de Jerusalem
en Orient. Son passe, Son present [The Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem in the East: Past and Present] of
which the Holy Father Pope Pius XI accepted a complimentary
copy, addressing the following letter to its author through
the Secretary of State: "The Holy Father has deigned to
accept the copy of the short work you have sent to him,
L'Ordre de Saint-Lazare de Jerusalem en Orient. His Holiness thanks you for this proof of your veneration, and as
a token of His paternal benevolence extends to you a hear t felt special benediction . • • " (October 11, 1927, No.
65236).
In December 1927 the Knights Hospitaller of Saint
Lazarus officially participated in the conferences of the
Eastern Marian week, which was held in Paris.
On January 19, 1928, His Holiness Pope Pius XI addressed
the following letter to the Marquis of the Church, President
of the Association Fran~aise de Saint-Lazare, through the
intermediary of Cardinal Gaspari, Secretary of State:
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Mr. President:
The Holy Father kindly accepts the filial homage
of the good wishes you have extended to him on behalf
of the _Order on the occasion of your annual year- end
~east day.
His Holiness thanks you warmly and, offering in
turn his best wishes for the prosperity of the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem and their families,
sends to them all a special apostolic benediction.
Please accept, Mr. President, with my thanks for
the good wishes you have addressed to me, my own best
wishes for the Order, as well as the assurance of my
deep respect. (letter No. 3511/27)
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The Order of Saint Lazarus' charitable and hospitaller
activity was then directed toward collecting offerings and
donations for the Eastern Christians which it then transferred
to the Greek Melchite patriarchate for distribution as needed.
On December 16, 1928 the Order organized a lecture in
Paris to provide information on the Melchite Church; it was
given by the Reverend Father David Lathoud of the Augu~tinians
of the Assumption, the editor of the review Union des Eglises.
The knights attended, along with various religious notables
such as His Grace Mgr. Bahagan (1), Armenian Bishop of Ankara,
Mgr. Attie, Almoner of the Order, Mgr. ,...._ Mayol of Lupe,
·
Military Almoner, and Reverend Father Mercklen of the
Augustinians of the Assumption, editor of the Catholic
newspaper La Croix.
The next day, December 17, the
knights observed their patron's feast day in the church of
Saint Julien le Pauvre, where the Byzantine liturgy was
celebrated by Mgr. Attie in the presence of His Grace ~.
Bahaban, Armenian Bishop of Ankara, who was accompanied by
the director of the Armenian mission in France; Reverend
Father Mercklen, editor of La Croix: Mgr. Mayol of Lupe:
General Vasquez Cabo, minis~er o~ Colombia; Prince Tokary,
former minister of the Ukraine; Prince Obolensky; Prince
Gortchakoff of the Imperial Russian Army; Princess Bagration;
Vice Admirals Besson and Mornetr Counsellor Plouvier, chief
clerk and counsellor in the Audit Office; and various other
Parisian personalities.
In a letter of January 9, 1929 to Mgr. Attie, Almoner ·
of the Order, His Holiness Patriarch Cyril IX wrote: "It
gave us great pleasure to acknowledge the kind display of
devotion of the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus last December
17. Please convey to them our profound gratitude and satisfaction. We wholeheartedly wish the Order great prosperity
and ever-increasing success."
(1) He later became a member of the Order of St. Lazarus.
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1929 was a year of dramatic progress for the Order.
Over fifty Frenchmen and foreigners joined its ranks, including His Excellency Cardinal Lienart, Bishop of Lille,
His Excellency Cardinal Hayes, Archbishop of New York,
Mgr. Dub Dubowski, Bishop of Luck and Zytornec, General
Castelnau, Admiral Lacaze, General Weygand, George Goyau,
Henry Bordeaux . (the four preceding from the Academie
Fran¥aise) (1), Francis of Bourbon, Duke of Seville, the
Duke of Clermont-Tonnerre, the Marquis of Migr~. the Marquis
of Bellevue, and Colonel Rene L'Hopital. During this period
a new recruitment began outside France, notably in Spain
and Poland, etc.
The same year, the Order published an edition of its
Rules and Statutes in which the ancient customs of the Order
were taken up again and adapted to the time, using the groundwork of the Basic Statute of the Knights Hospitaller which
had been drawn up in 1841 when the ties between the Knights
and Hospitallers and the Melchite patriarchate had been
renewed. Articles were published in journals and conferences
were held on the Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus.
On January 26, 1929, His Holiness Patriarch Cyril IX
wrote to the Chancellor from Cairo: "Your good wishes for
the new year have met with a profound echo of recognition
and satisfaction in our soul. We wholeheartedly return them,
beseeching the Lord to bless the Order, and multiply and
make fruitful all its works. Kindly convey to your beloved
members our paternal and affectionate regards, and a very
special benediction."
4.)

On February 15, 1929 Knight Paul Wa trin resigned his
office of Chancellor (2), which was then assumed by Knight
Paul of La Grassiere who was soon after awarded the title
of Grand Capitular of the Knights and Hospitallers, with
the special role of chairing the Chapter General (J).
(1) Other members of the Academie Franfaise subsequently
became members of the Knights and Hospita lers of St. Lazarus:
e.g. Kgr. Baudrillart, the Duke of Levis-Mirepoix, Henry Massis.
(2) In 1930 Paul Watrin, who left the Order in 1929,
founded an institution that he ~alled "the Noble Order of
4Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem" and of which he proclaimed himself Grand Master. Several persons joined this group, but
it engaged in hardly any charitable or hospitaller work. It
continued on, after a fashion, with a few members until 1939,
but disappeared after the Second World War. Watrin himself
died in 1945.
(3) He ·held this responsibility until 1974, and also was
one of the most active historiographers of the Knights Hospitaller. 1\lgr. Attie remained Almoner General and Charles
Oztenberger registrar. H.E. Mgr. Haggear, Archbishop of
St. John of Acre, was named Grand Referendary.
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Very close relations existed between Patriarch Cyril
IX, Spiritual Protector of the Order, and Knight La Grassiere:
a complete and thorough correspondence passed between the
Patriarch and the Council. It included this letter of July
JO, 1929 to the new chancellor: "It is with legitimate
pride that we see personages who are the cynosure of civil
and ecclesiastical society joining this beloved Order, thanks
to your zeal and the activity of the new Council. Let us
hope that it continues at this pace, and we shall shortly
see the results for the Order • • • ".
On December 10, 1929 in Paris, Patriarch Cyril IX
reformed the governing body of the Order, which was comprised
of the Marquis of the Church Ferier of Felix, President of
the Association of the Knights Hospitaller of Saint Lazarus,
Mgr. Attie, Almoner, Paul Bertrand of La Grassiere, Chancellor
Charles Oztenberger-Detaille, Superintendent and H.E. Mgr.
'
Haggear, Grand Referendary. The same day, the Patriarch
wrote the following letter to the superintendent in charge
of material management:
You are well aware . • • of our deep affection for
the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, of which we
are truly happy to be the Protector. We sincerely
wish the Council and all the members continual prosperity and an abundance of those heavenly blessings
that bring works to fruition. May the Lord reward
you for your efforts in support of the Holy Church.
His Grace Mgr. Haggear, Archbishop of Saint John of
Acre, Grand Referendary, also came to Paris in 1929 and
had various conferences with the Council and members of
the Order so as to regulate its activity.
Unfortunately, the great strides made by the Order ot·
Saint Lazarus did not fail to arouse rivalry and jealousy.
Pressure was placed upon Patriarch Cyril IX who, in the
face of these difficulties, decided in 19JO to resign his
office of spiritual protector; he requested the Melchite
Archbishop of Saint John of Acre, His Grace Mgr. Haggear,
to assume spiritual responsibility of the Order, which he
did by taking the title of Spiritual Grand Prior (1).
Patriarch Cyril IX's successor, Patriarch Maximos IV Sa'iegh
(who had accompanied Patriarch Cyril IX to Paris in 1927 •
when he chaired a meeting of the members of the Order ) , was
to subsequently reassume this responsibility and dignity,
as did his own successor Patriarch Maximos V Hakim, former
Spiritual Grand Prior, following the death of Maximos IV
Saiegh.
(1) According to Paul Bertrand of La Grassiere, the
pressure probably came in particular from a French dignitary
of the Order of the Holy Sepulchre, which, being under the
authority of the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, apparently
feared the Order of Saint Lazarus• influence among the
Eastern Christians.
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During this period of recovery for the Knights and
Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, the year 1930
was primarily devoted to a new membership recruitment,
chiefly abroad. Among the new personages joining were
Abbot Peter Andrieu, Doctor of Theology, Abbot Leo Merklen,
editor of the newspaper La Croix, H.E. Mgr. Adolph Nouel
Bobadilla, assistant to the Papal Throne, H.E. Mgr. Augustin
Perrado y Garcia, Bishop of Palencia, the Count of Janze,
Archduke Leopold Salvator of Austria-Tuscany, Albert of
Bourbon, Duke of Santa Elena, the Count of Mirassol, Knight
of the Order of Calatrava, and Marshal Carmona, President
of the Republic of Portugal. Delegations of Knights of
Saint Lazarus began to organize themselves abroad at this
time.
The Council of Dignitaries, with the agreement of the
eldest descendant of the first hereditary commanderie of the
Order, Ship's Captain John des Courtils of Bessy, and the
Greek Catholic Archbishop of Saint John of Acre and Spiritual
Grand Prior H.E. Mgr. Haggear, decided that the moment had
come to restore the Order's vacant master office. In ~~Y
19)0, after an interview with representatives of the Council
of the Order, Francis of Bourbon, Duke of Seville, then an
officer in the Royal Spanish Army who had been Bailiff of
Spain for a year, agreed to take on this office provisionally,
with the title of Lieutenant General and the powers of a
grand master.
This decision to confer the master office upon him
could be taken because the Duke of Seville had decided to
definitely establish himself in France; for according to
the rules and tradition of the Knights of Saint Lazarus
since the Chapter of 1578, the Order of Saint Lazarus could
not have its master seat outside France. The grand master
is required to reside in France, where the chapters general
must also be held, for "the transferring of the Order from
France to another country • . . would be a great wrong to
this kingdom (France) which is the protector and supporter
of the Order . • • it would be to divide the Crown from
the most ancient order of knighthood in all of Christendom
• • • " {chapter of May 20, 1578).
In April 1931 the Spanish Revolution took place. In
August 1932 the Duke of Seville was implicated in General
·sanjurjo's monarchist uprising; after being deported to
Villa Cisneros, he came to Paris in 1933, finally settling
there with his family in 19)4. At a chapter general convened
on December 15, 1935, the master office was conferred upon
him, along with the title of Grand Master.
We end this survey of the history of the Knights and
Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem here 2t the year
19)0, the date of the restoration of the Grand Mastership.
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we

might however point out that in 1932 Paul Bertrand
of La Grassiere published a Histoire des Chevaliers Hospitaliers de Saint-Lazare, a project which received the encouragement of the Duke of Guise, Head of the House of France and
heir to the kings of France who were the Order's protectors,
and of Prince Alphonse Charles of Bourbon, the House of
Spain's eldest heir by Salic law.
With the restoration of their mastership, the Knights
and Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem entered upon
yet another new epoch in their history. The Order resumed
its recruitment and con~inued with its traditional mission,
which can be summarized in three points: to maintain the
trad~tions of the Christian knighthood, to work for Christian
unity, and to engage in charitable and hospitaller work for
the sick and disabled, especially the lepers. Nor should we
forget the matter of aid to the Eastern Christians.
The Order's charitable and hospitaller work has undergone particular development in recent years since the
assumption of the Grand Magistry by His Grace the Duke of
Brissac, 47th Supreme Head. In our own day, the Knights
and Hospitallers of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem can be said
to hold a prime place among the knightly institutions of
the Christian West.

THE END
of the main text of
Guy Coutant of Saisseval's
THE KNIGHTS AND HOS PITALLERS
OF SAINT lAZARUS OF JERUSALEM
FROM 1789 TO 1930

ERRATA

A last-minute check at the Order's Ottawa office has
revealed two major errors in terms designating offices
of the Order. First, the English equivalent of .. l'Ylaitre
des Cer~monies" is Mar~hal, not "Master of Ceremonies";
hence the office of "Prevot-Maitre des Cer~monies",
which is frequently mentioned in the earlier portions
of Sibert's History, is translated as Provost Marshal.
Second, "Aumonier" is Almoner, not "Chaplain": 1 t
can be translated as "Chapla1n", but not in this
context; where Sibert means "Chaplain", he uses the
term "Chapelain".
These errors appear throughout Sibert's History
and also possibly in its Afterword. If the two offices
in question are listed in the Index to the History, the
task of correction is of course greatly simplified; if
not, you will have to make the corrections as the terms
come up in the course of reading. To summarize:
"Master of Ceremonies" is definitely wrong; "Chaplain ..
is possibly wrong, depending on whet her the original
term in each particular instance is "Aumonier" or not.
My apologies.
M. Ustick

